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PREFACE.

This treatise is, as the title-page describes it,

" An Investigation of the Principles which Limit

the Capacities, Powers, and Liabilities of Corpora-

tions, and more especially of Joint-Stock Com-

panies." The doctrine of Ultra Vires is of modern

growth. Its appearance as a distinct fact, and as a

guiding or, rather, misleading principle in the legal

system of this country, dates from about the year

1845, being first prominently mentioned in the

cases in equity, of Colman v. Eastern Counties

Railway Company in 1846 (a); and at law, of

East Anglian Railway Confipany v. Eastern Coun-

ties Railway Company (h) in 1851.

At the period now mentioned the great railway

companies were being projected and developed.

For the making of these lines there were required

larger funds than any partnership, however nume-

(a) 10 Beav. 1, 16 L. J. (6) 11 C. B. 775, 21 L. J.

(Ch.) 73. (C. P.) 23.
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rous, could possess, and compulsory powers of a

description utterly beyond the royal prerogative to

confer by charter on any individual or association.

Consequently application was made to the Supreme

Legislature, by whose sanction corporations were

called into being, authorised to raise the necessary

capital by methods analogous to those used by

Joint-Stock Companies already in existence, and

enabled to acquire, by coercive means where amicable

overtures were rejected, the lands, houses, ease-

ments, and other proprietory rights needful for the

profitable prosecution of the undertaking.

Scarcely had these bodies been created than

questions were raised as to the exact nature of the

powers and other incidents so conferred upon them.

Parliament had simply constituted them corpora-

tions. But corporations, according to the old

Common Law notion, were civil persons differing

from ordinary physical persons, mainly, if not

entirely, in that they were intangible, and that,

having thus a theoretical existence only, and beino-

incapable of mental expression, they could not suficr

excommunication, be attainted, or perform certain

acts requiring on the part of the performer actual

intention. Was this doctrine strictly correct ? And
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if SO were the new corporations endowed with all

the capacities of the old ones, and possessed of a

character exactly similar ?

These questions, or rather the latter, the Courts,

as soon as the railway mania had to some extent

subsided, were called upon to determine. The

former they have left open to the present moment,

inclining to answer it, though not positively answer-

ing it, in the negative.

The latter was decided in the first instance in a

dispute between a few shareholders in a railway

company, who objected to the grant of a subsidy to

a steam-packet company in communication with

their own line, and the general body, who supported

such a disbursement of the corporate funds, the

then Master of the RoUs holding in favour of the

dissentients that this was a matter in respect to

which the majority could not bind the minority,

and which, if legal, could be so only when all con-

curred (c).

From disputes in which the only persons concerned

were the corporations themselves and their own

members, and in which the decisions might have

(c) Colmany. Eastern Counties Railway Oompany, 10 Beav. 1,

16 L. J. (Ch.) 73.
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been based upon the principles of ordinary partner-

ship, the Courts went farther, to matters which in-

volved the rights of outsiders. First, Turner, V.-C,

restrained a railway company from engaging in a

trade in coal (d), and in doing so he distinctly stated

and expressly founded his jurisdiction upon the

doctrine of Ultra Vires. Then the doctrine was

extended to transactions of every description where

doubts could exist, or by fine-drawn reasoning be

raised, as to the business peculiar to corporations or

the special powers, express or implied, belonging to

them. As one result, not unseldom has it been

called into requisition to relieve a company from

a contract of which it may have had the benefit,

but which it finds convenient to repudiate (e).

It is thus the creature purely of judicial decision.

It was originated by the Courts proprio motu upon

grounds of public policy and commercial necessity,

and to meet and provide for circumstances which

called for the intervention of some strong hand, but

(d) Gr-Mt Northern Raihmy 170; Ernest x. Xiclwlls, 6 H.
Company v. Eastaii Cowi/ics Lds. 401 ; Athenwum Life As-
Ridlway Company, 9 Hare, surance Company v. Pooley, 3
30(5, -11 L. J. (Ch.) 837. D. G. & J. 294, 2i? L. J. (Oh.)

(e) Bal/oar v. Ernest, 5 0. 119.

B. N. S. 601, 2y L. J. U. P.
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for which the State had not directly provided.

Being so originated, and, as most will probably

admit, wisely originated, and in the best interests of

trade and commerce, it has, however, become a

species of Frankenstein. The tribunals have created

;

but they have confessed themselves powerless to

control the operations of the priaciple which they

have called into existence, or even to systematise its

effects. In consequence the doctrine of Ultra Vires

is constantly cropping up in unexpected quarters,

and manifesting its effects in an unforeseen and

unwelcome manner. One of its first onslaughts was

upon the time-honoured maxim of the Common Law

that a man cannot stultify himself (/)—that the

lunatic, the fool, the drunkard, and the knave, who

have made a contract, shall not subsequently repu-

diate the same by alleging that neither they nor

their agents had at the time sufficient brains or

authorisation to make it. This maxim the doctrine

of Ultra Vires soon demolished, and corporations

may set up their incapacity whenever it is incon-

venient for them to carry out their engagements {g).

(/) Beverley's Case, i Kep. B. (N. S.) 601, 28 L. J. (C. P.)

223 b. no ; London Bock Company

{g) Balfour v. Ernest, 5 C. v. Sinnott, 8 E. & B. 347.
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It next ran full tilt against the less rigid but

more equitable, principles laid down by the Courts

of Lincoln's Inn. "Who seeks equity must do

equity," and " who comes for aid to Chancery must

come with clean hands," are two of the most

elementary principles of the Chancellor's jurisdic-

tion. But the new doctrine refused to allow them

to be applied to corporations, and after much

wrangling it came off victorious, and corporations

can now be relieved from Ultra Vires contracts, and

yet keep the benefits thereof (h). Another rule was

found to hamper the development of the doctrine,

and to impose some check upon the license assumed

by corporations in their dealings. " Qui facit per

alium facit per se" is the basis of the law of

principal and agent, and it has hitherto been deemed

a very useful and common-sense rule, as sound and

rational when applied to the complex transactions

of trade and commerce as to the ordinary intercourse

of every-day life. But the doctrine of Ultra Vires

objected to its restraint, and made a desperate stand

to be relieved from it. Here, however, the Common
Law maintained its supremacy (i), though, mirabile

(h) With the exceptions and (i) Barwkk v. English Joint
(luaUfioatious set forth, post,\\x Stock Bank, L. K. 2 Ex 259
r:u't IV., Chap, III.
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dictu, Equity yielded {j), so that there is now to be

seen the strange anomaly that corporations may be

liable at law under circumstances where Chancery

imposes no liability, and that what the former says

is palpable fraud, the latter will often pass over, or

at least, admit its inability to punish.

Besides these anomalies there is the uncertainty

that shrouds the application of the doctrine. It is

often impossible to predicate beforehand what

transactions will be held within the powers of a

given corporation. It is Ultra Vires of the Great

Eastern Eailway Company to run steam-packets

from Harwich {k), but not of the South Wales Eail-

way Company to run them from Milford Haven (I).

It is Ultra Vires of a steam-ship company to sell

the whole of its vessels except two (m), but per-

fectly legal thus to dispose at one swoop of every

one of them in). It is Ultra Vires of railway com-

panies to enter into partnership (o), but not Ultra

Vires to make arrangements for dividing the whole

(j) Mixer's Case, 4 D. G. & J. {m) Gregory v. Patchett, 33

575, 586, anApost, pp.230-235. Beav. 597.

(h) Golman v. Eastern Coun- (n) Wilson v. Miers, 10 C.

ties Railway Company, 10 B. (N. S.) 348.

Beav. 1. (o) Charlton v. Newcastle

(l) South Wales Railway and Carlisle Railway Company,

Company v. Redmond, 10 C. B. 5 Jur. (N. S.) 1097.

(N. S.) 675.
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of the joint profits among themselves in fixed pro-

portions {p). It is Ultra Vires of the town of

Southampton {q) or Shefiield (r) to incur expense in

order to obtain a proper supply of water for their

respective inhabitants, but not so for Ashton-under-

Lyne (s) or Wigan {t) to do exactly the same thing.

As a necessary result the decisions and dicta

upon this subject are very conflicting, and some

absolutely irreconcilable, while the principle itself

is become, if not an excrescence upon, at least a

very disturbing element in the legal system.

But it soon showed itself almost as inimical and

dangerous as a friend as unquestionably it was as

an enemy. From being a protector to shareholders

by preventing their companies from embarking in

hazardous enterprises, it has developed into their

terror by putting on the list of contributories

persons whose shares were surrendered or forfeited

years before, but which surrender or forfeiture was

{p) Hare v. London and (s) Bateman v. Mayor, (It.,

North Western Eailwa;/ Com- of Ashton-under-Lyne, s'h. &
pany, 2 J. & H. 80. N. 323.

(q) Attorney-General v. An- (t) Attorney-Gen. v. .Va.yor,

dreifs, 2 Mac. & 0. 225. dr., of Wigan, 5 D. G. M. &
(r) Reg. v. Mayor, cfr., of G. 52.

Shefu-hl, L. R. 6 Q. P.. C52.
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Ultra Vires (u). Acquiescence and lapse of time

will lay the ghost of most misdeeds, but they are

unavailing when this doctrine is concerned, and

Ultra Vires compromises, bond fide made, have

been opened after the lapse of well nigh a quarter

of a century, in order to fix with liability the parties

thereto (v).

This work is an attempt, though perhaps nothing

more, to collect and group the more important of

these various decisions. "Where possible, the general

conclusions deducible from a series of authorities

have been formulated in specific terms. The sub-

ject has been arranged under four main heads

—

viz., a brief introduction ; then the effect of the

doctrine upon what may be called the substantive

law of corporations ; next its influence upon their

special powers which any particular corporation may

possess ; and, lastly, the procedure relating to Ultra

Vires proceedings, and persons affected thereby.

It has been endeavoured either to state the sub-

stance of or at least to refer to all the chief cases.

Omissions may nevertheless be noted, as well as

(u) Ten years afterwards, in (f) Spademan v. Evans, L.

Stanhope's Case, 3 D. G. & Sm. R. 3 H. Lds. 171.

198.
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imperfections of other kinds ; but this is the first

attempt that has been made to deal with the subject

as a whole, and I therefore ask for the kind con-

sideration and the lenient criticism of the profession.

I have to acknowledge with many thanks the

great assistance rendered by my friend and former

pupil, Mr. B. L. Mosely, LL.B., of the Middle

Temple and Gray's Inn, who has compiled the index

of cases, and corrected many of the proof sheets.

S. B.

The Temple,

July, 1874.
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A

TREATISE ON THE DOCTEINE
OF

ULTEA VIEES.

PART I.

INTRODUCTORY.

SECTION I.—THE LEGAL STATUS OF CORPORATIONS.

A CORPORATION is a person wHch exists iu con- Definition and

!• CI 1 1 I'm £(T description of

templation 01 law only, and not physically. it corporation.

is a collection of individuals united in one body,

under a special denomination, having perpetual

succession under an artificial form, and vested by

the policy of the law with the capacity of acting in

several respects as an individual, particularly of

taking and granting property, of contracting obliga-

tions, and of suing and being sued, of enjoying

privileges and immunities in common, and of exer-

cising a variety of political rights, more or less

extensive according to the design of its institution,

or the powers conferred upon it, either at the time

of its creation or any subsequent period of its
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existence." This is the definition given by Kyd

(1 Kyd, 13), and it is a fairly accurate description

of the general nature of a corporation, but suflScient

stress is not laid upon that which is its real cha-

racteristic in the eye of the law, viz., its existence

separate and distinct from the individual or indi-

viduals composing it.

The abstract Considered as a tangible fact, it is a fiction, a
nature o£ • i , tc ii
corporations, shade, a uoncutity, but a reality lor many legal

purposes. A corporation aggregate is only in

abstracto—it is invisible, immortal, and rests only

in intendment and consideration of law. This is

the description given by Coke in the Case of

Sutton's Hospital (a), and though exception has

sometimes been taken to it, and more especially

to the statement that a corporation is immortal,

probably no better definition at once brief and

accurate can be given. The essential part of

the notion involved in the term corporation is its

abstraction, the intangibility of its existence, its

being composed of a physical being, or beings,

through which it manifests its capacities and

powers, but from -n-hich it is totally distinct. This

is the one important fact. The members of a cor-

poration aggregate, and the one individual who is

constituted a corporation sole may, from their con-

nection with such, have rights and privileges, and

be under obligations and duties over and above

those affecting them in their private capacity, but

(<v) 10 Rep. 32/a
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they get them by reflection, as it were, from the corpo-

ration. They individually are not the corporation

—

cannot exercise the corporate powers, enforce the cor-

porate rights, or be responsible for the corporate acts.

It is usually laid down that a corporation must Name and e

have a name, a common seal, and a perpetual identity.

Other attributes and faculties may or may not

belong to it, but these are essential. It must un-

doubtedly possess some designation by which to

identify it, but there is no necessity, even at

common law, that it should be described by metes

and bounds, or by any particular locality (&).

The common seal is an unquestionable incident of

every corporation, and evidence that there was a

time when a borough had not a common seal has

consequently been held evidence that it was not

then a corporation (c). It has been said that it may,

by common consent change its seal at any time, and

consequently it may validly affix to an instrument

any seal whatever, provided it purport to be the

corporate seal (d). But considering the embar-

rassment and doubts that would arise from constant

change in the corporate seal, and also the fact that

the Legislature has by statute expressly authorised

limited liability companies to alter from time to

time their common seal (e), and that in some
charters a similar power has been given, it may

(6) Case of Sutton's Hospital, Johnston, 2 Baxna.rd, 191.

10 Rep. 29a. (d) Sheph. Touch. 57.

(c) Bailiffs of Ipswich v. (e) 7 & 8 Vict. c. 110, s. 25.

B 2
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fairly be questioned whether such a power exists at

common law.

The possession and user of a seal purporting to

be a common seal by a body does not necessarily

show that they are a corporation (/), for many

bodies not only have a common seal, but also take

in perpetual succession, and yet are not corpora-

tions. Thus the Commissioners in Lunacy have a

common seal (8 & 9 Vict. c. 100, s. 7), so have the

Inns of Court (Skinner, 684), but neither is a corpo-

ration (g). And of course, the assumption by a

number of persons of a common seal, and the affixing

of the same to a contract, cannot confer on such

persons any of the qualities of a corporation, or enable

them to sue collectively upon such contract (h).

Immortality. Corporations enjoy to some extent the attribute

of immortality. It is often said that they never

die. But this expression is scarcely correct. Some
corporations have been, by special Acts of Parlia-

ment, created for limited and definite periods only

—the East India Company and the Bank of Eng-

land were at their origin instances of this kind ; so

was the South Sea Company.

Moreover, the existence of a corporation may be

suddenly determined in various ways, e.g., by the

withdrawal or cancellation of its charter, by wind-

(/) StalUngers of Sunder- ferred to in Merew & Steph.
land's Case, cited 2 Q. B. 593. "Hist, of Boroughs," pamw.

{g) See many instances re- (A) Cooch v. Goodman, 2

Q. B. 580.
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ing up under statutory provisions, or the like. The

better ex])ression is, therefore, that of continuous

identity. This simply denotes that, notwithstand-

ing the lapse of time or alterations in the constitu-

tion of a corporation, or the renewal many times

repeated of all its members, or its reconstruction on

a new basis, and with even different objects (i),

the corporation itself remains the same—it does

not import that it must or will continue for ever.

SECTION II.—THE ORDINARY INCIDENTS OP

CORPORATIONS.

The incidents of a corporation, as enumerated BUokstone's

by Blackstone, 9 th Ed., bk. i. p. 475, are:—1. To consldCTed.

have perpetual succession. 2. To perform all legal

acts—to sue and be sued, grant and receive, &c.

—

in its corporate name, and to do all other acts as

natural persons may. 3. To purchase lands and

hold them for the benefit of themselves and their

successors. 4'. To have a common seal. 5. To

make bye-laws or private statutes for the better

government of the corporation, which are binding

upon themselves, unless contrary to the laws of

the land, and then they are void.

Now, in reference to the above, it may be ob-

served, in the first place, as Blackstone himself

points out, that the last two powers, though they

(»),. See Att.-Gen. v. Kerr, 2 Beav. 420 ; Att.-Gen. v. Corpora-

tion of Leicester, 9 Beav. 546.
^
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Perpetual

succession.

Performance

of legal acts.

may be practised by, yet are very unnecessary to, a

corporation sole : and secondly, that it is but a list,

and that neither complete nor systematically ar-

ranged, of the incidents which exist at common law.

As to 1—Perpetual Succession. It would seem

that this is by the common law an absolute essential

of a corporation, and that the Crown cannot of its

prerogative create corporations having a limited

duration. The 1 Vict., c. 73, however, has by sec-

tion 29, empowered the Sovereign in any charter of

incorporation to be hereafter granted, to limit the

duration thereof for any term or number of years,

or for any period whatever. Eeference has also

been made [j) to statutory corporations of a similar

description.

As to 2. The corporation as a distinct and sepa-

rate entity being alone recognised in all legal

matters affecting itself, it follows that the corporate

property and funds alone are liable for the corporate

transactions, and that no responsibility for the same

can be attached to any member of the corporation

merely as such. The corporation exists ; it enforces

its own rights and privileges—through agents,

indeed, since it is invisible—and is liable on account

of any proceeding authorised or ratified by it ; no

private individual can enforce these rights, or be

brought under any obligation for the results arising

from their enforcement.

But the Joint-Stock and other similar Acts have

{j) Ante, p. i.
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not only allowed corporations to be created, the

members of wbicb are responsible for the contracts,

&c., of the corporation up to the amount of the

shares held by them in it; but also given the

members power to transfer their interest to other

parties, without asking permission of the general

body. This is a most important modification of the

doctrines of the old common law, which in no case

recognised the individual apart from the corporation,

or deemed him to possess any interest in its funds

or franchisee, which he could at his absolute

pleasure convey to another.

Blackstone adds, that corporations may " do all

other acts as natural persons may." This statement

is manifestly wrong if taken in its full sense. A
corporation could not levy a fine, wage law, be out-

lawed, or perform fealty or homage, nor can it com-

mit treason or felony, or be bound by statute or

recognizance, or be summoned into the Ecclesias-

tical Courts, or be executor, or administrator. But

it is probable that their capacity was limited, in the

opinion of even the older judges, to a much greater

degree than these few disabilities. A corporation

always forfeited its charter for abuse of its fran-

chises
—

" if the trust be broken, and the end of its

institution be perverted," ^er Holt, in RexY. Mayor,

&c. of London (k). It is here, and in many other

cases distinctly recognised, that a corporation has

a definite scope and limit, outside which it may not

(k) 1 Show. 274, 280.
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presume to act without risking its very existence.

This is but the germ of the doctrine of Ultra

Vires which has been so greatly developed by recent

decisions.

ofTndl*'°"
-^^ **^ ^- " ^^ ^^ ^°* correct to say that every cor-

poration aggregate, as such, has power to acquire

lands as an incident to its incorporation ; the proper

mode of stating the law seems to be that, subject

to the discretion of the Crown or Parliament as to

the grant of a licence in mortmain, a corporation

has a capacity to take and hold in perpetuity

"

(Grant, "Corporations," 98).

From very early times, as is well known, the

Legislature, favouring the unfettered alienation of

land, and seeing that this was greatly impeded by

the transfer to corporations, who took in perpetuity

and never died, passed numerous statutes interposing

obstacles to such transfer. Of these the most impor-

tant were, 7 Ed. I. st. 2, c. 1 (De viris Religiosis),

and 13 Ed. I. st. 1, c. 32 (Westminster the Second),

which declared that no corporation, ecclesiastical

or lay, should buy or sell, or in any way take land by
gift, lease, or otherwise, under pain of forfeiture of

the same, with power to the next lord of the fee

within one year to enter, and if he do not, then

the next lord has half a year to enter, and in de-

fault of all the mesne lords, then the king can
seize: and 15 Rich. 11. c. 5, -which extended the

provision of these statutes to all alienations to the

use of corporations. The effect of these enactments
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is, that a corporation may, without licence from the

Crown (Tj acquire lands, but the mesne lords or the

Crown may within the prescribed period seize them

—the alienation is good as against the grantor under

any circumstances, and good as regards the title of

the corporation, if those who have power to enter do

not choose to do so (m).

Trading corporations may of course alienate their AUenation of

.
corporate

lands in any way, and for any estate that may be lands,

most conducive to their own interests ; but it is

very doubtful if other descriptions of corporations

have this power. Coke was of opinion they might («),

but modern authorities incline the other way (o).

The lands given to ecclesiastical, charitable, muni-

cipal, and similar corporations, have, however,

generally been given to enable them fitly to dis-

charge the duties imposed on them. They conse-

quently hold them under a trust ; and the Court of

(l) The grant of such a -which may be held by cor-

licence is merely a waiver of porations and the restrictions

the Crown's right to enter; upon the same, see Grant on

it does not abrogate the Sta- Corporations, pp. 98—153;

tutes of Mortmain with respect Stephen's Commentaries, bk.

to the mesne lords; but as ii. pt. i. chap, xiv.; and 9

the titles of these latter have Geo. 2, c. 36.

now become impossible to (n) CaseofSutton's Hospital,

trace, it in reahty abolishes 10 Kep. 306.

the penalties of Mortmain. (o) See Hex v. Wharton, 2

Licences are now granted in T. E. 204; Mat/or, &c., of

pursuance of 7 & 8 Will. 3, Colchester v. Lowton, 1 V. &

c. 37. B. 226 ; Evan v. Corporation

(to) As to the property of Avon, 22 BeSiY. Hi.
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Chancery will in all sucli cases interfere to prevent

any disposition of the lands which would interfere

with the proper performance of this trust (p).

Common seal. As to 4—the nccd of a Common Seal. This re-

quisite has been considerably qualified by modern

legislation and judicial decision, as will be seen in

Part III., Chap. III., Section 2.

Bye-ia™. As to 5—bye-laws. Corporations aggregate, being

as it were semi-political, though inferior commu-

nities, require the establishment of fixed and known

rules, in accordance with which their internal

government shall be carried on. The law has

deemed it the more advisable course to leave these

rules for the most part to the discretion of the cor-

porations, and those composing them, who may

reasonably be supposed to know what is most con-

ducive to their own interests and welfare. Conse-

quently corporations have inherent in them the

power to make all such bye-laws as are requisite for

the due management of their affairs, and for deter-

mining the conditions of membership. These bye-

laws must not be opposed to, or inconsistent with,

the statute or common law of the realm, nor con-

tradictory to the charter of incorporation (g).

(p) See Att.-Gen. v. Mayor, (q) See Dumton v. Imperial

&c., of Plymouth, 9 Beav. 67 ;
Gas Company, 3 B. & Ad. 125

;

Reg. V. Mayor, d-c, of Liver- Ehvood v. Bulloch, 6 Q. B.

pool, 9 A. & E. 435 ; and the 383 ; Att.-Gen. v. Myddleton,

cases cited post, part ii., chaps. 3 Ves. 330 ; Everett v. Grapes,

V. and vi. 3 L. T N. S. 669.
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Not unseldom, especially in the case of statutory

corporations, they require, for complete validity, the

ratification or approval of some official board or

personage (r).

The above may be considered as a statement of

the leading facts relative to the capacities of corpo-

rations, but it is nothing more than a brief, imper-

fect enumeration. The most scientific method of

treating their capacities and incidents, and the

rights and liabilities resulting therefrom, would pro-

bably be to take them in the following order :

i. Common law incidents of every corporation

—understanding by the term incident,

all legal facts whatever coming within the

category of right, power, privilege, capa-

city, immunity, duty, obligation, liability.

ii. Incidents which cannot belong to a corpora-

tion, unless it be by the instruments

creating and constituting it, expressly in-

vested with the same, or with the possi-

bility, on the happening of certain events,

of acquiring them or being subject thereto.

iii. Incidents which do or may belong to a

corporation, impliedly and without any

special words, being rendered necessary

from a consideration of the nature and re-

quirements of its business or undertaking.

(r) See for example, 3 & 4 Vict. c. 97, ss. 7—10 ; 8 & 9

Vict. c. 20, ss. 108—111.
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Such a treatment of the subject, if thoroughly

and successfully carried out, would be exhaustive

;

but the difficulties in the way, arising from the

multiplicity and diversity of topics, are too great.

Therefore, it is proposed, having in the present

chapter indicated in a general manner the various

incidents of corporations, in the subsequent chapters

to deal with these incidents seriatim in a less pre-

tentious way, in connection with the particular

facts—business, financial proceedings, and the like

—to which they severally relate.

SECTION III.—VARIETIES OF CORPORATIONS.

Division of The first and primary division of corporations,

into sole and and that which is the most characteristic of English

law, is into sole and aggregate. The former are

single persons who, for certain purposes, are con-

sidered to have a personality altogether distinct

from that of ordinary citizens. There are not

many examples of these. The sovereign is one, so

constituted to prevent an abeyance of the Crown

between the death of one holder and the accession

Corporations of another. All bishops of the Church of England,

all parsons and vicars, and some deans and pre-

bendaries are corporations sole (s). So is the

queen regnant ; so, at least, for certain pur-

(s) As to the lands formerly vested in deans and preben-

daries in their corporate capacity, see The Ecclesiastical Duties
and Eevenues Act, 3 & 4 Vict. o. 113.

sole,
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poses, is the Chamberlain of the City of London (t),

and it would seem the Chancellor of the University

of Oxford is another instance (u). So the Regius

professors of Law and Hebrew, and the Lady

Margaret's Eeader of Divinity in the University of

Oxford are respectively corporations sole, having

each a prebend attached to his office (v).

The best arrangement of corporations, in order to Division into

exhibit the whole of them in their mutual relation- and lay.

ship, is into Ecclesiastical and Lay. Ecclesiastical

include aU those whose members are spiritual persons

only, and which exist in connection with and sub-

ordination to the Church of England. They may be

thus subdivided

:

L Ecclesiastical corporations sole, which again i. Ecciesias-

admit of subordinate division into

—

tionsToS"^"

(a) regular, i.e., those communities of religious

persons who lived under some fixed rule,

had a common dormitory and refectory,

and were obliged to observe the statutes

of their order, as monasteries, priories, and

some canonries. These have died out at

the present day.

And (&) secular, i.e., those associations who freely

communicated with the general world,

(t) See Rowley v. Knight, (v) See 13 & 14 Car. II,

18 L. J. (Q, B.) 3, 7. c. 4, s. 29, and Eing v. 5ay%,
(u) Chase's Case, 8 Hen. 6, 1 B. & Ad. 761, 770.

fol. 18, pi. 7.
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2. Ecclesias-

tical corpora-

Lay ooi-pora-

tioDS divided

into

—

1. Eleemosy-

nary and

2. Civil, sub-

divided into

(a) Trading.

" in seculo," and took upon them the cure

of souls, as bishops, deans, some canonries,

parsons.

II. Ecclesiastical corporations aggregate, in some

of which all the members were and are capable, e.g.,

dean and chapter, master and feUows of a college ;

while in others the head alone was capable, the

remaining members being dead in law, e.g., abbot

and monks.

Of ]ay corporations, the better arrangement is

into

—

I. Eleemosynary, such as hospitals for the main-

tenance or relief of sick persons, almshouses, colleges

for the promotion of learning, and all similar insti-

tutions.

And II. Civil, i.e., established for distinctively

temporal and worldly purposes. These may con-

veniently be divided into trading and non-trading

corporations.

Trading corporations may again be collected into

the following classes :

—

(a.) Those created by special statute or charter,

and having all their capacities determined

by such statute or charter.

(6.) Those created by special statute, but also

incorporating therewith, wholly or partially,

and, to that extent, falling under the pro-

visions of other general Acts; e.g., most
companies for railways, gas-works, &c.
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(c.) Those created in accordance with the regu-

lations of the general Acts which have

been passed in recent times for the purpose

of facilitating the incorporation of indi-

viduals for particular purposes. These

Acts, the chief of which are enumerated

post, pp. 24-6, contain merely general rules,

it being left to the persons proposing to

incorporate themselves to determine most

of the powers and duties of the future

corporation.

These corporations differ widely in many respects

from all others, except, perhaps, groups (c) and {d

)

of the next division. They all have a capital, divided

into stock or shares, the latter of equal values, or

arranged into classes of equal values, and member-

ship is constituted by the possession of some of such

stock or shares. In consequence they are, and in

this work will be, frequently styled "joint-stock" or

" public companies."

Non-trading corporations cannot be subdivided in (6) Non-

accordance with any leading principle, or upon any

scientific plan ; but, perhaps, the most useful grouping

of them will be into

—

(a.) Municipal and quasi-municipal corpora-

tions, including, under this head, both the

various Local Government Boards and the

other municipal authorities, whether they
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arc or are not within the 5 & 6 Will. IV.,

c. 76.

(h.) The many bodies which have been called

into being and incorporated for the carrying

out or the supervision of works and other

matters of general or national importance,

such as the commissioners for river, sewage,

navigation, and the like purposes ; dock

or turnpike trustees ; and so on.

(c.) Those whose aims are of a somewhat chari-

table nature, i.e., friendly and benefit

societies.

(d.) Anomalous associations, existing for worldly

as opposed to religious or charitable pur-

poses, but not designed for the acquisition

of gain, such as the Council of Law
Reporting, the Corporation of Foreign

Bondholders.

Between these various and dissimilar societies

there is no difierence in legal consideration. What-

ever be the aims of any group of men, in every case,

if the group be endowed with the legal marks of a

corporation, it is such, having the privileges, but

also subject to the incapacities of a corporation.

Q«osi corpora- But, besidcs thcsc, various other bodies exist,
tions aggregate,

•
n c

having some, but wanting others of the charac-

teristics of true corporations. Such, for instance,

are most of the commissioners instituted for

public purposes, and which have been referred to
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above. These are either made corporations to all

intents, or, so far erected into corporations, that the

powers given to them, the duties imposed on them,

and the rights of action acquired by them, descend

to their successors {iv).

Of these quasi-corporations, aggregate church-

wardens are another example (x). They have no

common seal (y), and, therefore, cannot bind them-

selves and their successors, covenants entered into

by or with churchwardens being merely personal

and going to and against their executors (z). Like

partnerships, they must all join in suing, and notice

to or acquiescence by one is notice to or acquies-

cence by all (a). They may hold chattels, but not

lands (b), and they are the proper persons to sue

for injury done to the goods of the parish (c).

(w) See Oonservators of (2) Furnivall v. Coombes, 6

River Tone v. Ash, 10 B. <fe C. Scott, N. R. 537 ; Hew v.

34:9 ; Att.-Gen. v. Andrews, 2 PetUt, 1 A. & E. 196. Corn-

Mac. & Gor. 225, 2 H. & T. pare Tufnell v. Constable, 7

431 ; Halt v. Taylor, E. B. & A. & E. 798 ; Eobimon v.

E. 107 ; Hartnall v. Ryde Leivis, per Brian, C. J., 20

Commissioners, 4 B. & S. 361

;

Ed. IV. fol. 2, pi. 7; and see

Mersey Docks and Harbour Martin v. NutJdn, 2 P. Wms.

Board V. Gihbs, L. E. 1 H. Ld. 266.

293; see also 10 & 11 Vict. {a) Withnell v. Gartham, 6

c. 16, The Commissioners -T. R. 366.

Clauses Act. ' {b) Att.- Qen. v. Huper, 2 P.

{x) Withnell v. Gartham, Wms. 125 ;
Doe dem. Bailey

6 T. R. 396. V. Foster, 3 C. B. 215, 226.

[y) Rex V. Austrey, 6 M. & (c) Evelins' Case, W. Jones,

^el^i. ?,\^ ; Ex parte Annesley, 439. Compare Marriott v.

2 Y. & Coll. (Eq. Ex.) 350. Tarpley, 6 Sim. 279.
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Tbe churchwardens and overseers have been together

constituted a quasi-corporate body for certain pur-

poses, by 9 Geo. I. c. 7, and 59 Geo. III. c. 12 {d).

The guardians of the poor are another instance of

quasi-corporations (e).

There are also quasi-corporations sole. The

Lord Chancellor is an example ; so are the Chief

Justices of the King's and Common Bench, e.g., a

person who has received a grant of an office from

either, may plead the prescriptive right of the

grantor. So a sheriff may prescribe to take a fee

for a thing which is not within his office, e.g., to

take 20c?. of every prisoner acquitted, that not being

given for doing his office (_/).

Many of the statutes regulating friendly societies

and other analogous associations provide that the

property shall be vested in the treasurer or secretary

for the time being, or in a trustee, and that actions

shall be brought by and against him ; such person

is thereby created a quasi-corporation sole {g).

Created ex-

pressly or

impliedly by
royal prero-

gative.

SECTION IV.—HOW CHEATED.

Corporations are usually considered to owe their

existence to the royal

{d) See R. V. Beestor, 3

T. K. 592 ; Gouldsuiorth v.

Knights, 11 M. &W. 342.

(e) 5 & 6 Wm. IV. c. 69,

and 5 & 6 Vict. c. 57. Com-

pare judgment in Jefferys v.

(,'»;)•, 2 B. & Ad. 833 ; and in

prerogative, which has

Reg. V. Poor Law Commis-

sioners, 9 Q. B. 291.

(/) 2 Inst. 210; Caste's

case, 21 Hen. VII. 16.

(g) e.g., 18 &19 Vict. c. 63.

Compare Cartridge v. Griffiths,

1 B. k Aid. 57.
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been manifested impliedly in the case of such as

exist

—

a. by Common Law,

b. by Prescription,

c. by Implication

;

and expressly in the case of those that have been

created

—

d. by Charter,

e. by Act of Parliament.

a. Corporations hy Common Law.

This class comprises aU those to which corporate Corporationa

capacities have been annexed in virtue of their liw!"™™™

political character, by the universal assent of the

community from the most remote period to which

their existence can be traced. Of this description

are the king, all bishops, parsons, vicars, deans,

archdeacons, prebendaries or canons of some cathe-

drals, churchwardens, and deans and chapters ; and

such were all chauntry priests, abbot and convent,

prior and convent.

h. Corporations hy Prescription.

These are such as have existed from time im- corporations

memorial, and of which it is impossible to show the
^^"^^^""^ "'"

commencement by any particular charter or act of

parliament, the law presuming that such charter or

act of parliament once existed, but that it has been

lost by such accidents as length of time may pro-

c 2
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duce {h). This origin must of course be clearly

proved, and in pleading it the corporation must

aver that it has existed from time immemorial {i).

It was formerly contended that corporations could

not exist by prescription merely, but the contrary is

now well established {j).

c. Corporations hy Implication.

Corporations Thcse are bodies to whom rights have been given
Dy implication.

_

°
_

°
_

or upon whom duties have been imposed, which

rights and duties cannot be enforced without con-

sidering the bodies having them as corporations.

Thus where the King granted to the men of Isling-

ton to be discharged from toll, they were impliedly

incorporated for this purpose (Ic). So in Conser-

vators of the River Tone v. Ash
(J)

an Act

of 10 & 11 Wm. III. had constituted thirty

persons therein named, and their successors, con-

servators of the river, &c., and had enabled them

to take estates in fee simple to themselves and their

successors ; but it had not totidem verbis incorpo-

rated them. On trespass brought by the plaintiffs,

the third plea was, that " the said persons so suing

as conservators of the Eivef Tone, were not a body

(h) 1 Kyd. 41. C. M. & E. 339.

(i) Reg. V. Durham, 10 (k) 21 Edward IV. 69.

Mod. 146. (l) 10 B. & C. 349. See also

(j) See 10 Rep. 27 ; Merew. Jefferys v. Gurr, 2 B. & Ad.

& Steph. " Hist, of Boroughs," 841 ; and ex parte Neivport

V. Harvey, 2 Marsh Trustees, 16 Sim. 346.
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politic or corporate as by the declaration was sup-

posed." But it was held, that the above words by

implication had incorporated them.

d. Corporations hy Charter.

These are such as have been constituted by letters Coi-porations
•' by Charter.

patent of the crown, passed under the great seal.

The great majority of the corporations that arose in

the Middle Ages were thus created. The granting

of charters being a branch of the royal prerogative,

it is usually stated that none but the sovereign can

create a corporation ; but several instances are on

record where subjects having y^j-a regalia, and even

those not so privileged, have granted charters of

incorporation (m), and it is unquestioned that the

Crown may confer on a citizen, or another corpora-

tion, such a power {n).

e. Corporations hy Act of Parliament.

The invariable mode in which corporations are Corporations

now called into being, is by the direct intervention pLifament.

of the supreme legislature. Either a special act of

parliament is passed incorporating the persons

applying for the same, or individuals in a manner

incorporate themselves by taking advantage of the

general statutes which have been enacted for that

(m) See Grant, "Corpora- herlyv. Wiltshire, 1 Stra. 462
j

tions," p. 11. and 35 ife 36 Vict. c. 24.

(re) See 39 Eliz. o. 5 ; Fazcv-
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purpose. The more important of these latter which

are now in force, are the following :

—

25 & 26 Vict. c. 89, " The Companies Act, 1862,"

and 30 & 31 Vict. c. 131, "The Companies Act,

1867," which relate to and regulate aU joint-stock

companies not governed by special acts or charters.

25 & 26 Vict. c. 87, " The Industrial and Provi-

dent Societies Act, 1862" (amended by 30 & 31

Vict. c. 117, and 34 & 35 Vict. c. 80), which pri-

marily and especially regard Friendly Societies, and

other similar associations.

33 & 34 Vict. c. 61, "The Life Assurance Socie-

ties Act, 1870 " (amended by 34 & 35 Vict. c. 58,

and 35 & 36 Vict. c. 41), containing regulations as

to life assurance companies formed after the passing

of the act, and as to other matters connected there-

with.

32 &.33 Vict, c.19, an Act amending the law re-

lating to mining partnerships within the Stannaries.

8 & 9 Vict. c. 16, " The Companies Clauses Con-

solidation Act
;

" 8 & 9 Vict, c, 20, " The Railways

Clauses Consolidation Act," and the other similar

statutes.

25 & 26 Vict. The above statutes, and especially the first two

—

30 & 31 Vict.
t^6 Companies Acts of 1862 and 1867— enable per-

sons by a very simple and speedy process to unite

themselves into, and thereby create, a corporation

for almost any and every purpose of life, commercial

or otherwise. The constitution of such corporation,

its objects and purposes, its rights and powers, and

c.

c. 131.
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those of its various members, will be determined by

tbe instruments drawn up—the memorandum and

articles of association—at the time of registration.

The acts themselTOs contain but little upon these

heads. The chief specific provisions found in them

relate to the formalities and other circumstances

connected with the foundation and the dissolution,

voluntary or forced, of the corporation, and with

the assembling periodically of the members. The

enactments that concern the working and control of

the corporation, and to the rights and liabilities of

the shareholders, and other matters belonging to

the internal management of the association, are but

mere generalia, it being left to the individuals from

time to time composing the association, to fix and

prescribe these in a more particular manner, and in

accordance with the exigencies and requirements of

the undertaking in which they propose to engage.

These statutes give to the bodies coming within

their purview, no arbitrary or compulsory power of

dealing with the rights, pecuniary or proprietary, of

others than their own members. A corporation is

as powerless as an individual, and it is as illegal in

the one case as the other to infringe or encroach

upon existing rights. Wherever for any reason

whatever, public or private, it is necessary to do so,

special authorisation must be obtained from the

supreme legislature. For this purpose special acts

of parliament are passed, conferring on the corpora-

tions obtaining them powers to enter upon and
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occupy property other than and exceeding what

they would enjoy at common law, or by virtue of

the Companies Acts, and immunities, more or less

extensive, from liabilities that would otherwise arise

from the user of such powers, very generally also

providing compensation more or less adequate, and

modes of obtaining the same for the parties thereby

damnified. Of these acts a great number are passed

every session, a few only creating new corporations,

by far the larger portion investing existing corpo-

rations with additional powers, or additional facili-

ties, for using the powers which they already possess.

In consequence of the multiplicity of such statutes

and of the continued repetition therein of clauses

which had been, and which would be very many,

re-enacted in statutes pari matene, a series of acts

was passed in the eighth and ninth years of this

reign, embodying in distinct acts the most frequent

and important of such clauses, according to the

undertakings to which they related, and providing

that such should be incorporated in subsequent

statutes of the description in question, saving so far

they should be expressly varied or excepted by such

statutes. Of these " Consolidation Acts," the chief

are

—

(1) 8 & 9 Vict. c. 16, The Companies Clauses

Consolidation Act, 1845 (amended slightly by 30 &
31 Vict. cc. 126 and 127 ; and further, more mate-

rially by 32 & 33 Vict. c. 48, The Companies Clauses

Consolidation Act, 1869).
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8 & 9 Vict. c. 17, a similar Act for Scotland.

(2) 8 & 9 Vict. c. 18, The Lands Clauses Con-

solidation Act, 1845 (amended by 32 & 33 Vict.

c. 18, The Lands Clauses Consolidation Act, 1869).

8 & 9 Vict. c. 19, a similar Act for Scotland

(amended by 23 & 24 Vict. c. 106, The Lands

Clauses Amendment Act, 1860).

(3) 8 & 9 Vict. c. 20, The Railways Clauses Act,

1845 (amended, or rather added to, by 26 & 27 Vict,

c. 92, The Railways Clauses Act, 1863, which has

consolidated certain other provisions usually inserted

in the more recent Railway Acts).

8 & 9 Vict. c. 33, is a similar Act for Scotland.

(4) 10 & 11 Vict. c. 14, The Markets and Fairs

Clauses Act, 1845.

(5) 10 & 11 Vict. c. 15, The Gas Works Clauses

Act, 1845 (amended as below, see 7).

(6) 10 & 11 Vict. c. 16, The Commissioners

Clauses Act, 1845. This act relates to the execution

of undertakings of a public nature by " commis-

sioners," and embodies many of the clauses usually

inserted in such acts, but it applies only where the

act creating the commissioners expressly incorpo-

rates it.

(7) 10 & 11 Vict. c. 17, The Waterworks Clauses

Act, 1845 (extended and amended by The Water-

works Clauses Act, 1863 j by 33 & 34 Vict. c. 70,

The Gas and Waterworks Facilities Act, 1870 ; and

by 36 & 37 Vict. c. 89, The Gas and Waterworks

Facilities Act, 1870, Amendment Act, 1873).
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(8) 10 & 11 Vict. c. 27, The Harbour, Docks, and

Piers Clauses Act, 1847 (amended by 25 & 26 Vict.

c. 69, and affected by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 45, The

General Pier and Harbour Act, 1861 ; and 29 & 30

Vict. c. 56, The General Pier and Harbour Orders

Confirmation Act, 1866).

(9) 10 & 11 Vict. c. 34, The Towns Improvement

Clauses Act, 1847 (amended by 24 & 25 Vict. c. 81).

Also amended, modified, and curtailed, or otherwise

affected in its operation by the various acts relating

to Local Government Boards and to Boards of

Pubhc Health.

(10) 10 & 11 Vict. c. 65, The Cemeteries Clauses

Act, 1847.

(11) 26 & 27 Vict. c. 112, The Telegraph Act,

1863, qualified and affected in various ways by the

subsequent acts, 29 & 30 Vict. c. 3 ; 31 & 32 Vict.

c. 110 ; 32 & 33 Vict. c. 73 ; 33 & 34 Vict. c. 88.

See also 35 & 36 Vict. c. 83, and 36 & 37 Vict,

c. 83.

(12) 33 & 34 Vict. c. 78, The Tramways Act,

1870, slightly affected by 35 & 36 Vict. c. 43.
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PART II.

THE DOCTRINE OF ULTRA VIRES AS AFFECTING THE
BUSINESS AND OTHER TRANSACTIONS ENGAGED
IN BY CORPORATIONS, AND THEIR RIGHTS AND
LIABILITIES IN RESPECT THEREOF.

CHAPTER I.

SECTION I.—THE EXACT IMPORT OF THE DOCTRINE

OF ULTRA VIRES.

In old times, as we have seen, corporations were

considered to have most of the powers—the due

exercise of such powers being secured by the impo-

sition of certain formalities—and to be subject to

the greater part of the obligations of ordinary

citizens. But of late, from the introduction and

development of the doctrine of Ultra Vires, these

powers and obligations have been, especially as re-

gards some kinds of corporations, considerably

curtailed. It has been laid down that some, if not

all, corporations, exist for the attainment of certain

objects only, and that, if their powers are not

expressly they are impliedly restricted to such only

as are necessary for the due attainment of those

objects, and that, consequently, they can perform
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no acts, enter into no transactions, and incur no

liability but such as spring out of or are otberwise

incidental to the purposes for which they have been

created. This doctrine may have been present in a

vague form to the minds of the older judges, but it

is only within the last half century that it has been

laid down in clear and unqualified language. The

exact purport of the doctrine may be gathered from

the judgments in the following cases :

—

Coiman v. In Colmau V. Eastern Counties Railway Corn-

ties. Rail. Co. pany (p) the defendants, for the purpose of en-

couraging the traffic on their railway, proposed to

guarantee certain profits, and secure the capital of

an intended steamboat company, who were to run

steamboats from Harwich in connection with their

railway. But Lord Langdale, the Master of the

Eolls, held that such a transaction was not within

the scope of their authority, and he accordingly

restrained them from carrying it into eflfect. " I

am clearly of opinion that the powers which are

given by an Act of Parliament like that now in

question extend no further than is expressly stated

in the Act, or is necessarily and properly required

for carrying into efiect the undertaking and works

which the Act has expressly sanctioned." " I must

say, in the absence of legal decision, that the

acquiescence of the shareholders in such transactions

afi'ords no ground whatever for the presumption of

legality." And in Salomons v. Laiiig (p) his

(o) 10 Beav. 1. (p) 12 Beav. 339.
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lordship said :
" A railway company incorporated

by Act of Parliament is bound to apply all the

moneys and property of the company for the

purposes directed and provided for by the Act, and

for no other purposes whatever."

In East Anglian Railways Company v. Eastern

Counties Railway Company (q), one of the earliest

cases at law, per Sir J. Jervis, L.C.J. :
" It is

clear that the defendants have a limited authority

only, and are a corporation only, for the purpose of

making and maintaining the railway sanctioned by

the Act ] and that their funds can only be applied

for the purposes directed and provided for by

the statute."

In Bagshaw v. Eastern Union Railway Com-

pany (r), Wigram, V.-C, said: "The Legislature

may have thought it right to provide that the

capital raised for a specific purpose should not

be applied for any other purpose. Under such

a state of things, the application of capital so

appropriated to any other than the specified purpose

must be unlawful. No majority of the shareholders,

however large, could sanction the misapplication of

such portion of the capital. Indeed, in strictness

even unanimity would not make such an act

lawful."

Turner, L.J., expressed himself to the same

eff"ect in Shrewsbury, &c.. Railway Company v.

London and North Western, &c.. Railway Com-

(q) 11 C. B. 775. (r) 7 Hare, 114.
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pany (s) : "The great undertakings of these \_i.e.,

railway and similar] companies could not be

carried out by private enterprise, and Parliament

has therefore, with a view to the public good,

authorised the constitution of large bodies, acting

by directors, for the purpose of carrying them out.

But these bodies have no existence independent of

the Acts which create them, and they are created by

Parliament with special and limited powers, and for

limited purposes. Whether Parliament has wisely

limited their powers for the purposes of their incor-

poration it is not for us to consider. The fact of

their being endued with such powers, and incorpo-

rated for such purposes, only shows that Parliament

did not think fit to entrust them with more

extended powers, or to incorporate them for other

purposes."

In South Yorkshire Railway and River Dun
Company v. Great Northern Railway Company (t)

an agreement, under the seals of the two com-

panies, that defendants might for a term of twenty-

one years have free use of the plaintiffs' railway,

works, engines, &c., on payment of certain tolls

and under certain conditions, was held, by a

majority of the Court of Exchequer, not to be

ultra vires, the payments to be made being con-

sidered tolls within the meaning of 8 Vict. c. 20,

s. 87 (Railway Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845).

(s) 22 L. J. (Ch.) 682. (t) 9 Ex. 55, 84, ; 22 L. J.

(Ex.) 304.
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In reference to the question of ultra vires, Parke, B.,

observed :
" Corporations which are creations of law

are, when the seal is properly affixed, bound just

as individuals are by their own contracts, and as

much as all the members of a partnership would
be by a contract in which all concurred. But
where a corporation is created by an Act of Parlia-

ment for particular purposes, and with special

powers, then indeed another question arises. Their

deed, though under the corporate seal, and that

regularly affixed, does not bind them if it appears,

by the express provisions of the statute creating the

corporation, or by reasonable inference from its

enactments, that the deed was ultra vires—that is,

that the legislature means that such a deed should

not be made."

Similarly Lord Cranworth, in the House of Lords,

in .Eastern Counties Railway v. Hawkes (u) :

" It must, therefore, be now considered as a well-

settled doctrine that a company incorporated by

Act of Parliament for a special purpose cannot

devote any part of its funds to objects unauthorised

by the terms of its incorporation, however desirable

such an application may appear to be."

It is unnecessary to add anything to the above. Corporation

A j_- • 1 i 1 1 <^i 1 „ Styled a "legal

A corporation is commonly styled a legal person, person."

but the appellation " person " is applicable to it only

by analogy ; and the analogy fails when we see it

thus clearly stated that this legal person is wanting

(m) 5 H. Lds. 348.
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Distinction

between " or-

dinary " and
" special

"

corporations.

in much that belongs to a natural person—that its

course of existence is marked out from its birth,

that it has been called into being for certain special

purposes ; that it has all the powers and capacities,

and only those, requisite for the due carrying out

those purposes ; and that all the obligations it

affects to assume which do not arise from or out

of the pursuit of such purposes are null and void.

It will be seen that, in the extract from the

judgment in South Yorkshire Railway and River

Dun Company v. Great Northern Railway Com-

pany, Parke, B., draws a distinction,, and the same

distinction has been made in many other cases,

between ordinary corporations "which are bound

just as individuals by their own contracts " and

those created for particular purposes. But it may

fairly be doubted whether any corporations are now,

or ever have been, created save for particular pur-

poses. Their raison d'Mre is to enable associations

to accomplish certain ends, wliich single individuals,

unaided by the law, could not accomplish ; and

what are these ends but " particular purposes ?

"

Take, as a strong instance, a university or a London

guild. Either can undoubtedly manage, invest,

transform, and expend the corporate property in

almost any way it pleases, but, if they proposed to

exhaust the same on the private pleasures of exist-

ing members, or to abandon the promotion, the one

of education, the other of their " art and mystery,"

it is very proliable, if not absolutely certain, that
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the Court of Chancery would restrain the same, as

being Ultra Vires. It must, however, be admitted

that there is a distinction between " ordinary " and

" special " corporations, in that some corporations

exist for the furtherance of private aims only, and

can deal with their assets and privileges in any

way which may seem most agreeable to the majority

of the members, without hindrance from the Courts

on behalf cither of the public, so long as they keep

within their powers, or of an individual member

so long as he is not being treated fraudulently or

unfairly. But the franchises and the powers of all

corporations, and therefore of these, are restricted.

If they attempt to exceed or to misuse them, they

commit acts Ultra Vires, which, at all periods of our

history, have exposed them to the risk of confisca-

tion of their charter and privileges. The Crown,

to whose prerogative they owe their existence, can

require them to observe the conditions upon which

their privileges have been granted. To this extent,

therefore, they are " special " corporations. It is

equally certain that they are " special " in the

sense that, as all their capacities are contained in

and spring from the instrument of incorporation,

these capacities must be limited, vaguely, perhaps,

but still limited (v), and, consequently, that any

member is entitled to prevent an abuse of these

capacities, or a turning of them to wrong objects.

(v) See the judgment of Mayor, &c., of Brechon, 3 H. &

Bramwell, B., in Payne v. N. 572, 27 L. J. (Ex.) 495.
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We may, however, for the sake of convenience and

distinction, apply the term " ordinary " to such

corporations, and style all others " special," whether,

this special character arises from a trust imposed

upon the corporate body or from a limitation

express or implied of its rights and faculties to the

accomplishment of certain defined and unmistakable

purposes.

SECTION II.—VARIOUS MEANINGS THAT HAVE BEEN

GIVEN TO THE TERM ULTRA VIRES.

The expression, " Ultra Vires," has been used in at

least two senses, as was pointed out by Kindersley,

V.-C, in the Earl of Shrewsbury v. North Staf-

fordshire Railway Co. (w). " When you speak

of Ultra Vires of the company, you mean one

or other of two things, either that you cannot bind

all the shareholders to submit to it [z.e., that
Two significa- you caunot bind dissentient shareholders], or that

term "ultra it is Ultra Vircs iu this respect, that the leo-is-
virea,

'

_

^ o
lature, for instance, having authorised you to make
a railway, you cannot go and make a harbour. But,

in the present case, the latter question does not

arise. The question is, whether it is Ultra Vires as

being beyond the power of the directors to bind all

the shareholders."

(««) 35 L. J. (Ch.) 156, clearlythe distinction as drawn
172. The report in L. R. by the Vice-Chancellor.

1 Eq. 618, doea not show so
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This passage was quoted with approval by

Blackburn, J., in Taylor v. Chichester & Mid- '^^.yioi- v.

^ , ^
Chichester

hwst Railway Co. (cc), and explained at some & Midhurst

length : "The legislature, in passing special Acts

by which railway and other trading companies

are incorporated, have in view two distinct purposes.

They incorporate a body of shareholders, who seek,

as a trading speculation to carry out a particular

scheme for their own benefit, and they, at the same

time, being satisfied that the scheme will be for the

benefit of the public, confer on the body thus incor-

porated certain privileges, and impose on them

certain restrictions for the benefit of the public.

"As the shareholders are, in substance, partners in

a trading corporation, the management of which is

committed to the body corporate, a trust is by im-

plication created in favour of the shareholders that

the corporation wiU manage the corporate afi'airs,

and apply the corporate funds for the purpose of

carrying out the original speculation."

This twofold use of the term has been unfortunate,

as it has contributed to obscure the reasoning upon

a subject in itself sufiiciently perplexing. Especially

to it is due not a little of the confusion that exists

as to the cases in which corporations can ratify, and

as to the extent to which they can be made liable

for acts done and agreements entered into by itself

or its agents in an informal manner, when such acts

and agreements are in other respects within their

(x) L. R. 2 Ex. 356, 378.
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powers. The former is the true and proper meaning ;

viz., that a corporation has certain powers only, and

that it can be bound only when acting, whether

directly or by agents, within the limits of these

powers ; and this is the signification which will in

this work be given to the term when it is employed

without any qualification.

The latter meaning is a totally difi'erent affair.

In fact, it has nothing to do with the powers of

corporations as such, but simply with the powers of

the collective body of individuals composing them.

This body, be it remembered, is not the corporation,

which exists apart and distinct from its members,

and whose capacities were determined at its origin.

Now, it is manifest, that any body of men, whether

associated casually or by some stronger union, can

bind themselves by positively participating in and

agreeing to any legal transaction. Can we go a

step further and say, that -svhen this association takes

the form of a corporation, the members can, by the

concurrence of one and all, in a given act, which,

though not absolutely Ultra Vires of the corporation,

is, nevertheless, not binding on it, render such

act binding, not merely on themselves, but on the

corporations ? This question, however, will be better

discussed in connection with Ratification, post

Part III., Chapter VI.

tion d'-^'unfa
'^^^^'^ ^^ y^* ^ ^^^""^ meaning not unseldom given

Vires." to Ultra Vires, viz., what is beyond the powers of

the executive part of a corporation. This is needless
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to»
confusion, and might always be avoided by adding,

as is sometimes done, " of the directors," or " agents,"

as the case might be.

Sometimes the term Ultra Vires is used even Fourth signifi-

n ,1 ,.-,. . 1 cation ofm a lourtn sense, as denotmg what is outside "Ultra vires."

the powers, not of a particular corporation, but

of every corporation. Thus, bye-laws in restraint

of trade are Ultra Vires in this sense (y). Facts

will thus be Ultra Vires which are contrary

to the Common Law or to the provisions expressed

or implied of some statute, e.g., the issuing

prior to the Companies' Act of 1867 of shares to

bearer (z).

It may here be observed, that the expression, "Constating
•' ' i ' instruments.

" constating instruments," will very generally be

employed in this work, to signify the document or

collection of documents which fix the constitution of

any corporation. These documents are very various

—charters, letters patent, statutes of the founder,

acts of parliament, bye-laws, deeds of settlement,

articles of association—and not unfrequently they

will be very numerous and lengthy, the original

muniments having been added to or modified by

many subsequent proceedings, resolutions, and the

like. Therefore it will be far more convenient to

have one single term always denoting the same

(y) Though it seems that Poynter, 2 A. & E. 312.

such could be legalised by spe- (z) See Re General Company

cial custom. See Shaw v. Pope, for Promotion of Land Credit,

2 B. & Ad. 465 : Sham v. L. E. 5 Ch. 363.
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general fact, but varying in its exact meaning with

the circumstances.

SECTION III.—THE BURTHEN OF PROOF IN QUESTIONS

OF ULTRA VIRES.

There is another much more important question,

or rather it may be considered but another form of

the present ; viz., whether a corporation-^or if we

admit of the above division into ordinary and

special—^whether a special corporation has only

those powers which are expressly given to it by its

constating instruments, or has all such as will

conduce to the attainment of its ends, save such as

are, by direct provision in its constating instruments

or by necessary inference from the same, denied it 1

In Colman v. Eastern Counties Railicay Coin-

pany, the Master of the Rolls said (a) :— " It has been

very properly admitted that railway companies have

no right to enter into new trades or businesses not

pointed out hy the acts." In East Anglian Rail-

ways Company v. Eastern Counties Railurty Com-

pany, the Court of Common Pleas stated :

—
" It is

clear that the defendants have a limited authority

only, and are a corporation only for the purpose of

making and maintaining the railway sanctioned by

the Act, and that the funds can only he applied for

the purposes directed and provided for hy the

statute."

(a) 10 Beav. 1, 16 L. J. (Ch.) 73 ; cited ante, p. 28.
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The burthen of authority would, however, seem, ah contracts

from a consideration of subsequent cases, to incline are°™iidtav

the other way ; i.e, to the following opinion, promul- Mwtefby

gated by Parke, B., and quoted ante, p. 31. Thus, -nforporatL

in Chambers v. Manchester & Milford Railway Com-
pany (b), Crompton, J., held that a " corporation is

bound by the seal being affixed to the deed, where the

directors have power given them so to affix it, but

that it is not bound where the legislature has said

that the thing shall not he done." In Shrews-

bury d Birmingham, Railway Company v. North

Western Railway Company (c). Lord Cranworth,

in delivering the judgment of the House of Lords,

considered this to be the more correct way of

enunciating the doctrine. " Primd facie a corpo-

ration may contract under seal. You must show

that the particular contract is one which the cor-

poration has no power to enter into. It must be

shown on the face of • it to be a breach of duty

—

something foreign to the object for which the

company was established."

So, in Scottish North Eastern Railway Com-

pany V. Steivart (d) Lord Wensleydale expressed

himself very similarly, saying, " There can be

no doubt that a corporation is fully capable of

binding itself by any contrivance under its com-

mon seal in England, and without it in Scotland,

(&) 5 B. & S. 588, 33 L. J. Redmond, 10 C. B. N. S. 675.

(Q. B.) 268, 274; cf. South (c) 6 H. L. Ca. 113, 124.

Wales Railiuay Company v. {d) 3 Macq. 382, 414-6.
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except when the statutes by which it is created or

regulated expressly or by necessary implication pro-

hibit such contract between the parties. Prima

facie all its contracts are valid, and it lies on those

who impeach any contract to make out that it is

avoided." Finally, in the latest case on the subject,

and one where the question was very thoroughly

examined, viz., that of Taylor v. Chichester & Mid-

hurst Railway Company (e), Blackburn J. approved

of the same, adding :
" I think, therefore, we are

entitled to consider the question to be, not whether

the present defendants had, by virtue of the acts of

incorporation, authority to make the contract, but

whether they are by those statutes forbidden to

make it."

As this view has also been taken, not only by the

different members of the House of Lords and by the

Court of Queen's Bench, in Chambers v. Manchester

& Milford Railway Company, as above quoted,

and by the Court of Exchequer in Bateman v.

Mayor, &g., of Ashton-under-Lyne (/), but also by

the Court of Common Pleas itself, in Redmond v.

South Wales Railway Company (g), we may con-

clude that it is now established that this is the true

mode of expressing the doctrine.

(e) L. R. 2 Ex. 356, 384. L. J. (Ex.) 458.

(/) 3 H. & N. 323, 27 (jr) 10 C. B. N. S. 675.
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CHAPTER II.

THE AFFAIRS OF CORPORATIONS AND CONDUCT OF

THE SAME.

In the last Chapter reference was made to the

distinction between special and ordinary corpora-

tions. The better and more practical division would

probably be into trading corporations and those

for any purpose whatever other than trade pure

and simple. Trading corporations are, one and all,

" special " corporations, and to them in particular

the doctrine of Ultra Vires applies. Of other

varieties of corporations some, at least, will be

special, and will be subject to the principle of

Ultra Vires ; some may be considered as " ordinary " Conduct of

corporations, taking that term with the explana- corporationa

tion already given, and will, in so far as they are trading

ordinary, be unaffected by—save under peculiar
^"""^"^^^

circumstances—this principle. In this c*hapter it is

intended to examine our subject in so far as it con-

cerns the general conduct of the affairs of corpora-

tions, not for trading purposes.
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Conditions

which
constitute

membership.

MemhersMp in Corporations.

la connection with the control of the cor-

porate affairs, the first point to be noticed is mem-

bership, and the rights and privileges which it

confers. For the determination of these matters

the common law lays down few rules, and recourse

must, in consequence, be had to the constating

instruments. Here wiU be found the conditions

which, qualified and supplemented it may be by

custom, constitute membership. These conditions

vary indefinitely with the nature of the corporation,

but, as to municipal bodies, fhey have been amended

and reduced to uniformity by the provisions of

5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 76. Sometimes residence, or the

occupation or ownership of property within a

certain district, or the being rated to the poor, is a

sufficient qualification, and the person possessing the

same is thereby entitled to become, or perhaps ipso

facto becomes, a corporator. Sometimes it is poverty,

place of birth, the bearing a particular name, or the

being related to the founder. Very generally, an
election or some formal kind of admission is neces-

sary. This latter essential is never found in the

case of joint-stock companies, not, at least, when
the incoming member obtains from one retiring

shares or stock, in respect of which no pecuniary

liability e'xists. The possession of such shares or

stock confers membership without the knowledo-e,

and even against the wishes, and to the detriment
of all the otber members.
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Membership, as it confers privileges, so, on the

other hand, very generally entails the performance

of certain duties with respect to the corporation.

When this is so, the corporation has power to ^^"^"^^^^^^^^^

expel members who do not observe those duties, at °™'" *''''''

' members.

least when the breach tends directly or indirectly

to the forfeiture of the corporate rights and fran-

chises, and the destruction of the corporation. Cor-

porations may also disfranchise their members who

have been proved guilty of the more heinous crimes.

It must, however, be questioned whether this power

of disfranchisement can belong impliedly to any

joint-stock companies. Persons become members

of such corporations—apart, that is, from express

provision ' to the contrary—merely by the acquisi-

tion of shares or stock, the possession of such shares

or stock seldom, if ever, imposes upon the possessor

the least duty towards the company, and by the

transfer thereof his membership ceases. It would,

consequently, seem that such corporations have no

implied power to eject their members, however

troublesome they may be, or however hostile their

acts to the welfare and prosperity of the whole

body. But such a power might unquestionably be

given by express provision in the constating in-

struments, as is indeed, in reality, done whenever

the company or its directors are authorised to

forfeit shares for non-payment of calls (a).

(a) On Disfranchisement, see Grant on " Corporations," pp.

262—267.
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The affairs of Corporations considered generally.

Powers of A Corporation is an imperium in imperio. Its
members in

_

general bve-laws, statutes, and customs are its legal code,
meeting ... i • i i
assembled establishing in a general manner the mode in "wnicn
over corporate . „ . , . . -, ,

affairs. its aftairs are to be conducted, and the rights and

powers of the various corporators. The members

in general meeting assembled constitute a forum,

supreme in all that relates to internal arrangement

(See post, Part IV., Chapters I. and II.), provided

they keep within the corporate powers, and act

in subordination to the immutable statutes, if

any, which form its constitution (6). They can

determine the business which shall be done and

the transactions which shall be carried on or

concurred in in the corporate name. They can

maintain or abandon the corporate rights, enforce

the corporate privileges, or allow them to pass

into disuetude, improve or waste the corporate

property ; change the nature of that property, and

divert it from one purpose to another—in a word,

keep the corporation alive and active, or j)ermit it

to fall into decay ; but always provided that, in so

doing they are infringing no public rights or

committing no breach of trust or violation of other

duties.

It is seldom, however, that this can be the case.

There may be " ordinary " corporations endowed with

privileges without corresponding responsibilities,

(b) Sec Mayor, dr., of Colchester v. Loivton, 1 V. & B. 226.
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and therefore absolutely exempt, save when misusing

their franchises from the jurisdiction of every legal

tribunal, whether the intervention of the Courts be

sought on public or on private grounds ; and there-

fore it would seem dfortiori irresponsible for, because

incapable of, committing Ultra Vires acts.

Excluding these corporations, if any are to be found,

and also for the present trading corporations, there re-

main the large numbers to which this principle does

with more or less stringency apply. In the manage-

ment of their affairs, the Courts do intervene when-

ever they are exceeding or misusing their powers, or

are refusing to do acts the doing of which is imposed

on them as a duty. In briefly considering these

matters, the simpler way will be to proceed by

taking the different classes of corporations as

already enumerated. /^

First.—Ecclesiastical Corporations.

These have incident to them a visitor ; either

the founder and his heirs and assigns, or these

failing, the King and his successors (c). The Powers of

. . „ , . . . ,11 visitor.

supervision oi the visitor is supreme as to all

matters of internal arrangement {d), and in so far

as he acts in accordance with the rules and ordi-

nances established and in force, he excludes the

(c) Rex V. St. Catherine's 1 W. Bl. 22 ; and see Thompson

Hall, Cambridge, 4 T. R. 233. v. Univerdty of London, 33

{d) Kiiic/Y. Bishopof Chester, L. J. (Ch.) 625.
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jurisdiction of the Courts. He may be restrained

if acting beyond his powers or compelled to act if

he refuses, but application must be to the Queen's

Bench for a prohibition or a mandamus (e) and not

to Chancery ; but beyond this, in the absence of a,

trust, the Courts ordinarily will not interpose (/").

It may be difficult to determine who is the visitor [g),

and sometimes the appointment is to be gathered only

from an examination of the statutes generally (ji).

But, though the jurisdiction of the ^dsitor is under

ordinary circumstances, exclusive, and his decision

not examinable, either at law or in equity, yet it is

different if a trust exists. In such a case the Court

of Chancery exercises its authority whenever this is

necessary for the due carrying out of the trust [i).

The doctrine of Ultra Vires comes into play in

very many ways in connection with ecclesiastical

corporations, but it is not possible to do more than

refer to some of the points to be noticed. These

matters can be fittingly discussed only in works

which especially treat of ecclesiastical law. First

(e) Whiston v. Dean A- same decision at law.

Chapter of Rochester, 7 HiU'e, (/() See St. John's College,

532. Cainhndge v. Todington, 1

(/) Att.-Gen. v. Foundling Burr. 158 ; Att.-Gen. v. Mld-

Uospital, 2 Ves. 42. dleion, 2 Yes. 329.

((/) Compare the case cited in (?) See Whiston v. Dean &
Note (e) in Chancery with Eeg. Chapter of Bochester, ubi

V. Dean cC' Chapter of Rochester, suprA ; and the cases cited in

17 Q. B. 1, 20 L. J. (Q. B.) the notes following in re-

107, \\'hich was pvactioalty tlie fereuce to charitable trusts.
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to be considered is the right of appointment to

ecclesiastical benefices, prebendaries, and sees—in

other words, of naming the person who shall be for

the time being an ecclesiastical corporation sole, in

whom this is vested, the ceremonies to be observed

by the appointor and the acceptor, and the condi-

tions to be satisfied by either party ; and also the

corresponding legal facts in connection with the

filling up of vacancies in ecclesiastical corporations

aggregate (j).

Secondly, the personal rights and privileges of

these persons. In many cases they have ample

powers of prohibiting other ministers from conduct-

ing public worship in the churches or districts to

which they have been appointed.

Thirdly, their rights, powers, and liabilities in

respect of the user and alienation of church

property.

Fourthly, the questions relating to the jurisdic-

tion of the many inferior ecclesiastical courts.

Secondly.—Charitahle Corporations.

What has been said as to the visitor applies Powoi-s of

equally with regard to these corporations as to those

of the last class. Within the limits of the autho-

rity bestowed upon him, in the absence of a trust,

his jurisdiction is supreme.

But it is otherwise when the existence of a trust

{j) See Beg. v. President <£• Chapter of Exeter, 12 A. & E. 512.

visitor

:
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and how call be established. " Where there is a clear and
affected bya.

t r-i t ^ r
trast. distinct trust, this Court administers and eniorces

it as much where there is a visitor as where there

is none. This is clear, both on principle and

authority. The visitor has a common law office,

and common law duties to perform, and does

not superintend the performance of the trust,

which belong to the various officers, which he may-

take care to see are properly kept up and ap-

pointed" (k).

Where this trust is established, whatever be its

object, whatever be the nature of the charity

—

places of worship, whether of the Established Eeli-

gion or not (I), almshouses or hospitals (m), col-

leges (».), grammar schools (o), the promulgation of

religious or secular doctrines (23), works of public

(k) Per Romilly, M.R., Att.- (m) Att.-Gen. v. St. Cross

Gen. V. St. Cross Hospital, 17 Hospital, 17 Beav. 435. See

Beav. 435, 466; Green v. PhilpottY. St. George's Hospital,

Rutherford, 1 Ves. 462; Re 27 Beav. 107; Att.-Gen. v.

Berhliampstead School, '2 V. & Broimu'snospital,\1Suxi.\1Z,

B. 134. 19 L.J. (Ch.) 73.

(l) Ait.-Gen. Y. Daugars, 33 (n) Att.-Gen. v. Sidney

Beav. 621 ; Att-Gen. v. Miinro, Sussex College, Cambridge,

2 D. G. & Sm. 122; Corhun L. R. 4 Ch., 722.

V. French, 4 Ves. 418 ; Att.- (0) Wilkinson v. JIalin, 2

Gen. V. Pearson, 3 Mer. 400
; C. <fe J. 636.

i)aw(/a?-sv. 7iVra.-, 28Beav. 233
; {p) Att.-Gen. v. Baxter, I

Att.-Gen. v. Pearson, 7 Sim. Vern. 248; Thornton y. Howe,
270. See Re Scarborough 31 Beav. 14; Re Michel's

Chaiitij Petitiom, 1 Jur. 36; I^/7wfs, 28 Beav. 39; Straus v.

Shore v. Wilson, 9 CI. & F. GoldsmiJ, S Sim. 614.

35.^).
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utility (q) ; or any of the very many purposes which

have been decided to fall within the spirit if not the

letter of 43 EHz. c. 4 (r) and the like—the Court of

Chancery assumes jurisdiction, and causes the trust

to be duly observed and carried out.

It is not easy to conceive a charity that does not, a charity

to a greater or less degree, partake of the nature of p^-takeJof tbe

a trust, and therefore to that extent come within "rusk

the supervision of Chancery (s). It would seem, upon

general principles, that the objects of the charity

ought in every case to be looked upon as cestuis

que trustent. The gift has been made or bequeathed,

and the charity created for their benefit, and the

persons who for the time being are the legal owners

of the property belonging to the charity, are owners

thereof, suh modo, that is, in order to apply it to

the purposes directed by the original donor,—in

other words, they hold it upon a tfust.

Questions of Ultra Vires will depend on the con-

struction placed upon the instruments under which

the charity was primarily founded, or by which its

constitution has been subsequently modified. Any

going beyond or abandonment of the original scope

or object of the charity will be Ultra Vires, unless

(2) Johnson v. Swann, 2 L. J. (Ch.) 430; Jones v.

Madd. 457 ; Trustees of the Williams, Amb. 651.

British Museum v. White, 2 («) See Hayman v. Govern-

S. & S. 594. ing Body of Rugby School,

(r) See University of London W. N. 1874, p. 73.

V. Yarrow, 23 Beav. 159, 26
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expressly permitted by the legislature (t), or com-

pelled by necessity {u), or excused by lapse of time

arid custom [v).

Thus, schools founded for giving instruction in

classics may not be converted into establishments

for teaching merely elementary English (w). Nor,

on the other hand, can one intended for diffusion of

elementary knowledge be restricted to the teaching

of higher subjects only (x).

So, schools endowed for the benefit of a particular

town or district will not be thrown open to the

whole kingdom {y), unless under special circum-

stances, such as a very large increase in the

income (z).

But a departure from the strict directions or

words and language employed by the founder will be

permitted, if thereby his manifest intention can be

the better fulfilled (a). And in recent times there

{t) See Att.-Gen. v. Mar- borough School, 13 L. J. (Ch.)

(/aret, 1 Vem. 55 ; Be Uighgate 3 ; Re Free Grammar Sclwol

School, 1 Jur. 774; Re Read- of Chipping Sodbury, 8 L. J.

ing Dispensary, 10 Sim. 118. (Ch.) 13 ; i?e Rugby School, 1

(u) See Re Ashton's Charily, Beav. 457.

27Beav. 115. (^r) Att.-Gen. v. Jachon, 2

(w) Att.-Gen. v. Hartley, 2 Keen, r)41. See Re Manclies-

J. & W. 353 ; Att.-Gen. v. ter School, L. E. 2 Ch. 497.

Mijddleton, 3 Yes. S. 330. See {y) Be^-hhampstead School

Re Chertsey Market, 6 Price, Case, L. R. 1 Eq. 102.

261 ; Att.-Gen. v. Gould, 28 (z) Re Zatyme)-'s Charity,

Beav. 485. L. R. 7 Eq. 353.

{w) Att.-Gen. V. Mansfield, 2 (a) Att.-Geiu v. Whiteley, 11

Russ. 501. See Re Marl- Yes. 241.
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has been by statute, vested in the Court of Chancery,

an extensive authority of dealing with, and recon-

stituting, endowed and grammar schools, and ap-

proving of modification in their constitution and

regulations (b).

In considering charitable corporations, it must not Powers of... Charity Com-
be forgotten that the Charity Commissioners possess missioners.

very extensiv^ powers of supervision and control,

and that their consent and authorisation have to be

obtained, in respect of the doing of anything which

affects the essential constitution of the charity, and

especially by 16 & 17 Vict. c. 137, s. 17, prior to

bringing any suit, petition, or other legal proceeding

relating to the charity or its funds (c). Now, also, by

35 & 36 Vict. c. 24, The Charitable Trustees Incor-

poration Act, 1 8 72, they are empowered to grant a

certificate of registration to, and thereby to incorpo-

rate, the trustees of any charity for religious, educa-

tional, literary, scientific, or public purposes.

Thirdly.—Friendly Societies and other similar

Associations.

Analogous as regards many of their objects toF™°^y
o o J <> societies are,

charitable corporations, are friendly, industrial, ^-nd as regards^^^

benefit building societies. But these societies are analogous to
" ... charities.

of statutory not private origin, their constitution

(6) See 3 & 4 Vict. c. 77; Vict. cc. 56 and 58.

23 & 24 Vict. c. 11 ; 31 & 32 (o) See Braund v. Earl of

Vict. 00. 32 and 118 ; 32 & 33 Devon, L. R. 3 Ch. 800.

£ 2
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being determined by various Acts of Parliament

which have been passed in that behalf, supplemented

in matters of detail and minor importance by rules

drawn up by the members themselves, and in so far

as necessary officially certified and approved. Of

these statutes the most important are the follow-

ing :—

a. In respect of Friendly Societies.

18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, which repealed many prior

statutes, and amended and consolidated the others,

and added various new provisions, and in a manner

constitutes a code for these societies.

21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, which slightly amended the

former, in conjunction with which it is to be read

as the " Friendly Societies Acts of 1855 & 1858."

23 & 24 Vict. c. 58, which amended 18 & 19

Vict. c. 63, chiefly in matters relating to insolvency

and winding-up and by the imposition of a penalty

upon registrars omitting to make the recpisite

annual returns.

h. Loan Societies.

3 & 4 Vict. c. 110, regulates these bodies, and

has finally been made perpetual by 26 & 27 Vict.

c. 56.

c. liidustj'ial and Provident Societies.

25 & 26 Vict, c. 87, as amended by 30 & 31
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Vict. c. 117, being respectively the " Industrial and

Provident Societies Acts, 1862 & 1867," are the

two statutes which chiefly regulate the constitution

and working of these bodies.

d. Benefit Building Societies.

6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 32 is the Act under which

these associations are founded. It has been modified

in unimportant matters by 12 & 13 Vict. c. 106,

s. 1, 13 & 14 Vict. c. 115, 23 & 24 Vict. c. 13,

26 & 27 Vict. 65, s. 44, and 31 & 32 Vict. c. 124,

s. 11.

With regard to these different societies, few

remarks need be made. Their purposes and objects

are determined mainly and primarily by the special

Acts relating to them, which can be qualified in

minor details only, by their certified rules. Thus,

18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, s. 9, defines the objects of

friendly societies. Those associations only which

confine themselves to the objects so defined will come

within the designation ; and therefore a society whose

main purpose is within this section, but which adds

thereto the propagation and maintenance of trades

unionism, is not a friendly society {d).

Industrial and Provident Societies are those whose objects of

-,. . -\ ' ' p ^ ^ n-i industrial and
object IS combmation for labour or trade m the provident

societies.

{d) Hornby v. Close, L. K. 2 8 Jur. 473 ; Pare v. Clegg,

Q. B. 153. Compare Reg. v. 29 Beav. 589, 30 L. J. (Oh.)

S,:ott, 13 L. J. (M. C.) 473, 742.
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manner and to the extent permitted by the Acts ; and,

consequently, combinations for any other object, how-

ever closely allied, do not come under this class (e).

So with benefit building societies. Their object

Objects of is " that any individual member may borrow money

societies. from the society to enable him to buy or build a

house, mortgaging it to the society as security for

the money borrowed, and, ultimately, making it

absolutely his own, by paying off the mortgage out

of his subscription "
if).

Consequently it is Ultra Vires of such a society

to act or hold themselves out as a freehold land

society [g). But if the rules so allow they may
invest a portion of their surplus funds in the pur-

chase of real estate, provided this be done bondjide,

and in the furtherance of their main objects (h).

Moreover, some societies combine the acquisition

and dealing in land with the purposes of a building

society pure and simple ; and, provided the former

object be auxiliary and subordinate to the latter,

it would appear that the combination is allow-

able (^).

(e) See judgment in iJfJ/;W- Bear. 43.3, 28 L. J. (Ch.) 8 23.

la?id Counties Benefit Bui/dine/ (h) Mullock v. Jenl-ins, 1-t

,Socief>/, 33 L. J. (Ch.) 739. Beav. 628, 21 L. J. (Ch.) 65;

(/) Per Kiiidersley, Y.-C, Gri7nes y. Harrison, nhi supn.
in Ju' Kent Benefit Building Compare Peto v. Hammond,
Society, 1 Dr. & Sm. 417, 30 30 Beav. 495, 31 L. J. (Ch.)

L. J. (Ch.) 785, 7 Jm-. (N. S.) 354 ; Hiiglies v. Layton, 4 B. &
10^5- S. 820, 33 L. J. (M. C.) 89.

{g) Grimes v. Harrison, 26 (?) See Re Durham County
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Building societies have no power to borrow

money unless their rules especially authorise it, and,

therefore, without a provision in that behalf, a

borrowing by them or their directors is Ultra

Vires (j). Even rules authorising borrowing must

restrict the sums so to be obtained to limited and

definite amounts : unlimited powers to borrow are

Ultra Vires, as contrary to the spirit of the Acts (k).

The borrowing must, moreover, be not only for the

purposes of the society, but also for the purposes

pointed out in the authorising rules, those purposes

being in other respects lawful (Z), and the powers

given by such rules must, in all respects, be strictly

followed : thus, authority to borrow from members

does not justify borrowing from other persons (to).

In respect of disputes relating to the internal Settlement of
-*

_ _ _
*-' disputes.

afiairs of these societies, provision has been made by

statute, which will generally obviate any necessity

for the interference of the superior courts. By c™^^ '^i'l ^°^
^ •' interfere in

18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, s. 40, every dispute between any matters which

Permanent Investment Land Hill's and Jones's Case, L. E.

and Building Society, Davis 9 Eq. 605 ; Re Professional,

and Wilson's Case, L. K. 12 Commercial, and Inditstrial

Eq. 316. Benefit Building Society, L. R.

(;) Be National Permanent 6 Ch. 856.

Benefit Building Society, Ex {I) Re Durham County

parte Williamson, L. E.. 5 Ch. <&c. Society, Davis and Wil-

309. son's Case, L. R. 12 Eq. 516.

(h) Laing v. Reed, L. E. 5 (m) Re Victoria^ Permanent

Ch. 4 ; Re Victoria Per- Benefit, &c., Society, uhi

manent Benefit, &c., Society, supra.
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are iJiopcriy a member or members of any society established under
subject for

,

internal that Act or any of the Acts thereby repealed, or any

person claiming through or under a member or

under the rules of such society, and the trustee,

treasurer, or other officer, or the committee thereof

shall be decided in manner directed by the rules of

such society, and the decision so made shall be

binding and conclusive on all parties, without

appeal. By 21 & 22 Vict. c. 101, s. 6, this pro-

vision is extended and applied to disputes between

the executors, administrators, nominees or assigns

of a member, and the trustees, treasurer, or other

officer or the committee of a society. Where the

rules do not prescribe any other mode of settling

these disputes, or of enforcing the decision of the

arbitrators and the like, the county court Avithin the

district of which the usual or principal place of

business of the society is situate is, upon the appli-

cation of any person interested, to determine the

matter (18 & 19 Vict. c. 63, ss. 41, 42, 43).

By the " Industrial and Provident Societies Act,

1867," 30 & 31 Vict. c. 117, s. 3, the provisions last

mentioned, as to the county courts, and enacted

specially with reference to friendly societies, arc

made applicable to all societies registered under that

Act.

By the joint cfiect of 6 & 7 Will IV. c. 32, s. 4,

and 13 & 14 Vict. c. 115, s. 1, very similar provisions

;irc made for benefit buildino; societies.

Jt would seem that the jurisdiction of the Courts
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is ousted as regards disputes of the kind contem-

plated, whenever rules have been drawn up, as is

usually done, providing for an extra-judicial settle-

ment of such disputes as by a reference to arbi-

tration. There are two judgments of Lord Romilly

to the contrary (»). But all the other decisions,

both at law (o) and in equity [p) are uniform to

the eifect that not only is the adjudication in the

manner provided by the statutes binding and con-

clusive without appeal, but also the jurisdiction of

the tribunal so constituted is absolutely exclusive of,

not merely concurrent with, that of any other

tribunal.

But if questions of fraud or breaches of trust arise,

the ordinary jurisdiction of the ordinary courts

remains (g).

Fourthly.—Municipal Corporations.

Prior to 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 76, municipal corpo- ^aturyj

rations were "ordinary" corporations—using that ™'^t?<"^''*''"'^

term in.the sense and with the explanation already

given it—and as such had wide, if not unrestricted

{n) Smith V. Lloyd, 26 Kay, 518, 3 D. G. M. & G.

Beav. 507; Doubleday v. ^<d1 ; Totty. Hughes, IQ h. T!.

HosUns, L. R. 15 Eq. 344 n. (0. S.) 260 ; Thompson v.

(o) See Orinham v. Card, Planet Benefit Building Society,

7 Ex. 833, 21 L. J. (Ex.) 321
;

L. R. 15 Eq. 333.

Wright v. Deley, 4 H. & G. {q) Mullock v. Jenldns, 14

209. Beav. 628, 21 L. J. (Ch.) 65.

( p) See Fleming v. Self,
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powers of dealing with their property and funds (r).

That statute, however, as to municipal bodies coming

within it (s) completely altered their nature, con-

stituting them trustees of their corporate property

for public purposes, and impressing a trust upon

Illegal acts, this property. Any diversion of the borough funds

to purposes other than those prescribed by the Act

will, consequently, be illegal, on the double ground

of its being a breach of trust and also Ultra Vires.

In Att.-Oen. v. Aspinall (t) an injunction was

granted against the endowment of places of worship

at the borough expense ; though, in Att.-Gen. v.

Mayor, cfec, of Warwick («/) the defendants were

allowed to defray, from time to time, the expense of

repairing a certain pew in the parish church. In

Att.-Gen. V. Mayor, &c., of Poole {v), a similar

order was issued with respect to a proposal to

award out of the corporate funds compensation for

Levying rates, the emoluments of offices abolished. So the levying

Granting of ratcs {w), or the granting of leases ix), by the
leases, &c.

o o \ J' J

(r) Reg. v. Watson, 2 T. E. lY. c. 76, to other towns.

199 ; Mayor, <L-c., of Golchexfer {t) 2 My. & Cr. 613.

V. Lowton, 1 V. & B. 22G, 24i
;

(ti) 10 "jur. 962, 15 L. J.

Holdsworth v. Mayor, dr., of (Q. B.) 306.

Dartmouth, 11 Ad. .t E. 490; (r) i My. & Cr. 17; Att.-

Ji^van V. Corporation of Amn, Gen. v. Wilson, Cr. & Ph. 1.

29 Beav. 144; Com. Dig. (w) Att.-Gen. \. Mayor, (kc,

Franchise, F. 11, 18. of Lichfield, 11 Beav. 121.

(s) See also 1 Vict. c. 78, («) Att.-Gen. v. Mayor, &c.,

s. 49, enabling the Crown by of Yaniouth, 21 Beav. 625.

cliarter to extend 5 & 6 Will.
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corporation, will be restrained, if it appears that

these things are about to be done from improper

motives. So the immingling the municipal funds

in any transaction which, from circumstances beyond

the corporate control, may cause the loss of those

funds, such as in the purchase of a sub-lease, the

original demise of which contained covenants for-

feiting the whole lease on breach of the same, will

be illegal (y). As wUl be seen hereafter, 'applications Application to

to Parharaent at the corporate expense (z), or the

engaging in litigation, save strictly and solely in the

protection of the corporate privileges or property (a)

are Ultra Vires, and will be restrained.

In short, as in every other case where the doctrine Misapplication

of corporate

of Ultra Vires applies, the powers of the corporation f'^ds.

are restricted and its funds can be spent, its property

utiHsed, and its proceedings legitimate only in

accordance with the provisions of the constating

instruments, which, in the present instance, are the

5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 76, 6 & 7 Wm. IV. c. 104, 1 Vict,

c. 78, and the many statutes qualifying these. Section

92 of the first Act, enacts in a general manner that

any surplus from the rates may be devoted to " the

public benefit of the inhabitants of the borough ;

"

but this does not include the payment of legal

expenses not necessarily—although, perhaps, very

justifiably— incurred on account of the corpora-

(y) Mulholland v. Belfast section 2.

Corporation, 9 Ir. Ch. 292. (a) Part ii. Chapter v.

(«) Part ii. Chapter vi. section 2.
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tion (h). The expenses of public bath and wash-

houses msij, by 9 & 10 Vict. c. 74, s. 4, be defrayed

out of the corporate funds. Other statutes, adding

to or amending the municipal powers are 13 & 14

Vict. c. 64, providing for the repair of bridges

within boroughs, and 18 & 19 Vict. c. 70, amended

by 29 & 30 Vict. c. 114, and 34 & 35 Vict,

c. 71, relating to the establishment of museums

and public libraries. Not only is the application

of the municipal funds now confined to the

limited and definite objects specified in the Act

5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 76, but by section 94 an abso-

lute bar is placed upon the alienation of the

municipal real estate—save for terms not exceeding

thirty-one years, and upon conditions laid down

by the statute—unless it be with the consent of

the Commissioners of the Treasury or any three of

them, which consent has to be strictly followed (c).

It was, however, held in Payne v. Mayor, etc., of

Brecon {d) that the covenants in a mortgage,

charging the municipal estates, and which had been

made without the consent of the Commissioners first

obtained, were valid and enforceable against the

(6) Att.-Gen. v. ^fat/or, Ac.

of Sheffield, L. E. 6 Q. B. 65i

Sco Att.-Gen. v. J/ai/or, <((',

of WiffCDi, 5 D. V,. M. ct G. 52

23 L. J. (Ch.) 420 ; Att.-Gen

Parr, 8 C.i F. 409, 6 Jiir.245.

(c) See Arnold v. Mayor,

<£•(•., of Gravesend, 2 K. & J.

574, 25 L. J. (Ch.) 776.

(d) 3 H. & N. 572, 27 L. J.

V. JIai/ny, cCr., of Xonrieh, 21 (Ex.) 495 ; PallL^ter v. Mayor,
Jj. J, (Ch.) ]3[) ; Ati.-Giii. v. i-ir., of Grxoeseiid, d CB. 77 i.
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corporation, and that although the money had not

been borrowed for any of the purposes set forth in

section 92.

Fifthly.—Other Public Bodies.

It is the same with the many corporate and quasi- Courts wiu

. .
•

. -in '^°* interfere

corporate bodies and associations, constituted for if puWic body
, . p ^ T 1 T • • teep within
the carrymg out oi pubnc works or the supervision its authority.

of matters of public necessity. If they keep within

their authority the Courts will not interfere, even

though they may not be proceeding in such a way

as to meet with thorough approval (e).

But if they exceed or abuse their powers, or are Misapplication

•1 if>T T ipt"^ corporate

acting with mala fides, or are devoting the funds funds.

at their disposal to wrong purposes, the Court of

Chancery will put a stop to the same. This occurs

most frequently in respect of the application of rates

or toUs raised by such bodies. These, as will be

seen {/), cannot be applied to the support of appli-

cation to Parliament for further powers, nor ia the

payment of legal expenses not incurred strictly in

the discharge of the actual and unavoidable duties

of their office. So, where different classes of rates

(e) Tinkler v. Wandsworth L. K. 1 Q. B. 396 ; Bruton

District Board of Health, 2 Turnpike Trustees v. Wincan-

D. G. & J. 261 ; Austin v. ton Highway Board, L. K. 5

Lambeth Vestry, 27 L. J. (Ch.) Q. B. 437.

388. See Weardale District (/) Post, Part ii. Chap. vi.

Highway Board v. Bainhridge, section 2.
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are levied, and there is a deficiency in one class,

money cannot be taken from any other class to

supply this deficiency {g).

And generally, as with all other corporations,

their powers, duties, and liabilities will be deter-

mined directly or impliedly by the statutes and

other instruments appointing them. The juris-

diction ill), the rights {i), and the responsibilities (j),

thereby vested in or imposed upon them, wiU belong

to them, but no others. For the due and careful

carrying out of their authorities they must provide :.

and in default of this—if anything be done,

directed, or concurred in negligently by them, or

through negligence omitted to be so done or

directed—^they will be answerable in damages for the

injury resulting {h), even though they have no funds

(g) Att.-Gen. v. Daniel, 9 21 L. J. (Q. B.) 419.

L. J. (Ch.) 394 ; Rex v. Durs- (i) See Vivian x. 2Terseij

ley, 5 Ad. k E. 10. Compai-e Dock and Harbour Board,

Att.-Gen. v. Church, 2 H. & M. L. R. 5 C. P. 19.

697 ; Harrison v. Stichiey, 2 (_/) Soo Bayley v. Vi'olver-

H. Lds. 108. See also the hampton Waterworks Company,

cases cited in the last note, 30 L. J. (Ex.) 57, and cases in

and Local Board of Health of following notes ; and compare

Chatham, Extra, v. Rochester Reg. v. Woods and Forests,

Pavement, dec, Commissioners, 19 L. J. (Q. B.) 197.

L. R. 1 Q. B. 21. {k) Mersey Dock and Har-
(A) Barber v. Nottingham, botir Trustees v. Gibbs, L. R. 1

(Sec, Canal Company, 15 C. B. H. Lds. 93, 35 L. J. (Ex)
N. S. 72G, 33 L. J. (C. V.) 225 ; Romuey Marsh v. Cor-

193. Compare Rennet and poration of the Trinity House
Avon Navig((liun C'impaiiy v. L. R. 5 Ex. 201; Ohrhy v.

Witheringtiin, 18 (J, B. 5:!1, Ryde Commissioners, 5 B. A- S.
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to pay such damages {I) ; and even thougli they are

purely a public body, and deriving personally no

profit or advantage whatever from their position [m).

A few general remarks are all that can be added General
° remarks.

here by-way of conclusion to the statement contained

in this chapter. First, the doctrine of Ultra Vires

applies to " special " corporations only. Secondly,

the rights and privileges, the powers and duties of

such corporations are given to them, or imposed upon

them, solely and entirely, by their constating instru-

ments, either expressly or by implication therefrom.

Thirdly, apart from the fact as will be seen hereafter

(Part IV. Chapter I.), that the Courts refuse to adju-

dicate in matters of purely internal- administration,

the Legislature^has by statute provided for the deter-

mination by an extra-judicial tribunal of disputes

arisinor in connection with the affairs of certain

corporations. Fourthly, if there are any " ordinary"

corporations possessed like physical individuals of

full power over their rights and property, and in

respect of their dealings therewith exempt from the

control of the Courts, yet, whenever a trust has

been created, the Court of Chancery will compel

743, 33 L. J. (Q. B.) 296; (l) Hush v. Martin, 2 H.

Coe V. Wise, 5 B. & S. 440, 33 & C. 311, 33 L. J. (Ex.) 17
;

L. J. (Q. B.) 281 ; Clothier v. and see the cases cited in the

]Vebster, 12 C. B. N. S. 790, last note.

31 L. J. (C. P.) 216. Compare (m) See the cases cited in

Holliday v. St. Leonards, the last two notes, especially

Slwreditch, 11 C. B. N. S. Mersey Doch and Harbour

192, 8 Jur. (N. S.) 79. Trustees v. Gibhs.
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the due observance and carrying out of such trust.

Fifthly, if there are any such "ordinary" corpora-

tions, at least, municipal corporations are not so

since 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 76 ; nor are any of the

boards of commissioners and other such authorities

which are constituted for public purposes ; nor

apparently are any charitable corporations—if they

do not exist for particular and special purposes it

would appear that they all import a trust.
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CHAPTER III.

THE BUSINESS WHICH TRADING CORPORATIONS MAY

TRANSACT.

It follows from the general statement alreadv Corporations
*-* "^ can engage on

given of the purport and effect of the doctrine of "^^tain trans-*-* actions only.

Ultra Vires, that corporations can legally become

concerned in certain transactions only. The pur-

poses—commercial or otherwise—for the carrying

on of which corporations are brought into being

are defined by their constating instruments, and

special circumstances and equities apart, they cannot

bind the corporate property by engaging in matters

alien to these purposes. ^ To determine such pur-

poses the language of these instruments must be

carefully considered, for in construing documents,

it is the exact wording, and not the possible in-

tentions of their framers, that the Courts have to

follow. Herein lies the vast distinction between

statute and judiciary interpretation. In estimating

the effect of the judgment in any particular case,

it is not the mere expressions emjDloyed that give

it weight, but the ratio decidendi—the rule to

be deduced from the decision taking into account

surrounding facts. From a statute, however, no
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particular facts have to be eliminated. It con-

stitutes a code, and enunciates principles for the

determination of every point that comes within its

scope. Its authors must be credited with the

possession of all necessary foresight and discrimina-

tion, and with an average knowledge of the due

value to be given to the legal language they employ.

If their labours'poiat to the creation of a corporation,

all the capacities and attributes of the same when

in being, will, as already seen, depend upon the

ipsissima verba of which they have made use,

and the meaning attached to them by the Courts,

and not upon the powers they had intended

to give it, or their interpretation of their own
language. From this difference between originators'

intention and subsequent legal construction, have

undoubtedly arisen many of the cases relating to

Ultra Yires, while the wonderful diversity of con-

struction, attached by various judicial luminaries

to the same wording, has contributed not a little

to render still more obscure a subject in itself

sufficiently perplexing.

It must then be carefully borne in mind, that

questions of Ultra Mres relating to the express

powers of corporations will have to be decided upon
a consideration of the exact language used in the

constating instruments, while such as concern their

implied powers will be determined by the ratio

decidendi to be gathered from an examination of

numerous conflicting decisions and dicta.
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Moreover, it would seem, as has already been

pointed out, that the doctrine of Ultra Vires will be

applied more strictly to trading than to non-trading

corporations, though perhaps there is no real

ground for drawing such a distinction ; but in

every case there is a limit to the acts, the doing of

which will render the funds of the corporation

liable for the consequences resulting therefrom.

What are these acts ? What is the business which

may be undertaken by a corporation will be deter-

mined in each particular instance by a reference to,

and an examination of, the powers actually given

to a corporation read in connection with the business

or other purposes for which it has been instituted.

That it may carry on such primary business is a

truism— the difficulty is in determining what

other secondary matters, incidental to such primary

business and necessary for the commodious and pro-

fitable carrying on of the same, are within the scope

of its constitution.

SECTION I.—THE BUSINESS OF TRADING CORPO-

RATIONS.

Subject to these remarks, the following general

rules relating to the business of trading corporations

will probably be found accurate :

—

I. A corporation may transact all such matters

as, being ancillary to its primary business,

F 2
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are transacted by ordinary individuals

under similar circumstances.

What trans- Tliis rule is but an enunciation in words of the
actions may be
entered into by fact that Corporations must have, and have im-
corporationa. --

pliedly, the authority given them to make arrange-

ments for the due and proper conduct of their

undertakings. Thus railway companies may put

up refreshment rooms (a), guardians of the poor

may enter into contracts for the erection of water-

closets at the workhouses under their super-

vision (6), and the like. So all corporations, trading

or non-trading, may engage and discharge, without

the formality of a deed, their ordinary servants and

workmen.

II. A corporation may employ the corporate

property, when it would otherwise be

lying idle and profitless, for such pur-

poses as are not alien to its primary

business.

Were it not for this principle, a corporation would

be unable to utilise its waste lands, or to invest its

unemployed capital, or even to place it at deposit

account. But the principle extends to circum-

stances difforcut from and more important than

these. A corporation takes or acquires, either from

(a) Flanagan v. Great (b) Clarice v. Cuckfield

^Yeste)^n Railway Company, Union, 21 L. J. (Q, B.) 349
L. R. 7Eq. IIG. 1 Bail. C. C. 81.
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necessity or by miscalculating the extent of its

future business, or by tlie result of subsequent

occurrences it finds itself in possession of, more

extensive premises, or a larger stock tlian it can

itself profitably employ—what is it to do with the

excess ?

Forrest v. Manchester Railway Company (c) is a Fon-est v.

case in point. The defendants had authority to Rail. Oo.

keep steam vessels for the purposes of a ferry, and

it was decided that they could use these vessels

when otherwise unemployed for excursion trips.

The Master of the Rolls took the ground that it was

not for the benefit of the company that its property

or capital skould remain idle ; that the steamboats

having been purchased really for the purposes of

the ferry, and not of the excursions, the company

were justified in utilising them in the way they

had done.

III. A corporation may temporarily let ofi" or

transfer to third parties such part of its

estates or assets as it is unable, from

special circumstances, to make an imme-

diate advantageous use of.

We"have just seen that the corporation may itself

utilise its surplus stock, when lying idle, in ways

and modes not perhaps exactly and literally within

(c) 30 Beav. 40.
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the purview of its charter. It may do more—it

may assign or lease for a time this surplus to third

parties. The limits of the principle, and the extent

to which it reaches, are vague and not to be marked

with any degree of precision ; but the principle

itself as a principle is established beyond dispute.

Simpson V. It is the ratio of the decision in Simpson v. West-
Westminster

^ , ,

Hotel Co. minster Palace Hotel Company, Limited {d). The

defendant company was established for the purpose

of building an hotel, "the carrying on the usual

business of an hotel and tavern therein, and the

doing all such things as are incidental or otherwise

conducive to the attainment of the above objects."

The company built an enormous hotel, containing

317 rooms. Before it was opened, the directors,

with the assent of a majority of the shareholders,

agreed to let a portion of it, containing 169 rooms,

unfurnished, to the India Board for offices, at the

rent of £6000 a year for the term of three years, with

an option to the Board to extend it to five years.

The directors also agreed to make alterations for

that purpose, which it was estimated would cost

about £2000, and cause a further expense in

restoring the rooms to a state fit for hotel purposes.

It was established that this agreement was not

entered into witli a view to the permanent employ-

ment of part of the premises for purposes not

authorised by the constitution of the company, but

{d) 2 D.a. F. k J. 141, 29 L. J. (Ch.) 561 ; affirmed 8 H.
Lds. C. 712.
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was adopted as an interim measure, because the

directors believed that the -whole of so large a

building could not safely and advantageously be

opened as an hotel at first, and because they had

not capital to open the whole at once. It was held

by Knight-Bruce, L. J., affirming the decision of

Page Wood, V.-C, that the agreement was not

Ultra Vires, and that the Court ought not to inter-

fere to restrain its being carried into effect.

And in the very similar case of Horsey s Claim, re Horsey'sCiaim.

London and Colonial Company (e), where the com-

pany had taken on lease a house too large for their

own needs, and had let off the portion which they

did not require. Page Wood, V.-C, said the point

was : "Did they [i.e., the company] take this house

for a speculation in order to let it again, or for their

own purposes ? That is the real question, and it

can be answered only in one way. I do not there-

fore think the taking of this house was Ultra Vires."

He consequently admitted the landlord to claim as a

creditor in the winding up of the company.

Statutory provision is often made for the sale by

corporations of the superfluous lands acquired by

them under their compulsory powers, and being in

excess of what is needed for their undertaking (/),

and in such cases the right of pre-emption is gene-

rally reserved to the original owner [g).

(«) L. E. 5 Eq. 561 ; 37 s. 128.

L. J. (Ch.) 393. (g) See London and South-

(/) See 8 & 9 Vict. c. 18, Western Railway Gompany v.
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IV. A corporation may carry on a part only of

its business.

Partial aban- Jt sometimes happens after a corporation lias been
donment of '•'•

, .

the objects of created, that certain branches of its undertaking
a corporation,

turn out as profitless as the others are remunerative.

Under such circumstances, if the different branches

can be separated, the corporation may give up the

former, and devote all its attention to the latter.

It is no abandonment of the objects of a company

if, when established, to accomplish three or four it

abandons one, and carries on the others, provided

such abandonment does not alter the fundamental

principle of the company. The Norwegian Titanic

Iron Cmnipany, Limited (Ji), "was formed for the

purchase of certain colHeries in England, and iron

mines in Norway, in order to bring over the ii'on

ore from Norway and smelt it in England. After a

time it was deemed advisable to sell the collieries

and to retain the mines. One of the shareholders

thereupon presented a petition to wind up the

company, on the ground that it had failed to realize

its objects ; but the Master of the Rolls considered

that the company were justified in abandoning the

collieries, and he therefore dismissed the petition

with costs.

Norwegiau
Titanic Iron

Co.

Bkicbnor,', L. R. i H. Lds.

610 ; Iliiiliijdlc Archinu/ Cvm-

pniii/ V. Jcakes, I,. R. 12 Eq.

9 ; and tho mauy similar de-

cisions.

(A) 35 Beav. 223. Compare
Baiil- of Smtzerland v. Bank

0/ Turkey, 5 L. T. N. S.

549.
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V. A corporation may, in tlie furtherance of

its aims, enter into contracts and perform

and concur in acts alien to its own under-

taking and dehors its express powers,

provided sucli contracts and acts are not

directly forbidden, are essential to its

existence, and could not have been fore-

seen and provided for at its inception.

The principle is circumscribed within narrow

limits, and it holds only when applied with great

care, and to unexpected and material circumstances.

In Wilson v. Furness Railivay Company (i) the Wiison v.

-, r T , 1 T n Ti J r Furness Kail.

defendants were decreed specmcaily to periorm an co.

engagement entered into by them to construct a

w^harf and carriage road, upon certain terms, for the

benefit of third parties. The Act incorporating the

defendant company subjected them to the necessity

of obtaining approval of the Admiralty to certain

works to be done by them. In consideration of

certain landowners obtaining from the Admiralty a

waiver of this obligation, they agreed to make the

wharf and road mentioned, but omitted to do so
;

and upon a bill being filed, demurred on the ground

of Ultra Vires, the said agreement being in no way

expressly authorised by their Act ; but the demurrer

was overruled.

(i) L. K. 9 Eq. 28.
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VI. A corporation may, in carrjdng on its busi-

ness, enter into all the usual arrangements

with its customers and other parties, that

private persons enter into in the ordinary

course of managing a property or con-

ducting a trade or other undertaking.

The business of a corporation can be conducted

only in the manner in which other individuals are

accustomed to look after and conduct their own,

and what is customary with the latter will gene-

rally be legal and allowable with the former. Thus

a banking company may allow a customer to over-

draw his account, and the Court will neither restrain

this at the suit of a shareholder, nor subsequently

on losses thereby occurring hold the directors, who

are guiltless of fraud, liable for the same, even

though the defaulting customer be himself a

director (j).

Company may ^ compauy iu transacting its legitimate business,

withite^'^'^"^
may deal liberally with its customers and waive

the benefit of stipulations introduced for its own
benefit when the enforcement of the same would in

the end be detrimental to itself, and to the profit-

able carrying on of its business. Thus, Avhere the

directors of an insurance company had ofi"ered to pay

losses caused by a gunpowder explosion, although

their policies contained an express exception of such

(j) TurquanJ v. MarsJutU, L. K. 4 Ch, 376, 38 L. J. (Ch.)

639.

customers.
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losses, and they at the same time did not admit any

legal liability to do so, on a bill by a shareholder

to restrain the payments, it appearing on the evi-

dence that it was usual and advantageous for com-

panies to make such payments, although not strictly

bound to do so. Page Wood, V.-C, held, that this

was a mode of carrying on the business with which

the Court could not interfere ; and the bill was dis-

missed with costs. " This is not a case of applying

funds to purposes wholly foreign to the objects of

the company, but it is an expenditure designed to

secure to the company the largest possible amount

of profits in its own proper business " (h).

VII. Corporations endued with special powers,

will have, in addition, an implied autho-

rity to do such acts as may be necessary

for the full and complete utilisation of

such special powers.

Corporations, as wUl be seen hereafter, are, as re- Corporations

gards most varieties of torts, on a very similar footing Habie on their

, T
. 1 j» 1 torts just as

to that of ordinary citizens, acts which are wronglui private

in the case of the latter being equally so if done by '"^ "^ ""
"'

the former. But many corporations have given to

them compulsory powers for entering upon land

and the like. Proceedings carried on by them in

pursuance of such powers are legal, and persons

(k) Taunton Y. Royal Insurance Company, 2 H. & M. 135.
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aggrieved thereby -will be ousted of their common

law remedy, and, if the statutes conferring the

powers have not indicated a method of redress, will

be without remedy at all (I). Over and above the

powers so expressly bestowed, corporations have,

under some circumstances, impliedly the privilege

to carry on other works, and to engage in other

matters detrimental to their neighbours, without

exposing themselves to legal proceedings for the

same. The principle unquestionably exists, but

how far it extends and what the wrongs are which

it legalises cannot be predicated with any degree of

Hammersmith Certainty. The recent decision in Hammersmith

Go. t)f Brand, cind City Railway Comjoany v. Brand {in), well

illustrates both the principle itself and the diffi-

culties incidental to its application. Property of

the original plaintiff (Brand), lying near to, but

none of which was actually taken by the Eailway

Company, was seriously affected by the traffic on

the railway after it was opened, and a jury sum-

moned to assess this damage, awarded " for vibra-

tion from the use of the railway after construction

£272." A special case was then prepared, which

stated, inter alia, that "It did not appear \i.e. at

the award] that any structural injury was caused to

the house or outbuildings by the construction of the

{l) See Penny v. South- {m) L. R. 4 H. Lds. 171
;

Eastern Railwai/ Company, 7 City of Glasgow Union Rail-

E. & B. 660,26 L. J. (Q.B.) tvay Company \. Hunter, L. R.
225. 2 So, &D. 78.
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railway ; but it did appear, and it was admitted for

the purposes of this case, tliat^ by reason of the

working of the railway after it had been opened

for traffic, the house and buildings were and would

be subjected to vibration, noise, and smoke from

passing trains, and were and always would be

affected and depreciated and lessened in value

thereby :
" and the question asked was, " whether

the plaintiff was entitled to have compensation for

the injury so caused ?
" The Court of Queen's

Bench decided in the negative against the plaintiff's

claim ; this was reversed by a majority of the Ex-

chequer Chamber ; but finally a majority of the

House of Lords concurred in and maintained the

original decision. They held that neither the Lands

Clauses Consolidation Act nor the Eailways Clauses

Consolidation Act contains any provisions under

which a person, whose land has not been taken for

the purposes of a railway, can recover statutory

compensation from the railway company in respect

of damage or annoyance arising from vibration

occasioned (without negligence) by the passing of

trains, after the railway is brought into use, even

though the value of the property has been actually

depreciated thereby ; and further, that the common

law right of action is under such circumstances

taken away. Lord Chelmsford observed, " We do

not expect to find words in an Act of Parliament

expressly authorizing an individual or a company

to commit a nuisance, or to do dam.age to a neigh-
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Attorney-

General V.

Cambridge
Consumers'

(ias Co.

bour. The 86th section [i.e., of 8 & 9 Vict. c. 20]

gives power to the company to use and employ

locomotive engines, and if such locomotives cannot

possibly be used without occasioning vibration and

consequent injury to neighbouring houses, upon this

principle of law that ' Cuicumque aliquis quid

concedit, concedere videtur et id sine quo res ipsa

esse non potuit,' it must be taken that power is

given to cause that vibration Avithout liability to an

action. The right given to use the locomotive

would otherwise be nugatory, as each time a train

passed upon the line and shook the houses in t h

neighbourhood, actions must be brought by their

owners, which would soon put a stop to the use of

the railway."

Another case, coming under this principle, is that

of the Att.-Gen. v. Cambridge Consumers' Gas
Company [n). A local Act of Parliament passed in

1788, vested the property of all the streets of Cam-
bridge in Commissioners, and empowered the Com-
missioners from time to time to cause the pavements

to be taken up and the streets to be paved, relaid

or altered, and to cause the streets to be lighted,

and to contract with any persons for lighting the

streets, and gave to the persons to be appointed by
them for these purposes full power to do the same.

The Commissioners authorized a gas company to

take up the streets. Upon motion for an injunction

to restrain the company, it was held, that although

(") L. R. 6 Eq. 282.
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for the purpose of lighting the streets in the only

methods originally known it was not necessary to

^''break up the streets, the Act enabled the Commis-

sioners to adopt every improved method of lighting,

and consequently to break up, and authorize other

persons to break up, the streets for the purpose of

lighting them with gas.

SECTION II.—THE EXTENSION AND DEVELOPMENT

OF THE BUSINESS OP CORPOEATIONS.

Trading corporations can enter into no business, Corporations

-, . ,-, . cajmot render
and corporations generally can engage m no trans- corporate

..
, 1,1 , ,Tii assets liable

actions, so as to render the corporate assets liable fortransactions

for the results thereof, other than those coming ^ithlnTh?

within the scope of their constitution. This is, in- constitution!''

deed, but a restatement of the doctrine of Ultra

Vires, but it is or has been not unseldom forgotten

or misunderstood, and attempts have from time to

time been made to break through it, or counteract its

operations. Such attempts, whether made openly or

covertly, will always, on the application of parties

affected thereby, be restrained by the Court; and

even if not restrained—if by the indolence or fraud

of the parties concerned in them they are persisted

in—-yet they will not, save under special circum-

stances (see post, Part IV., Chapter TIL), entail

upon the corporation itself any responsibility for

the consequences.
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I. A corporation can neither engage in any

undertakings nor render its property

liable by being engaged in any under-

takings other than those for which it has

been expressly created.

Attorney- Tliis is wcU shown by the decision in Att.-Gen. v.
General v. ,^ / \ i

GreatNorthern Great Northern Railway Company (o), whereupon

an information at the suit of the Attorney-General as

representing the public, Kindersley, V.-C, restrained

the defendants from carrjTug on, without special

authorisation in their Act, a trade in coal. He

observed : "Is such an act an illegal act 1 Now
here again it appears to me that the case is hardly

arguable on this point. . . . Although the Act of Par-

liament which constitutes and incorporates the com-

pany, contains no prohibition in express terms against

engaging in any other business except that of making

and maintaining and using the railway, there is

implied in eveiy such Act of Parliament a prohibi-

tion or (looking at it as a contract) a contract

against ever engaging in any other business than

that of a railway company.'

Natiisch i;.
Auothcr and much earlier case equally wcU-

irving. known, is that of Xatusch v. Irving {p). The

plaintiff was one of the original subscribers to a

company formed for granting fire and life assur-

(o) 6 Juv. N. S. lOOG. Com- 28 L. J. (Ex.) 185.

pare National Manure Com- (;)) Gow on " Partn." App.
ptniij V. Donald, 4 II. & N. 8, 398.
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ances ; shortly after its incorporation, the Act of

6 Geo. I. c. 18, was repealed, which had prohibited

companies from engaging in marine insurance, and

the company then proposed to grant marine insur-

ance and issued advertisements to that effect. To

this the plaintiff objected, and he was told he might

have his subscription back, and a policy which he

had effected in the company cancelled and the pre-

mium returned. These offers he refused, and after

some further negotiations, filed his bill against the

company to restrain the issue of policies of marine

insurance. Lord Eldon granted the injimction,

being fully of opinion that the plaintiff was entitled

thereto.

Not only may corporations be restrained before-

hand from entering into engagements of this nature,

but also such engagements when entered into are

not obligatory upon or enforceable against the cor-

poration ; and securities given and contracts made

in consideration of them are invalid. Balfour v. Balfour v.

Ernest.

Ernest {q) is the leading authority upon this point.

The directors of a joint-stock insurance company,

registered under 7 & 8 Vict. c. 110, who were autho-

rised by the deed of settlement, to draw bUls on

account of the company only when they were so

drawn for the purposes of the company, drew a bill

on behalf of the company in payment of a claim

(q) 5 C. B. (N. S.) 601, 28 house Grinding and Baling

L. J. (C. P.) 170. Compare Company, 2 Ex. 711, 17 L. J.

Ridley v. Plymouth and Stone- (Ex.) 252.
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due to the plaintiff on a policy effected by him,

with another company, the business of which was

attempted to be assigned to the first-mentioned

company by a deed of amalgamation of the two

companies. The amalgamation failed, and the deed

of amalgamation was illegal and void, but the bill

was given to and received by the plaintiff upon the

supposition that such deed was valid. The issuing

of the said bill was no part of the ordinary business

of the first-mentioned company. It was held, that

the plaintiff could not recover against such com-

pany on the bU], as the directors had no authority

to dr£^w it, and the plaintiff (being taken to have

had knowledge of the contents of the deed of settle-

ment) must be considered to have had notice of the

want of such authority. C^

This was a case at common law, but the decision

is the same in chancery, at least* until the corpora-

tion is held—if it ever can be held—bound by ac-

Burgesand quiescence. Thus, in Re (lie Phanix Life Assur-
Stock's Case. ^ in

mice (Jompany, Burges and Stock's Case (r), the

company had been established for granting assur-

ances upon lives, and, at an extraordinary general

meeting, it was resolved to extend the business

to marine insurance. A supplemental deed, pro-

fessing to confirm this extension of business, was

executed by several of the shareholders ; and in

the annual return to the Joint Stock Company's

(r) 2 J. .t H. Ul, 31 L. J. (Ch). 7-t9 ; Natusch v. Irving,

Gow on Tartn. App. ?!'.18.
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Eegistry Office, the extension was notified. The

reports of the directors several times alliided to

the extension, and on one occasion such a report

accompanied the dividend warrant. The business,

as extended, was carried on for a year and a half,

when the company was ordered to be wound up.

The Vice-Chancellor, Page Wood, decided that these

circumstances were not sufficient to bind the general

body of shareholders by acquiescence to the exten-

sion which could be effected only by a new deed,

executed by all. He said :
" I need not refer to the

cases that show that you cannot bind a single dis-

sentient shareholder to any .purpose which is not

the original purpose of the company ; and that if

there was a single dissentient shareholder, it would

be quite sufficient for the official manager appear-

ing for all the shareholders to say that no such

claim could be supported against the company."

II. As corporations may not engage in busi-

ness other than that for which they have

been created, so also, if they acquire

lands, easements, or other rights to be

devoted to certain specified purposes, they

cannot enjploy such in or towards the

furtherance of other purposes.

Not unseldom. corporations obtain, compulsorily or Lands and

, . ., iT-i-i {•
rights acquired

otherwise, rights more or less limited, either oi pro- for special

perty or of the user of property, in order to enable

G 2
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them the better to compass their aims. In course of

time, from change of circumstances, the corporation

becomes desirous of employing such rights in a

manner different from that originally contemplated.

It would appear that it cannot do so—that even

though it acquires the absolute property in land,

yet, if it acquired such land for certain purposes,

its user thereof is restricted to those purposes. On
Bostocki;. this point, Bostoch V. North Staffordshire Railway
North Stafford- ^ ,,. ,,. ^ . . .

shii* Bail. Co. Company (s) IS a leading case, and the judgments

delivered in it merit very careful attention. By

various acts a company—represented at the time of

the suit by the defendants—had been incorporated

for making an inland navigation, and had com-

pulsorily acquired certain lands in fee simple, " to

and for the use of the navigation, but to be for no

other use or purpose whatsoever." The acts reserved

to the grantor of the lands purchased, his heirs, &c.,

the minerals, the right of fishing, and the right to use

pleasure boats over the whole canal and reservoir.

A special case having been stated by the Court of

Chancery for the opinion of Queen's Bench, the

questions in which were, first, whether the defendants

could lawfully let out boats for hire on the reservoir ?

and secondly, whether they could lawfully use the

reservoir for any other purpose than for supplying

(s) 4 E. & B. 798 ; 24 8, 28 L. J. (Ex.) 185 ; and
L. J. (Q. B.) 225. Compare Badger v. South Yorkshire

National Guaranteed Manure Eailway Company, 1 E. & E.

Company v. Donald, 4 H. & N. 347, 28 L. J. (Q. B.) 118.
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the canal with water? It was held by Lord

Campbell, C. J., that, under the statutes, there

was not a prohibition against the defendants using

the reservoir for any other purpose than that of

feeding the canal, but that all uses of it, whereby

the grantor of the land, his heirs, &c., were pre-

judiced, were unlawful. Coleridge and Wightman,

JJ., decided that the defendants could not law-

fully let out boats for hire upon the reservoir, or

use it for any other purposes of profit but those

contemplated by the statutes, since the land was

vested in them for the use of the navigation only

[i.e., any other use would be Ultra Vires in the

strict sense] ; and also because such use of the

reservoir would derogate from the rights of adjacent

landholders ; and, lastly, because it involved a dis-

position of the corporate funds to a purpose foreign

to the object of the incorporation [i.e., be Ultra

Vires in the secondary sense; but this point was

immaterial, since plaintiff was not a shareholder].

Erie, J., said that "the company took the fee with

all usual incidents, and also the superadded duty

both of using it for the purpose of navigation, and

of not using it for any other purpose inconsistent

with or tending to defeat that purpose ; and that so

long as the compan)'' perform this superadded duty,

they may exercise all rights of ownership consistent

with such performance, and so may use pleasure

boats thereon which do not impede the performance

of that duty."
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It will be seen that a majority of the Court

decided that the letting boats for hire was qud the

plaintiff—she being the representative of the grantor

—unlawful {t) ; but that upon the question of

Ultra Vires the judges were equally divided.

Where land had been sold to a railway company,

one of the sections of whose Act provided that the

whole of the land so sold should be " appropriated

to and used solely for the purposes of the said rail-

way and the buildings connected therewith," and

the company erected on this land a building, which

was used as a custom-house, for the examination of

the luggage of persons coming from the continent,

of whom a portion only went on by the railway.

Turner, V.-C, considered this to be no infringement

of the above provision {u). The building was used

principally and primarily for a " pxu'pose connected

with the railway," and the "\"ice-Chaucellor thought

that the employment of it for other purposes not

radically different from or inconsistent with this one,

constituted no breach of the statute.

{t) Accordingly, Stuart,N.-C, Compare Astley v. Manchester,

granted a perpetual injuuctiou Sheffidd and Zincohhshire liail-

to restrain such letting, 2.5 way Compamj, 2 D. G. et J.

L. J. (t'h.) 325. 4G;!, and East I- West India
(ii) Warden, ,(::, of Dora' Doch, dr., Bailway v. Bau'cs,

Uai-liuiir \. South-Eaxtern Bail- H Ha. 363.
wai/ Cumpaiiif, Ha. 489.
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III. Corporations may transact, in addition to

their main undertaking, all such subordi-

nate and connected matters as are, if not

essential, at least very convenient to the

due prosecution of the former.

Though corporations may not undertake new

business foreign to their primary work, yet, under

many circumstances, they are in a manner neces-

sitated to engage in business which is not within

the mere letter of their constitution. Thus, rail-

way companies will be permitted to erect refreshment

rooms (-y), or bookstalls (to), and to adopt other similar

measures for both providing for the comfort of their

customers and adding to their own receipts.

IV. Corporations may so far develop and i^""^ ^^^ <^°'^-

r J r porations may

extend their operations, as to engage in ™g^g® ™
^' ' o o matters not

matters not primarilv contemplated bv p"'"'*''''^ "°"'

,

± ./ templated by

their founders, provided these matters ^'^^^^ founde:

come fairly within their scope, and pro-

vided also that in so developing and ex-

tending their undertaking, they employ

direct and not indirect means.

Corporations may extend their sphere of business ;

but there are limits beyond which they cannot go.

(v) See ^iffbp v. Great pany, L. E. 7 Eq. 116.

Western Railway Company, i (w) Holmes v. Eastern Coiin-

E. C. 175, 491; FlaiiaganY. ties Railway Compariy, 3 K.

Great Western Railway Com- & J. 375.

:rs.
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These limits are vague and obscure, and the above

statement is only an attempt to indicate them

roughly. The Master of the EoUs, in Gregory v.

Patchett {x), in reference to this subject, thus

observed :
" The difficulty in this case is, to define

the limits of deviation which will justify the inter-

ference of this Court. It is very easy to point out

many cases in which the right to interfere is un-

questionable, as if the directors of a railway com-

pany should embark the funds of the company in

carrying on a brewery or a steamboat company, or

speculate in the purchase or sale of stock ; or where,

as in Beman v. Rufford {xx), the directors proposed

to transfer the whole business to another company."

In a subsequent case his lordship referred at greater

length to the same question (?/).
" As an illustration

of the manner by which a railway company might

legitimately embark in projects apparently incon-

sistent with its means and objects, it was suggested

that coals might be necessary for the purpose of the

railway, and that thereupon the company mio-lit

work a coal mine for that purpose, if, by so doing,

it could obtain coals cheaper than by the purchase

of them, and that by so doing, it would be fair and
proper and not really inconsistent with the objects

of the company ; and that if it did work a colliery

for this purpose, it would be foolish to prevent the

(*) 33 Beav. 595, GOG. Unilmay Compuinj, 36 Beav.
(,(:.() 1 Sim. N. S. 5J0. Id, IG.

(i/) Lijihi V. Endtvn Bengal
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company from obtaining a profit by the sale of such

coals as were raised and not required for the com-

pany. The answer to this argument appears to me
to depend upon the facts of each particular case.

If, in truth, the real object of the colliery was to

supply the railway with cheaper coals, it would be

proper to allow the accidental additional profit of

selling coals to others ; but if the principal object

of the colliery was to undertake the business of

raising and selling coals, then it would be a per-

version of the funds of the company, and a scheme

which ought not to be permitted, however profitable

it might appear to be. The prohibition or per-

mission to carry on this trade would depend on the

conclusions which the Court drew from the evidence.

The same observations apply here ; if the use of the

boat is really to assist the traffic on the existing

railway, it is lawful and proper ; but if the object

be to extend the traffic to places beyond the rail-

way, which the railway is never intended to reach,

then it is illegal and beyond the powers of the

company."

These expressions of Lord EomUly are so lucid Company may
> ' employ all the

and explicit as to need nothing additional by way usual means

of explanation. Whatever be a company's legiti- "^"^i™ "^ its
^

_
L

./ o legitimate

mate business, the company may foster it by all the business

;

usual means ; but it may not go beyond this ; it

may not, under the pretence of fostering, entangle

itself in proceedings with which it has no legitimate

concern.
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but such In the next place the Courts have, however,
means must iniTj. j.

be direct. determined that such means shall be direct, not

indirect ; i.e., that a company shall not enter into

engagements, as the rendering assistance to other

undertakings, from which it anticipates a benefit to

itself, not immediately, but mediately, by reaction,

as it were, from the success of the operations thus

encouraged—all such proceedings inevitably tending

to breaches of duty on part of the directors, to

abandonment of its peculiar objects on part of the

corporation. Such is the rule of law, but great

difficulties arise in its appHcation.

In Colman v. Ea.stern Ra'dwai/ Coinpany (z),

the defendants were, at suit of a shareholder,

restrained from guaranteeing the di'^idends of a

steam-packet company, to be started, in connection

with their line, from Harwich, and from which they

expected great profit would result to the railway.

The limitation involved in this decision applies,

however, only where the transaction to be assisted

or engaged in is in reality and fact something

beyond the corporation's primary undertaking.

South Wales Consequently, where a company, whose railway

iiedmond. '
terminated at IMilford Haven, entered into a con-

tract with the defendant for steam vessels to run

between that place and Ireland, it was held that

the contract was not Ultra Vires, and that the

(z) 10 Beav. 1, IC L. J. (Ch.) 18 L. J. (Ch.) 378, 411. Com-
73 ; Colieii v. Will-inson, 12 pai-e Logan v. Courtown, 13
Boav. 134, 1 Mac. & G. 486, Beav. 22.
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defendant, having provided an unseawortliy vessel,

was liable in damages. Erie, C. J., thus distinguished

this from the last case :
" So far from a contract by

this company to facilitate the forwarding of pas-

sengers and goods to Ireland being illegal, I rather

gather that the legislature contemplated and in-

tended that a railway terminating at Milford

Haven should forward traffic to and from Ireland,

and therefore this contract would be entirely within

the scope and object of the companies in corporation

and extension" (a).

It is not Ultra Vires of a railway company to

contract to carry beyond their own line. In Wilby

V. West Cornwall Railway Coifnpany (aa), this point

was raised for the defendants, though not pressed
;

but AVatson, B., said that such a contract was not

Ultra Vires, whether the extra distance were by sea

or land ; and the legality of such contracts has

since been expressly decided (6).

V. A corporation may extend its undertaking so

as to include within its operations business

not perhaps contemplated by its origina-

tors, but become essential to its existence,

(a) South Wales Railway Coxon v. Great Western Rail-

Company V. Redmond, 10 C.B. way Company, 5 H. & N. 274,

(N. S.) 675. 29 L. J. (Ex.) 165 ; ie Gonteur

(aa) 2 H. & N. 703. v. London and South Western

(h) See Blake v. Great Wes- Railway Company, L. R. 1

tern Railway Company, 7 H. Q. B. 54.

& N. 987, 31 L. J. (Ex.) 346 ;
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and growing out of its primary and special

business.

This rule seems to be established, but it certainly

conflicts with many other of the principles of Ultra

Vires, and must be applied with great care, and

under particular circumstances only. The memo-
Re British and jaudum of associatiou of the British and Foreign
Foreign Cork

_ _

Company. Corh Company stated that the objects for which

the company was established were " the purchasing

and selhng of cork, and also the cutting of cork by

the improved machinery for which letters patent

were granted to R. B. C." It was determined not

to be Ultra Vires for the company to purchase the

patent (c).

This decision was acquiesced in, but it will pro-

bably be considered to have somewhat restricted the

doctrine. There is certainly a broad distinction

between dealing in cork and cutting cork and pur-

chasing the patent of a cork-cutting machine.

Corporation

may deal in

the shares

of other

corporations.

VI. A corporation may deal in the shares of

other corporations, without express power
so to do, provided the nature of its busi-

ness be such as to render such transactions

conducive to its prosperity.

Till quite recently it was doubted whether one

(c) Ri British ((• Foreign

Cork Com/Hmi/jLeifchilJ's Case,

L. R. 1 Eq. 231. Cumpai-e

Gleadow V. Hull Glass Com-
pany, 19 L. J. (Ch.) U.
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company could be a shareholder in another ; indeed,

the weight of authority was in the negative. In Great

Western Railway Comj^anyN. Metropolitan Railivay
p^f*,^'^'^^*'^"'

Company {<£), the facts were : The Great Western ^®.\™r'"™

Eailway had been authorised, by Act of Parliament,

to hold 17,500 shares in the Metropolitan Eailway,

and had placed these in the hands of nominees ; and

it was provided that, on an extension of the Metro-

politan EaUway, additional shares should be offered

to the original shareholders. An extension was

made and new shares issued. The Great Western

Eailway Company claimed its proportion of these.

Page Wood, V.-G, decided that the Great Western

Eailway was not authorised to take, &c., nor claim

these ; but, on appeal, it was held that they might

take, though perhaps not hold, such shares ; and

therefore a demurrer to their bill was overruled,

reserving the benefit for the hearing.

In subsequent cases the possibility of corporations

possessing such a power imphedly and without

express provision has been fully admitted. It was

so admitted by Lord Cairns, L. J., in Re Earned'

s

Banh, ex parte the Contract Corporation (e), and

also most unreservedly by Selwyn, L. J., in Re
Asiatic Banking ' Corporation, Royal Banh of

India's Case {/). " As to the capacity of a trading

(d) 32 L. J. (Ch.) 382, 9 Jur. (/} L. E. 4 Ch. 252, 257.

(N. S.) 562.) Compare Be Asiatic Banking

(e) L. E. 3 Ch. 105. Company, L. E. 7 Eq. 91.
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corporation to accej)t shares in another trading cor-

poration, it is sufficient for me to say that I entirely

agree with the judgment of Lord Cairns, in the

case of Barned's Banking Company, viz., that

there is not, either by the common or statute law,

anything to prohibit one trading corporation from

taking or accepting shares in another trading cor-

poration. There may of course be circumstances

which prohibit or render it improper for a company

so to do, having regard to its own constitution, as

defined by its memorandum and articles."

The last sentence contains a qualification—im-

portant, indeed, but arising from the general

.Joint Stock Go. doctrincs. Accordingly, in Joint Stock Comnany
u. Brown. o ^

' ^
1 J

V. Broivn (g), a case six months later, before

James, V.-C, where the directors of a company

established for, inter alia, "the making advances

and procuring loans on, and the investing in,

securities," had taken 3000 £10 shares in another

company (banking), it was held that the directors

had no poiver to take these shares, and that the

payment of the deposit (£30,000) was a breach of

trust on their part, for which they were to be per-

sonally liable. This was the ratio decidendi ; but

the Vice-Chancellor, following Page-Wood, V.-C,
l)efore whom the case had also been, considered that

the transaction was not an "investment in secu-

rities," and consequently was Ultra Vires of the

company as constituted by its articles.

(y) L. R, 8 Eq. 381.
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When a company purchases shares, they are very shares pur-

generally transferred into the name of a trustee for company are

itself. In such case the trustee is, under the Com- transferred

panics' Acts, the person immediately liable in
J," a trusted''

respect of the shares so standina; in his name. The °!^ '*^'*,

'

^ ^ His rights and

trustee of a private individual is under the same liabilities,

liability, as well appears by Gliapmmi and Barkers

Case {h). Here a shareholder in a company bor-

rowed money of it, and transferred some shares to

a nominee of the company as a security for the

loan ; and he was placed on the list of contributories

without prejudice to any right which he might have

to be indemnified by the company. Mortgagees Mortgagees

will also similarly be responsible for the payments

due on account of the mortgaged shares (^). But

the trustee is entitled to be recouped by his cestui

que trust for any payments which he may have to

make on account of the same [j] ; and in the event

of a winding up he can prove for all his liabilities,

(/t) L. E. 3 Eq. 361. having no power to buy its

(i) Price & Brown's Case, 3 own shares, Addison was eight

Dr. (fc Sm. 1 46 ; Royal Bank years later placed on the list.

of India's Gase^. R. 4 Ch. 252. With this case the decision in

Compare Re- Patent Paper Re South Eastern Railway

Manufacturing Company, Ad- Company's Claim,li. R. 14 Eq.,

dison's Case, L. R. 5 Ch. 294, is scarcely reconcilable. See,

where shares had been issued as to the non-liability of equi-

to Addison as a security for a table, mortgagees of shares,

loan to the company, and on SichelVs Case, L. R. 3 Ch. 119.

repayment they were trans- {j) Hoare's Case, 2 J. & H.

ferred to a trustee for the 229 ; Cruse v. Paine, L. R. 4

company, but the company €h. 441.
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present and future, arising from the said shares,

without regard to his indebtedness to the company

on other grounds {k).

Coi-porations VII. Corporations cannot, whatever the nature
cannot deal in

^
their own of their busincss, AAithout an express and

very clear power in that behalf, deal in

their own shares.

There is a great difference between dealing in the

shares of other companies and in its own. The

former is ordinary business attended only ^ftith the

usual risks of ordinary transactions, but the latter

tends inevitably to breaches of their duty on the

part of the directors, and to fraud and rigging the

market on the part of the corporation itself. Con-

sequently, a corporation, to possess such a power,

must have it conferred by the plainest and most

explicit language in its constating instruments.

This limitation was settled by the decision ia

Zuiueta's Zuluetas Claim, Re London, ffamburah and Con-
Claim. .

^

tinental Exchange Bank (I). The JMemorandum of

Association fills half a page in enumerating the

various objects of the company, viz., "the making

of purchases, investments, sales, or o«^ other dealings,

in anij of the above-named articles or securities ; " but

in the list are not contained its own shares. Lord

(k) 7»V Niidonal Fiiuiiicial 791.

Cdiiipaiii/, <:r parte: Oriental (Z) L. K. 5 Ch. lit.

CiiiiuiH-rcial Bank, L. U. .'> Cl>.
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Justice Giffard accordingly decided that the pur-

chase of these was not within the ordinary scope of

the company or could be brought within it by any

reasonable construction. " I am clearly of opinion

that this transaction is Ultra Vires ; and if it is

Ultra Vires, it is not a mere voidable transaction,

but it is wholly and totally void ; it is a transaction

which no general meeting could confirm, because it

was altogether beyond the power of the company in

every sense."

Whether a company having power to deal in its

own shares may, without express authority to that

effect, hold them in the names of trustees is un-

certain. In one case the trustee was held liable,

several years after he had parted with the shares,

apparently on the ground that he had by accepting

the shares held himself out as a shareholder (m). In

a later case, a dissatisfied shareholder transferred his

shares, in accordance with an agreement to that

eff"ect, to a nominee of the company, and the Master

of the EoUs considered the transaction valid, chiefly

on account of the wide powers of contracting and

action given to the directors (n).

(m) Ee Marylebone Banhing Marine Insurance Company,

Company, ex parte Davidson, Z Singers case, W. N. 1869, p.

D. G. & Sm. 21. 206.

(n) Re National Provincial
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Corporations VIII. A Corporation may not without express
cannot pur- -*- ''

. , . .

chase the authority in that behalf contained m its
"whole concern

i r,
of another coustating instruments purchase, or by
corporation.

• t ^ ^ c
other means acquire, the whole concern oi

another corporation.

It might fau'ly have been thought that such an

arrangement would be valid, if only upon the ground

that it is the simplest and shortest means of enabhng

the purchaser to acquire a business or to amplify its

own. But from the dicta in Ernest v. Nicliolls (o)

the reverse would seem to be the case. Here the

sale by the directors of a joint stock company

registered under 7 & 8 Vict. c. 110, of the whole of

its trade, business, goodwill, stock, &c., was, from

special circumstances, deemed to be invalid ; but ia

reference "to a special contract to do the very un-

usual thing of purchasing by one company the trade

of another," Lord Wensleydale said :
" Such a con-

tract clearly does not bind, unless it is authorised

by the deed, and it is made strictly in accordance

to its provisions." Similarly, per Cranworth, L.C.

" the transaction in question was a purchase by the

one company of the good-will and the whole concern

of the other. That would, ordinarily speaking, be a

(o) GH. Lds. 401. t'omprtvo liaii Life d- Fire Assurance

Balfoiir V. Enicst, 5 C. B. (N. Compamj v. British Provident

t>.) GOl, 28 L. J. 0. P. 170; Insurance Company, 3 Giff.

and Part III., chapter YIII. on 521 ; 8 Jur. (N.S.) G28, where
" Amalgamation of Corpora- the defendants were bound by
tions." See also J /((//o-^l ((«?;«- acquiescence.
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transaction in which no company would be justified

in engaging, because it cannot be said to be within

the ordinary scope of one company to purchase the

goodwill of another."

If one company cannot purchase the business,

goodwill, &c., of another, it is evident that prac-

tically this latter cannot sell, apart from any con-

sideration whether theoretically it has or has not the

ability to do so.

IX. Though the sale or purchase of a cor- ^f
'^ <"^ p^'-

" - chase ot the

poration's business or goodwill is invalid, "^^"^^ "^ *
" corporation's

the sale or purchase of the whole of a assets is Taiid.

corporation's goods and chattels is not so.

This was expressly so decided in Wilson v.

Miers (p). This was an action against the directors

of a joint-stock company for an alleged breach of

warranty arising thus : The defendants employed

the plaintiffs to find a purchaser for the whole

of the company's vessels. They (the plaintiffs)

accordingly negotiated a sale with one C. ; the

negotiation, however, went off upon an objection

raised by C.'s solicitors, that the directors had no

power to sell the whole of the vessels ; and, there-

upon, the plaintiffs brought their action for their

commission, £3000, against the directors, averrino-

{p) 10 C. B. (K S.) 348 ; 1 Eq. .318; Gregorys. Fatchett,

Compare FeMherstonhaugh v. 33 Beav. 597.

Lee Moor, &c., Company, L. R.

H 2
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an implied warranty on the part of the latter that

they had power to sell, although, in fact, they had

not. A verdict was entered for the plaintiffs for

the full amount claimed, but the Court of Common

Pleas set it aside. Erie, C.J., said :
" I am of opinion

that the plaintiffs faU because as to the contract

between the company and C, I think it was a

contract binding on the company, being made under

the general authority given to the directors to sell

their ships. The authority extended to sell some

ships, and if some, there is no rule of law limiting

it to less than twelve [the whole], or to a part only.

The directors have the duty to protect the general

interests of the shareholders according to their

judgment. If the ships could only be navigated at

a loss, they may let, cease to navigate, or lay them

up, or, if it would be more profitable, sell."
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CHAPTER IV.

THE FINANCIAL AFFAIRS OF CORPORATIONS.

The first two sections of this chapter have

reference more especially to joint-stock companies

and other similar corporations which possess a capital

or money fund distinct from their lands, goods, and

other assets. The remainder of the chapter will

probably be found to apply, with proper qualifi-

cations, to aU corporations.

SECTION I.—CAPITAL AND PROFITS.

I. Corporations having the power to raise a Commencing

definite capital may begin their business the capital isIP, . , . 1
.subscribed.

before that capital or any portion thereof

• is obtained.

An extra-judicial opinion has been expressed to

the effect that before a company is complete so as

to be able to commence operations, at least a large

portion of its capital must be subscribed. In How- Howbeach

heach Coal Comipany v. Teague (a), the actual point v°Teiisai^^^

(a) 5 H. & N. 150, 29 L. J.

(Ex.) 137. Compare the opinion

of Bramwell, B., in Ornamental

Pyrographic Company v. Brown,

2 H. & C. 63, 32 L. J. (Ex.)

193.
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decided was that the call sued upon was illegal, the

directors making it, not having been properly ap-

pointed ; but in reference to a second point raised,

viz., whether calls could have been made before the

whole capital was subscribed, Martin, B., observed

:

" If a company is to be fonned, of which there are

to be 240 shares, it cannot be competent for the

directors, after only sixty or seventy, not one-third

the number of shares have been taken, to insist on

the persons who hold this limited number of shares

to pay calls." But it is submitted that this is not

good law. No statute has fixed a minimum of

capital to be subscribed for as a condition precedent

to the existence of the company (b), nor has any case

decided that such is a requirement at Common Law

or in Equity. It will generally be found that share-

holders have entered into such a contract as pre-

cludes them from raising this question (c), and the

decision in Ornamental Pijrogvapliic Companij. v.

Broivn (c/) is also against the above dictum—indeed,

Martin, B., abandoned it—it being here held that a

(h) 111 the Act (now re- 6((A?, M. aud M. 151, and C^n^-

pealed) 7 <fc 8 Yict. c. 113, vanisid Iron Company y. West-

thero was a clause, scot. 5, to ohy, '2\ L. J. (Ex.) 302, witli

this effect— ill reference to Watcrford Railway Company^.

which see, ii'c London tC- J-^iff- Dalbiac, 20 L.J. (Ex.) 227, and

irii liiinliug Corporation, e.r London and Continental As-

parle Loniiwortli'a £.veciifors, surance Society v. Redgrave, 4

29 L. J. (Ch.)55. C. B. N. S. 524.

(() Compare Xorwieh db (d) Uhi siijira.

Loii'isloft Nttt'igation v. 2'heo-
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company, whose Memorandum of Association had

been duly signed, might, iinder Section 2, Table B.

of 19 & 20 Vict. c. 47, make calls on the share-

holders, although all the capital had not been taken

up. Pollock, C.B., said :
—" If you take shares in a

company not guarding against the liability to be

called on to pay the calls, you are liable to pay

them, unless expressly exempted. The question

then arises, Does the Act of Parliament create any

exemption ? I can find none. On the contrary,

under Table B., the governing body is entitled to

make calls the moment the company is established ;

and the reason of that is, the subscribers for shares

become liable to pay any call upon the shares

subscribed for among themselves."

In Re Imperial Steam & Household Coal Com- Company
-< commencing

pany (e), Malins, V.-C, considered it fraud for a com- ^p®™*'™^^^

pany to commence its business with only one-fifteenth q^iate capital
'

is evidence of

of its nominal capital subscribed. fraud, senibu.

Unless, however, either the constituting instru-

ments name the amount of capital to be first obtained

(/), or intending shareholders protect themselves

before taking shares, they cannot repudiate them

afterwards on the ground that the capital has not

been subscribed {g). It seems clear that a company

(?) 37 L. J. (Ch.) 517. L. B. 3 Ex. 172.

(/) See Pierce v. Jersey (g) Great Cambrian Mining

Waterworks Company, L. E. 5 Company, ex parte Hawhins, 2

Ex. 209 ; North Staffordshire K. & J. 253 ; 25 L. J. (Ch.)

Steel, &c., Company v. Ward, 22].
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may begin operations immediately after its incor-

poration, with or without capital, although proceed-

ings so begun without commensurate funds may be

strong evidence of fraud on the part either of the

company itself or its governing members.

There is a well-known series of cases where

persons successfully resisted the attempt to fix them

with liability as being members of proposed partner-

ships or inchoate companies (h). But in the first

place these and similar cases were decided in accord-

ance with principles of law relating to partnership,

and not that relating to corporations. A partner-

ship has no existence apart from those composing it,

and the rights and liabilities of each member are

determined by the contract which, upon his entry

into the partnership, he makes with those already

in it, and if any attempt be made to commence or

to carry on business in any manner whatever dif-

ferent from that by such contract stipulated for, the

member thereby aff"ccted is entitled to withdraw.

The rights and liabilities of members of corporations

as such, are, on the other hand, determined by a

reference solely to the documents constituting the

company, and do not depend upon contracts entered

into between the different members thereof. And,

secondly, even in the ease of corporations, intending

shareholders may protect themselves by taking

(A) Sec Bid-enson v. V<i!/>!/, Re Dover d- Deal Eailway Com-
10 B. ct C. ll'8

;
/;.,)• V. Clif- pain/, ex parte Beardslum, I

lull, G Bing, 776, OBiug. 115;. Drew. 226.
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proper precautions ; by obtaining, for instance, such

provisions to be placed in the constating instruments

of the company as forbid it commencing business or

making calls before a given part, or, if thought fit,

the whole of the capital has been subscribed.

II. Corporations may provide by their con- Corporations

may fix the

stating instruments that their business time wiien

in 1 1 -n n 1 1
tlieir opera-

snali not be commenced till the whole or tions shall

a defined portion of their capital is sub-

scribed.

In Pierce v. Jersey Water Worlds Coni'pany (^), a

clause in tlie Articles of Association provided that

" ivhen and so soon as 3000 shares in the company

shall have been subscribed for and allotted, the

members of the company for the time being shall

be and shall continue associated for the objects of

the company, and the regulations for the manage-

ment thereof shall be in force and binding on such'

members ;

" and the memorandum of association

stated the objects of the company to be inter alia,

" the doing of all such acts as the directors are

authorised to do by the accompanying Articles of

Association of the company." Before 3000, shares

were subscribed for the directors appointed the

(i) L. R. 5 Ex. 209 ; North Staffordsldre Steel <& Iron Com-

pany v.- Ward, L. R. 3 Ex. 172,
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plaintiff engineer to the company. In an action

against the company for the plaintiff's salary, it was

held that until 3000 shares were subscribed for, the

directors had no power to make any contract for

carrying on the business of the company ; and that,

therefore, the plaintiff could not maintain the

action.

Powers of

corporations to

vary their

capital.

Smith V.

Goldsworthy.

III. Corporations have not impliedly the power

to vary their capital when the amount

thereof has been fixed in their constating

instruments, semhie. (But such powers

have been given by statute to certain

corporations, see post, pp. 108-9.)

Whether public companies and similar corpo-

rations have impliedly the power to vary the amount

of their capital as originally fixed, has not yet been

positively decided, but the weight of authority is in

the negative.

In Smith V. GoIdswoytJu/ (j) the facts were as

follows :—The deed of settlement of a company

incorporated by special Act declared (clause 2'9)

that it should be lawful for " a special general

meeting to amend, alter, or annul, either wholly or

in part, any or all of the existing provisions of the

deed, and to make any new or other regulations in

(J) -i Q. B. 430; 12 L. J. Q. B. 192.
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lieu thereof ; and such new regulations, &c.," after

certain confirmation should " be binding and con-

clusive upon the shareholders." The deed provided

that the capital should be £2,000,000 divided into

20,000 shares of £100. By resolutions passed and

confirmed at meetings duly convened and holden, it

was resolved that the capital should be reduced to

£1,000,000 in £50 shares. The Court of Queen's

Bench held that such reduction was Ultra Vires of

the company. Denman, C-J., said :
" The amount

of shares is properly part of the constitution of the

company, and does not strictly depend upon any

clause, regulation, or provision of the deed. The

alteration of shares seems therefore not to come

within the meaning of the 29th clause The

defendant further argues that the effect of the

resolutions reducing the shares was to dissolve the

company. We do not think any such efiect followed,

but rather that they were simply void and in-

operative. We think the shares always were in

point of law £100 shares." Supposing this to be a

decision merely that the amount of the separate

shares cannot subsequently be lowered, it necessarily

follows that neither can the capital (when this is

divided into shares) be lowered.

A strong opinion has also been expressed by the

present Lord Chief Baron that no corporations have,

apart from express arrangement, such a power. " If

such a proceeding were permitted, the shareholders'

liability would be limited, not as was intended by
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the amount of their shares, but by the amount of

the already paid-up portion of their shares " {jj).

With regard to " companies " which are merely

large partnerships, e.g., one of the old joint-stock

companies, it is manifest that these, like other

partnerships, may vary their capital or shares with

or without provision for so doing in. their deed of

settlement ; but where these register under 25 & 26

Vict. c. 89, they become lialjle to all the disabilities

imposed by that Act, one of which is an implied

prohibition against reducing the capital (Jc).

Sections 9 to 20 of 30 & 31 Vict. c. 131, enable

companies limited by shares by special resolution,

if authorised so to do by its regulations as originally

formed or as altered by special resolution, to reduce

its capital, certain conditions for the protection of

creditors and others having to be satisfied.

Increase of 'pj^g increase of capital is a somewhat different
Capital. ^

matter, tending to dimiaish and not to add to the

risks of individual shareholders. It would never-

theless work such a radical change in the scope of a

corporation, and in the extent of its operation, as

well as in the position of any one shareholder rela-

tively to the whole body, that it can under ordinary

circumstances be scai-cely considered as other than

Uj) L. R. 3 Ex. 42, -where all companies possessing a

the Lord CUiief Baron is ap- capital divided into shares,

paroutly rcl'erring,uotsomuch {h) Droitwich Patent Salt

to a registered company, as to Compdiit/ y. Curzoii, L. R. 3

Ex. 3.3.

"
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Ultra Vires. However, the 12tli section of 25 k
26 Vict. c. 89, provides that certain companies may

so far modify their Memorandum of Association as

to increase their capital

IV. Corporations may borrow without express circumstances

authority in that behalf, provided the cm-porations

nature of their undertakings or concerns ^

be such as to render borrowing, if not

actually indispensable, at least very useful,

for the proper conduct of the same.

Between increasing capital and raising money are

many important differences. The capital of a com-

pany must be considered one of the constituent facts

of a company—change it and the company is pro

tanto changed ; but a corporation, like a private

individual, cannot avoid occasionally running into

debt, and however great its debts it nevertheless

remains the corporation it originally was. The power

of incurring debts for goods and for carrying on a

business, does not however necessarily involve that

of raising money to pay them. The latter may be

turned to a wrong account far more easily than the

former, and consequently although in all ordinary

partnerships any member will bind the firm by ob-

taining articles necessary to the firm upon the credit

of the firm, yet it by no means follows that the firm
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would be liable for an advance of money obtained

under the same circumstances (l).

Liability of a Whether, in fact, a partnership is liable upon

upon loan's^' loans obtained for it, will have to be determined
contracted . , , . ,

,
. _£• j.1 T r

for it. in each case by a consideration oi tne mode oi

carrying on, and the customs observed in the par-

ticular business engaged in, and by the same

principles will be decided the liabilities of at least

those joint-stock companies which are not, and

probably also of such as actually are, incorporated.

" It is said that a mining company which, as was

decided in Dickinson v. Valpy, is not necessarily

formed with power to pledge the credit of individual

members by the drawing of bills—is also not formed

with power to bind each other by dealing on credit

:

but these are two very different propositions.

Whether the directors have such a power, must

depend on the general nature of the concern ; it is

a matter for the jury to decide upon unless the

party gives evidence to show that their authority

was expressly limited ; and if it had been left to

the jury in this case, I think they would not

have had much dithculty in saying that it is

in the goueral nature of mining concerns to deal

on credit for tlie purpose of carrying on their

business." This was the opinion of Lord Abinger in

(/) Compare Dicliinon v. yiith IiotliiKll y. I/imphrei/s, I

Vii!l>i/, 10 11 & V. l:V.1, and Esp. 406, and /'ors^er v. Mach-
Broini V. Jh/ei-s, 16 M. .t W. irth, L. R. 2 Ex. 163.
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Tredwen v. Bourne {in), and it lias been recognised

and followed in subsequent cases.

In the Australian Auxiliary Steamship Coni-ii^^^^n^yoia.

pany v. Mounsey {n), mortgages of the company's iipXbans"

ships executed by the directors, who by the Articles

of Association could " exercise and do all such

powers, discretions, acts, deeds, and things, as the

company might exercise and do," were held valid,

Page-Wood, V.-C, observing, " the act complaiaed

of is this : the company being in want of a sum of

money for the purposes of their business, application

is made to the bankers, who, being already creditors

of the company, require security for the advance.

The question is, might not the bankers stipulate

that they should have a mortgage on the assets, and

might not the company consent to that stipulation ?

It was first argued, that the company could not do

it, because the majority had no power to bind the

minority, the case being argued as if it were one

of ordinary partnership ; but the case of a joint-

stock company differs from that of an ordinary

partnership, inasmuch as it is a corporate body, and

it is clear that, with regard to everything which is

within the powers of the company, the majority

have fuU power to deal with the assets of the com-

pany in order to carry on their affairs and to bind

(m) 6 M. & "W. 465, and see (Ch.) 730 ; Brpon v. MetropoK-

Hawken v. Bourne, 8 M. & W. tan Saloon Omnibus Company,

703. 3 D. G. & J. 123, 27 L. J. (Ch.)

{n) 4 K. & J. 733, 27 L. J. 685.
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the minority. The next question is, can the acts

complained of be considered a legitimate exercise of

the powers of the company, they being shipowners

and not dealers in ships? I cannot see why it

should not be within their ordinary province to

raise money by mortgage of their ships, either

for the purpose of buying new ships or paying

creditors."

Gibbs' V. To the same effect is the decision of ]\Ialins, V.-C,
West's case.

. i t -j^

upon Gihhs and Wests case, re International Life

Assurance Company (o). The deed of settlement

of the International Assurance Company, contained

no express power of borrowing, but authorised the

directors to do and execute all acts, deeds, and

things necessary, or deemed by them proper or

expedient, for carrying on the concerns and business

of the company, and to do, enforce, perform, and

execute all acts and things in relation to the com-

pany, and to bind the company, as if the same were

done by the express assent of the whole body of

members thereof. It was decided, that the directors

had acted within their powers in borrowing money

from the bankers to meet pressing demands upon

the company, and charging the proceeds of a call

already made, but not immediately payable, with

the repayment of the loan ; and that two of the

directors who had become sureties for the company,

(o) L. Iv. 10 Eq. 312.Com- Buiiliiig Compaiuj, re Patent

pure Ex /'(irle Birmingham Fi/e Company, L. E. 6 Ch. 83.
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and had repaid the loan, were entitled to the benefit

of the charge on the call. The Vice-Chancellor

in the course of a careful judgment observed

—

" Now it has been very strongly urged in this case,

that the company having no power to borrow, the

borrowing was Ultra Vires and improper, and that

therefore no debt was created. I should say—as

indeed I have abeady said on many occasions

—

that in the ordinary course of transactions of a

mercantile concern, whether it be an insurance office

or anything else, where the possession of money is

esserltial for the purpose of carrying on the busi-

ness, if the company finds itself in temporary diffi-

culties for want of money, I cannot consider it

beyond the powers of the directors to obtain money

from their bankers or others who will temporarily

lend it to them, for the purpose of preventing that

which would be disastrous to all—namely, the stop-

page of the company ; that is to say, I cannot con-

sider it beyond their powers to prevent that disaster

by means of loans to a moderate extent, such as

would not be unreasonable, having regard to the

nature and extent of the business in which the com-

pany is engaged, for the purpose of carrying on the

business of the company." This judgment contains

perhaps the clearest authoritative exposition of the

circumstances under which an implied power to

borrow will be held to exist. To it we need add

only that certain kinds of business seem necessarily

to require, that companies transacting them should
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have a power to raise money not merely to meet

their daily outgoings, but for the actual carrying on

of their business ; such, for instance, is banking {p).

But if the business of the company be of such a

kind that it is not necessary or usual in the conduct

of it to borrow money, then it cannot do so without

an express authority in that behaK. " This com-

pany is what is called a benefit building society.

Laing V. Heed. Until the recent decision of the Court, in Laing v.

Reed (q), it was doubted whether, even if you put

a limited borrowing power among the rules of a

society of this sort, that particular rule would be

legal. But, what we have here is a limited benefit

Ijuilding society without any power to borrow, and

the rules and very nature of that society show that

it would be contrary to its constitution to borrow

money so as to bind the company, or to make the

individual members of the company, as members,

liable for borrowing money ; because the whole con-

stitution of the society is that the members are to

make certain monthly pa3-ments, and in considera-

tion of these monthly pa}Tnents and the fines

provided by the rules, they are to receive certain

loans.

" iVffccr the rules had been certified and pub-

lished, and the nature of the company had been

(/)) Baiil: of Australasia v. E. & B. 327, 25 L. J. (Q. B.)

Itnillal, G ISIooro, P. C. Vyl, 317 ; khA Forbes^. Marsliall,

I -1 Jur. 192. Compare l!<njal 11 Ex. 1C6, 21 L. J. (Ex.) 305.

JSritiah Bank v. Tio-'pianJ, C (q) L. E. 5 Ch. 4.
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fixed, a prospectus was issued, and by that pro-

spectus the directors chose to say ' that they have

made arrangements to borrow sums to be advanced

to such members as desire to receive an advance .be-

fore their turn for it regularly arrives, such members

of course paying interest on the sum lent until

their turn arrives.' If we look at the nature of the

company, that can only amount to this : that the

directors have, chosen to pledge their personal lia-

bility. It is not a statement that the company

were liable, or that any person who was a member

of the company was at all bound, or was personally

made liable in respect of any debt of the company.

" This being so, let us see on what ground this

winding-up order was made. It was made upon

the petition of a creditor, and in order to support

that petition, the petitioner must have made out

that he was a creditor either legal or equitable

—

either character would oe sufficient. I have already

said, that this benefit building society could not

incur a debt by borrowing money upon loan.

Indeed, the contrary has hardly been argued. It

could not do so any more than a mining com-

pany, or any other of the companies which have not

authority or power to bind their members by bor-

rowing money "
(?•).

(r) Per GifFard, L. J., in Be liamson, L. E. 5 Ch. 309, 312,

National Permanent Benefit 313.

Building Society, ex parte Wil-
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borrowing.

Mode of V. Corporations having the power to borrow

may exercise such power like ordinary

individuals, and give securities upon their

assets for the sums so borrowed.

Supposing that a company has power to raise

money that is to carry oil its business in any other

manner than by cash payments pan passu with its

purchases, the next question is as to the mode in

which it may exercise this power. In the first place,

it may be laid down as a general rule, that com-

panies whose business necessitates the periodical

purchases of articles, either for their own use or for

purposes of trade, may, as and when convenient,

open running accounts and obtain such articles on

credit ; in other words, that they may incur debts.

Some companies, however, are differently placed

—

either their business only involves others in lia-

bilities to themselves and not vice versd, or the

legislature has expressly directed that all their ope-

rations shall be conducted on cash principles, or by

custom this is so. Such, for instance, are building

societies,, whether benefit building societies strictly

so called (s), or freehold or other land societies (t).

Such companies as may ordinarily incur debts may,

(s) ]u' Kent Benefit Building (t) Grimes y. Harrison, 26

Societi/, I Dr. & Sm. 417; lie Beav. 435; Durhmn County,

National Pennanent Benefit iL't:., Society, Davis and Wilsons

Buildin,/ Society. Kx parte Wil- Cases, L. R. 12 Eq. 516.

liamson, L. Iv. 5 Vh. 309.
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it would seem, under the like circumstances over-

draw their banking account (tf).

Mortgages and Charges upon a Company'sProperty.

They have also an implied power to give existing

creditors securities, whether by the execution of bills

of sale duly registered (wtt), or by way of the mortgage

legal iv) or equitable {w) of the corporate property ;
Mortgages,

or by the issue of debentures (a;) charged upon the corporate

same. In the construction of these mortgages and

debentures, careful attention must be paid, both to

the language of the charging iastrument itself and to

the powers belonging expressly or impliedly to the

company itself and to the governing portion there-

of {y). The expression, " the undertaking," whether Meaning of

alone or in connection with other words, has been "under-

repeatedly the subject of judicial decision. In one

case the terms employed were " all the lands, tene^

ments, and estates of the company, and all their

undertaking " (z) ; in another, " our undertaking

and property and receipts and revenues " (a) ; in a

(m) Re Patent File Co., ex (w) Re Patent File Co., ex

parteBirmingham Banking Co.

,

parte BirminghaTnBanking Co.

,

L. R. 6 Ch. 83. See also ubi supra.

Re Cefn Cilicen Mining Co., (x) Re Inns of Court Hotel

L. R. 7 Eq. 88. Co., L. R. 6 Eq. 82.

{iiu) Shears v. Jacob, L. R. (y) See the cases referred to

1 C. P. 513 ; Befell v. White, .in the next four notes.

li. R. 2 C. P. 144.- (z) King v. Marshall, 33

(v) Australian Aux. Clipper Beav. 565; 34 L. J. (Ch.) 163.

Co. V. Moimsey, 4 K. & J. 733, (a) Re Marine Mansions Co.,

27 L. J. (Ch.) 729. L. R. 4 Eq. 601.
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third, "the undertaking and all the real and

personal estate " {h) ; in a fourth, " the general un-

dertaking as defined by the Act, and all the tolls

and sums arising from or out of the general under-

taking " (c) ; and in neither case did the security

constitute a charge upon the capital of the company.

We may perhaps conclude that the " undertaking
"

means ordinarily nothing more than the profits

arising from the business of the company, and that

a mortgage of the "undertaking," without more,

creates a charge upon such profits only, and not

upon the capital or plant of the company ; and that,

consequently, when the undertaking ceases to be a

going concern, such mortgages and deljentures cease

to give their holders any priority over other cre-

ditors. In each of the cases just cited, it will be

noticed that the charge extended to otlier assets

than the "undertaking," and that the holders thereby

acquired rights -s'arying nith the circumstances over

the company's property.

jie Panama, The " Undertaking " will not, however, always
&c. , Eoyal

_
=

_
.

Mail Company, havc such a restricted interpretation. A steamship

company having power to issue mortgages, bonds,

or debentm-es, issued mortgage debentures, charging

(b) Re y<;w Cli/Juch Sheet ^(- & 9 Vict. c. 16. Compare

Bid- Iron Co., L. 1\. 6 Eq. Fiiritess v. Caterhum Railway

fili. Gompanij, -ll Beav. 358, and

(() Gitrdiiei- V. London, Chat- Foiniiaine v. Carmarthen Rail-

ham, (0 Dover Iiailivai/ Co., toay Company, L. R. 5 Eq.

L. U. -1 (.'h. 201. This was 316.

ivL'U under 8
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"the undertaking, and all sums of money arising

therefrom," with the repayment at a specified time

of the money borrowed with interest in the mean-

time. Before the debentures became due, the com-

pany was wound up, and the ships and other property

of the company were sold. It was here held that

the debenture holders acquired a charge upon all

the property of the company, past and future, by

the term " undertaking," and that they were entitled

to be paid out of the property of the company in

priority to the general creditors. Giffard, L.J.,

thus interpreted the effect of these debentures

:

" I have no hesitation in saying that, in this

particular case, and having regard to the state of

this particular company, the word ' undertaking

'

had reference to all the property of the company,

not only which existed at the date of the debenture,

but which might afterwards become the property of

the company. And I take the object and meaning

of the debenture to be this, that the word ' under-

taking ' necessarily infers that the company will go

on, and that the debenture holder could not interfere

until either the interest which was due was unpaid,

or until the period had arrived for the payment of

his principal, and that principal was unpaid. I

think the meaning and object of the security was

this, that the company might go on during that

interval ; and, furthermore, that during the interval

the debenture holder would not be entitled to any

account of mesne profits, or of any dealing with the
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property of the company in the ordinary course of

carrying on their business" (d).

cans when
° No matter how extensive the authority given to a

company or vested in its officers to raise money and

to create securities for the same, future calls cannot

be mortgaged (e) without an express power for such

pui-pose, and probably not even then (/). But calls

already made, although the time for payment has

not yet come, may be vahdly assigned as security

for existing debts when the company possesses an

express power to mortgage calls (g) ; and it would

seem, even without such a power, pro-\dded only that

it has a general authority to borrow (h), or, if owing

to emergencies, it becomes absolutely necessary for

the continuance of the business to raise money upon

almost any terms (^). So also, where a bank refused

to renew the notes of a company given for advances

properly made, save upon the agreement that a call

should at once be made, and the proceeds assigned

to the bank as security for these advances, it was

(d) He Panama, <£'c., Eoyal L.J., in £.v parte Stanley, uhi

Mail Company, L. R. 5 Ch. siijrrct.

318, 322. ((/) Ee Number Ironworks

(e) Ee Brifkh Provident Comy)n«y, 16 W. E. 47-1:, G67
;

Life d' Fire AssuranceCompany, Ee Sankey Brook Goal Coin-

ex parte Stanley, 33 L. J. (Ch.) jmny (Xo. 1), L. E. 9 Eq. 721.

536 ; A'iii<; v. JLirshall, 33 (A) Pickering v. Ilfracombe

Bcav. riGf), -ML. J. (Ch.) Km; Eailumj Company,!^. E. 3 C.P.

Ee Sankey Brvok Coal Com- 23.").

2iany (To. 2), L. E. 10 Eq. (/) Ee Intematiuneil Life

•'f^l. Assurance Company, Gibhs and

(/) Sec ler lviiiy,lit Bruce, YVesCs Case, L. E. 10 Eq. 312.
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held, upon tlie agreement being carried out, that the

mortgage, being of the proceeds of a call already

determined, was distinguishable from an attempt to

pledge future calls, and was therefore valid (j)'.

What is the exact nature and effect of debentures, Natme and
effect 01

and what are their various incidents, has not yet debentmes.

been fully determined. They resemble ordinary

mortgages in that they constitute charges more or

less extensive over the assets, or some particular

portion thereof, of the company issuing them, and

in so far as this charge extends, they entitle their

holders to a priority over other creditors. But they

diifer from them in not amounting to an assignment

—in being merely a charge, and, consequently, in not

investing the chargee with the legal title, or with

any of the ordinary rights of ownership over the

property charged. Whatever other rights debenture

holders may be endowed with, they have no means

—save so far as Chancery may aid them—of pre-

venting the owner of the property from using or

removing the property charged, or otherwise dealing

with it as he pleases, and this power of interfering

M'ith the owner is the true test as to whether the

relationship of mortgagor and mortgagee does or does

not exist (k).

(J) Re Sanhey Brook Coal H. L. C. 191. As to thenego-

Compcmij, L. K. 9 Eq. 721. tiability of these instruments,

(k) Holroydy. Marshall, 10 see post, section 4.
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Profits.

Sa'riig and VI. Pfofits Call be declared only out of moneys

paying profits.
actually earned, but it is not necessary

that all outstanding liabilities should be

first cleared off, and they must be paid in

money.

The term " profits " is ambiguous. It may denote

either the net earnings, deducting merely the interest

on money borrowed, or what, if anything, remains

after paying ofi" loans as well as the interest thereof

Where money has been raised in virtue of express

powers in that behalf, Corry v. LondGnderry and

Ennishillen Railway Company (l) has settled that

profits will have the former and" wider meaning.

The Master of the Rolls in that case was of opinion

" that all the debts of the company are first payable,

other than those which, for want of a better ex-

pression, may be called funded debts ; for instance,

if the defendants have raised money by mortgage,

under the powers contained in their Act, for the

purpose of completing their line, this does not con-

stibute such a debt as can be paid off out of the

profits, before the profits are divided. But, on the

other hand, any debts Avhich have been incurred,

and which are duo from the directors or the company,

either for steam-engines, for rails, for completing

(0 29 Beav. 2G3.
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stations, or the like, which ought to have been and

would have been paid at the time, had the defendants

possessed the necessary funds for that purpose—those

are so many deductions from the profits, which, in

my opinion, are not ascertained till the whole of

them are paid." His Lordship accordingly decided

that the holders of preference shares created in pur-

suance of the company's statutory powers were not

entitled to be paid off out of the surplus profits

remaining after the interest on such preference shares

had been met. The case, however, would be different

with respect to ordinary loans to a company while

transacting its usual everydaybusiness—e.gr., advances

by its bankers. These loans are simply debts which

have to be defrayed before profits or dividends can

be declared.

A company not unseldom inserts in its constating provision for

instruments a clause allowing interest to be paid, fntmst out o£

sometimes to preference, sometimes even to ordinary before'^com-

shareholders, out of capital, before it has commenced commcMed

business, or, it may be, afterwards, during times of
^"^i'"'^-

adversity, when its losses counterbalance its gains.

Whether such a provision is legal and valid may
fairly be questioned—the manifest tendency of it

is to waste, and in the result to destroy, the capital

of the company in carrying out objects aliunde

those for the prosecution of which it was created.

But, certainly, without it shareholders can receive Dividends can

interest only out of the net earnings. The leading o^t'^ol'lef^

case is Macdougall v. Jersey Imperial Hotel Com- ^^'''°ss-
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pany Limited {m), where, in overruling a demurrer

to a bill, which stated that at an ordinary general

meeting it had been determined that interest should

be paid to the shareholders, although as yet no

profits had been realised, and which prayed an in-

junction to restrain the same. Page-Wood, V.-C,

said :
" On grounds of public policy, and on every

principle, not only of honesty as regards the public

generally but of the interests of this company itself,

I feel bound to prevent this proceeding."

In Bloxam V. Metrojjolitan Rmhray Company {n),

Page-Wood, V.-C, decided, and, on appeal, the Lord

Chancellor Chelmsford inclined to the same opinion,

that it was Ultra Vires of the defendants to declare

a dividend upon their ordinary stock, out of a sum

of money received from the contractors, as penalty

and interest in respect of unfinished lines.

Hooie V. Great A stUl Stronger decision in point is that of Hoole

Co. V. Great Western Railway Company (o). The

revenue of the Great Western Railway Compauy

during a particular half-year had been sufficient to

pay a dividend, after providing for all charges pro-

(to) 2 H, & M. 528; followed other Act relating to the oom-

in Sali.sbury v. Metropolitan pany, authorised to be raised

Railway Compaiii/, 38 L. J. by calls in respect of shares,

(t'h.) 2-1:9, whoro, however, the or by the exercise of any

I'JGth section of the defend- power of borrowing, to pay in-

anf-s' Act expressly provided t crest or dividend to any share-

that " it shall not be lawful holder," &c.

ibr the company, out of any («) L. K. 3 Ch. 337.

niouey by this Ac-t, or by any (o) Ibid. 262.
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perly payable out of the revenue ; but, owing to

the refusal of creditors of the company to give

time, the revenue was absorbed in payment of sums

properly chargeable to capital. In these circum-

stances the company in general meeting sanctioned

a plan for offering to each shareholder, at par, pre-

ference shares to an amount equal to the dividend

which would have been payable to him if the

revenue had not been diverted for capital purposes.

These shares were saleable, but only at a con-

siderable discount. A shareholder filed his bill on

behalf of himself and the section of shareholders

to which he belonged, to restrain the issue of shares

for the above purpose, to have those already issued

cancelled, and to restrain the payments of dividends

on them. On an application by a shareholder, an

injunction was granted to restrain this issue, on the

ground that the scheme Avas Ultra Vires. Assuming

that the shares could lawfully be issued at a dis-

count (an issue under this scheme being in reality

an issue at a discount), and assuming that, owing to

the diversion of the revenue to capital purposes,

they could lawfully be treated as assets for payment

of a dividend, Page-Wood, V.-C. first, and the Lords

Justices affirming his decision, held, that each share-

holder who was not willing to accept an allotment

of them in specie, had a right to insist that the pro-

ceeds of the whole should be applied rateably in

payment of a dividend to all the shareholders.

From this case we may deduce the following con-
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elusions—first, that it is Ultra Vires of a company

to expend its profits in any manner whatever other

than in paying dividends to those entitled thereto
;

and, secondly, that any one shareholder may refuse

Profits must to rcccive the profits coming to him in any shape,

money.
"^

preference shares, &c., other than that of hard cash.

Declaration of Whether a dividend can or cannot be declared is

a matter of internal arrangement for the determina-

tion of the general body of members. The Court

of Chancery, in the absence of fraud, will generally

refuse to interfere in such a matter, whether to

direct or to restrain against the declaration of a

dividend, even though its interference be sought on

the ground that a contemplated dividend has been

calculated on a wrong principle (j)).

Not earnings j^ sccms also that the whole of the profits must
must be fully ... .

divided. be periodically divided ; that is, that the company

has not impliedly any option in the matter, and

cannot create, for instance, even a contingency fund

wherewith to meet future unforeseen losses (q).

Northern Rail-
C)n the othcr hand. Mills v. Xorthern Railway

AyrefoT™"^ of Buenos Ayres Company {r) shows that where a

company have paid for things properly chargeable

to capital out of revem;e, they are justified in re-

couping the revenue account at a subsequent time

out of capital ; and may, if necessary, raise fresh

capital under their borrowing powers for thatjDurpose.

(/)) Soo Yool V. Great (q) Per Giffard, L.J., L. R
Wcxi.ni ludlwaij Compcuvj, 20 4 Cli. 494, 405.

].. T. (N. S.) 74. (,-) L. R. 5 Ch. 021, G30.
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In this case Lord Hatherley, L.C., said : "No doubt

many great frauds have been practised by com-

panies, both upon themselves and sometimes, un-

fortunately, upon the public, by carrying to capital

account things that ought to go to revenue account,

and thereby leaving an imaginary profit, which is

no profit at all. But the bill avers nothing of this

kind distinctly and definitely, and the afiidavit does

not go beyond it. The afiidavit verifies a quantity

of reports, out of which I am to pick the items as I

best may, and to ascertain whether they should or

should not have been charged to capital or revenue

account. If I saw anything grossly extravagant or

fraudulent in them, such as the working expenses of

the year, or the wages of the men carried to capital

account, in order to make things look pleasant, as

it is called, I should have to pause, and consider

how it might be proper for this Court to deal with

transactions of that kind Therefore, the

whole of the averment, as I read it here, is really

this, that the directors have said in their report that

they are going to carry back to revenue what they

have borrowed from it, for the purpose of capital

;

and when they have carried that back to revenue,

then they are going to make a dividend. I do not

see anything Ultra Vires in what is either there

alleged or suggested."

Where dividends have been declared under a improper

delusive and fraudulent balance-sheet, those who Sends"
°*

have received and those who declared the same may
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be compelled, upon the winding-up of the company,

to refund 'the same. To accomplish this purpose

proceedings may be had against the parties liable,

either by bill or by application to the summary

jurisdiction vested in the Court by sections 101

and 16.5 of the Companies Act of 1862 (s).

Court will not gy^ though the Court wiU, as abundantly appears
interfere in ^ j i l

matters of from the forcgouig; authorities, restrain the wrongful
inteiTial o & ' o
arrangement, declaration or payment of dividends, it will not

interfere in matters of internal arrangement—it

will not, for instance, lay down, as a rule, that

there must be actually cash in hand or at the

bankers to the full amount of the dividend declared,

or be astute in searching out minute errora in calcu-

lation in an account honestly made out and openly

declared (t).

SECTIOX II.—SHARES.

Division of "pjjg capital of a company is usually divided into
capital into ^ c J J

siiaves. portions styled shares. Such shares may be of one

description only, being of one and the same amount,

and conferring on all holders thereof the same rights,

privileges, and liabilities ; or they may be of various

classes, and with -^-arious denominations, the possessors

(«) 7?,' Mercantile Trading (i) Per Selwyn, L.J., L. R.

Compa:ii/,Sh-iii,pTf Case, L. K. 4 Ch, 492, 193 ; Yool v. Great

4 Ch. 475, and cases there Western Raihcay Company, 20

cited. 7iV Counti/ Marine In- L. T. (X. S.) 74. See ^Jos^ Part

miriincc Covipani/, Hance's Case, IV. Chap. I.

L. H. C, Ch. 104.
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of shares of one class having rights and being under

liabilities differing widely from those belonging to the

shares of other classes. The number and respective '^f
ying tiie

•• nature of

amounts are usually fixed by the Acts of Parliament ^'»^i<=^-

and the other instruments creating a company ; and

"when this is so, the characteristics of such shares

become essential facts of the corporation, and can-

not be changed by the action of any or all of the

members thereof. But if and in so far as such

matters have not been determined upon, it is com-

petent for the corporation, either in general meeting

or by its directors, to determine upon them, and

from time to time to vary them. Smith v. Golds-

worthy (u) is sometimes cited, as showing that once

the value of the shares fixed, no change therein can

eve'r afterwards be made. But this case seems

rather to be an authority to the effect that the

amount of capital cannot be reduced, not that the

,

shares cannot be varied if the capital remain un-

altered, since, in the subsequent case of Amhergate Amtergate

Railway Company v. Mitchell (v), it was decided MitcheU.

that, under certain circumstances, this might be

done. The Act incorporating the Ambergate Eail-

way Company provided that, for the purpose of

voting, £25 of the capital should represent a share,

and that no one should vote in respect of any less

proportion. After the formation of the company

the shares were altered to £20 each, and the

(u) 4 Q. B. 430, 12 L. J. (v) 4 Ex. 540, 19 L. J. (Ex.)

(Q. B.) 192. 89.
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Sub-dividing

shares.

directors made a call on such ; and it was held that

the calls were not illegal by reason of the shares

having been altered. The judgment is not very

clearly reported ; but it evidently lays down that

where the constating instruments fix the amount of

the shares, not for all purposes, but only for some

particular purpose, then it is competent for the

company to fix the amount.

The majority of companies, however—at least of

trading companies—are within the Companies Acts

of 1862 and 1867; and it seems that such com-

panies can in no respect vary the nature of then-

shares, save by sub-dividing them. Even this can

be done only by virtue of the express enactment

contained in the 21st section of 30 & 31 Vict.

c. 131, which enables any company, limited by shares,

by a special resolution, so far to modify the con-

ditions contained in its memorandum of association,

if authorised so to do by its regulations as originally

framed, or as altered by special resolution, as to

subdivide its existing shares or any of them.

Re Financial Prcviously to this enactment such a sub-division
Corporation, -n i i i

Feiiing'sand was, as to thcsc compauics, illegal, even thougn

case.
°

done in pursuance of an express authority contained

in the constating instruments. The Memorandum

of Association of the Financial Corporation pro-

vided that the capital should consist of shares of

£100 each, and the articles (clause 7) gave the

board power, " by a resolution passed by a majority,

consisting of not less than two-thirds of the whole
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number of directors, to reduce the nominal value of

the shares, or any of them, by dividing the same

into a larger number of shares of any nominal

value authorised by law." This power the directors

exercised by converting each £100 share into five

£20 shares ; but it was decided that such conversion

was unauthorised and void (w). Lord Cairns, Lord-

Justice, said :
" I am clearly of opinion that, under

these sections [i.e., 8, 12, 22, 25, and 28, of 25 & 26

Vict. c. 89], the amount of shares into which the

capital is divided must be stated in the memo-

randum ; that these shares must be identified by

numbers ; that no transfer of less than one share

can be made ; that no departure from the memo-

randum by way of lowering the value of or sub-

dividing the shares, can be admitted ; and that no

person can become a member or corporator, except

through the ownership of at least one share, which

share is to be of at least the amount named in the

memorandum. The provisions in 'the sections to

which I have referred for the consolidation and in-

crease in the nominal value of the shares, and for

the notice to the registrar of such consolidation and

increase, seem to me to make more emphatic the

prohibition against any change lowering the nominal

value of the shares."

But a person may, by his acquiescence in such a

(zv) Re FinaiKial Corpora- New Zealand Banking Corpo-

tion, Felling's and Rimingioiis ration, SeioeWs case, L. R. 3

case,L. R. 2CL 714, 732. See Ch. 131.
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division, be estopped from afterwards denying the

legality of the same (x) ; and if the original shares

which have been thus sub-divided can be traced

and identified, the holders of them will still remain

liable, and may be placed an the list of con-

tributories (y).

Preference Shares.

Power to issue Very frequently a company issues shares, having

stares!""^ a dividend payable in priority to that upon the

ordinary shares. To do this the power must have

been given in the constating instruments (z). The

holders of such shares are entitled ta be paid arrears,

©f dividend out of future profits, but without interest

©n the arrears (ee), unless there should be express-

statutory provisions to the contrary (&). AVhen such

power exists it must be employed solely and ex-

pressly for its special purpose, viz., the obtaining

(x) Hull Flax, i&c., Company \ ; 27 L. J. (Ch.) 1 ; Corry v.

». Welledey, 30 L. J. (Ex.) Londonderry & Ennukillen

&; Re- Financial Covporation, Railway Company, 29 Beav.

King's case^ L. K. 2 Ch. 2G3, 30 L. J. (Ch.) 290; Coato

T14. V. Xottiugham ]Vaterworl:s.

(y) Felling's <fc Rimington's Company, 30 Beav. 86. As to

case,tihi supret; Sewell's case, the rights of holders of dif-

ubi supret. ferent kinds, of preference

(-) Re A\(fioual Patsnt shares, see Mattheivs v. Great

Steam Fuel Company, ex j>airte JS'arthcrn Raihvay Company, 2S

Wsyrth, 4 Drew. 529 ; 28 L. J. L. J. (Ch.) 375 ; Coey v. £el-

(Ch.) 589 ; Iliitlon v. Scar- fast and Down Railway Com-
borowgh ClijF Hotel Company, pany, Ir. Rep. 2 C. L. 112.

2 Dr. & Sm. 521. (6) See 26 & 27 Vict. g.

(a) Henry y. Crvat iVortJurn 118, s. 14, amended by 32 &
Railway Cmnpany, 4 K. & J. 33 Yict. c 48.
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capital. In Hoole v. Great Western Railway Hooie v. Great

Company (c), where the defendants had power to Co.

raise additional capital by the issue of shares, and

to allot to them a preferential dividend, it being

enacted that dividends should not be paid out of

any monies received for the shares, and that no

share should be issued until one-fifth of the amount

had been paid, they were restrained from paying

dividends in preference shares.

With regard to shares of various descriptions, the

Companies Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict c. 131, pro-

vides, by section 24, that any company under the

Companies Act, 1862, may, if authorised by its

regulations as originally framed, or as altered by

special resolution, make arrangements on the issue

of shares for a difference between the holders of

such shares in the amount of calls to be paid, and

in the time of payment of such calls. But whether

this enactment wUl justify the issue of preference

shares, unless powers in that behalf had been given

to a company at its inception, must be considered

doubtful.

The same statute, by section 27, allows companies. Share warrants

under certain conditions, with respect to any share

which is fully paid up, or with respect to stock, to

issue, under their common seal, a warrant, stating

that the bearer of the warrant is entitled to the

shares or stock therein specified. This power is

apparently not possessed by companies not coming

(c) L. E. 3 Ch. 262. See anie, p. 1 25, where the facts are stated.
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within the provision of the Companies Acts, 1862

and 1867 (cc).

It is almost needless to add that the rights of the

preference shareholders, whether individually or in

a body, cannot be modified save by the acquiescence

of the individuals affected ; and that the Court of

Chancery will, where necessary, interfere to restrain

acts of the company in derogation of their rights (d).

But these shareholders are not creditors, not even

as to dividends in arrear, and therefore in a wind-

ing up they can rank only pan passu with the

other members (e).

N^tcring The Companies Clauses Act of 1845, ss. 6 & 9,

and the Companies Act of 1862, s. 22, require the

shares of companies, which fall under their regula-

tions, to be numbered. This provision was held to

be satisfied where, though the register did not show

the numbers of the defendant's shares, it could be

proved, aliunde, that the shares had been in fact

distinguished by numbers which had been inserted

in a book kept by the plaintiiFs (/).

(cc) SeeEeGenemlCompani/ 3 Ex. 15. Comipare Irish Peat

for Promotion of Land Credit, ComiKiin/x. Phillips, 1 B. '&, S.

L. E. 5 Ch. 363. 629, 30 L. J. (Q. B.) 363
;

(d) See especially Heuri/ \. Wolverhampton Waterworks
Great Northern Railway Com- Company v. Hawkesford, 29 L.

pany, 4 K. & J. 1, -and 1 D. J. (C. P.) 121. As to the effect

Cc. & J. 606. of the existence of two sets of
(e) Re London India Rubber shares with the same numbers.

Company, L. 1!. 5 K,,. 519. sec London & County Insur-

(/) East (,'loHc,.-:trr Railway anc. Company, Jones's cccse,

Company v. Barlhnlumew, L. 11. 27 L. J. (Ch.) 666.
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Scrip.

" Scrip " is often issued by the projectors of com-

panies, generally of those coming under the opera-

tion of special Acts. This consists of certificates or

other documents, entitling the holder to become a

proprietor in the future company. The liability Liability of

T 1 . . -n • 11 holders of

imposed upon the scrip receiver will principally scrip issued

depend upon the engagement he has entered into '

with the projectors ; he may negotiate the scrip,

but he will nevertheless remain liable if the com-

pany be formed, until the name of the purchaser be

entered upon the register [g).

Sometimes, after the formation of a company, ^f
"®'i ^^y'

•^ •' ' tne lormation

scrip is issued to applicants, instead of an allotment °* ^ company.

of shares. What is the exact effect of such an

arrangement is not settled. It must, however, it is

presumed, be determined by the terms under which

such scrip is issued, as read in connection with the

constating instruments of the corporation. A deci-

sion in point is that of Re Littlehampton, <^c.,
^J"'**'^^"^^

Steamship Company, Ormerod's Case (h). The steamship

articles of association of the company provided Ormerod's

that the directors, instead of entering allottees of

shares on the register of members, might issue to

them scrip certificates entitling the holders to the

shares therein named, subject to the payment of the

(ff)
Midland Great Western cases cited in next note.

Railivay Company v. Gordon, (h) L. R. 5 Eq. 110. Com.

16 M. & W. 804, 16 L. J. pare Eustace v. Dublin Trunk

(Ex.) 165. But see /actow V. Connecting Railway Company,
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instalments at the times therein mentioned; that

the word " shareholder " should include scripholder

;

that the shares for which scrip was issued should be

transferable by delivery of the scrip, and the holder

of the scrip should be the only person recognised

as entitled to the shares, and that the scripholder

on surrendering his scrip should be entitled to be

entered on the register of members in respect of

the shares mentioned in the scrip certificate. In

November, 1863, Ormerod applied in writing for

100 shares. These were allotted him, and he

paid a deposit of £1 per share ; but his name was

put on the register for ten shares only, and for

the remaining ninety he received provisional scrip

certificates, declaring the holder entitled to the

shares therein numbered. One Gregg similarly

applied for shares, and received a notice from the

company that he might have scrip certificates for

the shares allotted to him ; but he did not obtain

the certificates, and the directors subsequently

entered his name on the register of members. The

Master of the Rolls held Ormo'od not to be, and

Gregg to be, a contributory (i). Lord Romilly, M.R.,

(i) Compare Fllis's case, (Ex.) 102 ; Hyam's case, He
arising from the winding up of JIej:ica)i, i.[v.,Compani/, 1 D. G.

the same company before the F. it J. 75, 29 L. J. (Ch.) 243
;

M. R., 34- Beav. 256 ; affirmed Be Fasss case, 4 D. G. & J. 544.

on appeal, 2 D. G. J. .t Sm. As to certificates of shares, see

521, 34 L. J. (Ch.) 237. See 8 .t 9 Vict. c. 16, ss. 11-13,
other cases of scrip certificates, and 25 & 26 Vict. c. 86 s. 31 •

Ncwri/und Eiiiiisk'dhn Railway and Broadbeiit v. Varley, 12
Coiji.jKiiii/w. Edniuiuh, 17 L. J. C. B. (N. S.) 214.
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followed the principle laid down in Ellis's Case (j),

that the articles of association made a clear distinc-

tion between members of the company and mere

scripholders, these latter not becoming members or

liable as such till shares were issued to them, and

their names put on the register.

Calls.

Companies having their capital divided into I'o'^er to make

_ _
calls generally

shares have, as incident thereto, the power to make nested in the

m T 1 • o • n
directors.

calls. It IS purely a question, of internal arrange-

ment in whom this power is vested. It will gene-

rally be in the directors ; and where it is so, a caU

made by those who are actually directors, and not

yet removed, will be good (k). But if made by

persons not having the power (T), or not acting at a

board meeting when this is required, the call wiU

be simply nugatory (hi).

Calls must in all respects, both as to times and caUs—when

amounts, be made, whether by the company in

general meeting, or the directors, in such a way as

to press equally upon all (n) ; and for the further-

ance of the corporate purposes, i.e., for the hondfde

(J) Uhi suprct. v. League, 5 H. & N. 151.

(h) Swansea Dock Gonrvpany (m) Kirk v. Bell, 16 Q. B.

V. Levien, 20 L. J. (Ex.) 447. 290. And see •post. Part III.

Compare Southampton Bock Chapter V.

Company v. Richards, 1 Man. («) Preston v. Grand Coll.

& Gr. 448. Dock Company, 11 Sim. 327.

(I) Howheach Goal Company
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purpose of obtaining capital, and not to enable any-

particular members (o) to escape or lessen tbeir

liability,

and for what Of coursc calls Can be made only for purposes not
puj^osesto be

^^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ Corporation. If it is intended to

devote the proceeds to other purposes, the call im-

poses no liability either at law or in Chancery upon

a shareholder (p).

The Court of Chancery will interfere to restrain

the making of calls for an illegal object (q) ; or the

enforcing them against a shareholder, inveigled into

taking shares ,by the fraud of the company or its

officers (r) ; but it will not interfere if the applica-

tion of the proceeds be in reality a matter of internal

economy, and within the scope of the company, or

of a majority of its' members to determine (s).

Paid-up shares. Paid-up shares are not unfrequently issued by

companies, but such an issue is Ultra Vires, at least

to this extent, that the parties taking such shares

(o) See Richmond and (q) HodiA'inson v. Xational

Painter's cases, 4 K. &. J. 305, Live Stock Insurance Compani/,

as to calls made favouring pri- 26 Beav. -173, 4 D. G. & J.

vate members; and Gilbert's i'2'2.

case, L. 11. 5 Ch. 559, as to (r) Smith v. Eeese River

directors. Compani/, L. R. 4 H. L. 64.

(p) South Eastern Raittvai/ (s) See Yetts v. Norfolk

Compa)!!/ V. Hehhleu'hiie, 12 Raihvay Company, 3D. G. &
k.kYi. i'dl ; Shropshire Union Sm. 293; and the other

Railinai/ Compani/ \. Anderson, similar cases following Mozley

3 E\. 401^; WellanJ Jiailicai/ v. Alston; and post, Part VI.

Company v. Blake, 6 H. & N. Chapter I.

410.
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will, on a winding up, be contributories in respect

tliereof, unless they shall have given for them an

equivalent in money's worth {t). To relieve from

the payment in money, the consideration must be

something given to the company after it is formed
;

what is given to it before its formation will not

do (u). The 25th section of the Companies Act,

1867, imposes an additional requisite, viz., that

every share shall be deemed issued, and " held sub-

ject to the payment of the whole amount thereof

in cash, unless the same shall have been otherwise

determined by a contract duly made in writing, and

filed with the registrar of joint-stock companies at

or before the issue of such shares." This enactment

has hitherto been construed stringently, and persons

have been in several instances made contributories

who have given a full equivalent for their shares,

but which equivalent has not been iu the form of a

payment in cash (y).

SECTION III.—OEDINAEY NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.

A corporation has not, as one of the incidents power of

of its existence, the power to accept bUls, or make t^^sue wus

notes, or be one of the immediate parties to nego- ^^^ ^°^^'

(t) Drummond's case, L. E. {v) Glelands case, L. E. 14

4 Ch. 772 ; Pell's case, L. E. 5 Eq. 387 ; Fritchar.d's case,

Ch. 11; Schroder's case, L. E. L. E. 8 Ch. 956. But see

11 Eq^. lil; -Dent's and Forbes'

s

Fothergill's case, L. E. 8 Ch.

case, L. E. 8 Ch. 768. 270 ; Maynard's case, L. E. 9

(u) Re Baglan Hall CoUieri/ Ch. 60 ; Coates's case, L. E.

Company, L. E. 5 Ch. 346. 17 Eq. 169.
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tiable instruments of other descriptions. Such a

power must be given to it either expressly or im-

pliedly. A corporation may possess it expressly

either by the provisions of its own constating in-

struments, or by the direct enactments of the legis-

lature {w).

Impliedly the power may belong to it in various

ways, e.g., by necessary deduction from the purview

or the language of an Act of Parliament. Thus the

Joint Stock Companies Act of 1844, 7 & 8 Vict,

c. 110, having in section 45 laid down certain regu-

lations as to the mode in which bills should be

accepted, &c., on behalf of companies coming within

this statute, it was assumed as a matter of course

that such companies thereby acquired the power to

issue bills and notes (x). The Companies Act of

1862, contains a section, 47, very similarly worded,

and Malins, V.-C, thought that it, by implica-

tion, invested companies with such a power ; but,

upon ajDpeal, Cairns, L.-J., overruled this opinion (y).

Or, again, from a consideration of the business of

the company, and of the requirements of the same.

But the mere fact that a corporation trades or

{w) Slarh V. Ilighgate ArcJi- IGO ; Ac/gs v. Mchohon, 1 H.
ivmj Company, 5 Taimt. 792; & N. 1G5, 25 L. J. (Ex.) 348.
Murra;/ v. Ju„t Imlia Com- (y) rerurian liailwai/ Corn-
pa,,;/, 5 B. & Aid. 204. pa,y v. Thames and Mersey

{.v)
^

Soc II„l/„nl V. Ca- Maniie Insurance Company,
mcnvi's, d-c, N((l!w,(y Ciimpajii/, L. 11. 2 CL 617
IG ti. B. iJ2, 20 L. J. (Q. B.)
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otherwise engages in business is not sufficient to

enable it to issue negotiable instruments, and con-

sequently such a power has been denied to water-

works companies in Broughton v. Manchester-

Waterworks Company (z), to mining companies in

Dickinson v. Walpy (a), to railway companies in

Bateman v. Mid Wales Railway Company (h), to

a cemetery company in Steele v. Harmer (c), to gas

companies in Bramah v. Roberts (d), to a salt and

alkali company in Bidt v. Morell (e), to a salvage

company in Thompson v. Universal Salvage Com-

pany {/), to a washing company in Neal v.

Turton (g). But "corporate bodies may issue pro-

missory notes and bills of exchange where the nature

and character of their business warrants it. Here

the nature and character of the business is such that

the issuing negotiable instruments would be an

ordinary and almost necessary incident to it" [h).

This was said by Page-Wood, L.-J., of a company

(z) 3 B. & A. 1 ; followed (d) 3 Bing. N. C. 963.

in Hast London Waterworks (e) 12 Ad. & E. 745.

Company v. Bailey, 4 Bing. (/) 1 Ex. 694; 1& L. J,

283. (Ex.) 242.

(a) 10 B. & C. 128. Com- {g) 4 Bing. 149.

pare Bwrmester v. Norris, 6 (A) Be General Estate Com-

Ex. 796, 21 L. J. (Ex.) 43. pany, ex parte Gity Bank, L. R.

(6) L. E. 1 C. P. 499; 3 Ch. 758, 761. Compare iS&

Peruvian Railway Company v. Land Credit Company of Ire-

Thames and Mersey Marine land, ex parte Overend, Gurney

Insurance Company, L. E. 2 and Company, L. E. 4 Ch.

Ch. 617. 460.

(c) 14 M. & W. SSL
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Peruvian
Rail. Co. V.

Tliames and
Mersey Insur-

ance Co.

whose objects, as stated in the memorandum of

association, were " to acquire by purchase, lease, or

otherwise, freehold, copyhold, leasehold, and other

real property, for building thereon, improving,

letting, or selling, and the doing of all such other

things as are incidental or conducive to the attain-

ment of the above objects."

Or, lastly, from the very -wide language used in

the charter, deed of settlement, or other^documents

to define the purposes for which the corporation has

been created. This is established by the decision on

appeal in the Peruvian Railways Company v.

Tliames and Mersey Insurance Company l^i). This

was the case of a company formed under the Com-

panies Act, 1862, for the purpose of purchasing a

concession from a foreign government for the

construction of a railway, and forming a societe

anonyme to make a railway. The memorandum
stated that in order to attain their main object the

company might do, in England or Peru, or elsewhere,

whatever they thought incidental or conducive

thereto. The articles gave the directors a general

power to do all things, and make all contracts,

which in their judgment were necessary and proper

for the purpose of carrying into efiect the object

mentioned in the memorandum. It was decided in

the Court belo^\', that bills of exchange, accepted in

manner prescribed by section 47 of the Act, were
company, on the ground that every

(0 L. r.. 2 Ch. 617.

binding on the
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company constituted under the Act of 1862 has

power to issue bills of exchange. Cairns and Turner,

L.-JJ., however, decided, first, that the Companies

Act, 1862, does not confer on all companies regis-

tered under it, a power of issuing negotiable instru-

ments ; but that such a power exists only where,

upon a fair construction of the memorandum and

articles of association, it appears that it was in-

tended to be conferred ; and, secondly, that such a

power existed in the present case, for that although

it could not be inferred from the nature of the busi-

ness of the company, it was conferred by the above

general words in the memorandum and articles.

It is not necessary that bills and notes issued by buis, &c.,

issued by

corporations should be under seal. Provision has, cm-ijorations

. PI i^ed not lie

therefore, usually been made for the issue of such under seal

;

instruments by the directors or other officials on

behalf of the corporation, and various formalities

are also attached to prevent fraudulent or improvi-

dent issues. These formalities must be strictly tut the

formalities

observed or, whatever the nature of the documents should be

in other respects, those actually makmg them will observed.

usually be liable thereon {j ) ; and, as a rule, the

corporation wiU also be liable to such persons as

received or negotiated the instruments unaware of

the informalities {k).

(j) Penrose v. Martyr, E. 177, 27 L. J. (Ex.) 326.

B. & E. 499, 28 L. J. (Q. B.) {h) Gordon v. Sea, Fire, and

28 j Scott V. Ebury, L. E. 2 Life Assurance Company, 1 H.

C. P. 255 ; Button v. Marsh, & N. 599, 26 L. J. (Ex.) 202.

L. R. 6 Q. B. 361. Compare The distinction is between a

Lindus v. Melrose, 3 H. & N. defect in form, whfire the power
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Abuse o£

authority to

issue nego-

tiable instru-

ments.

Balfour v.

Erijest.

The authority to issue negotiable instruments is,

in an esiDecial degree, liable to be turned to wrong

purposes. Its exercise is, therefore, scrutinised

rather carefully by the Courts, and bills or notes

accepted, made, or otherwise negotiated—not merely

with a defect in form—but either without power,

express or implied, in that behalf, or with such

power but for purposes unconnected with the

objects of the company will be void, in the hands

at least of those cognizant of the nature of the

consideration. This is aptly shown by the well-

known and leading case of Balfour v. Ernest (l),

which has already lieen mentioned. Here the

directors of a joiat-stock insurance company were

authorised by the deed of settlement to draw bUls

on account of the company only when they were so

drawn for the purposes of the company ; and the com-

pany were held not liable upon a bill drawn by them

for purposes aliunde the ordinary and proper business

of the company. Lord Campbell, C.-J., in delivering

judgment for the defendants, said :
" It is contended

that the plaintiffs, not having had any knowledge

of the want of such authority, are entitled to treat

this bill as a biU taken from a partner having a

general power of drawing bills, and which might

be considered as drawn for partnership purposes,

though, in fact, it was drawn by one partner in

fraud of the others. There is, however, this dif-

to issue exists, and the absence

of sucli power. See Part III.,

Chap, v., sections 1 and 2.

(0 5 C. B. (N. S.) 601, 28

L. J. (C. P.) 170. The facts

are stated ante, pp. 81, 82.
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ference between that case and the present one, that

there, there would be no reason for supposing that

the bill was not given for partnership purposes,

whereas here, the bill was taken by the plaintiffs in

payment of a debt, for the discharge of which they

knew it was not withia the general scope of the

authority of the directors of this society to draw

bills, for the plaintiffs must have known that the

company were constituted under a deed of settle-

ment, to which, being registered pursuant to the

statute, the plaintiffs could have had access, and the

case which has been referred to by my brother

Willes shows that a man must be taken to have

knowledge of the contents of a deed of this

kind."

Here the rationale of the decision was, that the

plaintiff was affected with notice of the nature of

the transaction, and that the bill was given for the

accomplishment of an object dehors the purposes for

which the society existed. Would the decision have

been different if the plaintiff had been an innocent

holder

—

e.g., an indorsee for value ? It is submitted

that it would not have been different. The insurance

society and a fortiori its directors had authority

to issue bills only for certain purposes. Bills drawn

or accepted for any other purposes must be held to

be simply void as such—to be analogous to those of

infants or married women. A corporation or its

directors may be gudty of fraud, actual or con-

structive, and may, perhaps, be compelled by a
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Court of Equity to account for the money paid as

consideration for sucli bills ; but if it

—

i.e., the cor-

poration—has not the powers to enter into certain

contracts, it seems necessarily to follow that neither

can it be rendered liable upon negotiable instruments

made for the carrying out of such contracts (»i).

The innocent purchaser of such bills is in precisely

the same position as is a similar purchaser of the

bills of an infant.

ottainiDg The commonest way in which this power is likely

means of biUs to be abused is in obtaining funds by means of bills

or notes when a company either has no borrowing

powers or has exhausted them. TMiether money

be raised directly by borrowing or indirectly by the

issue of negotiable instruments for any purpose

other than in payment of goods, the practical result

is the same to the company. Nevertheless there are

differences between the two operations. Therefore,

if a company endued with the power to do so issues

or negotiates bills or notes really and hondfide as

an ordinary business transaction, such bills or notes

will be valid, however nearly the transaction may
resemble a pure loan. " Borrowing and lending

are things perfectly well understood, and although

the procuring of money by means of a bill of

exchange confers the same benefit on the person

who procures it as if he were to borrow the amount,

yet it is impossible to consider transactions upon

{m) Compare AthencBum Life 3 D. G. & J. 294 28 L. J.

Association Society v. Poohi/, (Ch.) 119.
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bills of exchange given in this manner as borrowing

and lending within the meaning of the 56th article

of the company's articles of association. It has
^™^f„'''"!°^

*

been well decided that the balance due to a bank account.

by a company which keeps an account with it, and

has had the benefit of the money, is a debt, but not

a loan in the proper sense." These are the words of

Sir John Stuart, in Re Cefn Cilicen Mining Com-

pany (»), where the Vice-Chancellor held that, not-

withstanding a clause in the company's articles of

association prohibiting the directors from borrow-

ing beyond £500 without the consent of the share-

holders, the company was liable, upon bills of

exchange, drawn and accepted by the directors,

indorsed by the company, and discounted by a bank,

the proceeds of which had been in part applied in

satisfying an overdrawn account at the bank, and

the balance for the benefit of the company.

So, where a company or its directors have B.estrictions on
^ •' amount of

authority to issue negotiable instruments, this is an ^i^'^ *» ^^
•' °

_

issued.

absolute and general authority, and it cannot be

restricted in degree or amount, subsequent clauses

limiting the liability of the company or its members

to certain sums being repugnant and void ; and

consequently bills drawn or notes made under such

authority, even in the hands of a holder with notice

of the limitation, bind at Law and in Equity both

the company and the individual shareholders to the

(n) L. E. 7 Eq. 88 ; Waterlow y. Sharp, L. E. 8 Eq. 501.

t 2
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full extent (o). Such a restriction differs in toto

from the imposition of a formality. A company

may well require for its protection that the powers

which it confers upon its agents shall be exerciseable

in certain ways only, and parties dealing with the

company will fretjuently have to see that such

formalities are duly observed (oo) ; but to say that

its agents may engage in transactions up to a certain

amount only, would be to lay down that every

person entering into any contract with the company

shall investigate the state of the company's business.

Bills and Notes under Seal.

Corporate seal Xhc Corporate seal is not unseldom affixed to
affixed to

negotiable notcs and biUs issued by corporations (p) ; but
instruments.

. . . ,

it would seem that the seal m such case is sunply

inoperative, not interfering with the negotiability of

the instrument if otherwise valid, and not converting

into a deed a document purporting to be negotiable,

but which the corporation had no power to make (q).

The bUl or note, if good at all, is good as a bill or note,

(o) Gordon v. Sea, Fire, (oo) See post. Part III.,

and Life Assurance Society, Chapter V., sections 1 & 2.

1 H. & N. 599, 26 L. J. (Ex.) (p) See Batman v. Mid-

202 ; Re State Fire Tnmrance Wales Railway Company, L. R.

Company, e.r parte Meredith, 1 C. P. 499.

32 L. J. (Ch.) 300. On scire (g) See Aggs v. Nicholson,

facias against a shareholder, 1 H. & N. 165, 25 L, J. (Ex.)

see Fedell v. Gwynn, 1 H. <fc 348.

N. 590, 26 L. J. (Ex.) 199.
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and not as a money bond or as an acknowledgment

under seal of indebtedness. But besides these, whicb

whether sealed or not are intended and admitted to

be ordinary bills and notes, corporations frequently

issue other documents duly sealed and occasionally

bearing a deed stamp, and yet though not purporting

to be bills or notes designed for circulation by in-

dorsement or mere delivery. These form the subject

of the next section. Q

SECTION IV.—INSTRUMENTS UNDER SEAL WHICH

PURPORT TO BE NEGOTIABLE.

Some consideration has already been given to the

documents known as debentures or mortgage de-

bentures if). It has been seen that they are docu-

ments which, when anything more than ordinary

money bonds, confer upon the grantee or holder

thereof charges or liens on the property and assets, or

certain specified portions thereof, belonging to the

corporation issuing them. To that extent they make

an approach to mortgages pure and simple ; but they

differ from these latter ia wanting certain of the

important attributes which characterise them.

Viewed in another light, debentures are choses Debentures

m action, and, as such, they are •prima jacie non- action,

negotiable, and therefore assignable in Chancery

only and taken subject to equities (s). But of late

years many companies have issued bonds of this

(r) Ante, pp. 117-121. surance Society^. Pooley, 3 D.

(s) See Athenaeum Life As- G.&Jo. 294, 28 L. J. (Ch.)119.
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kind, payable to " order " or " bearer " and tbe like,

and the decisions are very conflicting as to bow far

such expressions render these bonds negotiable and

estop the companies issuing from setting up the

equities existing between them and the original

assignor. The weight of authority must, however,

now be considered to be in favour of the proposition

that such instruments are, in equity, at least, nego-

tiable free from the equities primarily attaching to

them.

First.—Tlie Effect oftheseInstruments in Chancery.

i.'«Biakeiy The claim of the Neiv Zealand Banking Covi-

2xmi/, Re Blakely Ordnance Company (t) arose

thus : Blakely and Dent agreed, in ^^Titing, with

the promoter of a proposed company, viz., the

Blakely Ordnance Company, to sell their business

to the company when formed, part of the purchase-

money to be paid in debentures of the company,

payable to bearer. The articles of association

adopted this agreement, and directed it to be

carried into effect. The directors accordingly gave

to Blakely and Dent debentures under the seal of

the company, by each of which the company

{t) L. R. 3 Ch. 154. Com- 391, iR-here a letter of credit
pare Woodham v. A„,,lo-Aiis- was held assignable free from
tralimi Assurance Association, 3 the equities. See also A'e

OiiT. 288, where a deposit note, Blahely Ordnance Company,
and Ju' Agra and 2Iasterman's ex parte Metropolitan and
Baiih, e.r parte Asiatic Bank- Provincial Bank, W. N. 1069,
ing Corporation, L. E. 2 Ch. p. 1-18.
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covenanted to pay the sum therein mentioned to

" Blakely and Dent, their executors, administrators,

and assigns, or to the bearer hereof." Some of

these debentures were passed by delivery to the

New Zealand Banking Corporation, who were bond

Jide holders for value. In the winding up of the

Blakely Ordnance Company, the Lords Justices de-

cided that as these debentures were conformable to

the agreement between Blakely and Dent and the

promoter, which had been made binding on the

company, effect must be given to them in equity,

according to their tenor, and that consequently the

New Zealand Banking Corporation could prove on

them in their own name, without being subject to

any equities existing between the company and

Blakely and Dent, the original grantees thereof.

The ground of the decision was that the Blakely a company

Company had contracted themselves out of their gom^.'etu^f'^

right to set up the equities. "The right to this
''^ ^i'"*'*'-

money was assignable in equity; and though, in

the absence of anything more than a mere assign-

ment, the assignee would take subject to the equities

existing between the original parties to the contract,

I am of opinion that there is nothing inequitable in

allowing the debtor in an obligation to contract

with his creditor, that he will not avail himself of

any such equities, that he wiU pay the amount due

on the obligation to the assignee of the creditor

(whether he be such assignee by instrument in

writing or by mere delivery of the obligation).
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without regard to any such equities ; and I have

already said that, in my opinion, in this case the

Blakely Company have so contracted. The debt to

be proved is the money due on this contract, and

not the amount due on an instrument purporting to

be a promissory note. The laws which regulate the

stamps to be affixed to promissory notes are not, ia

my opinion, applicable to the case, and it would, I

think, be inequitable to deny the assignee of the

creditor the full benefit of the contract entered into

between the original contracting parties.

" In Re Agra and Mastermans Bank, ex parte

Asiatic Banking Corporation (u), it was held that

the rule which makes assignments of choses in

action subject to the equities existing between the

original parties to the contract, must yield when a

contrary intention appears from the nature or terms

of the contract. I adopt that decision. I think it

applicable, as above explained, to the facts of this

case " (v).

The accuracy of this decision was recognised and
followed by Page-Wood and Selwyu, L.-JJ., in Re
General Estates Company, ex parte City Bank {w),

where the directoi-s of the General Estate's Com-
pany had given to H. for value an instrument under
the seal of the company headed " debenture," and
stamped as a' deed, by which the company "under-
take to pay to the order of J. H., on 1st July, 1867,"

(») L. E, 2 Ch. 391. L. K 3 Ch. 159, 160
{v) Per Lord Justice Rolt, (,„) L. R. 3 Ch. 758.
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£1000, witli interest half-yearly on presentation

•of the annexed interest warrants. The Lords

Justices, reversing the decision of the Master of

the Eolls, allowed the indorsee and transferee

for value of this instrument to prove on it against

the company, free from equities between H. and

the company.

The latest case in Chancery on the subject is that
^a,„„^^g

of Re Imperial Land Company of Marseilles, ex
g^J^wbrid*"'^

parte Colborne and Strawbridge (x). Here the

directors of a company, having power by its memo-

randum of association to borrow money and to

issue transferable or other bonds, mortgages, or

debentures, had, under its articles of association,

large powers for issuing " debentures, bonds, obliga-

tions, or other securities, either specifically charged on

any property of the company, or not so charged, in

any form or manner, or for any amount," not ex-

ceeding the nominal capital of the company, and

a specific power to issue and indorse negotiable

instruments. The company issued, in payment to

vendors of land to them, instruments described on

their face as " debenture bonds," and stamped as

bonds, and which expressed that the company " bind

themselves and their successors to pay the bearer

the principal sum of £20." The words with respect

to interest were, in a similar form, and there was no

charge on any of the property of the company. The

instruments were sold in open market. The company

{x) L. E. 11 Eq. 478.
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came to be wound up, and it was decided, it being

admitted that the company had equities against the

parties to whom the instruments were originally is-

sued—1. That the instruments were promissory notes,

or, if not promissory notes, negotiable instruments,

and amounted to contracts to pay anyone who might

happen to be the bearer; 2. That, consequently,

holders for value, without notice of the equities,

were entitled to prove for the amount due, free

from equities ; 3. That the right to prove was not

affected by the fact that holders had purchased,

after the passing of resolutions to wind up the

company, though without notice of their having

been passed. All the prior authorities were referred

to and commented upon, and Malins, V.-C, in the

course of a very careful judgment, said : "I am

clearly of opinion that, whether they \_i.e., the in-

struments in question] were promissory notes, or

bonds, or debentures, it was within the powers con-

ferred upon the directors, by the clauses I have read

from the memorandum and articles of association,

to issue them. Are they, then, promissory notes or

Debentures to debentures ? or does it make any difference which

"orciCT" are ^^'^J
'^'^''^ ^^^ ^"^^ result ? My Opinion is that, which-

chtnoery!
'" ^^^^^ ^^'^^7 ^^'^' ^^^^ rcsult is the same, because they

in any case make a contract by which the company

have bound themselves to pay, not to any particular

person, but to any person who may be the bearer,

the sum appearing to be due upon their face."

On the other hand, there is the well-kno^vn
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decision of Lord Cairns, when Lord Chancellor, in

Re The Natal Investment Company, Claim, of the j^iggg ^

Financial Corporation {y), to the effect that de- As^m™ea Co.

bentures payable to "C, or to his executors, ad-

ministrators, or transferees, or to the holder, for

the time being," were taken subject to equities.

Lord Cairns, after commenting upon the form of

the document, and the circumstances under which

it was issued, said :
" There is nothing, therefore,

here in any engagement antecedent to the debenture,

nothing in the surrounding circumstances of the

case, and nothing in the construction of the deben-

ture itself, to show that the Natal Company intended

to forego or to renounce the ordinary rule, that the

assignee of a chose in action must take subject to

the equities between the original parties."

This construction is, however, in flat opposition to

that placed by the Lords Justices Eolt, Page-Wood,

and Selwyn, bythe Court of Exchequer, and by Malins,

V.-C, upon exactly similar instruments, they laying

down, as we have already seen, that even if such

instruments are not promissory notes, the companies

making them have debarred themselves, either by

the contract entered into by them with the first

holder, or by their holding out to the world, from

subsequently setting up the equities which have

(y) L. E. 3 CL 355, 366, ham Bank, 17 W. E. 343,

followed in Re Rhos Hall Iron W. N. 1868, 223.

Company, ex parte Birming-
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existed between them and the first holders of these

instruments.

Secondly.—The Effect of these Instruments at Law.

In the Blakely Company's case, Lord Justice

Eolt expressed some doubts whether the debentures

there sued upon would have been valid at law.

This point has since been settled, to some extent

Hnggs V. ' at least, by the Court of Exchequer, in Higgs v.

Assam Tea Co. Northern Assam Tea Company, Limited (z) ; there

the plaintiff had sold an estate to the defendants,

receiving in part payment debentures payable with

interest to him, " his executors, administrators, and

assigns." Some of these the plaintiff transferred to

C. and S., and the defendants in various ways

recognised C. and S. as proprietors of the same.

The plaintiff became indebted to the defendants for

unpaid calls upon shares held by him in the

company, and by the articles of association the

defendants had a primary lien on the debentures of

any member of the company who might be absolutely

or contingently liable to the company in any amount

or any account whatever. Some of the debentures

assigned to C. and S. having become due upon

action brought by C. and S. in the name of the

plaintiff to recover the amounts so due, it was held

that " the defendants and Higgs contemplated and

{z) L. E. 4 Ex. 387, 396.
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intended that Higgs should assign these debentures,

that he could not practically do so if subject to

such equities as these now set up ; that, conse-

quently, Higgs and the defendants contemplated

and intended that Higgs should assign free from

those equities, and that the defendants have dealt

with Messrs. C. and S. on that footing. Holding

this, and guiding ourselves as best we can by the

cases cited, we think the plaintiff entitled to our

judgment."

This, however, must not be considered a decision

to the effect that such documents are negotiable at

law, but only that the parties thereto, having entered

into the contracts thereby expressed, will, under

certain circumstances, be bound by such contracts,

into whosesoever hands the documents may come.

As has been laid down in a subsequent case (a),

" If Mackin [i.e., the original payee] were suing in

his own name for the benefit of an assignee, as in

Higgs V. Assam Tea Company ; or if the assignee

were proceeding in equity in his own name, as in

lie Blakely Ordnance Company ; and the defendants

set up some equitable defence, good against the

original contractee, and therefore generally good

against the assignee also, it would be a good answer

to say that the defendants had, with a view to

induce persons to become assignees of such instru-

ments, represented that there were no such equities,

(a) L. R. 8 Q. B. 385.
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and that the now holder was induced to take this

instrument on the faith of that representation.

Crouch V. The case, Crouch v. Credit Fonder ofEngland (h),
Credit Foncier

of England, froui the judgment in which the above extract is

taken, is the latest decision at law, and it seems to

be conclusive against the negotiability at common

law of these instruments. The circumstances were

as follows :— In May, 1869, the defendants, a limited

company, registered under the Act of 1862, sold to

M. a document under the seal of the company, and

signed by two directors and the secretary. It was

numbered and headed with the name of the com-

pany, and called " Debenture," and proceeded

:

" The company hereby promise, subject to the con-

ditions indorsed on this debenture, to pay to the

bearer £100 on the 1st of May, 187:2, or upon any

earlier day upon which this bond shall be entitled to

be paid off according to the conditions and interest,

at 8 per cent., on the 1st of November and the 1st

of May in each year ; and also a further sum of £10

by way of interest or bonus at the same time as the

principal sum is paid off. In witness whereof, the

common seal of the company has been affixed this

9tli of JMay, 1869." By the conditions indorsed, a

certain number of the bonds were to be drawn for

twenty-one days before the days for the payment of

the half-yearly interest, and any bond drawn was to

be advertised and paid off with the interest and

{h) L. R. 8 Q. B. 374.
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bonus due, the bond being given up and no further

interest being payable. In July, 1869, the bond

was stolen from M. In October, 1871, the number

of the bond was drawn. At the end of 1871 the

plaintiff purchased the debenture from 8., who
afterwards absconded. The defendants having notice

of the robbery, refused to pay the debenture to the

plaintiff, and he brought an action in his own name,

alleging that he was lawful bearer of the debenture.

At the trial it was admitted that similar documents Deibentui-esnot

had been treated as negotiable ; it was also admitted at^w!^'*

that the plaintiff derived title from the thief, but

the jury found that the plaintiff had given value for

the debenture without notice. The Court of Queen's

Bench were unanimous, first, that the contract con-

tained in the conditions prevented the debenture

from being a promissory note, even if it had been

under hand only ; secondly, that it was not com-

petent to the defendants to attach the incident of

negotiability to such instruments, contrary to the

general law ; and that the custom to treat them as

negotiable, being of recent origin, and not the law-

merchant, made no difference, as such a custom,

though general, could not attach an incident to a

contract contrary to the general law. And the

plaintiff, therefore, could not recover.

It has not yet been distinctly decided, but it Power to issue

follows as a natural consequence, that the power to debentures

issue negotiable debentures belongs, not to all cor- some corp°ora.

porations, nor even to those authorised to borrow by "°^ ™ ^'
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means of debentures, but only to such as may issue

ordinary bills and notes (c).

Precise

character of

negotiable

debentures.

Thirdly.—The exact Import of Instmments of this

Description.

It follows that the great preponderance of authority

in Chancery generally and at Common Law with

certain qualifications, is in favour of the opinion that

when these documents are payable to the " holder,"

" bearer," or " transferee," the company is com-

pellable to pay them free from the equities primarily

attaching to them. But this is not sufficient to

determine the exact nature of them. Corporations

and private individuals may be liable to discharge

to anj' possessor of a document the debt of which

such document is good and perhaps conclusive

evidence, but if the liability, be based simply and

solely upon the contract entered into by the maker

of such document, or upon the ground that the said

maker is estopped by his deed or his admission in

pais, the complete negotiability of such document is

by no means established—in fact it is by implication

denied. Now, in considering this point, we have to

bear in mind that by the strict rules of law, a

corporation could bind itself by no engagement to

which the corporate seal had not been duly affixed,

and, consequently, the real question to be determined

is, not \\-hy in each particular instance has the seal

(() See per Lord Justice

Rolt, in Re Blakely Ordnance

Company's case, L. R. 3 Ch.

154.
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been affixed, but -what is the effect of language

primd facie importing negotiability, appearing in

instruments under the seal of corporations. To this

question one of three answers must be returned.

Either, firstly, the document is a deed—nothing Firstly,

more, and the words," to order," or "bearer," or the may be or-

like, must either be struck out as inconsistent with
^^^^^

its general tenour, or be read as Lord Cairns read

them in the Natal Investment Company's case (cc) '

" We \i.e., the corporation] undertake that we will

fulfil this contract, either to yourself personally, or

to your executors, or to your administrators, or to

your assigns by deed, or to any person whom you

may make the holder of this debenture, even without

a deed ; but what we undertake to fulfil, whether to

you or to any other of these parties, is the contract,

and nothing but the contract, which we have made

with you ; and if in our dealings with you there is

anything that might affect that contract, the person

who takes the contract by assignment must take

subject to the equity between us."

This, however, it is submitted, is a very strained

construction of language otherwise clear and unam-

biguous, and it is impossible to reconcile it with the

iuterpretation put in later cases upon expressions

almost identical.

Or, secondly, the document is negotiable as regards Secondly,

the corporation, but not as regards any other party, may'^be'"^^

It is the acknowledgment of a debt owing—the rgfSe'or-
1. oration only.

{cc) L. E. 3 Ch. 355, 361.
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evideuce of a contract entered into—by tlie cor-

poration, having the seal affixed as a necessary

formality, and binding the corporation to fulfil such

contract, modo ac forma, that is, to pay the sum of

money thereby stated to be due, to any person who

may lawfully be entitled to the said document. It

will therefore bear a twofold character. As between

the corporation and all other parties it will be

negotiable ; but, like every other negotiable instru-

ment, free from those equities 07ilij tvhich do not

appear on the face of it. This latter qualification

is most important, but it has to a great extent been

overlooked. Whatever equities or trusts are at-

tached to an ordinary bill or note in its inception,

or become attached to it in the cour?-e of its circu-

lation, e.g., by a restrictive indorsement, qualify and

limit the negotiability of the instrument, which

henceforth passes, subject to such equities or trusts.

Apply this principle to the case in question. First,

a corporation has certain powers only ; secondly,

those powers are those which are expressly given it

by its constating instruments, or wliich, by impli-

cation therefrom, it must possess for the due and

advantageous carrying on of its business ; thirdly, it

incurs no liabilitj' by engaging in transactions

alitnule those for the prosecution of which it has

been created ; fourthly, persons dealing with it

directly or through its agents, are bound to inform

tlu'iuschos by an examination of its constating

documents of the purposes for which it exists, of the
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powers with which it is endowed, and of the limi-

tations, if any, placed upon the exercise, in manner

or degree, of such powers. These facts are admitted,

and they determine the liability ecc coyitractu of

every corporation. Take the Natal Investment

Company's case. The company agreed to purchase

of one A. Coqui certain land in Natal, paying him

partly in cash, partly in debentures ; and, in pur-

suance of this agreement, they gave him debentures

payable to himself, " or to his executors, adminis-

trators, or transferees, or to the holder for the time

being," and commencing thus :
" Whereas the Natal

Investment Company,Limited, hereinafter designated

the company, is indebted to A. Coqui in the sum of

£500, now these presentswitness, that in consideration

of the premises the company hereby declares that the

funds, assets, and property of the company shall be

subject, &c." These bonds were issued not in an

absolute and unqualified manner or as binding the

company to pay at all events, but "in consideration

of the premises ;
" that is, in consideration of the due

performance of the contract so entered into, the

completion of which, therefore, became an equity

attaching to the debentures and, being apparent on

the face of them, affecting every one into whose

hands they came with notice thereof Coqui, how-

ever, wholly failed to carry out his contract, having

no title to the land he had agreed to sell. Con-

sequently the company was not indebted to him,

and the bonds given to him in consideration of such
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indebtedness became null and void, whether as bonds

or as negotiable instruments, and whether m his

hands or in those of any other party. The Natal

Company had power to issue negotiable bonds m
payment or otherwise in. fulfilment of contracts

entered into in the ordinary course of their business,

but not for any other purpose ; and persons taking

such bonds were simply placed in the usual position

of persons dealing with the company—that is, were

bound to inform themselves of the extent of the

powers possessed by the company, and of the re-

strictions placed upon these powers. Whether,

however, the word " premises " in the above bond

can be read as meaning the contract made between

the company and Coqui, is at least doubtful ; and,

perhaps, the only conclusion to be come to is that

the Natal Company's case is irreconciLeable -s^ith

other authorities.

Thirdly, Or, thirdly, the document is fully negotiable,

may be fully Tliis scems to bo the only logical conclusion at which

Sand In in the majority of cases we can arrive. The fact

that the seal is affixed is of slight importance. It

denotes that the corporation has duly executed the

instrument—nothing more, not converting it into a

deed, nor rendering noeessary that a transfer should

be under seal. It is, in a word, a negotiaUe instru-

ment, pure and simple, belonging to the class of

simple funlracts, and attested by the corporate seal

as a fdvinality solely ; and in the two latest and

most e(.)usidered decisions on the subject, Re General

Equity.
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Estates Company, ex parte City Bank (d), and Be
Imperial Land Comjxmy of Marseilles, ex pai'te

Colborne and Strawhridge (e), instruments—-in tlie

former case styled "Debenture," and made payable

"to the order of" J. C. H., and in the latter

"Debenture Bond," and payable "to the bearer," both

expressed to be given under the common seal, and

bearing each a deed stamp—have been so held, and

persons taking them by the customary parol transfer

were allowed to prove in the winding up for the

fuU amount of their claims.

Lastly, there is the very wide provision contained ^^^ect of the
•' / i. Judicature

in the 11th clause of the 25th section of the Act, 36 & 37

Vict., c. 66.

Supreme Court of Judicature Act, that " generally

in all matters not hereinbefore particularly men-

tioned, in which there is any conflict or variance

between the Eules of Equity and the Eules of

Common Law with reference to the same matter,

the Eules of Equity shall prevail. " This enactment,

read in connection with the rules relating to equit-

able rights contained in the section immediately

preceding, must, it is conceived, render most mort-

gage debentures, purporting to be transferable,

whether by indorsement or simple delivery, to be

really and fully negotiable. The decisions, and

therefore the rules, in Chancery—with the solitary

exception of the Natal Company's case—are uniform,

that such documents are assignable, either absolutely

so, like ordinary bills, and notes, or, if restricted at

{cl) L. K. 3 Ch. 758. (e) L. E. 11 Eq. 478.
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all, subject only to the equities, that is to say, the

conditions appearing on the same. These decisions

and rules in future are to prevail at Law ; conse-

quently, mortgage debentures must, under ordinary

circumstances, and if in the ordinary language,

in future be negotiable at Law as in Equity.

Mortgage In Connection with this point, the Mortgage
^e^entiire

Dgbeuturc Acts of 1865 and 1870, 28 & 29 Vict,

c. 78, and 33 & 34 Vict., c. 20, should be noticed.

They authorise corporations, whether governed by

the Companies' Acts or incorporated by special

statutes, whose objects are the advancing of money

upon real securities and other analogous purposes,

to issue transferable mortgage debentures, provided

their capital be not less than £100,000, in shares of

not less than £50 nominal value.
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CHAPTER V.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.

Corporations may undertake, whether by insti- Legal proceed-

tuting or defending, all such legal proceedings as agfiust co'i-

may be necessary for the protection of their own ''"* '°^^'

rights and their own legitimate business. Such a

power is simply necessary for the existence of every

corporation, and is therefore an essential legal fact

in its constitution. The corporation sues and is

sued in its corporate name (a). Being a legal entity

existing apart from its members, it may maintain

any proceedings in any court of competent jurisdic-

tion as well against its own members as against

strangers ; and all the ordinary rules of procedure

and of pleading, e.g., cross claims, set-off', notice, &c.,

will be as applicable in the one case as the other.

Thus they can validly execute bonds as security

for costs, although they might not ordinarily have

power to make money bonds (6).

(a) Woolf V. City Steam Company, 4 C. B. N. S. 704, 27

Boat Company, 7 C. B. 103, 18 L. J. C. P. 323 ; and Towne v.

L. J. C. P. 125. See Pilbrow London, &c., Ship Company, 5

V. Pilbrow's Atmospheric Sail- C. B. N. S. 730.

way Company, 3 C. B. 730; (b) Young y. Brompton, &c.,

Fell V. Burchett, 7 E. & B. Waterworks Company, 1 B. &

537 jliiyate v. Austrian Lloyd's S. 675, 31 L. J. Q. B. 14.
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SECTION I.—LEGAL PEOCEEDINGS INSTITUTED BY OR

AGAINST THE CORPORATION DIRECTLY.

In matters Not Only Can a corporation sue, but it is the

corporation as proper party—and indeed the only party— to bring

actions in all cases where the ground of action is

a matter affecting the corporation as a whole, and

not some particular members or classes of members.

The commonest instances where questions arise as to

who are the proper and necessary parties to a suit,

and to be plaintiffs and defendants respectively, are

when the officials of the corporation have gone

beyond their authority, or have done or omitted to

do some act whereby the corporation has been pre-

judicially affected. The acts or omission in question

will be either Ultra Vires of the corporation, or

about or with reference to matters which are them-

selves Ultra Vires ; if so, it will generally be incom-

petent for the corporation to attempt to take cogni-

zance of them ; or within the authority of the cor-

poration to approbate or reprobate, to affirm or

repudiate. If of the latter description, then it is

for the corporation to take proceedings or not

—

Tho corpora- individual shareholders cannot interfere. It cannot
tion alone can

interfere. be too clcarly or plainly laid down, that the corpo-

ration as such alone is competent to deal with what

concerns it as a corporation. No matter how grie-

vously members, whether few or many, are damni-

fied by the transactions in question, provided such

transactions concern the whole body collectively in

their corporate character and arc not Ultra >^ires,
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the members in their private capacity will be with-

out remedy. They, the members complaining, can-

not bring a suit either individually, or as a class, or

in the name of some one or more, " on behalf of

themselves, &c. ;
" unless indeed the corporation

—

that is to say, the majority—are acting fraudulently

towards the members complaining, by refusing to

institute the necessary proceedings (c).

This part of the subject more properly faUs under

Part IV., Chapter I., "On the Interference of the

Courts in the Internal Affairs of Corporations ; " but

one or two of the leading cases may be quoted in

illustration.

Mozley v. Alston (d) is a decision often cited,
^^^l'"'

The biU was filed by two shareholders against the

corporation and twelve other members, who were

alleged to have usurped the oflBce of directors, and

to be exercising the functions thereof, as a majority

of the governing body, injuriously to the interests

of the company, praying that those twelve defend-

ants might be restricted from acting as directors,

and be ordered to deliver the common seal, and the

property and books of the company in their posses-

sion, to six other persons who were alleged to be

the only duly constituted directors.

The defendants demurred, and the Lord Chan-

cellor, upon appeal, allowed the demurrers.

(c) Atwool V. Merryweatlier, Harhottle, 2 Hare, 461, 16 L.

L. E. 5 Eq. 464 n. J. Ch. 217.

{d) 2 Phill. 790; Foss v.
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In Exeter and Crediton Railway Company v.

Buller (e), the defendants, the late directors of the

company, retained possession of the corporate seal.

Thereupon some of the shareholders, alleging them-

selves to be a majority, filed a bill in the corporate

name, but not under seal ; and it was held that the

suit was rightly brought.

Gray t. Lewis. Gray V. Lewis {/) is the most recent authority.

The facts, stated very concisely, were these :—The

directors of Charles Lafitte and Compan}", Limited,

were concerned in certain transactions which, if

bearing the construction put upon them by some of

the shareholders, and among them the plaintiflf, were

Ultra Vires, and. which in the result entailed great

loss upon the company. Gray, a shareholder, filed

a bill in his individual capacity against these direc-

tors, and other parties mixed up with them, to make

them recoup the company for this loss. On appeal,

the bUl was dismissed. Lord Justice James said :

" Now in this case I am of opinion, that the only

person—if you may call it a pierson—having a right

to complain "was the incorporated society called

Charles Lafitte & Co. In its corporate character it

was liable to be sued, and was entitled to sue ; and,

if the com[)an}' sued in its corporate character, the

defendant might allege a release or a compromise

by the company in its corporate character—a defence

which would not be open in a suit where a plaintiflf

is suing on behalf of himself and other shareholders.

(<) 5 Pvii. Ca. 211. (/) L. E. 8 Cli. 1035, 1051.
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I think it is of the utmost importance to maintain

the rule laid down in Mozley v. Alston, and Foss v.

Harhottle, to which as I understand the only ex-

ception is where the corporate body has got into

the hands of directors and of the majority, which

directors and majority are using their power for the

purpose of doing something fraudulent against the

minority, who are overwhelmed by them, as in

Ativool V. Merryiveather, where Page-Wood, V.-C,

under those circumstances, sustained a bill by a

shareholder on behalf of himself and others, and

there it was after an attempt had been made to

obtain a proper authority from the corporate body

itself in public meeting assembled."

I. A corporation cannot interfere in, whether Legal proceed-

t , , . .
- ings not affect-

by instituting or assisting, legal proceed- ing a cm-pora-

mgs Avhich do not either directly or m- franchises.

directly affect itself or its privileges.

When any measures, legal or otherwise, are taken

against a corporation directly, the question is quite

clear— a corporation,' like every other person when

attacked, may adopt in defence every and any course

allowed by law, whether such course may or may

not necessitate an appeal to the legal tribunals.

But whether a corporation may take part in pro- Proceedings.... against mem-
ceedmgs instituted against its members, which in bers which may

the result and indirectly impeach its own status, is affect a cor-

somewhat doubtful, although the balance of autho-
'^

rity is decidedly in the affirmative. In the Att.-Gen.
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V. Mayor, &c., of Norwich (g), Lord Cottenham was

of opinion, though he did not actually decide, that it

is no improper application of the funds of a municipal

corporation to defend proceedings on quo ivarranto

informations, which have for their object to destroy

the corporation of which the individuals attacked

are members.

In the following cases the costs were deemed

properly incurred by the corporations concerned,

and therefore payable out of their funds.

(1). Reg. V. Town Council of Lichfield (h). Here

the town council had, by resolution, removed the

town clerk from his office for misconduct. His claim

for compensation being refused, he sued out a man-

damus to assess the same, and the jury ultimately

found the issues raised in his favour. An attorney

was employed to oppose the mandamus, and it was-

determined that his costs were chargeable upon the

borough fund, it not being shown that the town

council had acted with mala fides in the removal.

(2). Holdsworth v. Mayor, &c., ofDartmouth (i).

Quo warrantos were filed against the plaintiff and

several of his friends, to try their right to be mem-

bers of a corporation, and they were in the result"

ousted. These informations the plaintifi", without

the direction or authority of the defendants, caused

to be defended, and subsequently thereto the de-

(</) 2 My. & Cr. 406, 428. (i) 11 A. & E. 490, 4 Jur.

(h) 10 Q. B. 531, 16 L. J. 605.

Q. B. 333. .
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fendants sealed and delivered to the plaintiff bonds,

to reimburse him for the costs of such defences, and

for no other consideration. These bonds were ad^

judged to be good.

This, it will be seen, is a strong case. The plaintiff

defended without the authority first obtained of the

defendants—the issues were found against him—it

was not shown that thereby the existence or rights of

the corporation were compromised ; afterwards, when
'

the proceedings were at an end, the bonds were given,

and yet they were binding on the corporation.

(3). In Reg. v. Toim Council ofLickfield (j), the

Court of Queen's Bench thought that the council

of a borough may prosecute at the expense of the

corporation for an assault upon the mayor in the

execution of his duty.

(4). Heg. V. Prest (Jc). Here a municipal corpora-

tion had imposed a rate which they intended to

enforce, but concerning which they were threatened

with litigation if they persevered in their intention.

They employed a solicitor, who took counsel's opinion

as to the legality of the rate, and it was held that

his coats were properly chargeable upon the borough

funds.

(5). Lewis V. Mayor, &g., of Rochester (I). This

case arose thus : The defendants, at a court duly

(j) i Q. B. 893, 12 L. J. B.-17.

Q. B. 308. See Jieff. v. Town (l) 9 C. B. N. S. 401, 30

Council of Stamford, i Q. B. L. J. C. P. 169. See Beg. v.

900 (m), 13 L. J. Q. B. 177. Mayor, dx., of Monmouth, L.

(k) 16 Q. B. 33, 20 L. J. Q. R. 5 Q. B. 251.
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held, expunged the names of several burgesses from

the borough list, who thereupon obtained rules nisi,

calling upon the mayor to show cause why he should

not hold another court to revise the list. The cor-

poration, under their common seal, retained the

plaintiff, an attorney, to show cause and otherwise

defend the rules. He accordingly did so, but the

rules were made absolute. The plaintiff then sued

the corporation for his costs, and the Court held

that the costs were legally incurred, and that he

was consequently entitled to recover the same

against the corporation.

SECTION II.—LEGAL PROCEEDINGS NOT BY OR AGAINST

THE CORPORATION DIRECTLY.

First.— Wliere the corporate interests are not

directly endamjered.

In the authorities just cited, the rights and

franchises of the corporation either were directly

affected, or in the result might have been com-

promised by the piroceedings that had been insti-

tuted. But if this be not so, if individuals only are

attacked as such, and in their private capacity, even

though it l)e for exercising corporate offices, then

the corporation cannot interfere. The courts con-

sider .such proceedings to concern these individuals

only, A\'ho must conseipiently themselves bear any

expenses which may be incurred by them in respect

tlicvcuf. The chief decisions on this point are the

follow in o- :—

.
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(l). Reg. V. Mayor, &c., of Leeds (m). On the

election of councillors for a borough, a question

arose, which of two candidates had been duly de-

clared to be elected. The mayor took counsel's

opinion, on which he acted by rejecting the vote of

one of the candidates. The council had given the

mayor a general authority to take such opinion in

case of need. The excluded candidate obtained a

rule nisi for a mandamus to the mayor, aldermen,

and burgesses, to receive his vote, and permit him

to act as councillor ; and the council resolved, by a

majority, that cause should be shown against the

rule. It was determined that the costs of such

opposition, and of the case submitted to counsel,

could not be charged on the borough fund, under

stat. 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 76, s. 92, though it was sworn

that the proceedings were taken hand fide, and not

for the purpose of supporting one candidate against

the other at the public expense.

(•2). In Reg. v. Bridgwater, and Reg. v. Para-

more (n), expenses incurred by a corporation under

similar circumstances were disallowed. The town

council of Bridgwater had ordered payments from

the borough fund for defraying the expenses of

opposing two rules, one for a quo warranto against

a party who had been declared duly elected a coun-

cillor, and had accepted the office, for exercising

that office ; the other for a criminal information

against an alderman of the borough, for alleged

(to) 4 Q. B. 796. (n) 10 A. & E. 281.
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misconduct at an election of councillors. On

motion for a certiorari, made at the instance of a

burgess, the Court of Queen's Bench quashed

the orders which directed the payments in

question, holding that the purposes for which the

expenses had been incurred were clearly not public

purposes.

(3). In Reg. v. Toivn Council of Stamford (o), a

rule was made absolute to remove by certiorari

into the Queen's Bench an order of a town council

to defray out of the borough funds the expenses

entailed upon two police officers of the borough, m
the prosecution of a party for an assault committed

upon them in the execution of their duty ; and also

the expenses of their defence to an indictment pre-

ferred against them by him for an assault upon the

same occasion. The Court determined that the

payment of such expenses was not justified by sect.

92 of 5 & 6 Will. IV., c. 76 ; and that a resolution

of the watch committee which had been passed

approving of such payment was not an award of

expenses within sect. 82 of that statute.

(4). Reg. v. Mayor, &c., of Tamworth (j?), is to

the same efi"ect. The Court laid down the general

rule, that the costs of litigation undertaken by a

corporation, if maldfde and from improper motives,

or in respect of a matter in which the corporation

(o) i Q. B. 900 V, 13 L. See Beg. v. Dunn, 5 Q. B. 959.

J.Ci.B. 177; Eeff.Y.Tkompso7i, (p) 17 W. R. 231, 19 L.

5 Q. B. -177, D. & M. 497. T. N. S. 433.
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is only collaterally interested, cannot be charged

upon the borough fund ; but, if in the bond fide

assertion of the rights of the corporation, they may

be charged upon the fund, although the litigation

has not resulted in favour of the corporation.

(5.) Reg. Y, Mayor, (&G., of Sheffield {q). A water-

works company in the borough of Sheffield were by

their Act bound, on the requisition of the town

council, to give a constant supply of water, and

they were empowered to make regulations to be

observed by the consumers subject to the approval

of two justices, any person aggrieved having the

right to oppose the regulations before the justices.

The town council- having required the company to

give a constant supply, the company proposed cer-

tain regulations, which were opposed before the

justices by the corporation on the ground that they

imposed too onerous conditions on the consumers,

and the justices modified the conditions accordingly.

The town council made an order for the payment

of the expenses so incurred, but the Queen's Bench

quashed the order, as not being justified by sect. 92

of 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. ^&, and there being no surplus

rates from which the payment could be made.

The result of the above cases would seem to be Result of the... . authorities,

this :

—

first, that it is only the invasion, actual or

contemplated, of either the franchises, the rights, or

the property of a corporation, which will justify an

(q) L. E. 6 Q. B. 652.
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expenditure of the corporate funds, not an action,

a quo warranto information, or the like brought

against individual members of even the governing

body ; secondly, that save under very exceptional

circumstances, a corporation may not indemnify a

member for expenses incurred by him in maintain-

ing his rights as a member ; but, thirdly, that the

Courts construe the corporate "rights" somewhat

liberally ; and, therefore, if legal proceedings be

necessary to protect the mayor or other member of

the governing body in the discharge of his functions,

or to secure the corporation against the doing of

acts which may, though remotely, prejudicially

affect its interests, the costs of such proceedings

may be defrayed out of the corporate assets
; pro-

vided, however, fourthly, that there be no prohibi-

tion, express or implied, against undertakiflg the

proceedings in question ; for if so, no measures,

no damage, no benefit, present or prospective, will

justify the same (r).

Secondly— Where the corporate interests are in no

way concerned.

Legal proceed- H. A Corporation cannot in any way interfere
ings which do

_

J ./

not question ill legal proceedings, which do not involve
the corporate

.

rights. or question the corporate rights or privi-

leges.

It has just been seen that a corporation may ex-

(r) See Heg. v. Mayor, Ix., of Slieffield, L. R. 6 Q. B. 65?,

and similar cases.
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pend its funds in maintaining its own corporate

privileges, but not those of private persons. A
fortiori, it may not institute or aid proceedings

against parties who may have injured or made

attacks upon its members, and thereby damaged the

pecuniary position of the corporation.

This was so decided in Pickering Y.Stephenson (s).

The directors of a foreign railway company had

prosecuted a person for a libel published by him, as

secretary of a committee, with respect to the council

of administration of the company. It was admitted

that the libel had prejudicially affected the prospects

of the company, and that upon the commencement

of the prosecution the prospects were improved.

But Wickens, V.-C, laid down " that where a quasi

partnership of this sort is divided into a majority

and minority, who differ on a question of internal

administration, and litigation results from the dif-

ference, it is contrary to the spirit of the partnership

to pay the expense of the litigation out of the

general fund ; and that this is independent of the

question whether the majority is overwhelming or

a bare majority." He therefore decided that the

prosecution of the proceedings in question at the

company's expense was Ultra Vires, and he conse-

quently restrained the directors from paying any

further costs out of the company's funds, although he

did not, under the circumstances, order them to re-

fundthe costs which they had thus already discharged.

{s) L. E. 14 Eq. 322.
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III. A corporation may not adopt legal pro-

ceedings, which were not originated by or

on behalf of itself.

Generally speaking, a corporation may ratify, and

thereby become liable for, acts not initiated by itself,

provided that they are not Ultra Vires. This power

of ratification is in respect of legal measures, subject

to the qualification that these measures must have

been commenced by persons purporting to represent

the corporation, and to act on its behalf. Proceed-

ings not so originated cannot subsequently be

Legal proceed- adopted or aided by the corporation, however bene-
mgs not * ./ i '

initiated by ficial to it may be the continued prosecution of such
corporations. ...

proceedings. This is well shown by the decision in

Kernaghan v. WilUawiS (t), which arose out of the

following circumstances. Three directors ia the

Dublin Trunk Connecting Eailway Company, in-

stituted a suit {Williams v. O'Meara) on behalf, &c.,

" against the company, the directors, and other

persons, for the purpose of recovering for the com-

pany moneys alleged to have been misapplied."

Shortly afterwards the board of directors was recon-

structed, and Williams, and two of his co-plaintiffs

became directors. Somewhat later, at an extra-

ordinary general meeting, the directors were autho-

rised to prosecute the suit of Williami< v. O'Meara,

(t) L. R G Eq. 228.

10 Eq. 3G7.

Compare Elhorough v. Ayres, L. E.
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for the benefit and at the expense and risk of the

company. But upon a bill filed by a shareholder

to prevent the directors so acting, the Master of

the Rolls decided that this resolution was Ultra

Vires, and he restrained the directors from acting

upon it.

This principle of course does not in any degree i-imits of the

.
application of

qualify the liability of corporations with respect to this principle.

proceedings actually, though, perhaps, not nominally,

instituted or defended on their behalf by persons

duly authorised by statute or otherwise to represent

them, such as public officers (u), clerks to public

boards (v), and the like. Nor does it modify or

otherwise aifect their hability to indemnify direc-

tors (w), persons holding shares as trustees for a

company (x), and others who from their position in

relation to the company have incurred expense on

its account.

(u) 7 Geo. IV., c. 46, s. 14. 480.

See Groxton's case, 5 D. G. & (x) He National Financial

Sm. 432. Company, L. K. 3 Ch. 791 ;

(v) See Hall v. Taylor,'E.. B. James v. May, L. R. 6 H. Lds.

& E. 107, 27 L. J. Q. B. 311. 328. See also Re Oriental

(w) See General Exchange CommercialBank,L.'R. 12 Eq.

Bank v. Horner, L. R. 9 Eq. 501 ; and ante, pp. 95, 96.
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CHAPTER VI.

APPLICATIONS TO PARLIAMENT.

Whether cor- j^ has been seen that a corporation may extend
porations may
apply to its legitimate business by every legitimate means

—

Parliament. °
. ,

will applications to Parliament, and agreements

•with reference to the same, made at the expense of

the company by its duly appointed agents, either in

virtue of their own inherent authority, or in pur-

suance of resolutions promulgated at an extraor-

dinary meeting, be a " legitimate means ? " The

answer is not clear ; but, as far as can be gathered

from the many conflicting decisions, it appears that

such applications and agreements wUl be legal and

binding, if made bond Jide for the purpose of

developing the existing business, and of rendering

the working of the same more easy, expeditious,

and economical ; but that they will be Ultra Vires,

if the intention be to add to the business, and, per

consequciit/aiu, to increase the liabilities of the cor-

poration as a whole, and of individual shareholders,

or if the manifest tendency of the same be in this

direction.

Many of the cases under this head have arisen

from proceedings liy shareholders, to restrain
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directors from making such application. It was at

first doubted whetlier the Court of Chancery could

thus interfere between the legislature and parties

proposing to address it ; but the jurisdiction of the

Court was amply vindicated by Lord Cottenham in

Heathcote v. North Staffordshire Railway Com-

pany (a), and it has since been frequently admitted,

theoretically, at least (6).

SECTION I.—APPLICATIONS TO PARLIAMENT NOT PUR-

PORTING OR INTENDED TO BE AT THE CORPORATE

EXPENSE.

I. Both private individuals and corporations

may, without hindrance from the Courts,

make any applications whatever to Par-

liament.

In considering this question we must carefully

discriminate two proceedings closely allied and very

similar, but widely different in their legal import

and bearings ; viz., first, applications to Parliament

without more, by the corporation itself, acting, of

course, by its duly accredited agents, or by the mem-

(a) 2 Mao. & G. 100, 20 L. where, per Page Wood, V.-C.

J. (Ch.) 82. "With regard to the jurisdic-

(5) See Lancashire and Car- tion of the Court, there can be

lisle Railway Company v. North- no doubt whatever of its power

Western Railway Company, 2 to interfere after the decisions

K. & J. 293, 25 L. J. (Ch.) 223, that have been arrived at."
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bers thereof, whether the governing body or private

persons, but always in their individual character;

and, secondly, similar applications, coupled with

a proposition to support and defray the same

by pledging or charging the corporate funds and

assets.

Now, as has just been seen, it has often been

asserted "by judges of great eminence that the

Court has power to interfere, by injunction, to

prevent an application to Parliament ; but they all

decline to define the occasion which would justify

such an interference, and even to express an opinion

as to the difficulty of conceiving a case in which

anyone could be so restrained. Although, in com-

mon with my predecessors, I assert the right to

grant an injunction in a proper case, like them, I

will not attempt to define my power, but will

simply say that this is not a case in which I think

I ought to interfere " (e).

The subject Tlicsc are the expressions of Lord Chelmsford,
upon constitu- '

tionai grounds and it is difiicult to avoid the conclusion at which,
cannot be pre-

vented from apparently, he arrived, viz., the jurisdiction of

the Crown. Clianccry in reference to the matters in question is

more of myth than reality. It is the undoubted

privilege of every person, legal as well as natural,

to petition and otherwise to apply to the Crown,

that is to say, the supreme legislature, in a formal

and respectful manner, whensoever and for whatso-

(() /',;• Lord Chelmsford, L. C. in L. II. 2 Ch. 2i3.
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ever he pleases. This is a constitutional right, in

the exercise of which no subject may be hindered

even by the sovereign. How then can the Court of

Chancery interfere? Moreover, another body has

to be considered, Parliament. Any injunction by

Chancery against an application to it would be an

infringement of its privileges, and it need scarcely

be observed that the issue of such an injunction

would be a contempt of either the House of Lords

or the House of Commons, or both, and that every

person concerned iu any attempt to enforce the same

would also be guilty of a similar contempt, and

would be liable to a committal to prison as punish-

ment therefor. Accordingly, in the case from the

judgment in which the above extract is taken, Steele Steele v. North

-r.-7 /-y / T\ 1
Metropolitan

V. North Metropolitan EaiLway Company [a), the Rail. Co.

Chancellor did not venture to put in motion the

asserted powers of his Court. The defendant com-

pany had agreed to purchase the land of a land-

owner, and had a clause to that effect inserted in

their biU, whereupon he withdrew his opposition to

the bill. They afterwards promoted a bill to enable

them to abandon the branch which affected the land

in question, and to repeal that clause. Both Page-

Wood, V.-C, and the Lord Chancellor, on appeal,

declined to restrain the company from making the

application.

Indeed, there is but one, and that a peculiar case,

(d) L. R. 2 Ch. 237,
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where tlie Court of Chancery has interfered to

prevent such an application. In the case in

WardD. question, Ward v. Society of Attornies (e), Knight-

ittornies.
Brucc, V.-C, granted, until the hearing, an injunc-

tion, restraining the majority of the members of a

corporation from surrendering their charter, with a

view to obtaining a new charter for an object

different from that for which the original charter

was granted. The injunction was only temporary,

and the Vice-Chancellor apparently considered that

the proceedings of the majority were detrimental to

the corporation, and that on that ground the

minority had an equity enabling them to call for

the interference of Chancery. But whether the

decision can be upheld or not, it has not since been

followed. Chancellors and Courts have reiterated

their inherent jurisdiction to restrain apphcations

to the Crown ; but they have never done so. Cases

have arisen imperatively demanding Chancery to

intervene if it could do so—applications made or

about to be made, not merely with mala fides, but

in direct breach of solemn enorao-ements—but theO O

Courts have been content to lament the want of

good faith, and to comment in strong terms upon

the fraud ; but they have not gone further.

In jltt.-Gcncral v. Manchester and Leeds Rail-

%vay Companij (/), a cause had been commenced

with respect to the building of a bridge by the

(e) 1 Coll. 370. (/) 1 Ka. Ca. 436.
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defendants in a manner detrimental to the public,

and, pending a motion, an agreement was come to

that no change in the existing state of things

should be done until the hearing of the cause.

Notwithstanding this the defendants inserted, in a

bUl which they had before Parliament, a clause

liberating them from the agreement, and enabling

them to do what they had undertaken not to do;

and the Lord Chancellor Cottenham, while com-

menting very strongly on the conduct of the de-

fendants, declared himself unable to interfere.

In Lancaster and Carlisle Railway Company v.

North- Western Railway Company [g), the defend-

ants had expressly agreed, in consideration of the

plaintiffs withdrawing their opposition to a bill

which the defendants were promoting, to erect their

terminus at a certain spot, and not to carry their

line in certain directions without the consent of

the plaintiffs. Afterwards they brought forward

another bill in Parliament, authorising them to make
their line, terminus, &c., without paying any regard

to this agreement ; and Page-Wood, V.-C, refused

a motion on behalf of the plaintiffs for an injunc-

tion to restrain them.

Perhaps the strongest instance reported is that of

(g) 2 K. & J. 303, 25 L. J. 2 K. & M. 470 ; Astley v. Maw
(Ch.) 223. See also Stevens v. Chester, Sheffield, and Lanca-
South Devon Railway Company, shire Railway Gompany, 2 D .6.
13 Beav. 49 j Ware v. Grand & J. 463.

Junction Waterworks Gompany,

187
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iJc London, ReLoudo 11, Chatham.mid Dover Railway Arrange-
Chatham, and

. 7 /
Dover Railway, meut Act, sx parte Hartrtdqe v. AUender (h).
ex parte

' -^ *^ ^ \
Hartridger. The " Arrangement " Act (30 & 31 Vict. c. ccix.)
Allender.

° ^
.

'

provided that no suits or other proceedings against

the company, with certain exceptions, should be

prosecuted during a period of ten years, without the

consent of the Court of Chancery. Hartridge and

Allender had been appointed by the Court the

representatives of the stock and shareholders of the

company, to prosecute certain inquiries. A bill was

introduced into Parliament for conferring additional

powers on the company, and was promoted by the

directors on behalf of the company. Its provisions

were approved of by the mortgagors and share-

holders in general meeting ; but while in the House

of Commons it was very materially modified.

Thereupon Hartridge and Allender, as the represen-

tatives of the stock and shareholders, applied to the

Court to restrain the directors from further pro-

moting in the name of the company the said bill,

or any other bill in Parliament affecting the rights

and interests of the stock and shareholders, without

obtaining the previous sanction of the Court. Stuart,

V.-C, having commented very strongly upon the con-

duct and general proceedings of the directors and

certain other persons officially connected with the

company, granted the injunction. On appeal, how-

ever, the Lords Justices, while agreeing with the

{h) L. R. 5 Ch. 671.
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Vice-Chancellor that the Court " has a power to act

in personam, and, if a proper case should be

proved, to restrain any person from making an

improper application to Parliament," held that this

was not a fit occasion for the Court's interference,

and accordingly discharged the injunction {i).

(i) What -would be the re-

sult of a conflict between the

Legislature and the Courts

arising from the latter putting

in force—if this were ever

done— their asserted juris-

diction in respect of applica-

tions to the former, it is im-

possible to predict. Appa-

rently no instance has yet

occurred of such a conflict.

It is, however, not impossible

that the heedlessness or the

temerity of some Court or

judge, anxious to prevent some

more than usually gross breach

of faith may bring about such

a collision. The following

extract from the Times of May
10th, 1873, shows that such a

circumstance, though unex-

pected and unlikely, is not

outside the bounds of possi-

bility :—
"Private Bill Legislation.

—A novel, if not an unpre-

cedented, case has arisen this

week before a Private Bill

Committee in the House of

Commons, presided over by

Sir John Ramsden ; Sir John Conflict

Duckworth sitting as referee,
l^^^'nt and'

An Improvement Bill relating the Courts.

to the township of Kingstown

in Ireland was promoted by

the Township Commissioners

under their corporate seal, and

also by individual Commis-

sioners. Certain dissentient

Commissioners and ratepayers

moved in the Irish Court of

Chancery for an injunction to

restrain both sets of promoters

from proceeding with the Bill,

and from applying the rates

in furtherance of that object.

The Vioe-ChanceUor granted

the injunction, but against the

corporate body alone, the

ground taken being that they

had not complied with the

provisions of the Towns Im-

provement (Ireland) Act, 1854,

and Incorporated Acts, which

provide that, in carrying out

works of improvement, local

authorities shall first submit

them to the ratepayers for

approval. Armed with this

injunction, the petitioners
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Whether there It has Sometimes been attempted to draw a dis-

enMbetween tinctioD between applications to the Legislature
applications

on public and
on private against the Bill applied to the

grounds. Committee, before the pro-

moters' case was opened, to

stop the further progress of

the Bill; but the Committee

held that, as the Bill had been

referred to them by the autho-

rity of the House, they were

bound to consider it, and that

the corporate body must pro-

ceed at their own risk of the

pains and penalties awaiting

them if they disobeyed the

Vice-Chancellor's order. Mean-

while the case was opened,

and in support of the preamble

evidence was heard at some

length, including that of the

Earl of Longford, Col. Taylor,

M.P., Mr. Pirn, M.P., and the

Chairman of the Board. While

this evidence was being heard,

the promoters appealed in Ire-

land against the injunction

;

but the Appellate Coui-t, com-

prising the Lord Chancellor

and Lord Justice Christian,

unanimously affirmed the Vice-

Chancellor's order, with costs.

In the Committee two days

afterwards counsel elicited

from one uf the witnesses in

cross-examination that the

Commissioners, in their cor-

porate capacity, had retired

from the promotion of th"?

Bill, though the individual

Commissioners were still ready

to proceed with it, a guarantee

fund having been formed for

the payment of expenses should

the Bill fail. On hearing this

admission the Committee at

once ordered the room to be

cleared, and after lengthened

deliberation decided that,

under the circumstances, while

willing to hear the case out if

the remaining promoters de-

sired them to do so, they must,

in the absence before them of

the responsible local authority,

pronounce the preamble not

proved. The petitioners, six

in number, thereupon, with

one assent, asked that the

promotei-s should be made to

pay their costs, because the

local authority had been

legally adjudged to be wrong-

doers from the beginning, and

the petitioners, therefore, in

the words of the Costs Act,

had been ' unreasonably or

vexatiously ' subjected to ex-

pense in defending their

interests. The Committee,

however, declined to order

costs."
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whicli are based on public, and those on private

grounds, and to assert that though the former can-

not be restrained, yet the latter may be. Bacon,

V.-C, thus alludes to this distinction (y) : "The

main stress of the argument, which Mr. Eddis has

urged so ably and so fully is, that no such relief

as the plaintiff asks in this case can be given to

him, because it would, in fact, be restraining an

application to Parliament by a public body in the

discharge of a public duty, and in which public

interests are concerned. I thought that the law on

this subject was at least as well settled as any other

law of this Court. You cannot restrain a man from

going to Parliament on public grounds
;
you cannot

usurp that authority which rests only with the

Legislature
;
you can shut no man's mouth ; but if

he is going on in violation of a plain contract, which

is personal to himself, with which the public

interests have nothing whatever to do, you cannot,

under the pretence that he is going to Parliament,

refuse the relief which, if there were no question

aboutParliament, thisCourt would be bound to give."

The distinction may perhaps exist; but, if so,

the only effect of it must be this, viz., the Court

of Chancery would decline to interfere with appli-

(j) L. R. 13 Eq. 594. Com- 293, 304, 25 L. J. (Ch.) 223,

pare Page-Wood, V.-C, in 227. See alao Att.-Gen. v. My,
Lancashire and Carlisle Hail- &c., Railway Company, L. R.

way Company <!. North Western 4 Ch. 194.

Railway Company, 2 E. ds J.

191
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cations to Parliament, when based upon public

grounds, for the simple reason that—apart from any

question of its jurisdiction—it would not allow its

powers to be turned to the detriment of the public.

II. The Courts will prevent both corporations

and ordinary citizens from breaking agree-

ments not to oppose applications to Par-

liament

—

semble.

Opposing bills The right to petition against and that of pro-
in Parliament

:

. i -n • -r. i- ni i -i

semble the motmg a Dill m Parliament would seem to depend

restrain against upou cxactly similar Considerations. But it has

agreements been asscrtcd in the most unqualified manner that
not oppose,

^j^^ Court has jurisdiction to restrain parties, if not

generally from opposing bills, at least from breaking

agreements not to oppose. " This Court, therefore,

if it sees a proper case connected with private pro-

perty or interest, has just the same jurisdiction to

restrain a party from petitioning against a biU in

Parliament as if he were bringing an action at law

or asserting any other right connected with the en-

joyment of the property or interest which he claims."

This was the opinion of the Lord Chancellor Cotten-

ham, in Stockton and Hartlepool Railway Com-

pany y. Leeds and Thirsk Railway Company {k),

where, however, his lordship refused the injunction

prayed, holding that the alleged contract had not

(A-) -2 Phill. 6G6.
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finally been agreed on. But the jurisdiction in the

two cases of opposition to and of promoting a bill—

-

claimed on the same grounds and supported by the

same arguments—must in each case alike stand or

fall. The constitutional principles affected in the one

case are equally affected in the other, and the reason-

ing that is bad or good when applied to the one must

be pronounced equally bad or good when applied to

the other. As a matter of fact, the Court has not

yet restrained against the breach of a covenant

not to oppose, much less the simply opposing a

bill {I).

III. Corporations will not be restrained from

merely applying to the supreme govern-

ment of another nation, for the purpose

of amending their powers or otherwise

modifying their constitution.

Nor will the Court prevent an application to a Application to

foreign legislature. There can be no doubt of the LttTfTr'eign
jurisdiction of the Courts in this respect. The legal

'

tribunals of this country are under no duties to
foreign states, and may exercise their functions
without regard to their wishes or intervention.

Nevertheless, they do not interfere in such eases
unless it can be shown that the proposed applica-

J)
ParJcer y. River Dun land Great Western Raihoay

Navigation Company, 1 D. G. Company of Ireland, 1 H &
& Sm. 192 ; Maunsell Y. Mid- M. 162.

states.
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cations amount to a fraud on the members com-

plaining, or are to be carried on at the corporate

Bill V. Sierra cxpeuse. In BUI V. Sierra Nevada Lake, dc,
Nevada Lake, ^^ ,, ini ri"
&c., Company. Company (m), a company nad been lormed m

California, for purposes connected with land in that

country ; but nearly all the shareholders were resi-

dent in England. A resolution was passed, at a

meeting of English shareholders, authorising the

trustees to take steps for increasing the preference

shares to an extent not allowed by the existing con-

stitution of the company. One of the shareholders

objecting to the creation of these preference shares,

filed a bill to restrain the company and its directors

from issuing the same. It appeared that there

was no intention to create the preference shares,

except with the sanction of the Californian Legis-

lature ; and the Lords Justices discharged the order

of the Vice-Chancellor, and decided that an in-

junction ought not to be granted to restrain the

company from acting on the resolution, holding

that the Court will not in general restrain parties

from applying to the Legislature, whether of this

or of a foreign country.

IV. Though persons will not be restrained

from applying to Parliament, even in

breach of agreements to the contrary,

they will be compelled to observe con-

(m) 1 D. G. F. & J. 177. Bua-ehy v. Schuie, L. E. 3 P.

See as to the jurisdiction of C. 764 ; Smith v. Wegwlin,

the Court in analogous cases, L. R. 8 Eq. 198.
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tracts which they may have entered into

collateral to such application.

It must however be conceded that the Court of ^°°*''^*;'
^^

Chancery has jurisdiction, on a proper case made ^PP^g'^pj.^j^g

out, to restrain parties entering into contracts and legislature.

making arrangements derogatory to their own

agreements, or to the rights of third persons, pre-

liminary and incidental to applying to Parliament.

Telford v. Metropolitan Board of Wor'ks{n) is a ^^i^°J^^^^^^

recent decision m point. It arose out of the fol- ^^^^ "*
*- Works.

lowing circumstances : After the passing of the

Metropolitan Commons Act, 1866, the plaintiflf, a

part owner, and the other co-owners, of a manor,

the waste of which became, under the above statute,

a metropolitan common with the Board of Works

as its local authority, sold and conveyed the manor

with the knowledge of the board for a sum of

£10,200, to two trustees, who afterwards sold and

conveyed the same to the Board of Works. By
the former conveyance, the plaintiff (being the

owner of house property near the common) stipu-

lated that if, within five years from the date of

the deed the common should not be enclo.sed and

dedicated to the public, having no part of it sold or

let on building leases, he (the plaintiff) should re-

purchase his share of the manor, on giving the same

(«) L. R. 13 Eq. 574. pany, 1 EaiJ. Gas. 436. See
Compare Att.-Gen. v. Jfaw- Fremn v. Lems, 4 My. & Ca.
cJiester and Leeds Railway Gom- 249.
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price for it as he was then receiving. The Board of

Works, with notice of this stipulation, memorialised

the Enclosure Commissioners to prepare and certify

a scheme of local management, and the commis-

sioners on the suggestion of the board published

a scheme, whereby it was proposed to give the

board power to sell or let, on building leases, a

small outlying portion of the common, for the

purpose of recouping to the board their expenses

of and attending the enclosure. Thereupon the

plaintiff filed his bill to restrain the board from

promoting the scheme, or any scheme inconsistent

with the stipulation originally made with him ; and

Bacon, V.-C, decided that the Board of Works

were bound by the stipulation in the conveyance

by the plaintiff, and also that his right under the

stipulation to sue in equity was not affected by the

circumstance that the scheme in order to become

operative must be submitted to Parliament ; and

he granted the injunction as prayed.

SECTION IT.—APPLICATIONS AT THE CORPORATE

EXPENSE.

Applications ^^ rcspect of applications of the other kind, viz.,

the'^co^oration
^hosc wMch it is proposcd to support at the corpo-

memberr"
^'^^^ cxpeuse. Considerations of a very different kind

come into play. The persons favouring and urging

on such applications, are not simply exercising their

constitutional right of applying to the crown, but

they are doing much more—they are expending,
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or proposing to expend, the funds belonging to

another, the corporation, in the maintenance of their

objects, and if the governing body of the corpora-

tion, they are committing, or are about to commit,

a breach of the trust which is im])osed upon them

for the general body of memljers. To restrain them

from doing this, from what is in fact a misappro-

priation of the corporate property, is nothing more

than what the Court of Chancery always does when

it interferes to compel a trustee to fulfil his duty.

Consequently though the Court has never yet (o)

prevented a private person or a corporation from

asking the intervention of the crown or parliament,

yet it never hesitates to restrain such parties from

devoting to such application funds entrusted to

them for other purposes, when the persons, e.g.^

shareholders, ratepayers, and others interested in the

said funds call upon Chancery to restrain the illegal

dealing with such funds.

First-applications to Parliament hy Trading

Corporations.

It will be convenient to deal first and separately

with railway and other similar commercial corpora-

tions. Here the parties immediately afiected by
the appropriation of the funds are the shareholders.

If they consent no other parties can interfere, but
if any of them, few or many, object to the contem-

(o) With but one exception, see Ward v. Societies of At-
tomieg, 1 Coll. 370.
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plated proceedings, they may obtain an injunction

against the same. It makes no difference what

may be the object of the proposed application—^to

modify the constitution of the corporation, to add

to or supplement its powers, to enlarge the scope of

its business—in every case a shareholder is entitled

to say, " I became, and am, a member of a corpo-
A single •' •

-. .

shareholder ration, haviug such and such powers and engaged m
an injunction carrying on such and such a business, I subscribed
to restrain the

. • i n i 1
Company. my moucy to it, because it had those powers and

was engaged in that business ; but 1 do not think

it can advantageously undertake any other business,

and I decline to permit its funds to be wasted in

any attempt to obtain additional powers or to vary

its constitution." It might have been deemed con-

sistent with the purposes and intra vires of every

corporation endowed with certain privileges and

carrying on certain operations, to enter into any

engagements, enabling it the better to use its

privileges and to conduct its operations. But the

cojtrary has been repeatedly decided. It must re-

main content with its present powers and machinery

however defective they may be ; or application for

the increase and improvement thereof must be made

in the first iastance at the expense and risk of private

members. Such persons may secure, by the inser-

tion of proper clauses in the Act for which they

apply, that they shall be recouped by the corpora-

tion, but such provisions will evidently be of no

avail if their application is unsuccessful.
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V. Commercial corporations may not make ap-

plications to parliament for any purpose

whatever at the corporate expense, if any

members object to the same.

Such applications are Ultra Vires in the narrower

and restricted meaning of the term. A corporation

may with the assent of aU its members defray

the expense of these applications out of its general

funds. Such proceedings are not Ultra Vires in

the sense that a corporation may not concur in

them, but only in the sense that any single member

may refuse to allow them to be supported at the

corporate cost.

One of the strongest cases on this point is that

of Munt V. Shrewsbury and Chester Railway Com-

pany (j)). The defendants here had been by various

Acts empowered to make several railways and also

to build wharfe and warehouses for the purposes of

the traffic of the company on the banks of the river

Dee, the conservancy of which was vested in other

persons. They brought a bill into parliament to

preserve and improve the navigation of the river

;

but they had no express power to apply any of the

capital of the company for that purpose. Upon a

bill filed by one shareholder, it was held, that the

directors of the railway company could not legally

devote any of the railway capital to payment of the

(p) 13 Beav. 1 ; /Simpson v. Dmism, 10 Hare, 51.
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expenses of preparing, prosecuting, or promoting the

bill in Parliament ; and the injunction prayed for

to restrain the same was granted.

Eafc!'f
™ In the Great Western Railway Company v.

Rushout.
Rushout, {q), the Oxford, Worcester, and Wol-

verhampton Railway Company, of which Kushout

and others were directors, and in which the plain-

tiffs held shares, were promoting a bill in parlia-

ment, and the plaintiffs filed a bill to restraia the

defendants from pledging their company's funds in

support of the same. Parke, V.-C, thus expressed

himself :
" The design of the application to Parlia-

ment, which is the subject of this suit, is to vary

the scheme of this raUway company. Now, in my
opinion, having regard to the cases that have been

referred to, the design of the application to Parlia-

ment is a lawful design if lawfully pursued. Par-

liament created this company, and I think the power

must rest with Parliament to vary the constitution

of the company, to control it, to annihilate it, or

to deal with it as in its wisdom it shall think fit.

It is clearly not in dispute that the company

mean to make use of the funds, and to pledge the

credit, and to enter into contracts on behalf of the

Oxford, Worcester, and Wolverhampton Railway

Company, for the purpose of promoting this under-

taking. Now, upon all the authorities referred to,

that is an unlawful application of the funds, and an

application which this Court will not permit."

{(/) 5 L>. (J. & Sm. 290, 307.
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He, therefore, granted an injunction to restrain

the entering into such contracts, or the use of the

company's funds or the pledging their credit for

the purpose of promoting the bill ; but he would

not go farther and prevent the defendants from

soliciting the bill or another like it in Parliament,

or from using the company's name and seal for such

purpose.

It should be noticed that the Vice-Chancellor in Distinction

between appli-

his judgment in the above case very carefully distin- cations which

. ... -r> T *'® "'"^ those

guishes between a simple application to Parliament which are not

—" which is a lawful design if lawfully pursued "
rate expense.

—and such an application defrayed out of the

corporate property, which is unlawful if any one

shareholder objects. On this point PageWood, V.-C,

commented in Vance v. East Lancashire Railway

Company (r),—•" Mr. Bird contended that if it was

once admitted that the directors had power to come to

Parliament for the Act, all powers incidental to that

must be inferred. It is quite clear that this is too

large an inference ; for instance, one of the most

necessary consequences of applying for an Act, viz.,

the incurring expense, is just what this Court will

not permit. If they apply to Parliament for an
Act, the Court will not prevent them from so doing

on the ground of dissenting shareholders objectino-

to it; but they are not permitted to apply any
portion of the funds towards any part of the ex-

penses necessary for this new purpose. They cannot

(r) 3 K. & J. 50.
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divert the funds to any purpose other than those

sanctioned by the existing Act of the corporation."

Stevens v. Stevcns V. South Devon Railway Company (s),

Kau. Co!^°° is another well-known authority. Here there were

two classes of shareholders. A general meeting

authorised the directors to apply to Parliament for

Varying rights an Act which would materially alter the existing

sharehoidei-s. rights and interests of the two classes, inter se. A
shareholder of one of the two classes moved for an

injunction to restrain the application to Parliament,

and the use of the corporate seal, and the expendi-

ture of the corporate funds for such purposes ; and

the Court—though it would not restrain the applica-

tion to Parliament, or the use of the corporate seal

•—restrained the expenditure of the funds of the

company in the payment of the costs of such

application.

VI. It is, if not actually Ultra Vires, at least

improper on the part of a corporation,

which is applying to Parliament, to make

contracts and to enter into other trans-

actions on the assumption that its appli-

cation will be successful.

tmiont^u^olf"
'^^^^ contracts and transactions now referred to

the success of may easily enough be made contingent on the

catious. granting the application, and consequently to involve

(«) 13 Beav. 49.
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the corporation in no liability till the same is decided.

Nevertheless the tendency of such contingent

arrangements is bad, for despite all precautions

the corporation may become involved in liabili-

ties, actual and not contingent, on obtaining the

contemplated increase of pov^ers. Consequently the

Court of Chancery sets itseK against such proceed-

ings, and on proper cause shown, restr-ains them.

Vance v. East Lancashire Railway Company (t) '^^nce v. East
•^

f-
>' \ ' Lancashire

is a case in point. This was an application by a Rail. Co.

shareholder to restrain his directors from issuing

certain shares, &c. At an extraordinary general

meeting the directors had been authorised, almost

unanimously, to apply for a bill for an extension of

their line ; and in contemplation of, and conditional

upon, the passing of the Act, to issue new £5 per

cent, preference shares upon certain terms, &c. The
directors, by their affidavit, stated that the sub-

scription to these shares was entirely conditional

upon the Act, that they did not intend to pay any
dividend till the same was obtained, and that the

£3 deposit paid upon these shares was carried to a

separate account, and devoted solely to the pre-

liminary expenses.

The Vice-Chancellor, after admitting the right of

the directors to apply for the Act, held that they
were not justified in the way they were issuing the

shares :—" All this is done, it is true, in anticipa-

(t) 3 K. & J. 50. Compare Hattersley v. Earl of Shelburne
31 L. J. (Ch.) 873.
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tion of a new Act of Parliament. But I appre-

hend that it was a course of proceeding altogether

irregular. It may not have been intended perhaps

so to be ; but it strikes me as being a very irregular

course of proceeding on the part of the directors.

They are not put forward as the servants and agents

of the promoters of the proposed new line, and as

authorised to receive subscriptions to that line, and

to engage in inducing parties so to subscribe ; that

the Act to be applied for shall enact that all the

shareholders in the undertaking shall be deemed to

be shareholders in the old undertaking ; that the

shares shall form part of the original stock, and

shall have a preferential dividend of £5 per cent.

That, as it seems to me, would have been the regular

and ordinary course of proceeding .... It may be

difficult at this moment to show that any positive

liability would be cast upon the plaintiff or any other

shareholder of the company by issuing these specific

shares ; but that is a question which he may fairly

say is not now to be mooted .... The broader

ground which the plaintiff may take is this
—

' I am
a shareholder in a company which has nothing to

do with the C. & B. extension
; you are acting as

directors of my company, and you are not to put

anybody in possession of documents, and tell those

persons that on the faith of those documents they

are to be treated as shareholders in my railway;

a,nd that if a certain Act of Parliament shall pass

niiikiiig them sharclioldcrH jii a certain other rail-
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way, tlien they are to have a considerable advantage

over me/
"

VII. If the necessary powers be taken in the

constatiag instruments, it will not be

Ultra Vires to make these applications

even at the corporate cost.

It is quite possible for the constitution of a ^'^^'^ *i'«^«

applications

corporation to be such as to enable it, at the may be at

the corporate
corporate expense, to apply to Parliament for expense.

additional powers, and the like. And when this is

so, the authority to make such application may be
vested, either expressly or impliedly, in the directors

or other the governing body. Under such circum-

stances, no shareholder, nor any number of share-

holders less than a majority, wiU be competent to

prevent the corporation, or its managing body, from
defraying, out of the corporate funds, the costs of
any application to the legislature which may be
thought necessary. Lyde v. The Eastern Bengal
Railway Company {u) establishes this proposition.
The defendants were incorporated by an Act of Par-
liament. Subsequently to the Act, their deed of
settlement was executed, whereby, amongst other
very wide powers, it was proved that "the directors
shaU have the fullest power from time to time at
their discretion, to apply to Parliament for an Act

(m) 36 Beav. 10.
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or Acts for conferring on the company all such

powers for extending the undertaking .... as the

directors from time to time think fit." The directors

introduced a bill into Parliament to enlarge the

objects and purposes of the company, thereupon,

the plaintifi", on behalf of himself and the other

shareholders, filed a bill, and moved for an injunction

to restrain the payment of the costs of this bill out of

the company's funds, but the Master of the EoUs

refused the motion, holding that the powers—unpre-

cedented and, indeed, dangerous, as far as the share-

holders were concerned—given to the directors fully

justified them in their application.

Applications VIII. It is uot Ultra Vires of corporations to
as between tlie

corporation make applications to the supreme leeisla-
and third

^^ r &
parties. ture, and to support them at the corporate

expense, if none of their members raise

objections.

Hitherto these applications have been considered

as between corporations and their members, and it

has been seen that they are Ultra Vires in the

narrower signification of the term—in other words,

they may be, and very generally are, a breach

of trust on the part of the corporation, considered

as a partnership as against its members. But

this is all— if the members acquiesce, it is not open

to any one else, whether the corporation itself
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or third parties, to make the objection of illegality.

Such, at least, is the effect of the decision in Bateman ^^^y^-^ ^j

V. Mayor, &c., of Ashton-under-Lyne {v). A com- Ashton-imiei-

pany had been incorporated by 5 & 6 Will. IV.

c. 61, to supply A. -with water ; and by 18 Vict. c.

70, the waterworks were transferred to defendants.

The original Act fixed the share capital of the

company, and defined the area from which the

water was to be taken and to which it was to be

supplied. Complaints having arisen of the defective

supply, the committee of management resolved,

having obtained the sanction of the shareholders, to

apply to Parliament for power to make fresh works,

so as to include a much larger area; and they

entered into a contract with the plaintiff to prepare

the necessary Parliamentary plans. It was held

that such contract was not Ultra Vires.

Now, ra comparing this case with those imme-

diately preceding, it must be remembered that the

latter arose in Chancery, where the question was

whether a majority of shareholders could compel a

dissentient to submit to a considerable variation in

both the nature and the magnitude of the un-

dertaking; the reply was, that according to the

elementary principles of partnership, the majority

have no such power. The question was not raised

as to whether the application was Ultra Vires of

the corporation. In Bateman's case, on the other

W 3 H. & N. 323 ; 27 L. J. (Ex.) 458.
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hand, this was the exact point in dispute ; and

Martin and Channell, BB., though Bramwell, B.,

dissented, held the negative. Unquestionably the

decision arrived at in this case satisfied the require-

ments of justice, but whether it is in perfect accord

with the judgments delivered under other not very

dissimilar circumstances may, perhaps, be open to

doubt.

Bateman's case then involved the question of

Ultra Vires in its true and primary meaning.

Hitherto we have seen that a corporation may not,

in opposition to the wishes of even one member,

apply to Parliament for an extension of its capacities.

collateral en- Supposiug, howcvcr, uo member dissents, how far

lindi^g?*^
^"^^

will such an application, together with agreements

incidental to it, be Ultra Vires of the corporation

—

to what extent will it be liable for, and can it take

advantage of such agreements i What engage-

ments collateral to such applications, and made

with reference to, and often in aid of them, will be

binding ?

Of these collateral engagements, the most im-

portant are such as relate to the purchase of lands

for and the payment of compensation for lands

injuriously affected by railways, waterworks, and

the like.

Counties Rail
Eaifterii Counties Raihvaij Company v. Hawles

Co, ,.. Hawkcs. („,) is a leading and important decision in point.

(w) 5 H. Lds. 331, affirm- Bruce, V.-C, and St. Leo-
iiig the judgments of Knight- nards, L.-C, 22 L. J. (Ch.) 77.
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The Eastern Counties Eailway Company having a

bill before Parliament for enabling them to make a

railway from W. to S., entered into an absolute

agreement with Hawkes, a landowner on the pro-

posed line, in consideration of his withdrawing his

opposition to the bill, to purchase a house and six

acres of land, which stood settled on him for life,

with remainders over, for the price of £8000, and

£5000 additional by way of compensation, and

undertook to obtain all such powers and to do all

such acts as would enable Hawkes to sell the estate.

The bill was passed, contnining no special powers as

to Hawkes' estate, but the company, under their

compulsory powers, could have taken two acres of

the estate as within their line of deviation. No
funds were raised under the Act, and no part of the

line was commenced. The company having totally

abandoned the line, sent a notice to Hawkes that

they should not require his estate. Upon a bill

This case was preceded by v. Direct London, &c., Railway
three other similar decisions, Coinpany, 21 L. J. (Ch.) 337

;

very questionable on grounds a.ndStuartv. London andForth-
of public policy if not on Western Railway Company, 21
legal principles, viz., Stanley L. J. (Ch.) 450 ; Preston v.

V. Chester and Birkenhead Liverpool, d;c., Railway Com-
Railway Company, 3 My. & paKy,5 H.Lds. 605. Seealsoon
Cr. 773, 9 Sim. 264, 1 Kail, the question of the legality of
Cas. 58 ;

Simpson v. Lord agreements of this description
Howden, 9 CI. & F. 61, 1 entered into by or with peers
Rail. Cas. 326, 8 L. J. (Ex.) JEarl of Lindsey v. Great
2Q1 i&nd Lord Petrey.£!astern Northern Raihvay Company,
Counties Railway Company, 1 10 Hare, 664.
Rail. Cas. 462. Compare Webb
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filed by Hawkes against the company before their

compulsory powers had expired, both the Vice-

Chancellor and the Lord Chancellor decided that the

contract was good and binding upon the company.

The latter then finally appealed to the House of

Lords, who also held the contract to be neither

illegal nor Ultra Vires
—" it was to apply the funds

of the company to purposes within the scope of its

original incorporation " (x)—and therefore affirmed

the decrees for specific performance thereof. This

is a very strong case—^the sum to be paid was exor-

bitant, none of the land referred to was taken or to

be taken by the biU which passed, and the line was

abandoned, so that the company received absolutely

nothing for their outlay. Yet specific performance

was decreed, thus showing that the House of Lords

were satisfied, not only as to the clearness of

plaintiff''s title at law, but also that an action for

damages would not give him fuUy compensation.

It will, however, be observed that the contract

was dependent upon the passing of the bill. This

is most material, and will probably be found to be

the ratio decidendi. It is a condition of which

particular notice was taken by the House of Lords

SeVan?'" ^^ ^hc vorj" reccut case of Tai/Ior v. Chichester and

Raifr Midhurst Bailwai, Company {y).

(.v) 5 H. Lds., 331, 349. Earl of Shrewslmry v. North

(?/) L. R. 4 H. Lds. 628, Staffordshire Railway Company,
638. Compare Preston v. Lirer- L. R. 1 Eq. 593 ; Scottish North-

pool Railway C<>iii/)any, 5 H. Eastern Railway Com]Mny v.

Lds. C. 605, 25 L. J. (Ch.) 421

;

Sieiwrl, 3 Macq. 382.
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The defendants, being about to apply to Parliament

for an Act to sanction a branch railway which would

pass through the plaintiff's property, entered into

articles of agreement with him, in the second of

which they covenanted to purchase from him (he

covenanting to sell) at the price of £2000 the land

required, &c., and in the third to pay to him within

three calendar months of the bill passing the further

sum of £2000, "as and for a personal compensation

to him for the annoyance, inconvenience, and dis-

turbance, &c., which he has sustained and may or

will sustain in respect of the sporting and pre-

servation of game upon his said estate, by or in

consequence of the construction of the said intended

railway, and of the parliamentary and other surveys

and other works connected therewith and incidental

thereto." Each of the stipulations began :
" In the

like event," i.e., " of the said bill in its present or

any amended, modified, or altered form with the

like object being passed into an Act in the present

session of Parliament." The bill did pass, and on

action brought by Sir Charles Taylor for the

£2000 stipulated for in the third clause, the

House of Lords held that the agreement was not

Ultra Vires. In his judgment, Lord Hatherley,

L.-C, after stating the position of affairs at the

time the above covenants were entered into, thus

proceeded:—"Now what was there in that state

of circumstances, assuming the bill passed (the

agreement being founded, as it is founded, wholly on
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the condition of its passing), what was there on the

face of this state of things to make it apparent to

Sir Charles Taylor, that he, on the one hand, was

incompetent to enter into such a contract, or that

the directors, on the other hand, were incompetent

to enter into it on behalf of the company ?

Dependent as it was entirely on the passing of the

Act, he would have a right to contemplate it as if

the Act had been passed, and the agreement had

been entered into under its powers—though, in

fact, the powers had to be obtained before the

agreement could have any force or validity. He,

accordingly, would find individuals incorporated as

a company, with the ordinary powers of purchasing

lands and paying compensation in respect of

damage, paying it out of their funds. When I

say out of their funds, I wiU state in a few moments

what exactly constitutes the character of those

funds. The company was in existence, its directors

were persons capable of entering into engagements

under a common seal—engagements conditioned of

course, upon obtaining powers, but in a state in

which they could enter into a contract subject to

that condition.

" He found them in possession of an Act whereby

they were authorised to make a certain line of

railway ; he found them about to extend that line.

He must be taken to have made his engagement

entirely subject to their obtaining the Act authoris-

ing them to do so. Wlicn we come to that Act we
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find that they meant to raise a larger amount of

capital than they before possessed. Their first Act,

of course, restrained the application of their capital

to the purposes authorised by that Act. It is not

necessary to read the clauses to that effect : they are

always inserted in every Railway Act. These

clauses restrained them from applying their capital

to anything but the original railway which, under

its powers, they brought into existence ; so they

sought new powers to raise additional capital to

make a new line."

In connection with this question of the legality of f°°*f"*!
*°

T- o J take lands m
contracts for the acquisition of lands which are "^^^

°l
'^^ ^'=*

01 Parliament.

made dependent on the passing of an Act, Lord

"Wensleydale, in Scottish Nortli-Eastern Railway

Company v. Stewart (z), laid down broadly that

"no objection can, I think, be made on the Ultra

Vires doctrine to a contract by a company who wish

to alter one of the branches of its railroad, and are

about to apply to Parliament for authority to do so,

engaging to purchase land from a neighbouring

proprietor if they should obtain their Act. The

contract to purchase land in this case will therefore,

I think, probably prove valid."

It sometimes happens that the agreement is

worded, or construed to be worded, so as to be

conditional on the lands referred to in it being

taken. In such cases the whole agreement will be

{z) 3 Macq. 382, 416.
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held conditional on this event, and none of its

stipulations will be enforceable—not even those

which provide for personal compensation, unless the

lands be in some way interfered with (a).
^

IX. It is Ultra Vires of a corporation to

promote applications to Parliament not

made directly and bond fide by itself or

its constituted agents for its own proper

purposes.

Corijorations But although Corporations may themselves apply

cation" to^^'^
'" to Parliament, and defray the expenses of such

madeTy'^ applications out of the corporate funds—that is,

"* ™'
assuming no member objects—^yet such applications

must be reaUy and bondfide their own. Bills pro-

moted and measures of other kinds instituted by

other persons or by themselves as the nominees of or

for the benefit of other persons, they cannot legally

concern themselves «ith. AU such proceedings

will be Ultra Vires in the wider sense, and cannot

be made binding upoji the corporation or chargeable

upon its assets, either b}' resolutions antecedent or

by subsequent attempted ratification.

East Anglian JEast AiujUaii Railivai/ Company v. Eastern

East rn Coun-
ties Rail. Co.

(a) Gage v. Kewmarlet Rail- Preston v. Liverpool and Man-
wai/ Com/iaiii/, 18 Q. B. 457, Chester Railway Company, 5

21 L. J. (Q. B.) 398 ; Scottish H. Lds. 605, 25 L. J. (Ch.)

Korlh-Kasteni Railway Com- 421.

pany v. Stewart, 3 Macq. 382
;
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Counties Railway Company {b) is not only the first

case on this point, but also the first case where the

question of Ultra Vires was distinctly raised at

Common Law. The defendants had agreed with the

plaintiffs by a deed duly sealed, inter alia, to pay

the costs of preparing and soliciting bills introduced

by the plaintiffs, and then pending in Parliament.

Two of the bills passed ; the defendants refused to

pay the costs ; and on action brought it was decided

that the agreement was Ultra Vires.

Six months later, Macqreqor v. Dover and Deal Macgregor v.

.

' ^ ^ Dover and

Railway Company. (c) was taken to the Exchequer Deal Kail. Co.

Chamber. The action was originally brought by

the managing committee of the proposed Dover and

Deal Eailway Company, but it was subsequently

carried on by the official manager appointed under

the Winding-up Acts. The plaintifif, in error, as

chairman of the South-Eastern Eailway Company,

had covenanted with this committee, that—in con-

sideration that they would not abandon their objects,

but would proceed therewith and apply to Parlia-

ment for an Act to authorise the making of the

Dover and Deal Eailway, and would hand over the

scheme to the South-Eastern Eailway Company in

the event of an Act being obtained—in the event of

the application faihng, the South-Eastern Eailway

(b) 11 C. B. 775, 21 L. J. (c) 18 Q. B. 618, 22 L. J.

(C. P.) 23 J mU V. Manchester, (Q. B.) 69 ; Ma^/or, dec, of
Sc, Water Works Company, 2 Norwich v. Norfolk Railway
B. & Ad. 544, 5 ih. 866. Company, 4 E. & B. 397.
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Company -would insure the company represented by

the committee against any loss which might be

caused to the said company by such rejection and

failure, and would defray and pay all expenses that

should be incurred by them in endeavouring to

obtain the Act of Parliament. This covenant was

also unanimously adjudged to be not binding upon

Macgregor, upon the ground that if made by the

South-Eastern Eailway Company itself, it would

have been Ultra Vires, and that this being so, both

the plaintiff and defendants must be taken with

full knowledge of the powers conferred on the South-

Eastern Railway Company to have made a contract

by which the plaintiff in error was to bind the

company to do an illegal act.

These two decisions have ever since been recog-

nised and followed ; some of the dicta put forward

have not been implicitly acquiesced in ; but the prin-

ciple actually involved stands unshaken. Indeed, if

any meaning at all is to be attached to the expression

Ultra Vires, it is difficult to conceive how it could

be within the scope of one corporation to assist the

efforts of another corporation to modify its con-

stitution—as in East Anglian Bailway Company

V. Eastern Counties l}\tilway Company, or dfortion

in the creation of such other—as was the object of

the contract made by JMacgregor.

Maimseii v. In 3IainiseH v. Midland Great Western (Ireland)
Midland Gicnt

.

^ '

Westoni (iir- I^adwu!/ Companii (d), an aorcement that a Railway

(d) 1 11. ,v xM. 130.
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Company should contribute towards the parlia-

mentary deposit required for biUs promoted by

another company, and in Spademan v. Lattimore (e)

a similar agreement that it should assist in repaying

money subscribed by the promoters in compliance

with the standing orders were each adjudged to be

Ultra Vires.

From the above cases we may gather that it is Kesuit of the

TTi TT- 1 • 1 • • 1 c • authorities.

not Ultra Vires, takmg the term m either oi its

meanings, for a commercial corporation

—

(l) to apply to Parhament for further powers :

Or (2) to make the necessary contracts pre-

liminary to the same {/).

These two propositions must probably be to this

extent qualified, viz., that the additional powers

sought must be to enable it to develop its existing

business or to add to other business of an analogous

nature. If the object of the application were a

total change in its constitution, or the extending its

operations in directions totally uncontemplated by

its founders, it is probably that, if such an aiapli-

cation were not itself Ultra Vires, at least the

prelimiaary and incidental contracts would be so,

and would requii-e express provision in the new Act

to legalise them.

Nor (3) is it Ultra Vires to make contracts con-

ditional upon the passing of the proposed Act.

(e) 3 Giff. 16. of AsUon-^mder-Lyne, 3 H. &
(/) Batemaii v. Mayor, dec, N. 323.
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But here a further question arises—Out of what

funds are these contracts to be discharged 1 Not

out of the original capital—this would be Ultra

Vires, as is admitted by the Lord Chancellor and by

Lord Westbury in Taylor v. Chichester and Mid-

hurst Eailway Company (ff) :
" Their first Act of

course restrained the application of their capital to

the purposes authorised by that Act so they

sought new powers to raise additional capital to

make a new line." Consequently the new Act must

provide either that the old capital shall be liable for

the contracts made with reference to the new Act,

or that new capital may be raised.

But it is Ultra Vires for a corporation, in the

furtherance of such a bUl

—

Either (4) to enter into unconditional and absolute

contracts, and not dependent on the passing of the

bill;

Or (5) to form agreements, disguised under the

name of contracts, but which are in reality bribes to

secure the countenance and support of influential

personages {g) :

Or (6) to contribute towards or otherwise to assist

applications made by or on behalf of other cor-

porations.

Lastly, (7) corporations may always, if no mem-

(/) L. E. i H. Lds. 639. referring to Harl of Shrews-

id) See per Lord Cranworth bury v. North Staffordshire

in 5 H. Lds. 622 ; and per Railivay Company, L. R. 1 Eq.

Blackburn, J., L. R. 2 Ex. 377, 593.
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bers object, and sometimes even against tbe wishes

of a minority, oppose sucb application when made

by other parties, if the consequences thereof would

be detrimental to themselves.

Secondly.—Applications to Parliament hy non-

trading Corporations and quasi-Corporations.

In the authorities hitherto cited in this chapter,

the ratio decidendi has been the principle of Ultra

Vires, pure and simple. Corporations have or have

not been restrained according as they were acting or

proposing to act in excess of or within their powers.

But with respect to corporations and analogous

bodies existing for other than commercial purposes, a

different principle comes in and qualifies the former

if it does not actually become the sole ground of

decision.

X. Corporations which possess their property ^^p|j°^*'°°®

under conditions, express or implied, con- j,°™^Tj°|
*

stituting a trust in respect of such pro- *'''^*-

perty, may not apply to Parliament in

breach of the trust so imposed upon them.

This trust will be created in various ways.

Charitable corporations evidently hold their property

upon trust ; so do municipal corporations since the

statute 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 76 ; so apparently do all

corporations and quasi-corporations which have been
called into being for the accomplishment of public

purposes. However the trust be created, it appears
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that each and every application to Parliament at the

expense of the trust funds will amount to a breach

of trust, and be restrained.

Att.-Gen. v. Mayor, &c., ofNorwich {h), where the

defendants were restrained from paying out of the

borough fund the expenses of a bill in Parliament

to enable them to improve the navigation of the

river flowing through their city, Shadwell, V.-C,

holding that the Acts regulating the corporation

did not authorise them to apply funds in obtaining

powers which were not then vested in them, and

could not be vested in them except by an Act of

Parliament specially passed for the purpose.

He grounded the jurisdiction of the Court on the

fact that the mayor, &c., were trustees, who would

have been allowed their expenses if application had

been made to the Court.

Att.-Gen. o.
^"^ Att.-Geii. V. EdstlaJce (i), which is perhaps

now the leading case, and which was a precisely

analogous application. Page "Wood, Y.-C, went very

carefully into the question as whether co]nmissioners

empowered to levy rates for paving, lighting,

cleansing, watching, and improving the streets of a

town were trustees of the money levied by them.

He decided that these purposes being beneficial, not

only to the inhabitants of the town, but to all others

having occasion to visit it, weiQ within 43 Eliz. c. 4,

(/(.) 16 Sim. 225; affirmed (/) 11 Hare, 205.

.11 apiical 21 L. J. (Ch.) Ul.

Eastlake.
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and that the commissioners were trustees. He
therefore granted the injunction prayed, viz., to

restrain them, the commissioners, from applying the

funds they had raised towards soliciting an Act to

increase their powers which had been diminished by

the Municipal Corporation Act (5 & 6 Will. IV. c. 76).

To the same purport is Att.-Gen. v. Andrews if). Att.-Gen. v.

. . .
Andrews.

By a local Act, the commissioners thereby appointed

were authorised to construct reservoirs and other

works for supplying the town of S. with water, and

to do all things necessary for that purpose, to levy

rates, &c. The supply of water being insufficient,

the commissioners were desirous of extending their

works. It was held that they were not justified in

applying the moneys so raised to defraying the

expenses of an application to Parliament for another

Act to extend their powers.

Almost exactly similar to the facts and decision -A^". -Gen. v.... West Hartle-

m this case were those m morAtt.-Gen. v. West Har- po>j1 improve-

^^ . . ment Commis-
tiejpooi Improvement Commissioners (k). This was sioners.

an information at the relation of certain ratepayers

to restrain the defendants from applying the rates

and funds under their control in payment of the

costs and expenses incurred by them in the pro-

motion of a bill in Parliament to extend the area of

their district. Their existing Act empowered them,

(j) 2 Mac.cfe G. 225, 20 L. J. cision of Shadwell, V.-C, 19
(Ch.) 467, on appeal before L. -J. (Ch.) 197.

Lords Commissioners Langdale (k) L. R. 10 Eq. 152
and Rolfe, confirming the de-
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Applications

may sometimea
be opposed
at corporate

expense.

Bright 1).

North.

inter alia, to " do all acts, matters, and things for

promoting the health, comfort, and convenience of

the inhabitants." James, V.-C, being of opinion that

these words did not include the power of applying to

Parliament, and, moreover,that the case was governed

by Att.-Gen. v. Andrews and Att.-Qen. v. Eastlalce,

issued the injunction as prayed.

XL Corporations of this description may oppose

at the corporate expense application to

Parliament by other parties, which may,

in the result, be damaging to the interests

of the trust under which or of the persons

for whose benefit they possess their pro-

perty.

Whether this statement is correct as a general

proposition is doubtful. In Bright v. North [T) it

was held that river conservators were authorised to

apply a portion of their funds in watching, and, if

necessary, opposing a bill in Parliament for a project

lower down the river, which was likely to be in-

jurious to the banks under their own superin-

tendence. The bill in this case was filed by three

landowners on behalf of themselves and all other

persons subject to be assessed under the Act, con-

stituting the conservators. Lord Cottenham observed

:

" You do not find on the face of the Act an authority

to apply funds for that purpose, because it is inci-

(l) 2 Phil. 216. Compare

Att.-Ui'ii. V. West ITiiiiJcpool

Improvement Commissioners, L.

R. 10 Eq. 152.
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dent to every trust. Every trustee would be allowed

the proper expenses incurred in defending the pro-

perty intrusted to his care."

This judgment taken in its full significance ap-

parently laid down that such opposition so sup-

ported is not Ultra Vires in either the wide or the

more restricted meaning. There is also one other

decision to the same effect, viz., that any corporation

—municipal, charitable, &c.—may resist proceedings

which, if successful, will prevent the due discharge

of its own duties and aims. This was in Att.-Gen. Att-Cfen. v.

Mayor, &o. , of

v. Mayor, &c., of Wigan{m),-where, an application for Wigan.

an injunction to restrain the raising of a borough

rate was.refused under the following circumstances :

A bill had been introduced into Parliament which

would very materially diminish the volume of water

in the river running through Wigan, and as the

river acted as a sewer for the town, such a result

would have been very detrimental to the inhabitants

;

the corporation, therefore, opposed the bill, and

obtained the insertion of clauses which provided for

the restoration of the water so abstracted. To meet

the expenses entailed by thus opposing the Act, the

mayor and corporation proposed to levy a borough

rate, and both Page-Wood, V.-C, and the Lords

Justices, on appeal, held that they were justified in

what they had done. Per Turner, L.J. :

—" The

(m) Kay, 268 ; on appeal 5 10 Q. B. 534, 16 L. J. (Q. B.)

De G. M. & G. 52, 23 L. J. 333.

(Ch.) 433; Beg. v. Lichfield,
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Act of Parliament has devoted the whole income, of

the corporate property to public and municipal

purposes. It has made no express provision for the

expenses which are incident to the protection of the

property, and it has left the provision for those

expenses to the general law They [i.e., the

expenses in question] have been bond fide incurred

for the benefit and protection of the corporate pro-

perty, and, having been so incurred, this Court

ought not to interfere by injunction in the present

stage of the suit."

Whether tiiis g^^ \^ would secm from subsequent authorities,
exception -

really ejdsts— that, uudcr many circumstances, persons interested

in or liable to contribute towards corporate funds,

may refuse to allow those funds to be devoted, even

to opposing in Parliament projects which may be

detrimental, directly or indirectly, to the corporation,

and therefore to themselves (n). However, in most

if not all of these decisions, it will be observed that

the application of the funds in question has been

limited expressly or impliedly to certain defined

purposes.

in) See Reg. v. ^Iitycr, l-c, of Sheffield, L. R. 6 Q. B. 652,

and other similar decisions, ante, pp. 175-81.

qucere.
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CHAPTER VII.

LIABILITIES OF CORPORATIONS EX DELICTO.

It is now completely established that a corpora-

tion can commit most varieties of torts, and, conse-

quently, expose itself to actions for the same. At

first sight it would seem that such acts must ex

necessitate rei be Ultra Vires, that torts and crimes

cannot by any species of reasoning be brought

within the objects for the attainment of which a

number of individuals are incorporated. This is

true enough, but it is only one- half of the case.

The fallacy consists in assuming that the commission Corporations
•' " may be liable

of torts and crimes is one of such objects, and in *or wrongs.

overlooking the fact that in the pursuit of its legiti-

mate business a corporation may from inadvertence

render itself guilty of a tort or crime. The whole

argument has been met, and the fallacy exposed on

several occasions. Thus, in Ranger v. Great West-

ern Railway Company (a), Lord Cottenham said :

" Strictly speaking, a corporation cannot itself be

guilty of fraud. But where a corporation is formed

(a) 5 H. Lds. 72. Compare in Royal British Bank, ex parte

Lord Chancellor Chelmsford Nicol, 28 L. J. (Ch.) 257.
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for the purpose of carrying on a trading or other

speculation for profit, such as forming a railway,

these objects can only be accomplished through the

agency of individuals ; and there can be no doubt

that if the agents employed conduct themselves

fraudulently, so that if they had been acting for

private employers, the persons for whom they were

acting would have been affected by their fraud,

the sa,me principles must prevail where the prin-

cipal under whom the agent acts is a corporation."

Similarly, per Erie, C.-J., in Green v. London

General Omnibus Company (6) :

.

" I take the whole

tenor of authorities from Yarborough v. The Bank

of England down to the case of Wliitjield v. The

South Eastern Eailway Company, to show that an

action for a wrong does He against a corporation,

where the thing done is within the purpose of the

incorporation, and that it has been done in such a

manner as to constitute what would be an action-

able wrong if done by a private indi^ddual."

SECTION I.—FRAUDS.

Frauds form the most important class of torts in

connection with the liability of corporations, and

they have given rise to many complicated and diffi-

Common Law cult qucstions. The requisites to support at Common
action for

.

fraud. Law au action for fraud are well known—first the

{h) 7 C. R. (X.-^.) 200, 29 L. J. (0. r.) 1.1
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defendant, i.e., the party guilty of the fraud, which

is oftenest a misrepresentation, and must be as

to a matter of fact, must have committed tlie

fraud knowingly, recklessly, or with negligence (c).

Secondly, he must have intended some other to act

upon it {d). Thirdly, the plaintiffs must have relied

upon the fraud, dolus dans locum contractui (e),

though it is sufficient if there was a fraudulent

representation as to any part 'of that which induced

him to enter into the contract (_/). Fourthly, the

plaintiff must have sustained damage.

These requisites should be carefully kept in mind

when examining a case of fraud at Common Law,

whether it concerns a corporation or a private

individual. But Chancery proceeds uT)on somewhat Fraud in

Chancery.

different considerations, often holding that to be

constructive fraud, which would afford no ground

for an action at law, and very frequently granting

to a suitor some redress when he would be utterly

remediless at law, as by ordering the wrong-doer to

recoujD the plaintiff, as far as he (the wrong-doer)

has benefited by the wrong.

In considering the question of fraud, it will be

(c) Taylor v. Ashton, 1 1 M. Gerhard v. Bates, 2 E. & B.

& W. 415. 476.

(d) Thorn V. Bigland, 8 Ex. (b) Attwood v. Small, 6 C'l.

72.5 ; but it is sufficient if a & F. 2-32.

misrepresentation be made to (/) Kennedy y. Panama,

the public generally as in a Royal Mail Company, L. R. 2

prospectus or advertisement, Q. B. 580.

<J 2
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convenient to take first frauds and misrepresen-

tations which can be imputed to corporations,

directly and immediately, and secondly, those which

can be imputed to them only indirectly, and by

implication.

(a). Frauds which may be imputed to a cor-

poration immediately.

I. Corporations are liable, like other individuals,

for frauds committed directly by them-

selves or by their direction.

Not a shadow of doubt now exists either at Law
or in Chancery as to a corporation's liability when

Fraud com- the circumstauces are such that the fraud can be

corporation imputcd to the Corporation itself. When will this

be the case 1 The answer given by Lord Chancellor

Westbury [g) is :
" That if reports are made to the

shareholders of a company by their directors, and

the reports are adopted by the shareholders at one

of the appointed meetings of the company, and

these reports are afterwards industriously circulated,

misrepresentations contained in tli^se reports must

undoubtedly be taken, after their adoption, to be

representations and statements made with the

authority of the company, and therefore binding

upon the company." Similarly in National Ex-

(,</) 9 H. Lds. 725.

itself.
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change Company of Glasgoiv v. Drew (A), Lor3

St. Leonards said :
" I have certainly come to this

conclusion that, if representations are made by a

company fraudulently, for the purpose of enhancing

the value of their stock, and they induce a third

person to purchase stock, these representations so

made by them for that purpose do bind the com-

pany. I consider representations by the directors

of a company as representations by the company

;

and, although they may be representations made to

the company, it is their own representation." This

was explained or rather re-stated in a subsequent

case (i) by Kindersley, V.-C, thus :
" It was laid

down in the National Exchange Company v. Drew

(I do not say that the point was actually decided,

but the opinion of some of the most eminent judges

of the present day was expressed), that where there

is a body like this, consisting of a great number of

shareholders, and the directors make a report to the

body at large, in performance of their duty, then,

if such report contain a representation of the

affairs of the company which is false, and if that is

made to a public and general meeting of the share-

holders of the company, and is adopted by the

company as the report of the directors to that

general meeting ; although there be no order to

publish it, either by the directors or the body at

(A) 2 Maoq. 103. WoHh, 4 Drew. 529* 532, 28

(i) Re National Patent L. J. (CL) 590.

Steam Fuel Company, ex parte
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large, yet, from the very nature of the case, it must

be regarded as the representation of the company."

As illustrating the liability at Common Law, may
be mentioned, Denton v. Great Northern Railwcaj

Comjjany (j). This was an action against the de-

fendant for fraudulently publishing in their time

tables a train which had ceased to run, whereby the

plaintiff, who had, relying on the tables, left London

for Peterborough, with the intention of going on

thence to Hull by the train, which, on arri^^ing at

Peterborough, he learnt had been discontinued, was

put to expense ; and it was unanimously held by

the Queen's Bench that the defendants were liable

for the expenses so incurred.

Common Law
liability of a
coqjoration

for fraud of

its agents.

(h). Frauds imputable to a corporation, hut only

mediately.

II. Corporations are, at Common Law, liable

to an action for damages, for the frauds

and misrepresentations of their agents

in the due course of their emplojrment.

These are such frauds as are committed by the

agents of the corporation in the management and

furtherance of its business. For these frauds it is

now fully established at Common Law that the cor-

poration is liable, provided the agents guilty of the

frauds kept A\ithin the limits of their authority. In

{j) 5 ]•;. k B. S60, L'.i L.J. Sic.nisci Harbour Trustees, li

(<^ 15.) 1-J;i; WillMms v. C. B. (X. S.) SLi.
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Barwick v. E^iqlish Joint Stock Bank (k), the Court Barwick v.
^ ^ '' English Joint

of Exchequer Chamber, on a bill of exceptions, held stock Bank,

the defendants responsible for the fraud of their

manager. No objection was taken—in fact, the

point was not even raised by either the counsel or

the bench—to the action itself, as being against a

corporation. It was assumed throughout that a

corporation, like any other principal, is liable for the

acts of its agents.

So in Kennedy v. Panama, (&c., Mail Com- Kennedy «.

/7\ 1 • , 1 ^ ^ Panama, &e.,

pany (t), which was an action brought on the ground Mail Co.

of misrepresentation in a prospectus, issued by the

directors, to recover calls paid by plaintiff, the same

liability was assumed as beyond all argument.

Indeed, the judgment of the Court notices it only

incidentally. " These would not be legitimate con-

sequences if there had been fraud in those acting

for the company. Doubtless, in such a case, the

company must hear all the consequences of the

fraud of those they employ."

III. Corporations are not liable in Chancery Liability in

for the frauds of their agents—semble ; fraud of ita

but they cannot retain any benefit derived

by them from such frauds.

But the authorities and dicta in Chancery are

very conflicting, if not absolutely irreconciliable.

(k) L. R 2 Ex. 259 ; recog- Q. B. 244.

iiised and followed in Swiff v. {I) L. R. 2 Q. B. 580, 589.

Wiuterhothum, P. 0., L. E. 8
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Conflicting Qii the One side it is urged that the agents of a <^or-

poration are its agents for carrying on its operations

honestly and legally, and cease to be so when they

act fraudulently and illegally. On the other side

it is urged, with equal justice, that no distinction

can be drawn between a principal, who is merely a

legal entity, and an ordinary human being ; and

that, as a corporation must act by agents, so, like

other principals, it ought, in common fairness, to be

responsible for the frauds as well as the other acts

of these.

In support of the former view we have the following

—(l) North of England Joint-Stock Banking Com-

pany, ex parte Bernard {m), per Parker, V.-C.

:

"As to the argument that ]\Ir. Bernard was induced

to take these shares by incorrect representations,

that point was taken in Dodgson's case, and

Knight-Bruce, V.-C, said that, whatever fraud there

might be, if fraud there was, it was charged against

the directors, who could not be the agents of the

body of shareholders to commit a fraud. For these

reasons the motion must be refused."

(2) Re Athenwum Life Assurance Company, ex

parte Shejfeld («), per Page-Wood, V.-C: "With

(m) 6 D. G.'k Sm.283, 21 (Ch.) 325. See ex parte Rich-

L. J. (Ch.) 468, 470, following mond mid Fainter, 4 K. & J.

Dodgson's Case, 3 D. G. ct Sm. 305, two cases also growing

85, -which however is not out of the winding tip of the
clorti-ly rcjioi-tcd. Atherifcum Company.

(/() 18 Julin, t.'il, 28 L. J.
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regard to any fraud in misrepresenting what the deed

itself was, I apprehend nothing can be made of that.

Of course, the representations made by the secretary

could have no effect at all, if the deed were different

from what it was represented to be ; for, though

companies have been held to be bound in some

cases by the act of all the directors, acting in the

due execution of their powers, it has never yet

been held that an officer of a company misrepre-

senting the effect of a deed, it being no part of his

functions to explain or expound that deed, could

release a shareholder."

(3) Durantys Case (o), per Romilly, M.R ;
" The

directors are not the agents of the company to com-

mit a fraud."

(4) Re Hull and London Life Assurance Com-

pany, ex parte Gibson {p), where Lord Chelmsford,

L.-C, expressedhimself thus : "There is no doubt that,

if a person has been drawn in by the misrepresen-

tations of an individual member of the company,

he cannot exonerate himself from liability by reason

of such false representation. If he has any remedy,

it is against the individual shareholder who has

deceived him. With respect to misrepresentations

by the company itself, or its agents, the case would

be different ; but there has always appeared to me

to be great difficulty in establishing such a case.

The company is represented by its directors, who,

(n) 26 Beav. 268, 274. {p) 2 D. G. & J. 275, 283.
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for certain purposes, are its agents ; but the diffi-

culty is in saying that they are its agents for the

purpose of making false representations."

(5) In Re Royal British Bank v. Mixer s

Case (q), Lord Campbell, L.-C, said :
" Clearly there

was fraud, and gross fraud, on the part of the

directors, and I have no doubt that he [i.e., the

appellant] was induced by fraud to take his shares.

I think, however, that it was a fraud on the part of

the directors, which cannot be imputed to the

company."

The above cases, however, cannot be considered

binding at the present time, at least, not to the fuU

extent of the language employed. It would indeed

have been strange if that could have continued to

be deemed fraud in a Court of Law which Chancery

refused to recognise as such ; and if a party iujured

by the misrepresentations of the agents of a com-

pany, would have been compelled to apply to Law
for the relief and redress which Equity denied him.

Three recent decisions of the Supreme Court of

Appeal have partially removed this anomaly, and

have at length determined that a corporation cannot

in Chancery, any more than at Common Law, shield

itself from liability for the frauds of those it

employs, l>y the absurd fiction that, not possessing

real existence, mental or bodily, the mental element,

intention, requisite to constitute fraud, is wanting.

{q) i D. li. cV- J. r,7r), 586.
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In the first of these decisions, New Brunswick

Railway Land Company v. Conybeare if), Lord

Cranworth said :
" If the directors, or the secretary

acting for them, had fraudulently represented some-

thing to him [i.e., the plaintiif] which was untrue,

he then adhered to the opinion which he had ex-

pressed in former cases, that the company would

have been bound by that fraud."

In the Western Bank of Scotland y. Addie (s) ,
^^"Bsum Ba.nt

•^ ^ '' of Scotland

Lord Chelmsford laid down that, " where a person v. amx.

has been drawn into a contract to purchase shares

belonging to a company by fraudulent misrepresen-

tations of the directors, and the directors, in the

name o£ the company, seek to enforce that contract,

or the person who has been deceived institutes a

suit against the company to rescind the contract on

the ground of fraud, the misrepresentations are im-

|)utable to the company, and the purchaser cannot

be held to his contract, because a company cannot

retain any benefit which they have obtained through

the fraud of their agents."

In Oakes v. Turquand (t), the same judge quoted Oakes v.

this last extract, and adhered to it as being a correct

exposition of the liability of a corporation for the

fraud of its agents.

But even the above decisions do not go as far as

(r) 9 H. Lds. 725, 31 L. J. 157.

(Ch.) 307. (t) L. R. 2 H. Lds. 325, 344.

(s) L. K. 1 S. &. D. 145,
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those at law. In Barwick v. The English Joint-

Stock Bank, the Exchequer Chamber held unani-

mously and in the most unqualified manner that an

action for fraud lies against a corporation as against

any private individual, whether the fraud be that

of the principal directly, or of the agents employed,

provided only that the latter are acting within the

ordinary scope of their occupation. But in Western

Bank ofScotland v. Addie, the Lord-Chancellor said

:

Whether cor- " But if the persou who has been induced to purchase
porations are

now liable for shares by the frauds of the directors, instead of seek-
the frauds of ,

,

their agents— ing to sct aside the contract, prefers to bring an action

for damages for the deceit, such an action cannot

be maintained against the company, but only

against the directors personally." To the same

effect was the decision of Lord Cranworth (;/) :
" An

attentive consideration of the cases has convinced

me that the true principle is, that these corporate

bodies, through whose agents so large a portion of

the business of the country is now carried on, may
be made responsible for the frauds of those, agents

to the extent to which the companies have profited

from these frauds
; but that they cannot be sued

as wrong-doers, by imputing to them the misconduct

of those whom they have employed. A person

defi'auded by directors, if the subsequent acts and
dealings of the parties have been such as to leave

{u) L. R„ 1 y. ct D. 167. See ford in Peek v. Gumey, L. R.

als.i Barry v. Crw.sXrv, 1 J. & 6 H. Lds. 370, 390.

11. J ; and per Lord C'helms-
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him no remedy but an action for the fraud, must

seek his remedy against the directors personally."

Most of the cases, however, which have come pei-sona

before Courts of Equity have arisen from thef"audtotake

attempts of persons who, induced by flowery
^'''''^^'

prospectuses and glowing reports, have taken shares,

to get themselves relieved from their responsibilities

upon the statements put forth, and relied on by them

turning out incorrect. In aU such cases if the fraud

be imputable to the corporation, and the injured

party has not debarred himself by laches, relief

will be granted.

Conyheare v. New Brunswick, &c., Land Com- Conybeare v.

pany {v) is a leading authority. Here the House of wick, &c.,

Lords, reversing the decision of the Lords Justices,

decided that the plaintiff" was not entitled to have

his name removed from the list of shareholders, on

the grounds, first, that there had not been any con-

cealment, inasmuch as an Act of Parliament—the

absence of which from a certain report published by

the company was the concealment alleged—was

recited in the Articles of Association, which he

(plaintiff) must be held to have perused ; and,

secondly, that the misrepresentation complained of,

thus stated in the bill :
" The said report of July,

1858, referred to the lands of the said company in

(v) 9 H. Lds. 711, 31 L. J. L. J. Ch. 242; Ross v. Estates

(Ch.) 297 ; New Brunswick Investment Company, L. R. 3

Railway Company v. Miigge- Ch. 682.

ridrje, 1 Dr. & Sm. 363, 30
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terms calculated to convey to the mind an impres-

sion that such lands were the absolute and in-

defeasible property of the company"—was not a

representation but an inference that was left to be

drawn from the expressions used in the Eeport.

Their lordships, however, threw no doubt on the

liability of a corporation for frauds which can be

imputed to itself directly. The general tenor of

their judgments is well expressed in the foot-note,

in the House of Lords' Eeports, viz. : "If reports

are made to the shareholders of a company by their

directors, and the reports are adopted by the share-

holders, and afterwards industriously circulated,

representations contained in those reports must be

taken to be representations made with the authority

of the company, and, therefore, binding the com-

pany. And if those reports having been in-

dustriously circulated be clearly shown to have been

the proximate and immediate cause of shares having

been bought from the company, the compan)" cannot

be permitted to retain the benefit of the contract,

and keep the purchase-money that has been paid

Eepresentations made hy the secretary to a person

in a general conversation, without a view to any

definite statement b}' that person that he wants to

purchase shares, are not binding on the company."
Central Riui- Auotlier vcry ri'cent case is tliat of Central Rail-
way Co. lit

Venezuelan. vKii/ Compainj of Vciicnu'hi Limited V. Kisch(w).

(ir) L. 1^ 1 TJ. T..ls. on, affirming the Lords Justices,
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The defendant, the original plaintiff, filed a bill to

have his name removed from the list of shareholders

in the railway, and to have the payments he had

made on account of calls returned him. He had

taken the shares on the faith of a prospectus which

referred to a concession made by the Venezuelan

government to the company for making a railway,

and stated that the contractor had guaranteed a

dividend of 2^ per cent, on the paid-up capital,

during the construction of the works, while, in fact,

this guarantee was limited to £20,000, and that the

contract had been entered into " at a price con-

siderably within the available capital," when, in

reality—on account of the company having paid

£50,000 for the concession, which payment was

not mentioned in the prospectus, and which conceal-

ment the defendant alleged as a ground of com-

plaint—it left but a margin of £30,000 out of

£500,000. On these grounds of misrepresentation

and concealment, and more especially of the latter,

the House of Lords granted the relief prayed.

So, in many other cases, shareholders have been

relieved of their shares on the ground that they

were induced to take them by misrepresentation,

the false statements being on one occasion with

respect to the capital subscribed or shares taken (x)
;

Kisch V. Central Railway Com- {x) Ross v. Estates hivest-

pany of Venezuela Limited, 3 ment Company, L. E. 3 Ch.

D. G. J. & Sm. 122. 682; Henderson v. Lam,,, L.
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upon another, as to the nature of the business to be

undertaken (y), or as to the value (z) or locality (a)

of property already or to be thereafter acquired by

the company. In a word, misleading facts of any

description, material to the contract to take shares,

and actually the inducement to such contract, render

such contract voidable on the part of the person

so induced to enter into the same, always providing

that the misleading facts in question were pro-

mulgated by the company itself, or its duly

authorised agents (&).

IV. Contracts induced by fraud being only

voidable, the parties aggrieved must take

the necessary steps to repudiate such

contracts, within a reasonable time, and

before other persons have acquired rights

in respect thereof ^_^
b'

—

Kepudiation It must uot here be forgotten that, in determining
of contracts tit
induced by Whether a company can hold a shareholder to the

contract into which by their own fraud they have

R. 5 Eq. 249 ; Waterhottse v. 2 Eq. 352.

Jamieson, L. R. 2, So. ct D. 29. (a) Lawrance's Case, L. R.

Compare Wright's Case, L. R. 2 (.'h. 412 ; lie Russian Vyk-

12 Eq. 331. soiinsky Ironworks Company,

(j/) B/ack!>urn'sCase,ST>revf. Steinirfs Case, L. R. 1 Ch.

409. 57.5.

(z) Reese River Miniiiff Com- (b) See Fromfs Case, 30 L. J.

jxini/ V. ,^,»it/!. L. R. 4 H. Lds. (Ch.) 322 ; Burnes v. Fennel, 2

(M ; Deiiloii v. Macm'il, L. R. ?T. Lds. 497.
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^

induced him to enter, other equities have to be con-

sidered, and a totally different result will be arrived

at than when we are examining whether that per-

son will be liable to third parties, the creditors of

the company, for its debts. Between the company

and the person whom they have duped the subject

is clear, if we put the question on the simple ground

that no one can be allowed to retain that which he

has acquired by fraud ; but as regards third parties,

such person is a defacto shareholder, as long as he

has not, from whatever cause, taken measures to

denude himself of his shares ; and it has conse-

quently been decided that, as such, as a member of

the company, he is subject to the company's

liabilities (c).

Moreover, it is only the party originally defrauded Transferee

... . cannot set—with perhaps exceptions arismg m very special aside,

cases—who can repudiate the contract. For in-

stance, a person who buys shares from one who

could have repudiated these shares as having been

issued to him under circumstances of fraud, cannot,

on the ground of the original fraud, have such

shares cancelled {d).

At Common Law an action of deceit may be

brought at any time against a corporation as against

(c) Oakes v. Turquaud, L. id) Buranty'sCasej'iQ'iiedi.v.

E. 1 H. Lds. 325 ; Feek v. 268 ;• Grisewood^s Case, 4 D. G.

Gurney, L. E. 13 Eq. 79, L. E. & J. 544 ; Peek v. Gurney, uhi

6 H. Lds. 337. Compare supra.

Pawles Case, L. E. 4 Ch. 497.
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a private individual, till the plaintiflf's right is barred

by the Statutes of Limitations ; but it is different

when a shareholder seeks the relief of the Court of

Chancery. A contract induced by fraud is voidable,

not void, and the injured party will be deemed to

have acquiesced, unless he displayed ordinary

precautions and care at the making of the contract,

and has been prompt in appealing to the Court on

discovering the fraud (e).

Result of the ^Yg j^av thus Summarise the authorities :

—

decisions. •'

I. At Law. However the fraud, be committed,

if it can be imputed to the corporation,

whether directly or indirectly, an action

for fraud may be brought against the cor-

poration for the damage thereby caused.

IL In Chancery.

(1) If the fraud be imputable to the cor-

poration directly, that is, if it has

been done or ratified by the share-

holders in general meeting, then the

(e) Deposit and General Life judgments in Re Royal British

Assurance Company v. Ays- Rank, yicol's Case, 28 L. J.

couffh, 6 E. & B. 761, 26 L. (Ch.) 257 ; In re Reese River

J. (Q. B.) 29; Clarl-e Y. Dick- SilverMining Company, Smith's

son, 27 L. J. (Q. B.) 223
; Case, L. R. 2 Eq. 264, and L.

ScIiolei/v.Central Railway Com- R. 2 Ch. 604 ; Central Railway

pany of Veneuiehi, L. R. 9 Eq. Company of Venezuela v. Kesch,

2%Q>, -a. ; Heymanny. European L. R. 2 H. Lds. 99; and in

Central Railway Company, L. Peek y. Gtirney, uhi supra.

R. 7 Eq. IT) 4. (.'ompare the
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corporation is liable for the conse-

quences resulting therefrom.

(2) If it be imputable only indirectly,

then the corporation can neither take

advantage of the fraud, nor retain

against the wish of the injured party

any benefits that may have accrued

to it (the corporation) from such

fraud. But the person aggrieved

may, at his election, confirm or re-

pudiate the transaction.

(3.) It seems that the corporation cannot,

by any proceedings in Chancery, be

rendered liable for damages resulting

from fraud imputable to it indirectly.

If the limitation last mentioned be correct, then

it follows that, in future, corporations will not be

liable at Law for indirect fraud, since the Supreme

Court of Judicature Act, 1873, expressly provides

that where the rules of Law and Equity conflict,

those of Equity are to prevail (/). This result—

•

the holding corporations not liable for the frauds of

their agents—will cause a considerable qualification

of the Law as at present existing of principal and

agent, and it will be a strange exemplification of

the unexpected efi"ects produced by sweeping legis-

lative enactments, passed without a due considera-

tion of the matters affected thereby.

(/) 36 & 37 Vict. c. 66, s. 26, subs. 11, cited ante, p. 165.

R 2
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SECTION II.—OTHEK TOETS.

Torts not V. Corporations are liable, at least at law, for
requiring "•

_ • i i

intention in torts of aU descriptions committed hj-
the tort-feasor.

i t i
• i

themselves, or their duly constituted

agents, and not involving intention on

the part of the wrong-doer.

What has been said with regard to fraud will

apply with proper qualifications to other torts.

Corporations are not created—it is no part of their

business—to commit torts. Nevertheless, courts of

law have decided that they must be held liable for

torts committed by their agents and servants acting

within their plthority, upon the same principles

and by prP'-.'^'ely analogous reasoning as tliey have

been ma-s' '""^'esponsible for fraud. Thus an action

Trespass. for trcspass to the person (</), or the property, e.g.,

trover (/(,), will lie against a corporation as against

an individual. The agent of the corporation must

of course be acting within his authority, and upon

this point difficult questions arise as to the extent

(g) Seymour v. Greenwood, (h) Tattmi v. Great Western

7 H. & N. 355, 30 L, J. (Ex.) Eaihmy Company, 29 L. J. (Q.

327; Limpus v. London General B.) IS-t ; Mears v. London and
Omnibus Compajiy, 1 H. * C. Souih-Wesiem Railway Com-
526, 32 L. J. (Ex.) 34 ; Gof v. pany, 11 C. B. (N. S.) 850, 31

Great Northern Juii/way Com- L. J. (C. P.) 220.

pnny, 30 L. J. (Q. B.) MS.
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of the agent's authority, and more especially of his

implied authority. In Ediuards v. London and ^^}^^ ^^-
^^ •' prisonment,

North-Wester71 Railway Company (i), it was de-

cided that a foreman porter in the service of a rail-

way company, who, in the absence of the station-

master, is in charge of a station, has no implied

authority to give in charge a person whom he sus-

pects to be stealing the company's property ; and,

consequently, that if he gives in charge on such

suspicion an innocent person, the company are not

liable.

In Allen v. London and South-Western Railway

Company (J), a similar decision was come to with

regard to the arrest, by direction of a ticket-dis-

tributor, of an innocent person whom he had sus-

pected wrongly of an attempt to rob the till. The

jury found that the ticket-distribiitor acted in de-

fence of the company's property, but the Court

unanimously held, that he had no implied authority

from the company to order the arrest, and that

consequently the company were not liable for the

same. In this case, as in the former, the Court

thought that the respective officials concerned had

an implied authority to take such proceedings only

as were imperatively demanded for the immediate

protection of the property under their charge ; and

that the moment any attempt to injure or steal such

property was abandoned, this implication ended,

(i) L. K. 5 C. P. 445. (j) L. R. 6 Q. B. 65.
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— any steps they might then direct not being called

for, for such protection, would be of their own

motion and at their own peril. Lex ita scripta.

What a corporation cannot do, its agents cannot

do so as to bind it. From this it necessarily follows,

that there can be no authority to an agent, implied

or otherwise, to take proceedings which would be

Ultra Vires of the corporation ; and that the corpo-

ration cannot in any way be rendered amenable for

torts committed by one of their servants in the

course of such proceedings. This is well shown by

Pouitoni). the case of Poulton v. London and South- Western

South-Western Eailway Company (k). The facts were these : the

plaintiff, who had taken a horse to an agricultural

show by the defendants' railway, was entitled,

under arrangements advertised by the defendants,

to take the horse back free of charge on the produc-

tion of a certificate. The plaintiff accordingly pro-

duced a certificate, and the horse was put into a

box without payment or booking ; and the plaintiff

having taken a ticket for himself proceeded by the

same train. At the end of the journey the station-

master demanded payment for the horse, and the

plaintiff, refusing to pay, was detained in custody

by two policemen under the orders of the station-

master, until it was ascertained by telegraph that

all was right. An action having been brought by
the plaintiff against the defendants for false im-

prisonment, it was held, that though a railway

{h) L. K 2 Q, B. 534.
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company has power to apprehend a person travel-

ling on the railway without having paid his own

fare, it can only detain the goods for non-payment

of the carriage ; that, as the defendants themselves

would have had no power to detain the plaintiff, on

the assumption that he had wrongfully taken the

horse by the train without paying, there could be

no authority implied from them to the station-

master to detain the plaintiff on this assumption

;

and that they were, therefore, not liable for this act

"of the station-master.

This case decides only, that no implied authority

as to detention belonged to the station-master. Of

course he might have had express authority to act

as he did, and though such authority would have

been Ultra Vires of the company purporting to

confer it, yet they would have been responsible

for the results thereof. Herein consists a great Difference be-

. tween liability

distmction between tortious and contractual lia- for acts

bility for acts Ultra Vires. It is no defence to legal in cases of

proceedings in tort that the torts were Ultra Vires, ton.™''

*"

If the torts have been done by the corporation, or

by their direction, they are liable for the results

however much in excess of their powers such torts

may be.
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Torts in-

volving inten-

tion in the

wrong-doer.

Negligence.

Lilicl.

VI. Corporations are liable for at least some

varieties of torts which require, as an

essential ingredient, intention on the part

of the tort-feasor.

Other torts there are with respect to which the

liability of a corporation may be fairly considered

doubtful. Ordinarily it is sufficient to render a

person responsible for a tort, \\'hether committed by

himself or his agent, if only there has been negli-

gence, heedlessness, or rashness. Sometimes, how-

ever, the mental ingredient becomes intention,

actual or constructive. Can a corporation be made

amenable for those torts, which require on the part

of the wrong-doer knowledge or wilfulness ?

In Stiles v. Cardiff Steam Navigation Com-

pany [l), it was determined that a corporation

would be liable for linowingly keeping a mischievous

animal. Mr. Justice Shee asserted broadly, in

reference to the scienter, that " corporations are in

this respect in no different position from private

owners ; and if it could be shown that the mis-

chievous propensity of the dog was known to any

person, having control of the business or of the

yard, or even of the dog, or whose duty it would be

to inform the eompan}' of what the dog had done,

it might do, but the evidence fails on that point."

In Wli itfield v. South-Eastern Railway Com-

(/) 1 i\. I!. 33 L. J. (Q, B.) 310.
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pany (to), it was held that a corporation was liable

for publishing a libel contained in a telegram which

passed over their wires ; and e converso, a corpora-

tion, though intangible and without personal inci-

dents, may sue for Ubel upon it [n).

In respect of liabilitv for torts it makes no differ- ''^^® ^.^^
-*- *> principles

ence, whether the corporation is a trading one '^ppiy *°
^ non-trading

making profits out of its undertaking, or exists corporations,

merely for public purposes. In the latter case, as

in the former, it is equally under obligations to all

persons with whom it may come into contact, and

is bound so to carry on its affairs as to keep within

its powers, and not to cause injury to others.

Failing this, it is liable for the damage result-

ing (o).

Under the same circumstances the various boards and to puWic

.. TT ..,,,. .- boards as to

01 commissioners, and other similar bodies appointed trading cor-

to conduct and carry out public improvements, and

deriving therefrom no personal advantage whatever,

will, in their corporate or quasi-corporate capacity

—unless expressly by statutory provision relieved

—be responsible to the parties injured
( p).

(m) 1 E. B. & E. 115, 27 (o) Southampton and Itchin

L. J. (Q. B.) 229. See Lawless Bridge Company/ v. Souihamp-

V. Anglo-Egyptian Cotton and ton Local Board, 8 E. & B.

Oil Company, L. K. 4 Q. B. 801, 28 L. J. Q. B. 41 ; Ruck

262. V. Williams, 3 H. & N. 308

;

(n) Metropolitan Saloon Omnir- Brownlow y. Metropol. Board,

bus Company v. Hawkins, 4 H. 16 C. B. (N. S.) 546.

& N. 87, 28 L. J. (Ex.) 201. (p) See the cases cited in
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SECTION III.—CHIMES.

The liability of corporations has been extended

to even some varieties of crimes. The notion of

crime as usually held, requires intent on the part of

the criminal, but this is not the view taken by our

law. Many acts which if productive of harm to a

Crimes where siuglo pcrson are mere torts, become crimes when

constructive! ^^^J result in damage to a large number of people ;

and all proceedings which are invasions of the rights

or privileges not of some one indi^^.dual specially

but of the public at large, or which are detrimental

to the general well-being or to the interests of the

State, similarly fall under the category of crimes.

In such cases the intent is notional and construc-

tive, rather than real (q) ; it suflBces if the wrong-

doer has caused, whether directly by his own pro-

ceedings or indirectly by those of his agents, the

wrong in question. Manifestly a corporation can

commit such wrongs, can have such an intent, and

by consequence at least to such extent render itself

amenable to the criminal law.

Accordingly it has been decided, that a corpora-

tion may be indicted for misdemeanors which are in

reality public torts, ('.(7., for disobedience to an order

of justices requiring them to execute works pursuant

the last noto, mid iilso the {q) See also upon this point

,\f,r.'<ri/ Doch I'rKfliYS V. Gibbs, Beg. v. Stephens, L. R. 1 Q. B.

I., n. 1 II. Lds. 9o. 702.
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to a statute (?•) ; for misfeasance in cutting througli

and obstructing a public highway (s) ; for non-repair

of a highway, and the like (t).

The authorities hitherto have gone only so far as liability for
° '' crimes involv-

to render them liable criminally for a nonfeasance ™g intent.

or misfeasance, where the mental element is negli-

gence. Whether this can ever be extended to

felonies or misdemeanors the essence of which is

malice, wilfulness, or other such determinate fact, is

very doubtful (u). Being mere abstractions, they

cannot have actually the mental element therein

involved, and to raise it by implication is directly

opposed to every principle of criminal law.

(r) Reg. v. Birmingham and 453, 26 L. J. (M. C.) 65 ; and

Gloucester Railway Company, the many authorities in the

3 Q. B. 223. books of indictments against

[s) Reg. Y. Great North of counties, townships, and

England Railway Company, 9 parishes, for not repairing

Q! B. 315 ; Reg. v. Longton roads, bridges, &c.

Gas Company, 2 E. & E. 651 ; (m) See the arguments in

Reg. Y. United KingdomElectric Reg. v. Great North ofEngland

Telegraph Company, 2 B. & S. Railway Company, 9 Q. B.

647, n., 3 F. & F. 73. 315 ; and King of tJie Two

(t) Compare Reg. v. Mayor, Sicilies v. Willcox, 1 Sim. N. S.

d:c., of Manchester, 7 E. & B. 334, 19 L, J. (Ch.) 488.
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PART m.
THE DOCTEINE OF ULTRA VIRES CONSIDERED WITH

REFERENCE TO THE POWERS AND PRIVILEGES
OF CORPORATIONS AND THE MANNER AND
PURPOSES IN AND FOR WHICH SUCH MAY BE
EMPLOYED.

CHAPTER I.

THE SPECIAL POWERS AND PRIVILEGES OF
CORPORATIONS.

SECTION L—THE USER OF SPECIAL POWERS AND

PRIVILEGES.

I. Powers conferred upon corporations for the

attainment of certain defined objects must

be employed by them strictly and solely

with reference to those objects only.

It is now established beyond question, that not

only are the capacities of corporations limited in

degree, but so also are the purposes and ends for

\vhich they propose to employ those capacities.

Corporations are created for the accomplishment

of certain ends or for the transaction of certain

business, which could not be so well attained or
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carried out by individual effort, and in this behalf

they are endowed with various powers and privileges

other than such as are possessed by private persons
;

but these powers and privileges are given to them

in a qualified manner only, and not absolutely. " It

has become a well-settled head of equity that any

company authorised by the legislature to take companies

compulsorily the land of another for a definite
^^'^"^^J^''"'''

purpose, will, if attempting to take it for any other
^^^i^^ ™^'J^

object, be restrained by the injunction of the Court ^°"^ ''*®-"

of Chancery from so doing" (a). This principle is,

with the qualification mentioned below, strictly

enforced. Whatever be the purposes for which

special powers and authorities are given, to the

attainment of these purposes alone can they be

devoted, no deviation therefrom being permitted,

however slight and however much the corporation

would thereby be benefited.

In Bentinch v. Norfolk Estuary Company (b) the Bentinok v.

defendants had power to make and maintain certain Estuary Oo.

cuts and works, with authority to take and use such

(a) L. E. 1 H. Lds. 43. 235; Flower v. London,

Compare Grossman v. Bristol Brighton and South Coast Rail-

and South Wales Railway Com- way Company, 34 L. J. (Ch.)

pany, IH. &M.531. 540; Edinburgh and Glasgow

(b) 8 D. Gr. M. & G. 714; Railway Company y. Campbell,

26 L. J. (Ch.) 404 ; Webb v. 9 L. T. (N. S.) H. Lds. 157.

Manchester, c&c, Railway Com- See Eversfield v. Mid-Sussex

pany, 4 My. & C. 116; Gother Railioay Company, 3 D. 0. &
V. Midland Railway Company, J. 2b6, 28 L. J. (Ch). 107.

2 Ph. 469; 17 L. J. (Ch.)
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of certain lands " as miglit be necessary or proper

for them to enter for the purpose of executing these

works." Within the limits of their line of deviation

they proceeded to take lands for the purpose, not of

forming their works, but of digging materials for

the same. It was held by Page-Wood, V.-C, that

they had no authority to do so ; and this judgment

on appeal was affirmed, and therefore an injunction

granted by the Vice-Chancellor against them was

made perpetual. It should be noticed that the Act

constituting the defendants incorporated the Com-

pany's Clauses and the Lands Clauses Acts, but not

the Eailways Clauses Act, which does contain pro-

visions for the entering upon lands merely for the

purpose of obtaining materials.

Lord Caiington There have been many subsequent decisions on

KaiL^Co""
" this subject ; the latest is that of Lord Canngton v.

Wycombe Railway Company (c). The defendants'

company gave to landowners notice to treat in

respect of a close of land containing 1 acre 27

perches, part of the C. estate. The price was settled

between the parties and the land conveyed to the

company by a deed not in the statutory form,

including the mines and all the estate of the

vendors. The company used about three perches of

the land for their railway ; and, about two years

after their purchase, the)-, in pursuance of a contract

M'liich, before tlie notice to treat, they had made

((•) L. R. 2 Eq. 82r>, L. E. 3 Western Railway/ Company, L.

{;h. :^77 ;
Beniir/inmp v. G)-ent R. 3 Ch. 745.
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with W. Terry, to convey to him all such part of the

C. estate as lay between his land and the railway,

conveyed the remaining 1 acre 24 perches to him by

a deed which recited that it was superfluous land.

The land was situate within the limits of a borough,

but was at some distance from the mass of houses

forming the town. There were two cottages upon it.

The Lords-Justices held, that apart from other con-

siderations, the vendors would have been entitled to

relief on the ground that the company had taken the

land, not for the purposes of their Act, but in order

to enable them to fulfil their contract with Terry.

Lord-Justice Cairns in his judgment said :
—" There

is no controversy as to the facts ; and it appears to

me that a more distinct and more openly avowed

case of the use of parliamentary powers for purposes

not intended by Parliament never has been pre-

sented to the Court ; and this is exactly one of those

cases which was described by Lord Cranworth in

Galloway v. Mayor and Commonalty ofLondon (d),

where his lordship said :
' The principle is this, that

when persons embarking in great undertakings for

the accomplishment of which those engaged in them

have received authority from the legislature to take

compulsorily the lands of others, making to the

latter proper compensation, the persons so authorised

cannot be allowed to exercise the powers conferred

on them for any collateral object.' The land here,

(d) L. R. 1 H. Lds. 34, 43.
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in my opinion, was taken, and is avowed to have

been taken, for that which was an object entirely

collateral, namely, to give to Mr. Terry that which

he had bargained for as part of the consideration for

the sale of the £20,000 stock."

Powers may Jt foUows naturally from what has been stated,
Dot be used to '

bftnefit or that companics may not go beyond or aside their
injure others.] .

-^ •'

. .

powers in order to benefit or to injure third parties,

or even to benefit themselves.

Doddii. In Dodd V. Salisburu and Yeovil Hailvjay
Salisbury and

'^ "^

YeoTiiRaii. Company (e), the defendants were authorised to

change the inclination of a road which was within

their limits of deviation, so as to carry it over their

line. Afterwards they proposed to alter the course

of the road according to a new plan, which rendered

it necessary to pull down the plaintifi"s house,

which likewise stood within the limits of deviation.

Notice of the intention to take the house having

been served upon the plaintift", he filed his bill to

restrain the defendants, alleging that the new road

was not really required for the purposes of the

undertaking, but was intended only as an accom-

modation to a laroo landholder in the neighbour-

hood. Stuart, V.-C, granted the injunction prayed

for, and on appeal the Lords-Justices declined to

discharge his order, because, although they con-

sidered that the corrupt bargain had not been

(e) 33 I.. T. 2.54, 311, fol- Iiailwa>/ Compan,/, 3 De G. &
lowing EverxiMdy. MkJ-Suxsex J. 280, 28 L J. (Ch.) 107.
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establislied, they were nevertheless of opinion that

it was a question to be determined in a Court of

Law, whether the defendants actually needed, and

if so, were entitled to take for the making of their

railway, property situated so far as the plaintiff's was

from their line of railway. ,

If the circumstances are at all doubtful, the cor- E"<i™™
' required.

poration will be compelled to adduce clear evidence

that the proceedings they are about to institute are

requisite for their undertaking. It will, for instance,

not be sufficient to put in a vague statement or

affidavit by their engineer or other such interested

party to the effect, " that the lands in question are

required or will be required for the purposes of the

Act, or for the railway and works authorised by the

Act " (/).

In the next place, compulsory powers of the Method of

CX6TCis111
""

nature now treated of, must be exercised not only compaisoTy

for the purposes intended, but also ' in the manner
^'"'^"'

and time prescribed. An open cutting may not be

substituted in place of a tunnel, nor a road with an

inclination of 1 in 20, if the Act of Parliament says

(/) Floioer V. London and Great Northern Railway Corn-

Brighton and South Goad Rail- pany, 3 D. G. M. <fe G. 576
;

way Gom,pany,^2 Dr. k Sm. 22 L. J. (Ch.) 761 ; and the

3.30; 34 L. J. (Ch.) 540. Com- other cases of this kind where

pare Stockton and Darlington the Court has refused to eii-

Railway Gompany v. Brown, 9 force agreements, although not

H. Lds. 246. See also South clearly shown to be Ultra

Yorkshire, dr., Company v. Vires.
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that the gradient is not to exceed 1 in 30 (g). A
Simpson I). well-knowu decision is that of Simpson v. South

shire Wate^
' Staffordshire Waterworhs (h). Here, a waterworks

company were by their special Act authorised to

make and maintain reservoirs, aqueducts, &c. The

works authorised, so far as they related to a par-

ticular field, which was situated within marked

limits of deviation, were described as " an aqueduct

constructed in tunnel or otherwise, as shown on the

original plans," which plans indicated no surface

Avorks upon the field, but merely showed that it was

intended to construct, at a depth of at least forty

feet under the same, an aqueduct in tuimel. After

the special Act was passed, the company served the

owners of the field with a notice to treat for the

purchase of it, with the view of sinking shafts, in

order to obtain an additional supply of water, and

also of erecting thereon permanent pumping engines

for raising water from beneath its surface. Upon a

bill filed by the owners of the field against the

(g) Att.-Gen.Y. Mid-Kent a?id had first given notice to the

Soutli-Eastern Eailway Com- plaintiiF of their intention to

pany, L. R. 3 C\\. 100. make a tunnel under his land,

(A) 34 L. J. (Ch.) 380 ; Lamb but finding this operation too

V. Noi-th London jRaifwai/ Com- dlfiicult, had afterwards de-

/><(iii/, L. 1?. i (.'h. Tiii. With termined to make an open

these decisions may be com- cutting, and had given notice

pared S/amps v. £irmiiifllM»i, to that eflfect ; audit was held
<(•(., L'ailwai/ Compain/, 7 Hare, that they were not precluded
'251, 17 L. J. (Ch.) 431, by their former notice from
whoro tlie defendants, em- so doino-.

powered to take certain land,
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company for an injunction to restrain tlie company

from proceeding to summon a jury to assess the

value of the field, and from using it for any other

purpose than the construction of an aqueduct, it

was held on appeal that the company were not

authorised to take or use the field permanently for

any other purpose than that indicated upon the

deposited plans.

Att.-Gen. v. Mid-Kent Railway Company and ^^:'^J''^-'

South-Eastern Railway Company (i), is a similar ^^- '^^''•

decision. A local board of health, &c., withdrew

its opposition to a railway bill upon the insertion

in the Act of a clause providing that no bridge

carrying a road over the railway within their district

should have an approach with a slope of more than

1 in 30. The makiag a slope of 1 in 30 required

an encroachment on the land of a person who ob-

tained an injunction to prevent such encroachment,

and the company thereupon made a bridge with a

slope of 1 in 20. On appeal the Lords-Justices

(reversing the decision of Stuart, V.-C), decided

that the company must not have a bridge with a

slope of more than 1 in 30, and that it was no

answer to say that this requisition could not be

complied with without stopping the railway.

(i) L. R. 3 Ch. 100 ; Man- Gen. v. Tewkesbury and Mal-

chester, &c.. Railway Company vern Railway Company, 32 L.

V. Reg., 3 Q. B. 528 ; Clarice J. (Ch.) 482 ; Raphael v.

V. Manchester, dsc, Railway lliames Valley Railway Corn-

Company, 1 J. & H. (531 ; An.- pany, L. R. 2 Ch. 147.

s 2
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Construotiou j^ these and similar cases, although the principles
of Acts of

. .

Parliament, of kw and equitj are clear, it is generally very

difficult to determine what are the special powers

and what the exact nature of those powers possessed

by corporations. This question will have to be

decided by an examination of the clauses often

expressed in crabbed and obscure language of Acts

of Parliament and the like, and it need scarcely be

said that judges of the highest eminence not un-

seldom differ widely in their interpretation of such

instruments. Thus where the defendants, who cer-

tainly had power to take the plaintiff's land for the

purpose of building thereon a market-house, were

about to take it to erect on it a covered building in

addition io the market-house, the blaster of the

Rolls restrained them from taking it for this latter

purpose, saying, " I am satisfied that upon the con-

struction of this Act of Parliament, it does not

authorise that which the company are about to

do"{j). But on appeal the Lords-Justices dissolved

the injunction, holding that the company were

proceeding within their powers (jj). Assuming,

however, that no doubt exists as to the powers,

general and special, with which a corporation is

endowed, and that it is both keeping within its

authorisation and acting bond Jide, the Court will

not interfere with its operation. It will be deemed

the best judge, not only of what is most conducive

(j) Bi-chards y. Scai-boroiiffh (Ch.) 110.

Marfre/ C"mp,nii/, 2:5 L. J. (i./) 23 L. J. (Ch.) 115.
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to its own interest, but also of wliat is proper and

fitting as regards third parties, and it will be left

unchecked to take or not to take lands, &c. {k).

As to the time within which works have to be TiKie withm
whion a com-

carried out—in most, if not all Acts conferring; com- p^^^y ™ay take

.
'

.
*=. lands, &o.

pulsorj powers, a time is fixed for the execution of

those powers. Within such period the company

may exercise their option of taking lands, &c. [I),

but not afterwards—the time and the powers ex-

pire together. If, however, before this period has

elapsed they have signified their intention to exercise

their powers, they may afterwards continue and

complete the works thereby entailed upon them,

unless some period be stated before the expiration

of which the said works are to be finished (m), or

unless they have expressly or impliedly abandoned

their intention (n).

(k) Richards v. Scarborough Railway Company, 28 Beav.

Market Company, uii supra; 109; and see SacZf^ v. i/aWora,

Beardmerw. London arid Nortlv- (he, Railway Company, Q Ex.

Western Railway Company, 1 143, 20 L. J. (Ex.) 102 ; and

Mac. & G. 112, 18 L. J. (Ch.) Richmond v. North London

432 ; Gather v. Midland Rail- Railway Company, L. R. 3

way Company, ubi supra; Ch. 679.

Stochion, itc. Railway Com- (m) Sparrow v. Oxford, &c.,

pany v. Brown, 9 H. Lds. 246. Railway Company, 9 Hare,

Compare Att.-Gen. v. Ely, dsc, 436.

Railway Company, L. R. 4 (n) Hedges v. Metropolitan

Ch. 194; and especially Railway Company, ubi supra;

Flower v. London, Brighton, Ystalyfera Iron Company v.

and South Coast Railway Com- Neath and Brecon Railway

pany,uhi supra. Company, L. R. 17 Eq. 142.

(I) Hedges v. Me(ropolitan
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Above
principles

are equally

applicable

to private in-

dividuals.

Statutory

powers are not

obligatory on
companies.

The doctrines set forth above apply to private

persons as to corporations and public companies.

The only difference in the application of the doctrines

arises from the difference in the powers and capacities

of the one and the other. A corporation is created

for definite purposes, an ordinary individual may

direct his attention to any objects he pleases; but

tlie case is altered with respect to special authority

given him, whether by express words or by necessary

imjDlication, for particular purposes. Thus, where

the owners of cotton mills on the banks of a canal

were authorised by the Act of Parliament under

which the canal was made to draw water from the

canal, " for the sole purpose of condensing the steam

used for working any steam engines" erected in

those mills, they were restrained from drawing off

the water of the canal for any other purpose (o).

It was at one time supposed in England, as it

seems to have been thought in Scotland, that per-

missive powers given by an Act of Parliament to a

company, were obligatory upon them. The case of

Phihp v. Juh'iibtirgh, dV., Haihnti/ Comjjan}/ {p)

in Scotland, and that of Heg. v. York and North

Midland Eaihvaij Co)npanii (q) in 1852, in England

so decided. The latter case, however, was reversed

(o) hWhIah Cuiiul Com- (q) 1 E. & B. 178, 22 L. J.

paiN/ V. Jui></, 2 Sim. (N. ,S.) ((,). B.) 41 ; on appeal, 1 E. &
''''^' B. 858, 22 L. J. (Q. B).

(/>) On appeal, 2 Macq. 22'k

5U.
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in 1853 in the Exchequer Chamber, and the former

in the House of Lords, in 1857 ; and there can now

be no doubt that corporations will be left free to put

permissive powers into action or not, as may seem

to them best to advance their own interests.

It should also be observed that special powers Effect of

vested in any body for the express purpose of carry- fnactments.

ing out some special object wiU not be overridden

by mere general powers given in a subsequent Act,

upon the maxim that " generalia specialibus non

derogant (r).

II.—It seems that a wider and more liberal

construction will be put upon the powers

vested in bodies, such as Local Govern-

ment Boards, Municipal Corporations, and

Sewage Commissioners, whose duties are

the accomplishment of public improve-

ments {sed queere).

It is not unfrequently asserted, and asserted with- Construction

T ^ 1 .
i> 1 "^ powers

out positive contradiction, that the strictness oi the vested m
• 1 i A i-

• l,i J. u P^'^''" bodies.

principle now m statement is, or ought to be, some-

times modified—that powers given for the public

(r) London and Blaclcwall 164; Trustees of the Birken-

Raihuay Company v. Board of head Docks v. Birkenhead Dock

Works for Limehouse District, Company, 23 L. J. (Ch.) 459.

3 K. ik J. 1:^3, 26 L. J, (Ch.)
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benefit must be interpreted liberally, and persons

entrusted with the exercise of them allowed very

considerable discretion. It is argued that there is a

great distinction between Acts granting compulsory

powers to joint-stock companies in respect of what

are really private speculations, and Acts empowering

and requiring corporate bodies having no private

interests to promote, to carry into effect public

improvements. In the latter case, in order to avoid

taxing the public, there may well be permission

granted to a corporation to take more land than

is actually necessary for the purpose of making,

certain specified improvements, and by a sale of the

superfluous land, rendered more valuable by the

improvements themselves to raise funds for the

execution of a great public work. We may admit

the full force of this argument, but it only amounts

to this that bodies entrusted with powers for the

public benefit will, hke persons having analogous

powers for their own advantage, under ordinary

circumstances, be deemed the proper and only judges

of the best method of utilising such powers for the

ends desiiined.

A^\^ may, perhaps, also admit that it is not " the

province of a I'ourt of Equity to interfere to compel

defendants who h;ive done something ultra vires

but hoitd ^fiile, with a view of accommodating the

public, to do something other than they have done

M-hich would be intra vires, and, therefore, legal,

but would be mojc inconvenient to the public or
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the persons complaining than that which exists" (a-).

But to admit this would be to do little more than Discretion of

the Court

recognise the discretion which the Court of Chancery where the.... .
public is

reserves to itself of refusing to interfere under cir- concerned,

cumstances where its interference would be produc-

tive of far more harm than good. Whether the

dictum just quoted of Lord Romilly is in the way he

stated it correct and good law may be doubted, but

in so far as it is correct it is simply a result of the

Court's discretion. Moreover, whether it be correct

or not, a corporation, or other person, will not be

permitted to avoid specific performance by alleging

as a defence to a bill that the public would be

inconvenienced by a decree being made against

him (t). The real existence of this qualification is,

however, a matter of doubt. It has not been made

the ratio of any decision, and indeed a logical

absurdity would arise by laying down that corpora-

tions and other like bodies have certain capacities

and powers only, and then saying that the same

powers given for the same specific purposes are to

receive a construction varying with the nature of

the bodies to which they are given. A railway

company, a municipal corporation, and a hospital,

are each authorised by Act of Parliament to pull

(s) Per Eomilly, M. E., in ley Railway Company, L. E.

Att.-Gen. v. Ely, d;c.. Railway 2 Ch. 147 ; see Reg. v. Brad-

Company, L. E. 6 Eq. 106, 111. ford Navigation Company, 6

(<) Raphael v. Thames Val- B. & S. 631.
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Private rights

must be

maintained,

even thougli

public

interests be

comproiiiisotl.

down certain houses to make room for, say, a station,

a new street, an additional wing, respectively. It

turns out that in each case only some of the houses

are required, and each of the bodies mentioned there-

upon proposes to turn the houses which it does not

require to some other purpose more beneficial to

itself than the returning them to their original

owners. These owners, hoAvever, apply for an injunc-

tion. Will it be held that the Court wiU deal dif-

ferently with each case, and will restrain the railway

company though it will not either of the others.

Ajid if private rights come into collision with

public interests it is the latter, not the former, which

will have to give wav. This oftenest happens in

questions of sewage and other nuisances committed,

necessarily it may be, by bodies existing for the

express purpose of carrying out works for the general

well-being. The plea of necessity, however, wiU

be of no avail ; the Court will not regard the ad-

vantage of the public and exact a sacrifice from the

individual, but it wiU, upon the application of the

latter, restrain the doing of the acts, e.g., the foul-

ing of streams, which constitute an invasion of his

rights {i().

It has been, on many occasions, most emphatically

decided that private persons must be protected,

{ii) Att.-0,». V. Mayor of

KiiHjalon, 13W. R. 888
; GiiJd-

fiinil V. Tiiid»-l(/i/e Wcl/s hn-

pfi-idl Com pail I/, L. l\. 1 Eq.

1G.3. Compare Biddulpli v.

St. Georges Vestry, 33 L. J.

(Cb.) 411.
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consequently injunctions will in their favour be

granted, although compliance therewith be practi-

cally impossible, without compelling the corporation

to infringe an Act of Parliament, and though a

sequestration to compel compliance be ineffectual

and injurious to the public (v).

SECTION II.—THE TRANSFER BY ONE CORFORATION

TO ANOTHER OF ITS SPECIAL POWERS AND

PRIVILEGES.

III. Corporations may not transfer to others

their own peculiar powers and privileges.

Such a transfer, whether permanently and abso- Transfer of
*- powers.

lutely or only for a definite period, is, it has been

repeatedly decided, in the absence of statutable

powers, illegal. Thus, Turner, V.-C, in Great

Northern Railway Company v. Eastern Counties

Railway Company {w) observed, with reference to

this question : "It is impossible to read the agree-

ment between the plaintiffs and the East Anglian

Eailway Company, without being satisfied that it

amounts to an entire delegation to the plaintiffs of

all the powers conferred by Parliament upon the

East Anglian Eailway Company. All the stock of

that company is to be taken by the plaintiffs,

(v) Spokes V. Banbury Board v. Birkenhead, c&c, Railway

of Health, L. E. 1 Eq. 42. Company, 7 Kail. Cas. 384.

{w)2l L.J. {Ch.)^o7; Winch
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without any obligation to restore it. The plaintiffs

are to manage and regulate the railways of the East

Anglian Eailway Company, for the purposes of the

agreement ; and although in form it is declared that

the instrument shall not operate as a lease or agree-

ment, it amounts, in substance, either to one or the

other. It is framed in total disregard of the obliga-

tions and duties which attach to these companies,

and is an attempt to carry into effect, without the

intervention of Parliament, what cannot lawfully he

done except by Parliament, in the exercise of its

discretion, with reference to the interest of the

public I think it is the duty of this

Court to withhold its interference, when called upon

to act in aid of agreements of such a nature." He

accordingly refused an injunction prayed for by the

plaintiffs, to restrain the defendants from obstructing

the engines, &c., of the former, in passing over the

junction of the East Anglian Eailway with the

Eastern Counties Railway, near Wisbeach.

Beman v. In Bemctii V. Bufforcl (.r), a bill was filed by

certain shareholders in the Oxford, AVorcester, and

(.r) 1 Sim. (X. S.) r)riO, 20 J. (C. p.) 117; London, Brigli-

L. J. (C'li.) ri37
; London and ton, and South Coast Railway

South- Western Jiailwai/ Coin- Company Y. London and South-

pani/ \. Si>i(t/i-A\isti'rn L'ail- Wtntern Railwa}/ Company, 28

way Company, 8 Ex. TiS-l, 22 L. J. (Ch.) 521 ; aud see also

L. J. (Kx.) 11*3; West London Ehymney Badtvay Company y.

liailiray Company v. London. Taff Vale Raihvay Com-pany,

anil Korth-Wt'stern Raihra.y 30 L. J. (Ch.) 482.

Com/Hiny, 11 C. B. 327, 22 L.

Kufford.
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Wolverhampton Eailway Company, to restrain the

directors from applying the funds of the company

in carrying,out an agreement entered into by the

directors with the London and North-Western Eail-

way Company, under which a narrow-gauge rail

was to be laid down, and the line, when completed,

to be worked by the London and North-Western

Eailway Company. The Court was of opinion that

the agreement was invalid, for, although the direc-

tors had power under their Act of Parliament to

lay down narrow-gauge rails, they had no power to

allow the line to be worked by another company.

Lord Cranworth, V.-C, said : "What they [i.e. the

Oxford, Worcester, and Wolverhampton Eailway

Company] are to do is this :—the whole concern,

without incumbrance, when completed, is to be

worked by the London and North-Western Eailway

Company, who shall have perfect control and exer-

cise all the rights of the Oxford, Worcester, and

Wolverhampton Eailway Company. Now, I need

not go farther into the case than to say, in my
opinion that is delegating the functions which the

legislature has given them to other parties, which

they have no possible right to do."

It is not unfrequently very difficult to determine Distinction

tetweeu

whether a certain agreement is nothing more than traEster of

powers and

a traffic arrangement, or whether it amounts to a working

transfer of special powers. Trading corporations,

it need scarcely be repeated, may make all such

hond fide business arrangements as Avill tend to
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their own emolument, and at tlie same time are not

contrary to public policy. They may covenant to

use or not to use their powers in certain modes and

under certain restrictions; but the line must be drawn

somewhere, and it is drawn at the point where such

covenants expressly, or by implication, amount to

the abandonment or the transfer of powers. The

best illustration of this part of our subject, and of

the difficulties involved therein, is afforded by the

Shrewsbury scrics of cascs reported as the Shrewsbury and Bir-
and Birming-

• i -n •! j-i t i 7 -kt
ham Rail. mmgham Eailway Company v. London ostd North-

Western and Shropshire Union Raihvays and

Canal Company. These cases will be dealt with at

some length in the next chapter ; but in so far as they

more particularly concern the present subject [i.e.,

the user and transfer of special powers], reference

may be made to the decision of the Lords-Jus-

tices {y). The facts involved in the particular case

which came before the Lords-Justices were these

:

the plaintiffs, viz., the Shrewsbury C'ompany had

withdrawn their opposition to a bill brought into

parliament by the London and North -A'^^estern

Railway Compan)^, to authorise a lease to them of

the Shropshire Union Railway, on an agreement

that the profits arising from the Shrewsbury and

Shropshire lines should be divided between the

plaintiffs and defendants in stated proportions. The
Act passed, and the agreement was re-executed

(//) A n. c. M. & a. 113, -li L. J. (Pii.) r,8i'.
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•under seal. The London and Nortli-Western Rail-

way Company, however, did not carry out their

contract. Thereupon the Shrewsbury Company filed

a bill for the specific performance of the agreement,

but the Vice-Chancellor dismissed the bill.

They appealed against this dismissal, and the

Lords-Justices held, that the directors of the Lon-

don and North-Western Eailway Company were

trustees for their shareholders, and that their enter-

ing into such a contract was a breach of trust as

between them and the shareholders, since it created

a partnership between the London and North-

Western Railway Company and the Shrewsbury

Company, determinable only at the option of the

latter, which varied' the rights of the London and

North-Western Company's shareholders in the gross

receipts of their business, and that the Shrewsbury

Company knowingly participated in such breach

of trust.

IV. Corporations may sometimes be enabled,

either by authority in their constating

instruments or by general statutes, to

enter into contracts regulating their busi-

ness, and otherwise to deal with their

powers in a manner which would be ab-

solutely UltJ-a Vires without such pro-

visions,

Few words need bo added to this statement.
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Manifestly, the supreme power which has endowed

corporations with peculiar privileges, may endow

them with the further privilege of using or even

misusing those privileges in any way that pleases

them. This has been done with certain classes of

Statutory corporatious by general Acts. Thus, 26 & 27 Vict.

aiitnate ^
*"

^- ^2, by scctious 22 to 29, enables railway com-
speciai powers,

ponies, with the sanction of three-fifths of their

shareholders, and the approval of the Board of

Trade, and now of the Railway Commission, to

enter into working agreements of the kind indicated.

The Railway and Canal Traffic Act, 1854, contains

various compulsory clauses, viz., in section 2 as to

through traffic, and in sections 2 and 3 as to afford-

ing equal facilities to all parties {z). The jurisdic-

tion to enforce these clauses was given to the Court

of Common Pleas ; and it is now, by 36 & 37 Vict,

c. 48, vested in the Railway Commission. So the

Railways Clauses Consolidation Act (8 & 9 Vict. c.

20, s. 87) enables railway companies to make cer-

tain contracts of this description, and 8 & 9 Viet.

c. 42 {((), contains somewhat similar enactments

with regard to canal companies, providing that

they may, subject to certain conditions, lease their

tolls, &c. So in many special Acts, provisions have

been inserted giving similar powers. In all such

cases, all tlie regulations and formalities imposed by

(;) Soo also 31 A :V2 Vict. c. 75, s. 3, and 23 * 24 Vict.

c. 119, s. in. 0. 41.

(-/) Sec ulso 21 .V 22 Vict.
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the statutes as to conditions precedent must be duly

observed. Tliis well appears from the case of the

Kent Coast Railway Company v. London, Chatham, ^^^^^^

and Dover Railway Compaiiy (6). An Act had ^ ^- ^ ^

empowered one radway company to grant, and

another to accept, a lease of a railway upon certain

terms, provided that the power to lease should not

arise till the Board of Trade had certified, &c. Heads

of an agreement were subsequently entered into,

and duly sanctioned by majorities of three-fifths at

meetings of the two companies, but without the

certificate of the Board of Trade first obtained, and

were acted upon for several years, but no formal

lease was' ever executed. The heads of the agree-

ment were also invalid, as providing for payment of

the rent out of profits not so applicable : held, that

the arrangement was not ratified by references to it

in subsequent local and personal Acts of Parliament,

not expressing any direct intention to confirm it, nor

had it been rendered valid by acquiescence.

V. Corporations may decline to use special

powers and rights conferred upon tliem,

and may decline to complete or carry on

the whole of their undertakings, semble.

Somewhat allied to the transfer is the abandon- AiDandonment
or powers.

ment of special powers and privileges. Questions

of this description, like those relating to the transfer,

(b) L. R. 3 Ch. G.56.
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have generally arisen in connection with railway

companies. These companies are incorporated for

the specific purpose of constructing a line between

two given termini. Their authorities are conferred

upon them with distinct reference to the accom-

plishment of such object, and the whole of it. Per-

sons become shareholders and subscribe to its funds,

1 with a view to the attainment of the whole of such

object, and they may justly complain of and refuse

to acquiesce in any proposal to complete a portion

only of the total project. Xot unseldom, however,

before the railway is finished, circumstances arise

which may make it desirable to modify the original

scheme, by abandoning a portion of the undertaking

or the like. It has been determined that such pro-

ceedings are, unless - provided for in the Act, Ultra

Vires, and that this will be restrained at the instance

of any shareholder or creditor. "The company is

not like a partnership for general trading,—a part-

nership in which one portion of the business may be

encouraged and another discouraged, or abandoned,

according to the contingencies of trade, and in

which there is a general authority to use the capital

to the best ad^'autage ; but it is a partnership for a

public purpose, for effecting a work ivhich it is a

diiti/ to coinplete, and for which alone the capital

is advaneod in shares, or authorised to be raised.

The obligation to complete the work appears to be

co-e.\tcnsivc with the authority to make it. Neither

this Act nor any of these Acts contains authority to
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substitute a less work or part for tlie whole." This

was the decision of Lord Langdale, M. E., in Cohen

V. Wilkinson (c), in which case the directors of a

company who had obtained powers to construct a

line from Epsom to Portsmouth were restrained, on

bin filed by one of the shareholders, from completing

it as far as Leatherhead only.

But there is considerable doubt as to whether this Oorporations

may decline to

is the law now. In the first place it is extremely «se special
" powers.

difiicult to point out how such a decision coidd be

carried into effect—how such an injunction could

be practically worked. The directors could not be

compelled to raise the funds and to do all the other

multitudinous operations necessary for completing

the work. Even if they were willing, whence is the

requisite capital to be obtained, supposing that

already raised to have been spent ?

Moreover, as already seen {d), corporations may,

even as between themselves and their members,

relinquish some of their objects, and confine their

attention to the remainder. They may also put into

force or not, as it pleases them, powers which

(c) 12 Beav. 125, 18 L. J. Jtailway Company, 2 Mac. &
(Ch.) 378, 411; Reg. y. East- G. 160, 20 L. J. (Ch.) 445,

em Counties Railway Com- where plaintiff was debarred

pany, 8 L. J. (Q. B.) 340
;

by his laches having remained

BagshawY. East UnionRailway passive eighteen months.

Company, 2 Mac. & G. 389, (d) Re Norwegian Titanic

18 L. J. (Ch.) 193; Logan r. Iron 'Company, 35 Beav. 223,

Courtown, 20 L. J. (Ch.) 347
; ante, p. 72.

Graluim v. Birkenhead, <fec..
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are permissive only, and not obligatory (e). This

being so, can it be maintained that tbey are—
considering the question merely as one of legal

principle—compellable to do works, and to carry

out the entirety of an undertaking for which com-

pulsory powers have been given them ? That they

cannot be so compelled by information by the

Attorney-General on behalf of the public was

expressly decided by Shadwell, V.-C, and by the

Lord Chancellor on appeal in Att.-Gen. v. Bir-

mingham and Oxford Junction Railway Com-

pany (/). The remedy, if any, the Vice-Chancellor

said, was by mandamus, but the Exchequer Chamber

has since decided that a mandamus will not be

granted under such circumstances.

(e) See ante, pp. 262-3.

(/) 4 D. G. & S. 490, 3 Mac. i- G. 453.
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CHAPTEE 11.

TRAFFIC ARRANGEMENTS.

A CORPORATION may carry on and extend its
^'"^p°''**'°"

,
•I •! may not exceed

legitimate business by every legal means ; it may or transfer its

consequently in the furtherance of these objects

enter iato all such engagements with rival com-

panies and other competing bodies as it may deem

most conducive to its own interests, provided, how-

ever, that it does not in so doing either exceed its

powers, or enter into engagements which, however

skilfully disguised, are only a transfer or delegation

of special powers and privileges. Of these engage-

ments the commonest, as well as the most notice-

able, are the arrangements entered into by railway

companies for the forwarding and division of trafl&c.

Such arrangements, if hond Jide what they purport

to be, viz., conventions for more economically or

expeditiously conducting their several business in

circumstances where they clash are vahd, and are

valid only when of this description. It is, however,

in many cases extremely difficult to say under

which head—that of legal traffic arrangements or

illegal transfers of powers—a particular agreement
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is to be placed, and different courts come to con-

trary conclusions.

I. Arrangements giving to one company nmning

powers over the line of another company

are valid.

Running One of the earliest cases determining the validity
pcweis.

^£ g^^^j_^ arrangements is that of South Yorkshire and
South York-

_

°
shire and River /^{j.^^;. J)itn Compcoii/ V. Great XoHlieni Rciilivaii
Dun Co. I'. ...
Great Northern Company, the conflicting judgments rendered in
Rail. Ou.

which in Chancery and at Common Law weU

evidencing the diverse interpretation put upon these

agreements, and the difficulties involved in a deter-

mination of their true legal nature and bearino-.

This suit arose thus : In 1851 and 1852 negotiations

were carried on between the South Yorkshire Eailway

and River Dun Company and the Great Northern

Eailway Compan)- chiefly with reference to the

rea;ulation of the coal traflic, and the division

between the two companies of the tolls received

therefrom. In the result an agreement was entered

into under seal between the two companies, by

which it was covenanted that the latter company

should have the use of the line of the former for a

term certain at stated tolls, according to the tonnage

carried
; and it was agreed that these tolls should be

charged ou the tolls and dues of the company who
had the use of the line, and that upon non-payment
tlie other company might take and impound
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such tolls and dues, and deal witli the same

in the same way as with distress for rent. In

accordance with the agreement the Great Northern

Eailway Company had the use of the other com-

pany's line for a time, but refused to make any

payments in respect thereof. Thereupon a bill was

filed (a) by the former company to restrain the

other company of the line from dividing their funds

among their shareholders, by way of dividend, until

the debts alleged to be due to the other company

were paid. The Court of Chancery, however,

declined to interfere by way of injunction, but left

the plaintiffs to proceed by action or distress as they

might be advised. But though the Lords Justices

declined to interfere, they inclined to the opinion

—

first, that a railway company cannot legally or

equitably mortgage its undertaking without the

authority of Parliament ; and, secondly, that such,

the agreement here in question, was not a contract

for the use of the line, nor for an apportionment of

tolls within the 87th section of the Eailways Con-

solidation Act, 8 & 9 Vict. c. 20.

An action was then brought at law, and the

Court of Exchequer Chamber affirming the judgment

of the Court below, considered the contract to be

not only in other respects legal, but also within the

powers of the directors (6). " It is a contract, the

(a) 3 D. G. M. & G. 576, (6) 9 Ex. 642, 23 L. J. (Ex.)

22 L. J. (Ch.) 761. 186.
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object of which is, and by which it is provided, that

the phdutiffs in error may pass their carriages laden

with coals over the line of the defendants in error
;

and so far as its purpose and general stipulations

provide for effecting this, it is clearly a contract

which the two bodies are competent to enter into.

But it is a condition imposed on which the validity

of the contract depends, that this use of the line

shall be granted on payment of toUs." And the

Court came to the conclusion that the payments to

be made under the contract were " toUs " within

the meaning of the 87th section of the Railways

Clauses Consolidation Act, 8 & 9 Vict. c. 20.

In Great Northern Railway Company v. Man-

chester, &c., Railway Company (c), an agreement

that two companies might mutually use the railway

of one of the companies on certain specified terms

was held good as being consistent with a proper

user of the railway and with the rights of the

granting company.

Midland Rail. The latest docisiou on this subject is that of

w'estom'Raii. MuUand Railway Company v. Great Western

Railway Comj^auy (d). The H. Eailway Company,

(c) 5 T>. O. & Sm. ITiS. Compant/\. London and Xortli-

('iHiipiivo ilidland Baihva;/ Western Raibray Company, L.

Coiii/Hiny V. Aiidierffafe, dr., R. 8 Oil. 942 ; WolverJiampton

Ji'oHwiiy Company, 10 ITuro, and Walsall Raihniy Company
• ''^' V. London and North-Western

(d) h. n. S Vh. 841 ; SCO RaHmq/ Company, L. R. 16
iiUoLlanelly Railway and Dock Kq. 433. See also as to the

Co.
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whose line ran into the defendant company's line at

B., had a Parliamentary right to nse the defendant's

station at B. The plaintiffs' company had running

powers over the defendants' line, and were anxious

to run trains through the B. station over the H. line.

The H. company applied to Parliament for power to

lease their line to tlie plaintiffs, but through the

opposition of the defendants the proposed bill was

thrown out. The H. company then entered into an

agreement with the plaintiffs, terminable on six

months' notice, by which they agreed to allow the

plaintiffs to use the E. line, and all its stations,

sidings, &c., and to afford them every facility for so

doing ; the plaintiffs to keep the line in repair and

appoint and pay their own officers, and fix the rates

and fares of through traffic, paying to the H.

company a proportion of the through rates and

fares by way of commuted toll. It was also

provided that if the H. company should desire the

plaintiffs to undertake the local traffic of the H. line

the plaintiffs would do so, paying the H. company a

proportion of the fares. The plaintiffs under this

agreement claimed the right to run their trains over

effect of acquiescence by one Company v. Stour Valley Rail-

company in the enjoyment by way Comixmy, '2, D. G. M. <fe

another company of rights of G. 866. As to the import of

user. Great Northern Railway an arbitrator's award, see East-

Company V. Lancashire and em Union Railway Company

Yorkshire Railway Company, v. Eastern Counties Railway

1 Sm. & Giff. 81 ; s.ndi Shreios- Company, 2 E. & B. 530, 22

bary and BlrmiiKjham Railway L. J. (Q. B.) 371.

281
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the defendants' junction at B., and filed their bill to

establish the right, which the defendants resisted on

the ground that the agreement between the plaintifis

and the H. company was Ultra A'ires and illegal.

The Lords Justices, reversing the decision of the

Master of the EoUs, held that the agreement was

not Ultra Vires or illegal, and that the plaintiffs were

entitled to the relief prayed.

Result nf the We may then, perhaps, lay down broadly that
authorities. i a r i ^^ ai j__r_Li

bonajide tratnc arrangements tor the more econo-

mical working of the traffic which comes to a group

of companies—usually railway companies—wiU be

supported. But such arrangements must be in

reality what in name they purport to be, simply

agreements by which the business that comes witliin

the scope of all is carried on commodiously and

cheaply, and for the common benefit, and not

transfers of the powers of some of such companies to

the others.

No test exists, no fixed line marking off legal

business regulations from illegal delegation of

special powers, but here may be mentioned the case

Loncion, of London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway
Bnghton, and ' ^ j

South-Coast Comnani/ v. London and South-Western Railwaii
Rail, C!o. 0.

^ ''

London aiui CoinjKinu {(•) as iUustratinsT the nature of agreements
South- Western

. . .

® *
Rail. Co. which A\ill be considered not to come under the

(f) 4 D. G. it J. 362 ; iS hurij, d-c, Railway Company
T.. J. {V\i.) b-l\

; Fui-ness v. Chester, cfr., Raihcay Com-
luii/iniy Coni/jany v. Smith, paiiy, li L. T. 217, 433.

1 D. (!. i>e Sm. l"J'.t ; ,S/ire/rii-
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head of traffic arrangements. The Brighton Com-

pany and the South Western Company became

jointly entitled to a line of railway under an

Act of Parliament made in 1847, by which this

joint line was placed under the management of

a joint committee. By this Act it was provided

that each of the two companies might use the joint

line for all purposes necessary for the traffic of

the same respective company. The South-Western

Company afterwards, without Parliamentary autho-

rity, entered into agreements with the Portsmouth

Company, by which the South-Western Com-

pany was to have the exclusive use of the

line of the Portsmouth Company, paying £18,000

a year. On bill filed by the Brighton Com-

pany to prevent this agreement being carried

out, it was decided that the Act of 1847 did

not create a joint tenancy, carrying with it

the right of using for every kind of traffic a

station appurtenant to the joint line, and that the

South-Western Company had no right to use it

except for what was properly traffic of that company.

The Court also held that the agreements between

the South-Western Company and the Portsmouth

Company were Ultra Vires and illegal, and that the

conveyance of passengers and goods under them did

not constitute traffic which could be considered

traffic of the South-Western Company within the

meaning of the Act of 1847, and that therefore the

Brighton Company were entitled to an injunction
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restraining the South-Western Company from using

the joint station for the purposes of any traffic

destined for or coming from the Portsmouth Rail-

way or any part thereof.

II. Agreements for apportioning between

different companies the " tolls " receivable

by the whole of them collectively may be

valid.

Division of Whether such agreements would, apart from

statutory enactment, be considered good is doubtful.

Contracts between companies which create in fact if

not in name partnerships, are void on the double

ground of being Ultra Vires and also contrary to

public policy, and any arrangement for the division

of tolls must, it is presumed, be objectionable upon

the same grounds. AVith regard, however, to rail-

way companies it is expressly proAided by 8 & 9

8 & 9 Vict. -17- J. ^,^ o - j-l J.

.. 20, s. 87. ^ ict. c. 20, s. S ( , that

" It shall be lawful for the company from time to time to

enter into any contract with any otlier company, being the

owners or lessees, or in possession of any other railway, for the

jiassago over or along the railway, by the special Act authorised

tci be made, of any engines, coaches, waggons, or other carriages

of any other company, or which shall pass over any other line

of railway, or for the passage over any other line of railway of

any engines, coaches, waggons, or other carriages of the

company, or which shall pass over their line of railway, upon

tho payment of sucli tolls and under such conditions and

reslriclions as may be mutually agreed upon ; and for the
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purpose aforesaid it shall be lawful for the respective parties to

enter into any contract for the division or apportionment of the

toUs to be taken upon their respective railways."

What will be " tolls " within the meaning of

this section is by no means clear ; the authorities on

this point, as upon so many others, in connection

with Ultra Vires being very conflicting. It would

seem that any payment of money, whether a lump

sum or not, in consideration of the conveyance or

passage over the line of the contracting company,

of goods or passengers, is a " toU," although the

payment be not calculated by reference to the num-

ber of individuals or separate articles (_/). But an

agreement providing for a fixed dividend upon the

capital of either of the contracting companies is not

so (g). The best cases illustrative of this point are

those arising out of the agreement, which has already

been referred to and commented upon (h), made

between the Great Northern Eailway Company, the

South Yorkshire Eailway Company, and the Eiver

Dun Company (i).

(/) Great Northern Railway . (h) See ante, pp. 378-9.

CoTnpany v. South Yorkshire {t) See also East Anglian

and River Dun Company, 9 Ex. Railway Company v. Eastern

55, in the Exchequer Chamber. Counties Railway Company, 21

[g) Sim^json v. Denison, 10 L. J. (C. P.) 2-3.

Hare, 51.
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III. Agreements providing for the division of

profits arising from tlie whole existing

traffic of a district, in proportions calcu-

lated on the past course of traffic, are not

Ultra Vires or otherwise void.

Apportionment ^his proposition seems to be established, but it
or receipts. -*-

requires the greatest care and consideration to dis-

criminate agreements of this class on the one hand

from transfers of powers, and, on the other hand,

from partnerships between the various companies

concerned. In the last chapter the well-known

li'irc!™'^'''
Shrewsbury Railway Company's cases were men-

ciises. tioned, as exemplifying these difficulties. These

arose out of the following circumstances. The

London and North-Western EaUway Company and

the Shropshire Union Railways and Canal Company,

together promoted a bill to enable the former to

use a portion of the line of the latter company.

This bill the Shrewsbury and Birmingham Railway

Company opposed. To get lid of their opposition

an agreement Avas entered into with the opposing

company, by which the other two companies agreed

to conduct their traffic in a certain specified manner,

to keep certain accounts, and to pay over to the

Shrewsbury Company a portion of their receipts (y).

This agi'oement p'ave rise to an enormous amount&'

(./) See tho ngreemout at lengtli, 2 Mao. & G. 331—335.
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of litigation. On the opening of tlie Shrewsbury

and Birmingham Railway in 1847; that company

called upon the London and North-Western Rail-

way Company to keep the accounts stipulated for

in the agreement, and this being refused a bill

was filed to compel them to do so. This bill was

met by a demurrer on the part of the London and

North-Western Railway Company, and the demurrer

was allowed by the Vice-Chancellor of England, on

the ground that the agreement had not come into

operation (k) : from this there was an appeal, and

Lord Cottenham overruled the demurrer, being of

opinion that the agreement had come into operation

and was valid and binding (l). Thereupon a motion

for the injunction prayed by the bill, i.e., that the

London and North -Western Railway Company

should not (see the third clause of the agreement)

carry traffic on certain specified portions of their

lines, was made and granted by the Vice-Chan-

cellor (m) ; this also was appealed from, and the

then Chancellor, Lord Truro, dissolved the injunc-

tion upon the ground of comparative inconvenience,

and without giving any opinion as to the merits of

the case ; holding, that the questions both as to the

agreement having come into operation, and as to its

legal validity, ought to be tried at law (n).

An action was next brought upon the agreement,

(k) 20 L. J. (Ch.) 90. (m) 20 L. J. (Ch.) 102.

(I) 2 Mac. & G. 324, 2 Hall (re) 3 Mac. & G. 70, 20 L. J.

& T. 257, 20 L. .J. (Ch.) 95. (Ch.) 10.3.
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and tlic Court of Queeo's Bench held, that it was

not void either as being a fraud on the legislature,

or as depriving the public of the benefit of competi-

tion, or as being a fraud on the shareholders (o).

A further motion for an injunction was then made

before the Master of the EoUs, to whom the cause

had been transferred ; and he idtimately dismissed

the bill—or rather all the bills, for three cross suits

were pending—and with it the motion for the in-

junction (p). Against this dismissal there was an

appeal unto the Lords Justices, who also decided

against the plaintifis, holding, that the agreement

was a breach of trust on the part of the directors as

between themselves and their shareholders, and that

the plaintiffs had knowingly participated in such

breach of trust. They also held, that the contract,

being to alienate the tolls of a given portion of a

railway, was contrary to the authority given by

parliament, and was against public policy ; and

that, therefore, whether it were valid or invalid at

law, the Court could not lend its assistance to en-

force specific performance of the same (q).

The plaintifis thereupon appealed to the House

of Lords, where, finally, it was determined, that

whate-\'er were the character of the covenants in

question, the time had not yet come when they were

to be put into operation (r).

(o) 17 (J. R C.vj, 21 L. J. 22 L. J. (Ch.) 683.

(Q- !*) '^''-
{>j c H. Lds. 113, 26 L.'j.

(/.) 1C> Ik.'iY. m. (Ch.) 482.

(<j) I D. (!. M. .t G. 11,%
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The result of these numerous judgments is thus

summed up by Page-Wood, V.-C. (s) : "I think the

positive opinions are only two—Lord Cottenham on

the one hand [i.e., in favour of the legality of the

agreement], the V.-C. Turner on the other ; and the

present Master of the Eolls, whether bound by the

weight of authority or otherwise, adheres to the

view of Lord Cottenham and the judges at Common
Law. In Equity the authorities stand in the manner

I have described ; there are only two authorities

directly opposed, and the others, perhaps, may be

taken to be neuter between those two contending

views. Then we have the opinion of the Court of

Queen's Bench, which consisted at the time of the

present Lord Chancellor, Mr. Justice Patteson, Mr.

Justice Coleridge, and Mr. Justice Wightman,—cer-

tainly a very great weight of authority is there

found united in favour of the contract which there

existed."

Another equally well-known, and perhaps more Hare v. Loudon

. , . . and North-

important as bemg the more recent, authority is Western Rail.

that of Hare v. London and North- Western Rail-

way Company (t). Here two groups of railway

companies, being respectively the owners of inde-

pendent conterminous routes (from London to Bdin-

(s) 2 J. & H. 113, lU; 30 L. J. (Ch.) 17 ; Lancashire and

L. J. (Ch.) 832. Carlisle Railway Company v.

(t) 2 J. & H. 80, 30 L. J, Nortfir-Western Railway Com-

(Ch.) 817; Hodgson v. Earl pany, 2 K. & J. 293, 25 L. J.

Powis, 1 D. G. M. & G. 6, 21 (Ch.) 223.
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burgh), agreed to divide the profits of the whole

traffic in certain fixed proportions, calculated on the

experience of the past course of traffic. As a result

of that agreement, a portion of the earnings of the

London and North-Westem Eailway Company was

handed over to the other companies ; and the plain-

tiff", a shareholder in this company, applied—though

after several years of acquiescence— for an injunc-

tion to restrain the companies from carrying out

the agreement : the application was refused. The

Vice-Chancellor considered not only that on prin-

ciple such an arrangement was legal, there being in

it nothing prejudicial to either the shareholders or

the public, but also that he was concluded by the

judgments of Lord Cottenham and the Court of

Queen's Bench in the Shreirshuiy Case,— "Until

that judgment is overruled by a higher authority, I

think I ought to adhere to it in a case which seems

to be entirely parallel."

In the present case the validity of the agreement

was examined as far as it concerned companies and

lines existing at the moment of its making ; more

recently it has been decided that it is not so, if

applied to otliers not then existing. Midland Rail-

waij Companij v. Loiidoji and Nortli-Western Eail-

vaf/ Companij (a) is the case in point. The plain-

(u) \j. R. 2 Va\. 521:. Com- questions decided in which

pare Jfaiiii.telly. ^fi,^lnld Great was, that au agreement making
Wi'sh'i-ii. of Irduwf lliilwai/ traffic regidations applicable

Company, 1 H. A M. 130 ; 32 to future extensions was Ultra

L, J. (Ch.) r)13, one of tlic Vires.
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tiffs here, by extending tlieir old line and by adding

a new branch, and thence by running powers ob-

tained over the line of the defendants, one of the

parties to the agreement, had acquired, subsequently

to the date of the same, a new through route from

London to Edinburgh ; and the suit arose in refer-

ence to the proceeds of the traffic on such new

through route. Kindersley, V.-C, after determining

that the agreement did not either expressly or by

implication include the plaintiffs, considered that if

it had done so it would have been illegal
—" it Agi-eements

° regulating

would be Ultra Vires of the board of directors of t™*" up°n
future lines

such a company to enter into a contract fixing and are void,

regulating the future traffic which might be carried

upon a line of railway which the company might

hereafter be empowered to construct, and the profits

of such traffic, so as to give to another railway com-

pany an interest in such traffic and profits."

IV. Agreements between companies which

create a partnership between the parties

thereto are void.

It has just been seen that certain kinds of agree- Agreements

ments for the division of the receipts obtained by partnership.

diff"erent companies in fixed proportions between

such companies are allowable, but it is only such

agreements which can be upheld. Others which

closely resemble these are illegal, as establishing a
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partnership between the companies concerned, and

consequently producing a transfer of the powers,

and a merger pro tanto of each separate company

in the constituted whole. Reference has already

been made to these agreements, and their illegality

expressly laid down in the judgments in the autho-

rities cited in the last few pages, in illustrating the

nature of legal conventions of this description.

Perhaps the leading case on this point is that of

NewcStie'
CliarltOH V. NewcostU and Carlisle Railway Com-

Eaii'co^'^'^ P'^^''!/ {'^)> "«'^6re the arrangement was held to con-

stitute a partnership. The heads of the agreement

here in question, made between the Newcastle and

Carlisle Railway Company and the North-Eastern

Railway Company, provided shortly that the two

railways should be amalgamated on the principle of

each company receiving a proportion of the net

receipts, and out of such proportion paying their

own debts, dividends on share capital, and other

special charges ; that the rolling-stock and works

belonging to the two companies should become joint

property ; that the gross receipts of the two lines

should be charged with the total working expenses

;

and so on. Page-Wood, V.-C, said :
" It is plain,

in this state of things, that the companies are

desirous of doing that which the law wiU not allow

them to do ; or at all events to go as near to the

object whirh they have in view as the law will allow

(v) 5 Jur. (N.S.) 1097.
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them ;

" and he accordingly made an order restrain-

ing the companies from acting upon the proposed

agreement. In reference to the distinction between

arrangements amounting to partnership and such as

merely provide for a division of the tolls—which

may be good, as seen in the last few pages—the Vice-

Chancellor observed :
" The agreement itself is one

of an extremely suspicious character on the face of it.

They intend to go a step farther—and that not

an unimportant one—than that agreement which

has been held valid by the Court of Exchequer

Chamber in the case of the South Yorkshire and

Biver Dun Company v. Great Northern Railway

Company (w). They go this step farther : having

recited the heads of amalgamation, by which the

intention of all parties is that there shall be a clear

partnership between the companies so far as the law

will allow ; and that the total profits of the two

companies shall be thrown into one fund, and then

the net profits divided between the two companies,

which would be clearly illegal, they say :
' What we

will do is this—we will adjust the bargain for tolls

which the law allows to meet the scheme as nearly

as we can, and we wUl likemse say the tolls shall

be diminished by the one company or the other, so

as to make the net profits received by the other

company as nearly as possible one-tenth and nine-

tenths of the gross profits received by the two. We

{w) 9 Ex. 642.
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cannot agree to have a profit-and-loss account ; the

hiw will not allow us to do it directly, but so far as

A\'C can by the mechanism of tolls, we will arrange

to do it ; and there shall be a sliding scale of tolls

which shall be adjusted to make a profit-and-loss

account.' Finding a contract in this form, and the

parties being convicted of an illegal act in the first

instance, I am bound to restrain them from doing

anything which will amount to an illegal contract

for the future."

, V. Corporations may not give up to others

their special powers, or the control of

their undertaking.

This has been shown in the last chapter, and the

cases there cited in connection Avith the authorities

here referred to, will sufficiently indicate the present

state of the law. Corporations may make all neces-

sary arrangements for cheaply and expeditiously

developing or carrying on their particular business

;

but it is another thing to go l>e)^ond this—to enter

Working iuto coutracts, for instance, by AAliich the exclusive
amercements

whieb amount coutrol or thc oxclusix'c right of working the line is
to a delegation

,

of powers. handed o\er to other parties. All such arrange-

ments, whatever their form, however disguised (a;),

arc Ultra Vires and void.

(.<) Sco as to tins, Simpsvn running powers was held void,

V, Bciiinoii, 10 Have, 51, whore as in reality amounting to a

an agrccniont nominally gi\ing ilelogatiou of powers.
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The leading case is Winch v. Birkenhead, &c., Winch v.

Railvjay Company {ij). Here heads of a proposed &o., uaii. Co.

agreement were drawn up between the directors of

two railway companies, by which one company was

to allow the other company for ninety-nine years to

work the lines and use the property and plant of

the granting company, except certain specified lands

and buildings, upon certain terms of allowance for

working expenses and charges, and the maintenance

of works and ways, the property and plant to be

restored on the termination of the agreement, on

profitable terms to the granting company ; and pro-

vision was made for application to Parliament* for

powers, if needful. On a bill by a shareholder in

the granting company, on behalf of himself and all

other the shareholders in that company except the

directors, against that company and the other com-

pany, the Court decided, first, that the proposed

agreement was a delegation of some of the statutory

powers of one of the companies to the other, which

was contrary to the policy of their Acts, and could

neither be granted nor accepted without further

powers from Parliament ; that it was a contract

savouring of illegality, which at the suit of any

shareholder this Court would restrain ; and the

Court, on motion, restrained the company from

(y) 5 D. G. & Sm. 562

;

Great Western Railway Corn-

Great Northern Railway Com- pany, L. R. 8 Ch. 841. (See

pany v. Eastern Counties Rail- also the cases, ante, pp. 267

—

way Company, 9 Hare, 306

;

270, 282.)

Midland Railway Company v.
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Statutory

authority.

Rogers v.

Oxford, &c.,

Rail. Co.

perfecting the agreement; secondly, that such an

agreement is not distinguishable on principle from

a lease, to grant which is clearly not within the

statutory powers of the granting company ; thirdly,

that the 87th section of the Lands Clauses Consoli-

dation Act merely gives to one company a limited

power to run a portion of its traffic, only when it

is necessary for the purposes of its own traffic, over

the line of another railway company.

As pointed out in the last chapter by express

legislative provisions, whether contained in general

or special statutes, corporations may be enabled to

divest themselves of their own peculiar powers or

to acquire those of others. Such enactments some-

times lead to unforeseen results, by conferring

upon corporations indirectly and through adven-

titious circumstances capacities which they would

not otherwise possess.

This is well shown by the case of Bogers v.

Oxford, (Cr., Railway Comimny (2). By an Act

of 1846, a railway company was authorised to

2>urchase the S. canal, and was bound to maintain

the canal and Iceoji it open for traffic when pur-

chased. This Act provided that, as soon as

the purchase was completed, the railway company

might exercise all the rights, powers, and privileges

which tlio canal company might before the sale

have exercised in relation to the canal, under any

{z) 2 D. (i. ct J. G02. Com-
pnro 2J'l)oiiiidl V. MhUand

Great Western (Ireland) Rail-

I'Mi/ Company, 3 Ir. Ch. 578.
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Acts relating to the canal which might be in force

at the time of the conveyance. The canal company

did not, before the sale, take any steps to adopt the

powers of 8 & 9 Vict. c. 42, the Act "to enable

canal companies to become carriers of goods upon

their canals." After the purchase the railway com-

pany proceeded, under the 8th section of the last-

mentioned Act, to take a lease of the tolls of the

W. canal. The clerk of the G. canal company,

which was likely to be injured by the granting of

the lease, took shares in the railway company, and

filed a bill, on behalf of himself and the other share-

holders, to prevent the acceptance of the lease, as

being Ultra Vires. The Court, composed of the

Lords Justices Knight-Bruce and Turner, assisted by

Erie, J., held, that by the purchase of the S. canal

the railway company had become a canal company

so as to be entitled to avail itself of the powers

given to canal companies by the 8 & 9 Vict. c. 42,

and that the taking of such lease was therefore not

Ultra Vires.

VI. In determining whether a given traffic

arrangement be or be not valid, no atten-

tion will be paid to any so-called public

interests.

It has often been considered that all such arrange- Agreements

ments as lessen the amount of competition are illegal, £e°tl''"''^'°

on the ground, without more, that the public is
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thereby put at a disadvantage. It has been said that

at least railway, if not aU large, companies, do not

exist for their own advantage merely, but that the

public has, as it were, a vested interest in their objects

and privileges, to the extent of having the right

to say that under all circumstances cheapness of

locomotion shall be especially sought after. What

reliance is to be placed on such assertions is to be

gathered from the following opinion of Page-Wood,

V.-C. (a) :
" 1 see nothing in the alleged injury to

the public arising from the prevention of competi-

tion ; and find no indication in the course taken by

the Legislature of an intention to create competition

by authorising various lines. From my own ex-

perience in Parliamentary committees, I should

rather be disposed to say that the Legislature wisely

inclined to avoid authorising the construction of

two lines which would necessarily compete with one

another Except by fixing a maximum
rate of tolls, and as far as practicable a maximum
amount of profit, the Legislature has imposed no

conditions in favour of the travelling public."

(a) 2 J. & H. 103 ; 30 L. J. (Ch.) 823.
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CHAPTEE III.

THE EXERCISE OF THE POWERS OF A CORPORATION
BY THE CORPORATION ITSELF.

SECTION I.—MEETINGS OF THE MEMBERS OF A
CORPORATION.

Though a corporation is distinct from the indi- Meetings.

viduals composing it, yet, being intangible, it can

transact its business and manifest its wishes only by

and through these individuals. Consequently meet-

ings of the members have to be held from time to

time for the various purposes connected vtdth the

corporation. At all meeting's every member has a 1^^° "^^^
^ o J be present.

right,- apart from provision express or implied to the

contrary, to be present. Notice must therefore, in

some way or other, be given to each person entitled

to be present, and the omission of such notice to

anyone, though he may have given a general

dispensation of notice, and though also the omission

be accidental (a), will invalidate the proceedings at

the meeting (6). Though all members have primarily

(a) Eex V. Latighorn, 4 A. (b) Rex v. Langhorn, ubi

& E. 538. sujir^ ; Rex v. Ghetwynd, 7
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a right to receive notice and to attend, yet the con-

stating instruments or custom (c), or the bye-laws

of the corporation (d), may restrict the number

having, this right, but restrictive bye-laws which

are repugnant to the constating instruments or

otherwise illegal, will be invalid (e).

^™"Pf'^"s On the other hand, a corporation may make and
atten dance. ' ^ •'

enforce bye-laws for compelling, by means of

pecuniary penalties, the attendance of members at

corporate meetings (/).

Persons present But if all the persous entitled to be present at
without notice.

any meeting are actually present thereat, whether

with or without notice, and do not object to the

same on the ground of informality, the want of

notice will be excused, and they will be unable

afterwards to repudiate the proceedings of such

meeting [g). Even persons not present, and who
did not receive notice, may by subsequent ac-

quiescence in the resolutions passed or other business

B. & C. 695. (See Moore v. 1 Buit. 127.

Hammond, 6 B. & C. 456.) As
(g) Tucler v. Hex, 2 Bro.

to whether it is necessary to p. C. 304 ; Hobhjn v. Bex, 2
give notice of an adjourned Bro. P. C. 329.

meeting to those who attended (/) Tobacco-Fipe Makers'
the original one, see Wills v. Company v. Woodroffe, 7 B.
Murray, 4 Ex. 843. ,t C. 838.

(c) See Rex v. AtUvood, 4
(5,) Rexy. Ghetwnnd,7B. &

B. & Ad. 481, N. .t M. 286. c. 695 ; He British Sugar Re-
id) Rex V. Westwood, 7 Bing. fining Company, ex parte Paris,

1, 4 B. & C. 781 ; Rex v. Bird, 3 K. <fc J. 408, 26 L. J. (Ch.)
13 East, 367 ; Rex v. Durlmm, 369.
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transacted at any meeting, be bound by the same, if

intra vires, and be unable to object to the want of

notice (h).

The requisites of the notice so required to be Form of notice,

given vary extremely. Generally its essential parts

will be set forth by the constating instruments

;

with joint-stock companies this will invariably be

the case, but custom, more especially with municipal

and eleemosynary corporations, will sometimes de-

termine these requisites wholly or in part. Special

circumstances or arrangements apart, the notice

should contain, first, the date and time, and

secondly, the place of meeting, unless there be some

standing rule or established custom, known to all

the members, which fixes these (i), and even then it

will be more advisable to issue a proper notice to

remind forgetful members ; and thirdly, the business

to be considered. However, the transaction of

business at a meeting foreign to the objects specified

in the notice will not make the whole meetine

irregular (j).

The length of time which notices must be issued

(h) Turquand v. Marshall, 426.

L. E. 4 Ch. 376 ; STnallcombe (j) He British Sugar Re-

V. Evans, L. E. 3 H. L. 249. fining Company, ubi suprct

See also Phosphate of Lime Graham v. Van Diemen's Land
Company v. Green, L. E. 7 C. Company, 1 H. <fe N. 541 ; 26

P. 43, where the matters ac- L. J. (Ex.) 73 ; Re Irrigation

quiescedwere apparently Ultra Company of France, Fox's case,

Vires. L. E. 6 Ch. 176.

(i) See Rex y. Hill, 4 B. & C.
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Adjourned
meetings.

Ordinary and
extraordinary

meetings.

previous to meetings is usually fixed by the con-

stating instruments. In companies governed by

8 & 9 Vict. c. 16, it must be fourteen days (k),

while the Companies Act, 1872, requires at least

seven days (I).

Meetings may be adjourned, but nothing may be

transacted at any adjourned meeting save the un-

finished business of the former meeting (m).

Meetings are of two kinds, ordinary or general,

and extraordinary or special. The former are held

periodically at appointed times, and for the con-

sideration of matters in general. The latter are

called upon emergencies, and for the transaction of

particular business. Extraordinary meetings being

thus summoned unexpectedly, the notice relating to

them ought to specify very carefully and exactly

the occasion of the summons, and all the business

proposed to be transacted thereat, so as to call the

attention of each member in an especial manner to

the circumstances {n). But beyond this, and the

further fact that the proceedings of an extraordinary

meeting are usually not final, but require confirma-

tion at some subsequent meeting (o), there is little

difference iu the requirements of both kinds of

(Jc) Sect. 71 & sect. 138.

{i) 25 & 2G Vict. c. 89, scot.

52, and Table A, clauses 9.3-

97.

{?«) Ret/. V. Grimshiiir, 10

Q. B. 747.

(») Sir Pif BriJjinH Old

Brewery Company, L. E. 2 Ch.

191.

(o) See JDean v. Bennett,

L. &. 6 Ch. 489 ; Clinch v. Fi-

nancial Corporation, L. R. 5

Eq. 4.-.O.
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meetings, and the notice to be previous to either,

and the formalities to be observed, will be very

similar, if not actually identical.

Upon this portion of the subject other observa-

tions will be made subsequently in Part III.,

Chapter V., Section 4, in considering the meetings

of directors.

SECTION II.—THE NECESSITY FOE, SEALING.

Under the strict Common Law all the contracts of C"™™™ i'^"^

rule.

coiporations must be attested by the fixing of thoir

seal. They being invisible—and as Coke adds (10

Eep. 32), without a soul—cannot manifest their in-

tentions by any personal act or oral discourse. They,

therefore, act and speak only by their common seal.

For though the particular members may expre'ss

their private consent to any act by words or signing

their names, yet this does not bind the corpora-

tion ; it is the fixing of the seal, and that only,

which unites the several assents of the individuals

who compose the community, and makes one joint

assent of the whole. As expressed by Eolfe, B.,

in Mayor, &g., of Ludlow v. Charlton (p),
" The

seal is required as authenticating the concurrence of

the whole body corporate. If the Legislature in

creating a body corporate invest any member of it,

either expressly or impliedly, with authority to bind

the whole body by his mere signature or otherwise,

(p) 6 M. & W. 815.
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then undoubtedly the adding of a seal would be

matter purely of form, and not of substance.

Everyone becoming a member of such a corporation

knows that he is liable to be bound in Lis corporate

character by such an act, and persons dealing with,

the corporation know that by such an act the body

will be bound. But in other cases the seal is the

only authentic evidence of what the corporation has

done or agreed to do. The resolution of a meeting,

however numerously attended, is after all not the

act of the whole body. Every member knows he is

bound by what is done under the corporate seal,

and by nothing else. It is a great mistake, there-

fore, to speak of the necessity of a seal as a relic of

ignorant times. It is no sucb thing ; either a seal,

or some substitute for a seal which by law shall be

taken as conclusively evidencing the sense of the

whole body corporate, is a necessity inherent to the

very nature of a corporation."

The rigid application of tbis rule has necessarily

entailed not a little moral injustice, as in the case

just cited. Two other notorious instances are

Arnold V. Mayor of Poole, and Diggle v. London

and Blachivall Railway Company (q). In the

former case the plaintiff, an attorney, had been

appointed by the defendants to conduct their suits

and to perform other legal business for them, but

his appointment not having been under the common

(7) 4 M. ct Gr. 860, and 5 Ex. 442, respectively.
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seal, it was held that he could not recover his

bill of costs. In the latter case the plaintiff had,

in accordance with an agreement not under seal

entered into with the defendants, executed certain

works and improvements upon their line. He was

dismissed before the completion of the work, and

on action brought it was held he could not recover

for the services rendered.

Moreover, owing to the vast increase in modern

times in the number of trading corporations, it has

been.found advisable, if not absolutely necessary, to

qualify the rule, and to hold many contracts made

by or with corporations valid though not under

seal. These exceptions are now to be examined,

but it must be premised that under no circumstances

wOl any exception be allowed to prevail against the

express directions of the Legislature. Whenever a

statute makes sealing an essential condition for the

validity of a contract, this formality must be ob-

served. Thus in Frend v. Dennett (r) the plaintiff

sued the clerk of the local board of health of the

non-corporate district of Worthing for work done

in pursuance of a contract .entered into with them,

such contract not being under seal. The 85th section

of 11 & 12 Vict. c. 63, provides that all contracts

above £10 shall in case of non-corporate districts

be under the seal of the board, &c. Consequently

(r) 27 L. J. C. P. 314. Com- Wolverliampton, 26 L. J. M. C.

pare Cimningliam v. Local, &c., 33.
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the verdict entered for the plaintiff at Nisi Prius

was set aside by the Court in banc.

This being borne in mind, the following seem to

be the chief cases in which the absence of a seal will

Exceptions, be excTised.

a. Matters of trivial and every day occurrence.

Trivial From earliest times it has been admitted that to
matters. ,.. . ...« pc • £

enforce the rigid rule in the insignificant afiairs oi

daily life would be needless, if not utterly imprac-

ticable. This appears from the judgment in Horn v.

Ivy (s), in 21 Car. 2, and the references to the year

books therein contained. " Admitting all this for the

defendant, yet it was said the plea was naught.

First because he justified by a command from a

corporation (the Governors and Society of the Trade

to the Canaries), and did not allege it to be by

deed. And it was agreed that a corporation might

employ one in ordinary services without a deed, as

(s) 1 Ventr. 47. See Eandle doient monstre un authority

V. I)eane, et al (2 Lut. 1496) south le seal del corporation,

12 Will 3, C. B., to au actiou 1 Sid. 441 ;
" but the plea was

of trespass for beating the overruled. " Car le difference

horses and servants of plaintiff, est enter un corporation que

defendants justified as being ad un teste, et per conse-

the servants of the mayor, quence poet faire un personal

aldcrmon, and burgesses of command et un corporation

B. Plaintiff demurred :
" que aggregate que n'ad un teste,

los dofs justifie conio servants 16 H. 7, 26. Et vid aux

al un corporation, et piu- ceo pur ceo 1 Lev. 107."
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to be butler, 18 Ed. 4, 8, or the like. But one

could not appear in an assize as a bailiff to a corpo-

ration without deed, 12 H. 7, 27. Neither can they

license one to take their trees without deed, nor

send one to make a claim to land, 9 Ed. 4, 39.

They cannot make themselves disseisors by their

assent without deed, or command one to enter for a

condition broken, 7 H. 7, 9." So in Manhy v. Long

et al [t), for taking cattle damage-feasant, defen-

dants made conusance as bailiffs for the Corporation

of Christ's Hospital, and, on demurrer, held that

" the conusance was good without mentioning their

precept, or that it was in writing, for their precept

need not be in writing for such matters as this."

b. Cases of utility amounting to necessity.

From cases of every day occurrence, where it is

absolutely necessary that the formality of sealing

should be dispensed with, we proceed to those cases

whose utility differs but little from necessity. It is

now fully established that when the constitution

and end of a corporation require that certain con-

tracts should be made and work done, and such

contracts have been formed by agents lawfully

authorised, and work has been performed and

materials supplied in pursuance of the same, under

such circumstances the corporation will be liable to

(t) 3 Lev. 107.

X 2
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an action, if not upon the special contract, at least

on the common counts.

" I am disposed to think that wherever the pur-

poses for which a corporation is created render it

necessary that work should be done, or goods

supplied to carry such purposes into effect, as in the

case of the guardians of a poor law union, and

orders are given at a board regularly constituted,

and having general authority to make contracts for

works or goods necessary for the purposes for which

the corporation was created, and the work is done

or goods supplied and accepted by the corporation,

and the whole consideration for payment executed,

the corporation cannot keep the goods or the benefit,

and refuse to pay on the ground that though the

members of the corporation who ordered the goods

or the work were competent to make a contract and

bind the rest, the formality of a deed or of affixing

the seal was wanting, and then say no action lies,

we are not competent to make a parol contract, and

we avail ourselves of our disability." These are the

words of Wightman, J., in Clarke v. Cuckfield

Union (?;), in which case the plaintiff, having put

up water-closets at a workhouse in pursuance of an

oral order given him by the guardians, was held

entitled to recover for the same.

Ca.scsot In the following cases similar claims were
utility where
tiioeiiuma allowcd :

—

Sanders v. Guardians of St. Neot's

(ii) 21 L. J. Q. B. U9.
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Union iy) , for iron gates, tlie order given being have been

merely oral ; De Grave v. Mayor, &c., of Mon-

mouth [w), for weights and measures sent to tlie

mayor at his request, afterwards examined in the

town-hall by the full corporate body, and accepted

and used by them ; Beverley v. Lincoln Gaslight,

&c.. Company {x), for gas meters supplied to the

defendants ; Nicholson v. Bradfield Union (y), for

coals supplied at various times by the plaintiff to

the defendants for their workhouse, under an agree-

ment between the plaintiff and the guardians, signed

by the former, but not under the seal of the latter.

In the foUowina; they were disallowed -.—Paine ^iiere they
o •/ liave been

V. Guardians of Strand Union (z), for making a disallowed.

plan of one of the parishes of the union ; Lamprell

V. Bellericay Union (a), for making alterations in

and additions to a workhouse, such being directed

by parol, though the contract to build the work-

house was itself under seal ; Homersham v. Wolver-

hampton Waterworks Company (6), also for varia-

tions made in pursuance of orders given by the

defendants' engineer, while carrying out a contract

duly sealed.

(v) 8 Q. B. 810. & E. 846.

(w) 4 C. & P. 111. (y) L. K. 1 Q. B. 620.

(x) 6 Ad. & E. 829. Com- (z) 8 Q. B. 326 ; 15 L. J.

pare London. Gaslight, &c., M. C. 89.

Company v. NichMs, 2 C. & P. {a) 3 Ex. 283 ; 18 L. J. Ex.

365 ; Mayor of Stafford v. Till, 282.

4 Bing. 75 ; Church v. Imperial (6) 6 Ex. 137 j 20 L. J. Ex.

Gaslight, &c., Company, 6 Ad. 193.
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Common
servants and

some higher

agents may
he appointed

by parol

;

It will, however, be noticed in reference to the

first of these three cases that the making a plan for

some particular parish was not necessary to the

union generally, nor incidental to the purposes for

which the guardians were incorporated ; and as to

the two latter, that they were claims for extra work

performed while completing a contract under seal,

and that if it were necessary that the primary

contract should be by deed, the same reasons would

require the collateral engagements to be similarly

authorised.

Still, it must be admitted that the authorities are

conflicting, but in the latest, as appears above,

Clarke v. Cuckfield Union was followed, as being

founded on justice and convenience.

We have already seen that common servants may

be appointed by parol, at least by such corporations

as have a head. This has of late been extended to

employes of a higher grade, the principle being— not

so much the urgency or the triviality, but the utility

of such appointments. Thus in Haigh v. North

Bierly Union (c), an accountant employed by the

guardians to examine into and audit their accounts,

was allowed to recover for his services, though the

engagement, by ptu'ol only, was under somewhat

unusual and special circumstances. So in Totterdell

V. Farcluim Brick, cC'c'., Comjyanij (d), where two of

the directors of a registered company had parolly

(c) 28 L. J. Q. B. 62.

(d) L. R. 1 C. P.

Browning v. Chreat Mining

674 ; Central Company, 5 H. & N.
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engaged the plaintiff as their foreman, he was held

entitled to recover from the company for his wages.

It is true that there are two decisions by the

Court of Exchequer to the contrary ; Cove. v. ^^^ "?* ^^^
* J J. superior

Thames Haven, dc, Company and Smart v. West officials.

Ham Union (e), where officers appointed by parol

—in the former a general agent, in the latter a

collector of poor's rates—could not recover for their

services. But both these cases, as also Larmprell v.

Bellericay Union and Homersham v. Wolverhamp-

ton Waterworks Company {/), were determined

while Sir James Parke was the senior baron, and

though the greatest respect must be paid to the

immense attainments of that learned judge, yet his

deep acquaintance with " black-letter law," while it

greatly biassed his colleagues, was itself the chief

reason why he could not bring himself to be a party

to freeing modern contracts from the trammels im-

posed upon them by past ages. After Baron Parke

had been raised to the peerage another case came

before the Exchequer, Bateman v. Mayor, &c., of

Ashton-under-Lyne (</), where a contract had been

made not under seal, and work done in pursuance

thereof, and in which the Court decided in favour

of the plaintiff, thereby impliedly overruling their

856, 29 L. J. Ex. 399. Com- 24 L. J. Ex. 201, respectively,

pare South of Ireland Colliery (/) Uhi supra.

Company v. Waddle, L. R. 4 {g) 3 H. & N. 323, 27 L. J.

C. P. 617. Ex. 458.

(e) 18 L. J. Ex. 345, and
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former judgments, since there was a doubt whether

the contract between the plaintiff and the defendants

was not actually Ultra Vires of the latter.

However, it would seem that this rule extends to

those cases only where the urgency or utility of the

appointment demands that the seal should be dis-

pensed with. Accordingly in the latest decision

—

Austin V. Guardians of Bethnal Green {h)—it has

been held that a person elected by a corporate body

clerk to the master of a workhouse, but not engaged

by a formal contract under seal, could not sue the

corporation for wrongful dismissal.

c. Contracts entered into by Trading Corporations.

Trading cor- The doctriuc is now fully estabbshed that a
porations may

,
-,. ,.

make all tradmg Corporation may make bmding contracts m
contracts by furtherance of the purposes of their incorporation
^'*'°

'

without using their seal, provided such contracts do

not relate to matters of a special and unusual nature.

This principle, suggested in Broughton v. Man-

chester Waterworks Compani/ {i),aiii recognisedbythe

judgment in the Co2'>2^cr Miners' Company v. Fox (j),

(h) W. N. 187-t, p. 1-1. to carrying on the business of

(i) 3 B. ife Aid. 1. copper minei-s, the contract

(j) 16 Q. B. 229, per Camp- would have been binding,

bell, C. J. : " If the contract though not under seal ; for

had been shown to be in where a trading company is

any way incidental or auxiliary created by charter, while acting
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was completely confirmed by the unanimous de-

cision of the Court of Queen's Bench in iTe/! tier- Hendersons.
Australian,

son V. Australian Royal Mail Steam Navigation &c., Co.

Company (k). Here the directors of the defendant

company had employed the plaintiff to bring home

a ship, and to pay him certain money for the same.

The agreement was not under seal, but plaintiff was

held entitled to recover. As to Mayor, &c., of

Ludlow V. Charlton and Arnold v. Mayor, &c., of

Poole (l), Wightman, J., said that they " proceed

on a principle framed at a time when there were

few corporations except municipal corporations, and

applicable to these corporations," evidently implying

that the principle does not apply to corporations of

a different description.

So in Australian Royal Mail, Sec, Company v.

Marzetti (m), which came before the Court of Exche-

quer two days after the decision in Henderson v.

Australian, &c., Company, the learned barons unani-

mously abandoned the oldrale,whichthey had strictly

enforced in the Mayor, &c., of Ludlow v. Charlton,

Arnold v. Mayor, &c., ofPoole, and Diggley. London

and Blackwall Railway Company, and admitted

the newer one. The defendant had entered into a

contract, not under the company's seal, to supply

within the scope of the charter, {Ic) 5 E. & B. 409, 24 L. J.

it may enter into the commer- Q. B. 322.

cial contracts usual in such {I) Ante, pp. 303-4.

a business in the usual man- [m) 11 Ex, 228, 24 L. J.

ner." Ex. 273.
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their ships with ale. The ale was delivered and

paid for, but turned out bad, and the company sued

for recovery of what they had paid, and judg-

ment was given for them. Per Pollock, C, B. :
" It

is now perfectly established by a series of authorities

that a corporation may with respect to those matters

for which they are expressly created, deal without

seal." It has also been confirmed by the unanimous

South of decision of the Court of Common Pleas in South of

Colliery Co. Ireland Colliery Company v. Waddle (n), where

an action was held maintainable against an engineer

who refused to complete a contract he had entered

into, not under seal, with the plaintifis, a joint-

stock company, for the erection of a pumping-

engine and machinery. Per Bovill, C. J. : "A
company can only carry on business by agents,

managers, and others, and if the contracts made by

these persons are contracts which relate to objects

and purposes of the company, and are not incon-

sistent with the rules and regulations which govern

their acts, they are valid and binding upon the

company, though not under seal. It has been urged

that the exceptions to the general rule are stiU

limited to matters of frequent occurrence and small

importance. The authorities, however, do not sus-

tain that argument."

(«) L. R. 3 C. P. 463 ; on ruled a well-known opposing

appeal confirmed unanimously authority, viz., £ast London,

by a very strong Court, L. R. Waterworks v. Bailey, 4 Ring.

4 C. P. 617. This case over- 283.
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Henderson v. Australian, &g., Compamj has been

followed in Renter v. Electric Telegraph Com-

pany (o), in which Campbell, C J., said :
" No

reliance can be placed upon the objection that the

defendants are a corporation, and that the agreement

on which they are sued is not under seal. They

are a corporation for carrying on a particular

business, and the services done by the plaintiff were

in the direct course of the business which by their

charter they were to carry on. We adhere to the

decision of this Court in Copper Miners' Company

V. Fox and Henderson v. Australian Royal Mail

Company."

In a still later case, Re Contract Corporation, claim of Ebbw

Claim ofEhhw Vale Company (p), the Master of
*^ "'

the Rolls held that a company having power to

enter into a contract for the purchase of goods was

bound by such contract, although it was not under

seal, although the goods were not intended for the

use of the company, and although this fact was

known to the person with whom the contract was

entered into.

We may, therefore, now consider the exception The exception

that concerns trading corporations to be established extend to

beyond question, but difficulties wiU arise in deter- beyon^a the

mining whether given acts are or are not of ordinary business.

occurrence in the business of a given corporation.

But the exception does not extend to unusual or

(o) 6 E. & B. 341. (p) L. R. 8 Eq. 14.
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uncommon acts. Consequently in one case a rail-

way company were held not liable to an action on

a contract not under seal for work done by a party

in substituting a new line of railway for tlie old

one (q) ; and in another case a dock company could

not sue on a similar contract for cleansing and

removing the filth and dirt accumulating in their

docks and basins (r).

d. A Corporation may always sue (semble) and

sometimes be sued upon an informal executed

contract.

The principle involved in this exception may
be thus stated :—Though no action wUl lie against

a corporation merely on the ground that it has

received and adopted the benefit of a contract

entered into without due formalities on its own

part, yet under certain exceptional circumstances it

may be sued on the consideration so received, and

e contrano it seems that it may always maintain

either assumpsit or debt against a person who has

received from it the benefit of such a contract.

As to liability ^g ^q ^j^g £j.g^ portiou of this statement, it was at
upon informal -t '

agieements, no Qj^g ^^^q thought that though a corporatiou could
distinction o ox
between

uQ-t; \)Q gu^.fi Qj^ a contract whilst it remained
cxccnted and
cxccutoiy executory, they might be so on one which had been
conta'acts.

{q) Dlggle v. London and (r) London Dock Company

Blackwall Railway Company, v. Sinnott, 8 E. & B. 347, 27

5 Ex. 442, 19 L. J. Ex. 308. L. J. Q. B. 129.
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executed (s), but the distinction does not now exist

—under no circumstances will an action lie upon

the contract itself if the contract do not fall within

one of the exceptions (t).

But more than once an action has been held

maintainable against the corporation to recover

payment up to the extent of the benefit derived.

Thus ia Lowe v. London and North- Western

Railway Company {u), where the defendants had

actually been in possession of land belonging to the

plaintiff, the Court was of opinion an action for use

and occupation would lie against them.

This case was recognised and followed in Pauling

V. London and North- Western Railway Com-

pany (v), where the defendants were held liable to

the plaintiff for sleepers ordered of him by a clerk

in the office of their engineer, and used upon their

railway.

On the other hand the liability of the person who ^ pp»n ^^^o

receives a

has received from a corporation, under an informal benefit from a

.
corporation

contract, the consideration thereof, to pay for the always liable.

same seems fully established in all circumstances.

(s) See judgment of Best, London v. Pelson, 2 Lev. 252.

C. J., in Hast London Water- Compare Finlay v. Bristol and

worTcs V. Bailey, 4 Bing. 283. Exeter Railway Company, 7

{t) See Mayor, &c., of Lud- Ex. 409, 21 L. J. Ex.117, and

low T. Charlton, 6 M. & W. Ilall v. Mayor, dec, of Swansea,

815 ; Paine v. Strand Union, 5 Q. B. 526.

8 Q. B. 326. (v) 8 Ex. 867, 33 L. J. Ex.

(m) 18 Q. B. 632, 21 L. J. 105.

Q. B. 361. Barber Surffeons of
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In the Fishmongers' Company v. Robertson (w),

Tindal, C. J., in delivering the judgment of the

Court, said :
" We agree in the general rule of law

[i.e., as to necessity for a seal] as above stated,

and that the case now under consideration does not

fall within any of those exceptions which are so well

known as to require no enumeration ; but whatever

may be the consequences where the agreement is

entirely executory on the part of the corporation,

yet if the contract, instead of being executory, is

executed on their part—if the persons who are

parties to the contract with the corporation have

received the benefit of the consideration moving

from the corporation—in that case we think, both

upon principle and upon decided authorities, the

other parties are bound by the contract, and liable

to be sued by the corporation. . , . Indepen-

dently, however, of the reasonableness of such con-

struction, there appears authority in law to support

such a position. In the case of the Barber Surgeons

of London v. Pelsoii {x)—assumpsit for forfeiture

under a bye-law—where the objection was expressly

taken that a promise cannot be made to a corpora-

tion aggregate without deed, the Court held that

the action will lie, and that the objection had been

overruled in ^fayor, etc., of London v. Goree {y).

(w) 5 M. & G. 131, 192. Assumpsit "upon the custom

(x) 2 Lev. 252. of London, that every one

« (i/) 1 Yout. 298. The decla- who exposes foreign goods to

ration here was in Indebitatus sale, which had been entered
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Again- in Mayor, &g., of London v. Hunt (z)

assumpsit was held to be maintainable by a corpora-

tion for tolls. In Mayor, &g., of Stafford v. Till (a)

use and occupation was held to be maintainable by a

corporation aggregate, though there was no demise

under seal, the tenant having occupied and paid

rent ; and the same point was ruled in the case of

Dean and Chapter of Rochester v. Pierce " (h).

In Australian Royal Mail Steam Navigation
^^^^^''^l^^^^

Company y. Marzetti (c), Martin, B., approved of "• ^^'^''^"'-

this doctrine, as did Byles, J., in South of Ireland

Colliery Company v. Waddle (d), and the liability

of persons so dealing with and obtaining advantages

from corporations has been frequently confirmed

and enforced (e). In The Ecclesiastical Commis- The Eccie-

sioners v. Merral {/), this was extended by holding missioners v.

MeiTal.

in the custom-house, shall pay Rochester v. Pierce, 1 Camp,

so much for showing of them." 466; Trinity House y. Clerk,

After verdict, it was alleged in 4 M. & Sel. 288 ; Mayor, dec,

arrest of judgment, that no Carmarthen, v. Leivis, 6 Car. &
assumpsit lay for such a duty, P. 608 ; Mayor, dec, Stafford

for there ought to be a con- v. Till, i Bing. 76 ; Denton v.

tract express or implied to Hast Anglian Railway Com-

maintain an assumpsit. But pany, 3 C. & K. 16 ; Doe d.

the Court held the declaration Pennington v. Taniere, 18 L. J.

was good. Q. B. 49. Compare Marshall v.

(z) 3 Lev. 37. Corporation of Queenhorough,

(«) 4 Bing. 77. 1 Sim. & St. 520 ; Wilmot v.

(b) 1 Camp. 466. Coi-poration of Coventry, 1 Y.

(c) Ubi sujyrcl. & C. 518.

(d) Ubi suprct. (/) L. R. 4 Ex. 163; Wood

(«) Mayor, Sc, Londmi v. v. Tate, 2 B. & P. (N. R.)

Hunt, 3 Lev. 37 ; Dean, dec, 247.
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that the defendant—though not liable to an action

directly upon the contract, which was void, not

being by deed—had received the consideration, as far

as he had received it, upon the ternas of the contract,

and was therefore liable for non-fulfilment of the

same. The defendant had entered upon and paid

rent for corporate property under a demise for a

term made on behalf of the corporation, but not

under their seal. One of the terms was to repair,

and he was held liable for not so repairing.

e. When Corporations can be deemed to have re-

cognised the Validity of Informal Contracts.

Katifioation. As will be showQ fully hereafter, corporations may

ratify engagements of many descriptions entered

into by themselves or upon their behalf. Within

certain limits it would also seem that corporations

by acting upon, without expressly "ratifying," a

Where an coutract—not nccessarily relating to a subject
informal con- . ^ ^ , . t*ii i-i
tract has been esseutiai to their existcncc—which does not bind

acted upon, thcm for Want of sealing, may so far adopt it as to

render themselves liable to an action either for use

and enjoyment or upon the common counts, the

nature and extent of their liability being estimated

by a reference to the terms of the invalid agree-

ment. It may perhaps be considered that the cor-

poration has thereby actually ratified the agree-

ment in question, but it would probably be the
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simpler and more reasonable explanation to say

that the corporation by so acting is estopped from

subsequently repudiating and denying the transac-

tion. Whatever view be taken, contracts so adopted

become binding on both parties, and are enforceable

by and against the corporation. When, a corporation

will be so estopped does not clearly appear. Filing

a bill to enforce the contract is sufficient, and so is

the suing at law to judgment, and probably some

other facts.

This is the correlative of the last exception, but

is not so extensive in its operation. The former

extends to all cases where the defendant has

obtained the benefit of the contract ; this to

some only. Both have reference to executed con-

siderations only, though it has been thought

that they apply to executory cases also. In the

Fishmongers' Company v. Robertson (g) Tindal,

C. J., laid down: "Even if the contract put

in suit by the corporation had been on their

part executory only, not executed, we feel little

doubt but that their suing upon the contract would
amount to an admission on the record by them that

such contract was duly entered into on their part,

so as to be obligatory on themselves, and that such

admission on the record would estop them from
setting up as an objection in a cross action that it

was not sealed with their common seal." This

iff) 5M. &G. 131, 192.
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dictum has, however, been so positively dissented

from in subsequent cases (h), that we must

consider it to be overruled, and that the mere

institution by a corporation of proceedings at law in

respect of an informal contract does not render it

binding.

Agreements Here the questiou may be noticed as to whether

seti do t'ot
^^ agreement entered into with a corporation, not

^Irt -^smftfe
^^^^^ seal, is binding upon the other contracting

party. Sealing is undoubtedly required, not for

the protection of the corporation, but of those with

whom it is contracting. It is, therefore, fairly

arguable that the seal is not an essential part of the

contract per se, which may exist without it, but is

an essential part of the proof of the contract when

sought to be enforced against the corporation. The

construction put upon the 4th section of the Statute

of Frauds is exactly analogous. The written agree-

ment satisfying that statute need be signed by the

party charged therewith—that is, the party against

whom the action is brought only. As was pointed

out by Tindal, C. J., in Laythoarp v. Bi-yant (i) :

"It is said that unless the defendant signs there is

a want of mutuality. "^Vhose fault is that 1 The

defendant might have required the vendor's signa-

(/() By Cumpbell, C. J., in derminster v. Hardwick, L. R.

Copper Miners' Compani/ of 9 Ex. 13, 21.

Enyland v. Fox, IG Q. B. 229, (/) 2 Bing. N.C. 735; 3 Scott
20 L. J. Q. B. 174, and by 238.

Kolly, C.B., in Mat/or of Kid-
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ture to the contract, but tlie object of the statute

was to secure the defendant's." Now apply this

reasoning to our present subject. The Common

Law says :
" No action shall be brought upon any

contract entered into with a corporation unless the

agreement upon which such action shall be brought

shall be under the common seal of the corporation
;"

but it does not say that it must be under the seal

of the other party also. Consequently, following

the interpretation given to the Statute of Frauds, it

would result that it neither in the absence of

sealing voids the contract on behalf of the corpora-

tion when plaiutiifs {j), nor requires on the part of

the defendant to bind him any additional for-

mality than the consent required in all contracts.

It is, however, now fully established that as the

corporation will not, so neither will the other side

be bound by an agreement not sealed, if that agree-

ment does not fall within one of the excepted cases.

In Mayor, &c., of Kidderminster v. Hardwick (k), Mayor, &c., of

the defendant was the highest bidder at an auction » Haxdwick.

for the letting of certain of the municipal tolls, and
was declared by the auctioneer the purchaser thereof

He duly signed the draft contract, paid a month's

rent in advance, but did not ultimately fulfil all the

conditions, whereupon the plaintiffs, in pursuance of

a provision to that effect, resold the tolls at a loss, and

(j) Compare Smith y. Neale, v. Peek, 10 H. Lds. 473
2 C. B. (N. S.) 67 ; North (k) L. R. 9 Ex. 13.

Staffordsliire Railway Company

y2
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sued him for the diiference. It was determined that

the contract was one which ought to have been

under seal, or signed on their behalf by some one ap-

pointed under seal, and that they could not recover.

The ground taken by the Court was that there was

no mutuality. Usually however, not to say invariably,

mutuality means mutuality of consent, and not of

obligation, and seldom, if ever, has a person been

disabled at law (I) on the ground that he himself is

under no obligation, or that the other side cannot

sue him (m).

f. Cases ofPart Performance.

It is well known that the Court of Chancery will

under certain circumstances order specific perform-

ance of a contract when acts have been done and

expense incurred under and in reference to it,

although such contract is not actually valid at law

from the absence of some formality, usually writing

as required by the 4th and l7th sections of the

Statute of Frauds. It will similarly decree specific

performance against a corporation when the for-

mality wanting is the seal (n).

(l) It is often different in writing by the Statute of

Chancery; see FligJu v. Bol- Frauds can sue 'the other

land, 4 Russ. 298. party, although he himself

(m) See the many circum- cannot be sued, not having

stances trader which one party signed the same,

to a contract required to be in (») Barl of Lindsey v. Great
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In Wilson v. West Hartlepool Harbour, ^c^^^^^^^^J^^^^

Company (o), an officer of the defendants had pro- Harbour, &c.,

posed terms for the sale by the company of some of

its land; the plaintiff accepted the terms uncon-

ditionally, and took possession, and with the appa-

rent connivance of the directors, put it to various

uses. On the subsequent repudiation of the contract

by the company on the ground that no valid

contract was ever made by the company, a decree

for specific performance was made by the Master of

the EoUs, and this decree was affirmed on appeal.

Per Turner, L. J. :
" It was, however, argued for the

defendants that these acts of part performance do

not alter the case. It was contended on their

part that companies are not bound by acts of part

performance, and that the acts which have been

done in this case furnish no equity against the

defendants because they are acts to the prejudice of

the defendants only, and not of the plaintiff ; but I

cannot accede to either of these arguments. Neither

of them is, in my opinion, consistent with the

principle upon which this Court proceeds in cases

Northern Railway Company, Sim. 222.

22 L. J. (Ch.) 995 ; Laird r. (o) 2 D. G. J. & Sm. 475,
Birhenhead Railway Gmnpany, 34 L. J. (Ch.) 241. See
John. 500, 29 L.J. (Ch.) 218; Grampton v. Varna Railway
Steevens' Hospital y. Dyas, 15 Company, L. E. 7 Ch. 562, and
Ir. Ch. 405 ; London and Bir- Leominster Canal Company v.

mingliam Railway Company, Shrewsbury, &c.. Railway Com-
V. Winter, 1 Cr. & Ph. 57; pany, 3K. <fej. 654; 26 L. J.

Maxwell v. Dulvnch College, 7 (Ch.) 754.
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of part performance. The Court proceeds in such

cases on the ground of fraud ; and cannot hold that

acts, which if done by an individual would amount

to a fraud, ought not to be so considered if done by

a company Apart, therefore, from any

question as to the terms of the agreement, and as to

the statutory provisions with respect to contracts

with companies, I can see no grounds on which a

specific performance of this contract could have

been refused by the Court."

What amounts Part performance must be something done under

performance. ^ contract and with reference to the contract. Acts

of other kinds done by the plaintiff j^^'ojyrio motu

or not in reliance upon the contract, will be no

ground for the Court's interference in his favour, and

he will be left to obtain redress by a Common Law
action for damages. If a corporation lies by and

allows a person to erect works and in other ways to

go to expense upon the faith of an informal agree-

ment made with them, or of the interpretation

which he has put upon a disputed agreement, the

Court of Chancery will d fortiori, upon the double

Effect of ground of acquiescence and part performance order
acquiescence,

^^i^.^^^ |-q carry out their side of the agreement.

Crook ?j. Cor- Orook Y. Corj)0)\ttiou of Seaford (r>) is a case in
poration of .

Seaford. pomt. Horc a municipal corporation passed a reso-

lution in Januarj^ 1860, agreeing to let to the

plaintiff the flat part of the beach opposite to the

(p) L. K. 6 Ch. 551.
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plaintiff's field for 300 years at a nominal rent.

The plaintiff claimed all the beach comprised

between lines drawn in prolongation of the sides of

his field, and he built a wall and terrace along the

part so claimed. In 1864 the corporation gave the

plaintiff notice to quit, and after much negotiation

in 1869 brought an action of ejectment against the

plaintiff, who thereupon filed the bill in this suit

for specific performance. The Lord Chancellor,

affirming the decision of Stuart, V.-C, held that

though the agreement was not under seal, the cor-

poration was bound by acquiescence, and must

perform the agreement to grant a lease.

g. Statutory Enactments,

The Legislature has, by express provision in

various general Acts, relaxed the stringency of the

old rule. Thus the Companies Clauses Act, 8 & 9 c, le,
».'

g'r.

Vict. c. 16, after enabling by section 95 the directors

to appoint committees, enacts (section 97) that :

" With respect to any contract which, if made between private

persons, would be by law required to be in writing, and under

seal, such committee or the directors may make such contract

on behalf of the company in writing, and under the common

seal of the company, and in the same manner may vary or

discharge the same.

" With respect to any contract which, if made between private

persons, would be by law required to be in writing, and signed

by the parties to be charged therewith, then such committee or

the directors may make such contract on behalf of the com-
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pany in writing, signed by such committee, or any two of

them, or any two of the directors, and in the same manner may

vary or discharge the same.

" With respect to any contract which, if made between private

persons would by law be valid although made by parol only,

and reduced into writing, such committee or the directors may

make such contract on behalf of the company by parol only,

without writing, and in the same manner may vary or dis-

charge the same.

" And all contracts made according to the provisions herein

contained shall be effectual in law, and shall be binding upon

the company and their successors, and all other parties thereto,

their heirs, executors, or administrators, as the case may be :

and on any defavilt in the execution of any such contract,

either by the company or any other party thereto, such actions

or suits may be brought, either by or against the company, as

might be brought had the same contracts been made between

private persons only."

The Companies A provision in the same words contained in

section 41 of 19 & 20 Vict. c. 47, the Joint-stock

Companies Act of 1856 (q), was omitted from the

Companies Act of 1862, but it has been inserted in

the amending Act of 1867, the 30 & 31 Vict. c. 131.

23 & 24 Vict. So 23 & 24 Vict. c. 125 (the Metropolis Gas Act,

1860), provides by section 20 that " every contract

of the gas company entered into in accordance with

this Act shall without seal be binding on them if

the contract be signed by at least two of their

directors, or by their secretary or other officer by the

authority of at least two of their directors."

(q) Compare 7 & 8 Vict. c. C. B. 723 ; 22 L. J. C. P. 49.

110, s. i I, a.a.A British Empire, See also Prince v. Prince,

&c., Company v. Browne, 12 L. R. 1 Eq. 490.

c. 125, s. 20.
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The employment of the common seal is indispen-
^J^^^^l^

sable, with the above exceptions, to the validity 0^^™^''^^.^^

all corporate acts. But this is the only formality

that is imposed by the Common Law. What, if

any, others wiU. be requisite must be determined by

a reference to the instruments creating the corpora-

tion. It is competent for either the Legislature or

the individuals seeking to be incorporated to add

whatever formalities may be deemed advisable to

secure the due carrying out of the corporate pro-

ceedings, but these can be found only in the con-

stating instruments of each particular corporation.

Some of them—viz., those relating to the meetings

of the general body of members—have been in part

considered in the first section of this chapter, and

they are again treated of in connection with the

formalities required to be observed by corporate

officials in Chapter V. of this Part.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE POWERS OF DIRECTORS AND OTHER SIMILAR
OFFICIALS.

SECTION I.—THE EXACT POSITION FILLED 'BY

DIRECTORS AND OTHER SIMILAR PERSONS.

The coustitution of every corporation determines

the extent to which individual members can interfere

in its management. Where no special provision has

been made, then each corporator has a right to be

notified of meetings for the transaction of business,

though it sufficed if the major part actually present

concurred. The power of managing and control-

ling the corporate afiairs has, however, usually been

confined to a small portion of the whole body,

the presence of aU being required on very special

occasions only, when acts had to be done vitally

aff'ecting the interests of the corporation ; the sur-

render of its charter and the like.

Powers o£ Such an arrangement is, indeed, absolutely neces-

definod by the s^^y in the case of canal, railway, and other similar

the 0™^* corporations, consisting of hundreds, or perhaps

thousands of members, and accordingly the acts and
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charters creating the same provide for the appoint-

ment of managers—styled directors—with powers

more or less limited. These directors are the

agents, and the only primary agents, of the corpora-

tion—are they general or special agents ? Have

they or have they not all the powers of the body

which they represent ? In other words, will their

contracts, when not Ultra Vires of the corporation,

bind the corporation as regards persons dealing with

them in hond fide ignorance of the limitation (if

any) placed upon their authority, or is it incumbent

on such persons to ascertain the extent of their

authority ?

This is a most important point. It is totally

distinct from, though often confounded with, the

question of Ultra Vires. If we consider the respon-

sibility of corporators as analogous to that of

partners, the answer is easy and evident—directors

are general agents empowered to carry on all such

business as fairly falls within due scope of the

company's operations. But there are strong objec-

tions to such a conclusion—the check that is present

in a partnership ; i.e., the personal liability of each

member, is almost wanting in a joint-stock company,

where the directors are liable up to their shares

only, which may be very few or even none. The

weight of authority at present seems to be in favour

of holding directors to be special agents. In Ernest

V. Nicholls (a) Lord Wensleydale said,
—

" All per- E™est v.

(a) 6 H. Lds. 419.
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sons must take notice of the deed [i.e., of settle-

ment], and the provisions of the Act [i.e., 7 & 8

Vict. c. 110]. If they do not choose to acquaint

themselves -with the power of the directors, it is their

own fault ; and if they give credit to any unautho-

rised persons, they must be contented to look to

them only and not the comjjany at large. The

stipulations of the deed which restrict and regulate

their authority are obligatory on those who deal

with the company ; and the directors can make no

contract so as to bind the whole company of share-

holders, for whose protection the rules are made,

unless they are strictly complied with. The con^

tract binds the person making it, but no one else."

So in Smith v. Hull Glass Company (b), Jervis,

C. J., laid down :
" Joint-stock companies, it is now

admitted, are not to be treated as ordinary partner-

ships ; they are only bound by contracts made by

the directors within the scope of their authority. The

public have no right to complain. They know that

the company is acting under the sanction and direc-

tion of an Act of Parliament and of a deed of set-

(6) 11 C. B. 897, 926—7. rity as partners, but having

Compare per Bovill arguendo certain powers which are de-

iu llambro' v. Hull, dr., In- fined by a deed of settlement,

surance Compani/, 3 H. & N. to which the public have ac-

789, 79-5. " A joint-stock com- cess." See also Agar v. Athe-

pany diflers from a private nwum Life Insurance Society,

partnership in this respect, 3 C. B. (N. S.) 725 ; and^i/ie-

that the directors are not per- ncewm Life Assurance Society

sons having a general autho- v. Pooley, 3 D. G. & J. 294.

Smith v. Hull
Glass Co.
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tlement ; and they have a ready access to that

deed." Similarly, per Maule, J. : "To some extent

no doubt these joint-stock companies differ from

ordinary partnerships. The statute 7 & 8 Vict,

c. 110, required the deed of settlement to be regis-

tered, and that defines the purposes for which the

company is incorporated, and the powers of the

directors ; and all persons who contract with the

directors must be taken to be cognisant of the extent

of the authority conferred upon them." Again, Lord

Justice GifFard expressed himself to the same effect

in Re County Life Assurance Company (c). " The

law as I take it to be deduced from the authorities

is this : in the first place, a stranger must be

supposed to have read the articles of association,

but nothing more ; and if he knows nothing to the

contrary he is justified in assuming, that as against

the company all matters of internal management

have been duly arranged."

This qxiestion must probably now be considered Directors are

settled. The directors of a corporation are its special ^ents oTthdr

agents, so far as their authority is limited by the
™'p°'"'' "'"^"

Charter, Act of Parliament, Deed of Settlernent, or

Articles of Association.

But it is only so far. To the instruments just PutHc bound

_
to notice the

named the public have access—they have not to the regulations of

the Company.

books and memoranda of private partnerships—and

it is their own fault if they do not take the trouble to

(c) L. R. 5 Ch. 288 ; 39 L. J. (Ch.) 471.
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consult them. But the authority of directors may

be, and indeed often is, limited still further by the

resolutions of the shareholders ; and very generally

certain formalities are required for its due exercise.

Such precautions are very necessary, but to require

outsiders to be under all circumstances acquainted

with them would be, as Lord Justice Giffard, in the

case last cited pointed out, imposing restrictions

hostile to the due carrying on of the business.

Directors are It has accordingly been many times decided, that

agentl^''"^'^'' though dircctors are in one sense special agents, yet

that they have a general authority to do all such

acts as are indispensable for the proper performance

of the engagements of the corporation, and that

the absence of some unessential formality will not

vitiate the transaction as against third parties who
have acted bond fide (d). This, however, is a

subject which wUl be treated of in the following

chapter.

The Fiduciary Position of Directors.

Directors

occupy a
fiduciary

relationship,

Directors come within the designation of persons

filling a fiduciary relationship. They are not trustees

taking the term in its strict and technical meaning,

i.e., persons having the legal title to property the

((/) Seo especially Snitth v. 668 ; Thompson v. Wesleyan

Hull Glass Company, 19 L. J. Nnospaper Association, 8 C. B.

(C. P.) 106 & 123, 8 C. B. 849; 19 L. J. C. P. 305.
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beneficial cwnersliip of which belongs to others, for

the property of a public company is vested in the

company itself ; but they are so far trustees for the

company that they cannot derive, directly or indi-

rectly, out of their position any profits or other

advantage save with the knowledge and concurrence, and may not

derive profit

expressly or impliedly given, of the company. They from dealings

with the

are not absolutely precluded from making contracts company,

with the company, or being interested in contracts

made between the company and third parties ; but

in order that any such arrangements may stand as

between the company and the director concerned,

there must be full and complete disclosure by the

latter of the extent and nature of his interest in the

matters in question (e).

In order that a director may retain any advan-

tage which he may have obtained at the expense of ",°'^^^ ""'^^^

ci *f ± ^]^Q express

the company, there must have been upon his part consent of the

, , ,
company.

such a communication to his co-directors, or the

shareholders at large, as will enable them to make a '

perfect and exact estimate of the profits accruing or

likely to accrue to the director in question.

It has also been laid down, that greater and more

careful attention to their duties, and greater and Attention to

. . .
duty required

more watchful supervision over the interests of their from directors.

employers, will be exacted from them than from per-

(«) York and MrthMidland L. J. (Ch.) 369; Imperial

Railway CompanyY.Hiidson,\% Mercantile Credit Association

Beav. 485 ; Banh of London v. v. Coleman, L. E. 6 H. Lds.

Tyrrell, \0 H. Lds. 26; 31 189.
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Directors

favouring

particular

shareholders.

sons placed in analogous positions. " The company

have a right to the service of their directors, whom
they remunerate by considerable payments ; they

have a right to their entire services ; they have a

right to the voice of every director, and to the

advice of every director in giving his opinion upon

matters which are brought before the board for

consideration ; and that the general rule that no

trustee can derive any benefit from dealing with

those funds of which he is a trustee, applies with

stiU greater force to the state of things in which

the interest of the trustee deprives the company of

the benefit of his advice and assistance "
(f). But

this language would seem too stringent, and if not,

at least it is quite certain that provided all the

attendant circumstances are made known, com-

panies and their directors may validly enter

into stipulations permitting the latter to have

private and personal interests in the companies'

contracts.

Nor can directors benefit or favour any particular

shareholder or class of shareholders. Every autho-

rity possessed by them, e.g., to forfeit shares, " is a

power and discretion in the directors, who are trus-

tees for the benefit of all the shareholders, which is

to be exercised for the benefit of all ; and it is the

duty of the directors to direct a forfeiture when it

is for the benefit of all the shareholders, and to

(/) Per Lord Chancellor Hatherley, L. R. 6 Ch. 567.
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abstain from doing so when it is not for their

benefit " (g).

Directors are bound to display in the conduct of Liability o£

. . .
directors for

their company's affairs at least ordinary common fraud and

sense and prudence, and they will be liable to

recoup to the company losses which have occurred,

not merely from their fraud and wilful malfeasance,

but also from their negligence and imprudence.

The Courts, however, deal liberally with them ; and

though Chancery exacts from them a more rigorous

attention to their duties than is required at Law,

and often holds them responsible for constructive

fraud in circumstances where no liability would be

imposed at Law, yet not even Chancery requires of

them more than that they should display bonafides,

act to the best of their judgment, and not know-

ingly go beyond their powers. " The best of their

judgment " will be estimated by comparison with

the judgment of ordinary business men. Therefore

where directors did not, in accordance with a clause

in that behalf contained in the articles, cause the

business to be stopped in good time, they were

decreed to pay the losses thereby resulting {h).

Not only may not directors make actual profits Directors

out of the company's business, but also they must their powers
for their own
benefit.

(g) Per the Master of the fa)ic?v. jBairt^s, citedL.E. iCh.

Rolls ill Harris v. North Devon 381 ; Turquand v. Mardiall,

Raihoay Company, 20 Beav. L. E. 4 Ch. 376. Compare

384. Overend, Gnrney^ & Company

(li) Western Bank of Scot- v. Gurney, L. R. 4 Ch. 701.
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employ their powers rigidly and strictly for the

furtherance of the company's objects, even though

thereby they inflict loss or inconvenience upon

themselves. Thus where the directors having power

to receive payment of calls in advance, paid into

the bank the amount remaining uncalled on their

own shares, and on the same day appropriated this

money in payment of their fees, for which there

were at the time, as they knew, no other available

assets, the Court determined that there had been

no bo7id Jide payment in anticipation of calls,

and that the directors, being bound to exercise the

powers given to them for the benefit of the company

generally, and not with a view to their own private

interests only, were not relieved from liability upon

their shares (z).

SECTION II.—POWERS POSSESSED BY DIRECTORS

AND OTHER SIMILAR PERSONS.

Express Powers of Directors.

Such then is the position of directors and other

similar officials. They are at once the general and

yet the special agents of the corporation—special

because they have only the authority defined and

pointed out by the instruments of incorporation, but

(%) Re European Central L. R. 13 Eq. 255. Compare
RailiNiii Gompauy, Si/lrs's Case, Gilbert's Case, L. R. 5 Ch. .559.
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general in so far that they have this extent of au-

thority, and that it cannot be limited or circum-

scribed by the internal regulations of the corpora-

tions. Trustees too they are in some respects,

though not in all, but always trustees of the autho-

rity and powers so possessed by them. These

powers will be given either expressly by the con-

stating instruments, or impliedly by the operation

of law as necessary incidents of their position.

In reference to the former, few observations need Powers ex-

be made. What they actually are wUl be gathered Fere^eYon"

rj.li ijj. ij directors.
from the language employed, not unseldom some-

what obscure and contradictory. They cannot be

contrary to statutory enactments or to public policy;

and if any Acts of Parliament—for instance, the

Companies Acts—contemplate, even though they do

not verbally provide, that associations coming within

their purview, or the members thereof, shall have

certain rights, or discharge certain functions only,

all provisions or bye-laws derogatory thereto will be

simply void {j ).

It must also not be forgotten, that in respect of

Limited Liability Companies, the memorandum in-

dicates primarily the purposes of the company, and

consequently limits in a general though definite

manner its scope and powers (Jc).

(j) See per Giffard, L. J., in Corporation, Feilvng's Case,

Re General Company for the L. K. 2 Ch. 714, 728, 729.

Promotvm of Land Credit, [k) See Re New Zealand

L. E. 5 Ch. 363, 377 ; and per Banking Corxjoration, SeweU's

Caims, L. J., in Re Financial Case, L. E. 3 Ch. 131.

z 2
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Implied Powers of Directors.

PoweTs
belonging to

directors by
implication.

Acts of

directors which

are Ultra

Vires of the

corporation.

The implication of powers is a much more diffi-

cult matter. The directors of public companies are

the special-general agents of their companies. The

executive portion of most other associations—the

mayor and councilmen of municipal bodies, the

trustees of friendly societies, the governors of cha-

rities, the members of local government boards, and

the like—-stand towards those whom they represent

in a relation similar in its essential aspects though

varying somewhat with the varying objects in view.

To this relationship the principles of agency are

with some degree of qualification applicable—what

is the effect of this qualification 1 What is the exact

extent of the authority possessed by these special-

general agents %

The reply is that no universal rules, valid and

binding under all circumstances, can be laid down
for determining the one or the other, but that

regard must be had to the nature of the business

and the customary methods of transacting it, and

account be taken of attendant facts.

One principle, liowcver, will always hold, viz.,

that whatever is beyond the power of the corpora-

tion is, a fortiori, beyond that of the directors, and

therefore in considering the legal effect of any pro-

ceeding done, entered upon, or ratified by them, we
must first ('(insider whetlicr such proceeding could
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have been done, entered upon, or ratified by the

corporation itself. If not so, then evidently in

accordance with the most elementary of the prin-

ciples flowing from the doctrine of Ultra Vires, such

proceeding will be simply void as far as the corpo-

ration is concerned.

But the converse of this is not to be affirmed.

Directors will have not all but only some of the

powers imphedly belonging to the corporation.

They will have none which are denied them either

expressly by the instruments or resolutions consti-

tuting them, or impliedly by necessary deduction

therefrom.

They wiU have none which are not required to

enable them properly and expeditiously to accom-

plish their duties, and to carry on economically and

successfully the afiairs of their constituents.

The above observations must be carefully borne

in mind in connection with the remainder of this

chapter. The powers of a corporation must at once

limit and in part determine those of its directors.

The former have been considered ; consequently, in

treating of the latter, reference will necessarily be

often made to matters already dealt with in refer-

ence to corporations themselves, and repetition may

occasionally be the result.
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((-(,). Implied Powers relating to the Corporate

Business, and the General Matiagement thereof.^

On this point it is impossible to lay down any-

thing but the vaguest generalities. The aims and

objects of corporations are co-extensive with human

needs and inclinations ; consequently the methods

of attaining those objects will be infinitely various,

as must also be the powers given for the attainment

Directors have of the Same. Directors, beinsr the special-general
implieJly

_ _ _ . .

general powers agcuts of their principals, wiU have most if not all
of manage-
ment, the powers of management possessed by their prin-

cipals as to binding them to third parties, except so

far as the constatincr instruments restrain them.O

But the general powers of management thus be-

longing to directors wiU, of com'se, not authorise

their engaging in any transactions foreign to the

proper and ordinary business of the company ; for

the latter could not by directly engaging in such

transactions render itself liable to persons dealing

with them, so manifestly it cannot incur liability

when it acts through the medium of others. Most

of the cases already cited in Part 11. , Chapter 3, are

illustrations of this (l). Such general powers will,

however, be construed liberally, and with due

consideration for the best interests of the com-

pany. This well appears from the case of Wilson v.

{I) See especiallj' Ernest y. nn'um Life Insurance Society y.

N'irholls, G H. L. 401 ; Athe- Poole//, 3 D. G. &J. 291
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Miers (m), where the directors of a steam-ship com-

pany endued with the powers, inter alia, of " selling

and letting to hire, and chartering of the vessels,"

and of " the general conduct and management of

the business of the company," were held authorised

to sell all the vessels belonging to the company,

and consequently a contract entered into by them

for that purpose was adjudged to be binding.

(6). Implied Powers as regards the Monetary

Affairs of the Corporation.

It has been shown that the amount of the capital, Erectors
- ' vaiying th

if any, of a corporation, and its division into'shares, capital.

if so divided, are usually—and if the corporation

come within the Companies Acts are necessarily

—

fixed at the constitution of the same. But statutory

provisions apart, it is competent for any corporation

to invest its governing body with the authority to

add to, reduce, or otherwise modify its capital or its

division. This is sometimes done (n) : and perhaps

it may be considered one of the common law in-

cidents of the governing section of such corpora-

tions as exist at Common Law. But without such

express authority, directors have no implied power

(m) IOC. B. (N. S.) 348, D. G. & Sm. 768 j Greffor;/ v.

3 L. T. (N. S.) 780. The facts Patchett, 33 Beav. 597.

are given fully, ante, pp. 99, 1 00. («) Ambergate Railivay Com-

Compare Clay v. Riifford, 5 pany v. Mitchell, 4 Ex. 540.
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to vary the capital, or to determine when or how it

shall be raised.

Calls by gQ^j^ ^]^g Companies Act of 1862 (o) and the
directors. •- ^ '

Companies Clauses Consolidation Act (p) contem-

plate the making of calls by the directors, but

neither Act distinctly confers upon them the power

so to do, which therefore has to be given them, as

it generally is, by an article in the constating in-

struments, or b}^ resolution of the shareholders.

Cancellation of With ccrtaiu exceptions, corporations have no im-

plied power to accept a surrender of, or to cancel,

shares. A fortiori, directors have no such implied

Stanhope's power. The leading decisions are Stanliopes Case

and Hunt's Case. In the former the deed of settle-

ment declared that in all cases not pro%'ided for, it

shall be lawful for the directors to act in such

manner as should appear to them best calculated to

promote the interest and welfare of the company.

Disputes arose between the directors, and ultimately

one of them. Stanhope, retired upon the terms that

his shares should be cancelled, but he was never-

theless, ten years later, held a contributory (g).

Munt's Case. In the latter the facts Avere ^-ery similar, ]\Ir. Munt
having been a director, and upon differences arising

at the Board, having retired in pursuance of an

(()) See 25 k 26 Vict. o. 89, D. G. & J. 437, where at most
Table A, art. 4 A 2ii. there was only an unexecuted

{p) S it 9 Vict. c. 16, s. 27. threat to forfeit, and yet the

( '/) 3 D. G. & Sm. 198. shareholder was held not a

(.'cinij)arc WuUksIuii'h C''(i>i', i contributory.
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agreement entered into with his co-directors, that

his shares should be transferred to the company.

The Lords Justices, however, affirming the judg-

ment of the Master of the Rolls, held him a con-

tributory, and that, although the shares so surren-

dered by him had been subsequently retransferred

by the company (r).

The principle here involved has subsequently been

repeatedly affirmed, and enforced with considerable

strictness. This is well shown by the decision in

Richmond's Case (s), one of the numerous cases 0^3™°"'''^

growing out of the winding up of the Athenaeum

Life Assurance Society. One of the directors pro-

posed to his co-directors, that for the benefit of the

company each of them should take a certain number

of shares to be held in trust for the company ; and

to set the example, he signed the deed of settle-

ment for 2000 shares. No note of the proposal was

entered on the minutes, nor were the shares handed

over to him. No other director followed his ex-

ample ; but subsequently, he being still a director,

his name was returned to the stamp-office for the

shares. Afterwards, having ceased to be a director,

and having reason to know that the company was

in failing circumstances, he procured his shares to

be cancelled by the directors. Held, upon the

terms of the company's deed of settlement, that this

(r) 22 Beav. 55. Compare malities, the forfeiture was

Knight's Case, L. R. 2 Ch. 321, held perfect,

where, notwithstandiug infor- (s) 4 K. & J. 305.
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was Ultra Vires of the directors, they having no

power to cancel or diminish the capital, but only to

forfeit shares for the benefit of the company ; and

was a fraud on the part of the shareholder, who was

accordingly held to be a contributory in respect of

those shares. This is, perhaps, a sCmewhat hard

decision, but it only illustrates the care with which

directors must keep within their admitted powers.

Siurender of Similarly the authority to permit the surrender-

ing of shares must be expressly vested in directors,

and will not be raised by implication from the

nature of the business ; and it can be applied only

strictly for the purposes for which intended. Thus,

where they had power to accept a surrender of shares,

but the company was expressly prohibited from deal-

ing in shares, it was determined that a deed of release

and indemnity, by which the directors discharged a

person who had subscribed the memorandum of

association for 500 shares, from all liability in re-

spect of 250 of these shares not allotted to him,

was a dealing in shares, and therefore illegal and

void (t). Similarly, directors cannot relieve a per-

son from a contract to take shares, and who has not

yet taken them (?f).

On the other hand, directors will have such a

(/) Re United Set-vice Com- Eq. 474 ; but compare SnelVs

painj, Hall's Case, L. R. 5 Ch. Case, L. R. 5 Ch. 22 ; and
707. Tlwmas's Case, L. E. 13 Eq.

(») Re United Ports Com- 437.

IKini/, Adams's Case, L. R. 13
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power, not only when it is expressly given them,

but also when necessarily implicated in the language

used in appointing them. Thus authority to enter

into any contract, " and afterwards to release and

discharge, or modify and vary, the terms of any

such contract or agreement " (y), and " to enter into,

alter, rescind, or abandon contracts in such manner

as they shall think fit " (w), coupled with power to

deal in shares, has been held sufiicient to enable

them to accept a surrender of shares, and otherwise

to relieve from the liability in respect thereof.

But general powers of management do not enable Payment of

directors to issue paid-up shares, or make contracts otherwise than

with shareholders for the taking up of shares or the

payment of calls thereon in an unusual and ano-

malous manner

—

e.g., by the shareholder supplying

goods in lieu of payment [x).

The authority to forfeit shares, like that to cancel forfeiture of
•' ' siiares by

them or accept a surrender, exists—as to both corpora- directors.

tions and their managing bodies—only when actually

given (y). The Companies Act of 1862 itself con-

templates that directors can forfeit (z), but does not

itself positively enact that they can do so, and

therefore this must be provided for by the articles

(v) Cockbum's Case, 4 D. G. pp. 138, 139, and the cases

& Sm. 177. there cited.

(w) Thomas's Case, L. E. 13 (y) ReAgriculturalists' Cattle

Eq. 437. Insurance Company, Stanliope's

(x) Re Richmond Hill Hotel Case, L. R. 1 Ch. 161,

Company, Pellatt's Case, L. R. (z) See 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89,

2 Ch. 527. See also ante. Table A, cl. 17 & 19.
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of association. Tlie Companies Clauses Consolidation

Act (a) expressly enables the directors of companies

falling within it under certain circumstances, and

upon certain conditions, to forfeit shares.

This power, it need scarcely be added, is like

every other power, a trust to be exercised bond fide

for the benefit of the whole corporation and of the

general body of members, and not in the favour or

to the detriment of some one or more (6).

Borrowing. Borrowing is one of those powers which directors

mny have, either as expressly given or as implied

fromthe nature of the business. When expressly given

it may be so in so many words (c), or by necessary

deduction from general powers of management con-

ferred upon them {d). The authority may be to

borrow by way of loan simply (e) ; or by mortgaging

the funds and other property of the company,

whether the existing assets only (/) or the future

assets as well, that is to say, book debts accruing,

though not yet due {g), but not calls hereafter to be

(a) 8 & 9 Vict. c. 16, ss. Company N.Moumey,^'^.. kZ

.

29-35. 733; Gihhs and Weds Case,
(b) See Jiichmond's Case and 10 Eq. 312

Painter's Cose, i K. & J. 305
; (g) See Strand Music Ball

Sweny v. Smith, L. K. 7 Eq. Company, 3 JD. G. J. & Sm
324. 147.

(c) Bryon v. Metropolitan (/) Re Sanhey Brook Coal
Saloon Omnibm Company, 3 Company, No. 1, L. R. 9 Eq.

]J. G. & J. 123 ; Scott v. Col- 721; No. 2, L. R. 10 Eq. 381.

hwm, 26 Bcav. 276 ; Stanley's (g) Bloomer v. Union Coal
Case, 33 L. J. (Vh.) 535. and Iron Company, L. R. 16

{•I) AuitralUiii Steam Clipper Eq. 383,
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made, which cannot validly be pledged (h) ; or by

the issue of debentures (i).

(c). Implied Powers of Directors as regards Legal

Proceedings.

One of the chief points in connection with the

authority of the managing body of a corporation to

bind it by conducting or concurring in legal pro-

ceedings on its behalf, is that of notice or admission.

Notice to an aerent is notice to his principal, conse- N°*''=e in case
"

_ ^
*• of partner-

quently notice to one partner is notice to all those ^tips,

then actually belonging to the firm (j). The excep-

tion to this rule will be found on investigation to be

apparent, not real, and to be due to the fact that

under the circumstances the partner affected with

the notice was not in truth the agent of the

firm (k).

This rule holds in the case of an acting director (/),
™d of

.
corporations,

or of any other duly authorised agent of a com-

pany (m).

(A) See StanleT/'s Case and (I) See Peruvian Railway

Re Sankey Brook Goal Com- Gompa^iyw. Thames and Mersey

pany, No. 2, uhi supra. Marine Insurance Company,

(i) As to which and the L.U. 2 Ch. 617 -jSind Worcester

assets charged thereby, see Corn JSxchange Company, 3 De

ante, pp. 117-121. G. M. <fe G. 180.

Ij) Collinsonv. Lister, 7 T>e (m) Re Solvency Mutual

G. M. & G. 634. Guarantee Society, Hawthorne's

(k) See Bigmld v. Water- Case, 31 L.J. (Oh.) 625; ^/iomp-

hmise, 1 M. & S. 255 ; Ex parte son v. Speirs, 13 Sim. 469.

Heaton, Buck, 386.
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How to be The notice must be exjDress and to the agents of
given.

^j^g company as such. Therefore, where bankers

with whom policies of insurance were deposited by

the assured as security gave no notice in writing to

the offices, though the secretaries of the insurance

companies were casually made aware of the fact of

the deposit, and the assured became bankrupt and

died, it was held, on a bill being filed by the bankers

to realise their security, that the policies remained

in the bankrupt's order and disposition, and that his

assignees were entitled to the proceeds, less the pre-

miums paid by the bankers (n).

Corporations jj^ accordance with this principle, corporations
with common *- -* *

officials. having common ofiicials are not necessarily affected

through these with knowledge of each other's trans-

actions. Thus, where company A . borrowed of com-

pany B., on the security of a mortgage, money to be

devoted to a purpose that was Ultra Vires of com-

pany A., and the person who negotiated the loan

was a director in both companies, while the solicitor

employed was the solicitor of both companies, it was

nevertheless held that company B. was not affected

with notice of the illegality (o). But, on the other

hand, a mere verbal, and it would seem even casual,

(«) Eilwanh V. ^[artbi, L. Bank, L. R. 5 Ch. 358. Com-
R. 1 Eq. 12]. pare Jie Contract Corporal ion,

(o) lie .]/arseinak E.ricn.<<io7i ex parte Ehhw Vale Company,
Rallmiy Company, ex parte L. R. 8 Eq. 1 4 ; (?r«y v. Zetm^
Credit Fancier of England, L. R. 8 Eq. .526.

L. R. 7 Ch. 1()1 ; He European
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notification to tKe directors or other responsible

agents of a corporation, provided only that it be

during the actual course of business, is sufficient {p).

Similarly a corporation, like an ordinary firm or Uepresenta-

indiAddual, is bound by the representations {q) and admissions.

the admissions (r) of its directors and other agents,

but only while these are acting within their

authority, and in due course of business (s). There-

fore either the representation or admission must be

that of the directors, or a quorum thereof as a

body, or if of one director or other agent, some

evidence must be given of the authority of such

person to bind the company (t).

(p) Be Worcester, ex parte (r) Meux's Executor's Case,

Agra Bank, L. R. 3 Ch. 555. 2 D. G. M. & G. 522 ; Bunies

CoTopaxe Hx parte Boulton,!!). v. Pennell, 2 H. L. 497.

G. & J. 163 ; a.Tii North British (s) Holt's Case, 22 Beav. 48;

Insurance Company v. Hallett, NicoVs Case, 28 L. J. (Ch.)

7 Jur. (N. S.) 1263. See also 257, where will be found a

British and American Tele- most exhaustive judgment by
graph Company v. Albion Bank, the Lord Chancellor.

L. R. 7 Ex. 119. {t) Holt's Case, 22 Beav. 48 ;

(q) Conyheare v. New Bruns- Moody v. Brighton and South

wich Railway Company, 9 H. L. Coast Railway Company, 31 L.

711; National Exchange Com^ J. (Q. B.) 54; Re Tring, &c.,

pany v. Drew, 2 Macq. 105
;

Railway Company, 3 D, G. &
Deposit Life Assurance Com- Sm. 10.

pany v. Ayscough, 6 E. & B.

763.
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CHAPTER V.

ACTS INTRA VIRES, BUT INFORMAL.

SECTION I.—FORMALITIES TO THE OBSERVANCE OF

WHICH CERTAIN PARTIES ARE UNABLE TO SEE.

Need of FoR its own protection a corporation may and,
formalities.

• i i

generally does require that the engagements into

which it enters, and the acts which it does, shall be

accompanied with certain formalities, just as the

law requires its contracts to be under seal. Such

precautions are very necessary as a security not

only to the corporation as a whole, but also to the

individual members thereof. ^Vitliout them the

former might, by the incompetence or rashness of

its agents or by the fraud or sharp dealing of third

parties, become engaged in improvident or unwise

speculations, in which, as the inevitable consequence,

the latter would also bo involved. Without them,

too, there would be no certain test of the participa-

tion or noquiescence of the corporation in any given

transaction. It is an intangible entity—it can

acquire rights or incur liability only through the
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medium of agents—what are the circumstances by

which to determine whether persons, pretending to

act on behalf of the corporation, are really and

legally so acting, and are its agents in that behalf?

These circumstances are the employment of such

persons by the corporation, and the use by such per-

sons of the formalities imposed.

These formalities are usually arranged under the Various kinds

.
of formalities.

three heads of discretionary, directory, and impera-

tive. Discretionary formalities are, as the term

imports, such as the director or other agents may

adopt or omit at their option. They are intended

to serve merely as evidence, and their adoption or

omission does not in the least aflPect the validity of

the act to which they relate (a).

Directory formalities are intended to protect the Nature of

directory

corporation against its governing members, but not formalities.

against its creditors. They differ from discretionary

in that the directors can be compelled by the corpo-

ration to make use of them in exercising their

powers, and may perhaps be liable to the company

for any damage occasioned by the omission (b).

Such acts may be improper as between the corpora-

tion and its directors, and may constitute breaches

of trust on the part of the latter, but as these for-

malities are not imperative their presence or absence

(a) See Ee Royal British (b) See perPage-Wood,V.-C,

Bank, NicoVs Case, 3 D. U. L. K. 5 Eq. 323.

& J. 387, 38 L. J. (Ch.) 257.
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does not affect the legality of transactions entered

into by persons unaware of the want of them.

In treating of directory formalities we must con-

sider them under two distinct heads :

—

First, in so far as they concern parties dealing

with the corporation

;

Secondly, in so far as they affect the acts, other

than contracts, of the corporation or its officials.

Let us take the former of these two heads, and

first as to the parties who are not bound to see to

the observance of the formalities.

Now it must be borne in mind that the exact

point to be determined is the effect of contracts and

other engagements undertaken on behalf of a" corpo-

ration by the agents thereof in accordance with the

powers actually given them by the instruments of

incorporation, but deficient in some formality pre-

scribed, though not made absolutely essential, by

these instruments, or in excess of the powers as

subsequently limited by the private resolutions of

the corporation. We have nothing to do with acts

Ultra Vires, using this term in its proper meaning

of outside the powers of the corporation as a whole.

What the corporation cannot do, d fortiori its

ageiits cnnnot oiigago in so as to bind it, and any

questions as to formalities will be irrelevant. We
must I'ousider first what are the powers, express or

implied, of the directors in respect of the given

Irniisaelion, such transaction being admitted to be

within the scope of the company's business ; and
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secondly, whethef those powers have been duly

exercised, and if not, whether the formality omitted

is essentia,l or not. If it be, then the transaction is

simply void—nothing can cure it. But if not, then

the authorities establish that

I. When any transactions of a corporation Effect of

, , , . -, . , non-observanca

ought to be, but are not, accompanied with of directory

,.« ,.,. IP T , 1 • formalitiea.

certain tormauties, such lormalities being

directory only and not essential, the said

transactions will be binding upon the

corporation as regards persons dealing

with it not having notice, express or

implied, of the need of the formality in

question.

The leading case at Common Law is Royal Koyai British

British Bank v. Turquand (c). By the deed of Turqualid.

settlement of a joint-stock company the directors

were authorised to borrow under the common seal

of the company such sums as should from time to

time, by a resolution passed at a general meeting of

the company, be authorised to be borrowed, not to

exceed a certain sum. At a general meeting the

directors were authorised to borrow such sums and

at such interest and for such periods as they might

deem expedient, in accordance with the provisions

of the deed of settlement and the Act of Parliament.

(c) 6 E. & B. 327, 25 L. J. (Q. B.) 317.

A A 2
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The directors having boiTowed £1000 on bond under

the common seal of the company, it was held that

the company must repay the amount, whether the

resolution was or was not a suflBcient authority to

the directors to borrow, for though parties dealing

with joint-stock companies are bound to take notice

of any limitation of the authority of the directors in

the deed of settlement, yet where the directors, as

in this case, have power to borrow, the lenders of

the money have a right to presume that the com-

pany, which put forward their directors as autho-

rised to borrow, have taken every step requisite to

empower tliem to do so. The decision was based

upon the short ground that apart from any question

as to the validity or sufficiency of the resolution, or

even as to the existence of such a resolution, the

company was liable to persons dealing hond fide

with the directors, not knowing that the latter

were exceeding their powers.

Prince of Wales Life Assurance Company v.

Harding (d) is very similar. The deed of settle-

ment of the plaintiff company provided that " the

common seal shall not be affixed to any policy

except by an order signed by three directors and

countersigned by the manager." The seal was

affixed to a policy without the order first obtained,

but in other respects in accordance with the deed of

settlement. It was held that this provision was

(d) E. B. & E. 183, 27 L. J. (Q, B.) 297.
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directory merely, and that consequently such policy

was not void, the assured having been bond fide

ignorant of the informality.

Re Athenceum Life Assurance Company ex Be Athensum

T-r 1 /^ / \ • T ^ -!• -I • • • I'ifs Assurance
parte Jbagte Company (e) is the leadmg decision in co. ex parts

Chancery. This was a claim against the Athenaeum ^ ®
"'

Assurance Society on account of an agreement by

the directors to grant a policy—not one actually

granted. In the course of his judgment Page-

Wood, V.-C, pointed out very clearly the principle

upon which these decisions depend. " There is no

doubt an important distinction to be drawn, and

it is drawn in the case of the Royal British Bank

V. Turquand, between that which on the face of it

is manifestly imperfect when tested by the require-

ments of the deed of settlement of the company, and

that which contains nothing to indicate that those

requirements have not been complied with. Thus

where the deed requires certain instruments to be

made under the common seal of the company, every

person contracting with the company can see at

once whether that requisition is complied with, and

he is bound to do so ; but where, as in the case I

have last referred to, the conditions required by the

deed consist of certain internal arrangements of the

company-—for instance, resolutions of meetings and

the like—if the party contracting with the directors

(e) 4 K. (fe J. 549 ; 27 L. J. Fire, d-c, Company, 1 H. & N.

(Ch.) 829 ; Gordon v. Sea, 599, 26 L. J. (Ex.) 202.
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finds the acts to he within the scope of their power

under the deed, he lias a right to assume that all

such conditions have been complied vnth. In the

case last supposed, he is not bound to inquire

whether the resolutions have been duly passed or

the like, otherwise he would be bound to go further

back, and to inquire whether the meetings have

been duly summoned, and so ascertain a variety of

other matters, into which, if it ^^'ere necessary to

make such inquiry, it would be impossible for the

company to carry on the business for which it is

formed." He accordingly allowed the claim, ground-

ing his decision on the fact that though the deed of

settlement required (section 28) every policy, &c.,

to be under the hands of not less than three of the

directors, and sealed mth the common seal of the

society, yet " in every other contract " it was

sufficient if there should be "a reference to these

presents, and a proviso limiting, &c.," which had

actually been inserted in the instrument upon which

the claim was based. The Vice-Chancellor said :

" In the case before me I find in the deed of this

society the 28th section, distinguishing between

certain completed instruments which it requires to

be under the common seal of the society, and other

contracts A\'hich, lilce the former, are to be satisfied

out of the funds of the society, but as to which

tlu've is no such requisition with reference to the

manner in which they arc to be executed. I find in

tiu^ o8th section a power given to the directors
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wlierever the deed is silent to do everything which

is necessary for carrying on the business of the

company ; and I then find a contract, executed by

three of the directors, which is a reasonable contract

and within the precise scope and object of the

society—viz., a contract to issue a policy in the

very form which the society was constituted for the

purpose of issuing. Under these circumstances it

appears to me that the contract in question is one

into which the directors were authorised to enter,

and which upon bill filed the society would have

been decreed to perform. I therefore hold that the

debt is established—if not at law^=-as a good equi-

table debt."

A very late case to a similar effect is Re County He. County Life

T • r- A r~i / /-N , 1 ,
Assurance Co.

Lije Assurance Uompany [_/), the circumstances

of which were as follows : In 1863 the County Life

Assurance Company was registered. In the articles Contracts

~ . . . T n made by de

01 association certain persons were named as first facto directors

directors, with power to add to their number until

the first general meeting. P. was named as first

manager, or managing director. Policies were to

be executed by three directors, and the whole

control of the company was to be in the hands of

the directors. The directors named in the articles

being dissatisfied with the constitution of the com-

pany, refused to carry on business, and passed a

resolution that nothing should be done in the

(/) L. K. 5 Ch. 288.
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Acts done by
de facto

directors.

What for-

iiialiiiLis arc

considered

directory.

affairs of the company and no meetings held ; but

they did not proceed farther and wind-up the com-

pany. Shortly after P. and one of the subscribers

of the memorandum other than the directors took

steps to carry on business : they elected new

directors, issued and allotted shares, made a seal,

and granted policies. Held that a policy granted

by the de facto directors, and executed by them in

a manner according with the articles, and sealed

with the above-mentioned seal, was binding upon

the company. Giffard, L.J., on appeal, confirming

the decision of the Master of the Eolls, said :
" Tlie

[original and de jure^ directors of this company

might at any moment, had they chosen to do so,

have restrained these transactions and put an end

to the company. In this state of things the re-

spondent in the ordinary course of business effected

a policy. They knew nothing of the internal

arrangements of the company, or that any irregularity

had taken place. . . . The company is bound

by all that takes place in the usual course of busi-

ness with anybody who deals bond fide with those

who may be termed dc fitdo directors, and who—so

far as the stranger could possibly tell—were de jure

directors. ... I do not hesitate to say that

the business of companies of this description could

not be carried on if this order be not supported as

good law."

"What formalities \\\\\ be considered directory as

between the company and persons contracting with
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it, can be determined only by the light of existing

decisions. The one general rule is, that all formali-

ties are such which relate merely to the internal

arrangements and organisation of the corporation.

The difficulty consists in the application of this rule

to special circumstances. It seems that the follow-

ing requisites are directory merely :—
First. The holding of meetings of, and the passing

of resolutions by, the individual members, prior to

the exercise by the directors of their powers [g).

Secondly. Unusual conditions as to requiring the

direction, whether verbal or in writing, of par-

ticular directors or other officers, prior to affixing

the corporate seal to any document {h).

((/) See cases at law, Royal

British Bank v. Turquand, 25

L. J. (Q.B.) 317; Agar v. Athe-

naeum Life Insurance Company,

3 C. B. (N. S.) 725, 27 L. J.

(C. P.) 95; and compare North-

Eastern Railway Company v.

M'Miehael, 5 Ex. 855, 20 L.

J. (Ex.) 6, and Loioe v. London

and North- Western Railway

Company, 18 Q. B. 632, 21 L.

J. (Q. B.) 361. See cases in

Chancery, Atlienceum Life In-

surance Company, ex parte

Eagle Insurance Company, 4

K. & J. 547, 27 L. J. (Ch.)

829 ; Fountaine v. Carmar-

then and Cardigan Railway

Company, L. R. 5 Eq. 316;

North Hallenbeagle Mining
Company, Knighis Case, L. R.

2 Ch. 321 ; the judgments of

the Lords Justices in Land

Credit Company of Ireland ex

parte Overend, Oumey, and

Company, L. R. 4 Ch. 460;
and compare Mair v. Hima-

laya Tea Company, L. R. 1 Eq.

411.

(A) Ex parte Overend, Gur-

ney, and Company, L. R. 4 Ch.

460; Prince of Wales Insur-

ance Company v. Harding, E.

B. & E. 183, 27 L. J. (Q. B.)

297. Compare Hill v. Man-

xhester Waterworlcs Company, 5

B. & A. 866.
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Thirdly. Special regulations as to the signature

or counter-signature of particular officers (^).

Fourthly. Preliminaries—such as the issuing of

formal notices, the publishing of advertisements,

and the like—prior to meetings, and regulations

relating to the manner of conducting such meet-

ings {j ).

Fifthly. Forms to be followed in making out hsts

of members, or in keeping the books of the corpo-

ration (/c).

Sixthly. Formalities laid do"\vn for the appoint-

ment of directors and other officials ; i.e., de facto

directors will be presumed legally appointed, and

so on {T).

(i) Aggs V. Nicholson, 1 H.

& N. 165, 25 L. J. (Ex.) 348
;

JJeffell V. White, L. R. 2 C. P.

144. Compare P)-i»ce o/ Wales

Insurance Compcmy v. Harding

ubi supra ; Allard v. Bourne,

15 C. B. (N. S.) 468 ; Bargate

V. Shortridge, 5 H. L. 297,

24 L. J. (Ch.) 457 ; Be Xor-

u'ich Yarn Company, ex parte

Bignohl, 22 licav. 143, 25 L.

J. (Ch.) 601 ; Be Strafon's

E.rmitors, 1 D. U. M. & G.

576, 22 L. J. (Ch.) 194. But

Avhero a cheque did not, ou

the faco of it, purport to be

drawu on buhalf of the Com-

pany, the Comjianj' were not

liable even to a bond fde

holder for v;ilue, Scrrcll v.

Derbyshire, d;c., Bailway Com-

pany, 9 0. B. 811, 19 L. J.

(C. P.) 371, on appeal 10 C. B.

910.

{j) Be Worcester Corn Ex-

cliange Company, 3 D. G. M. &

G. 180, 15 Jiu-. 960; Clarke

V. Imperial Gas Company, 4

B. it A. 315 ; Foiintaine v.

Carnmrihen and Cardigan

Bailway Company, L. R. 5

Eq. 316.

(k) Daniel v. Boyal British

Bank, 1 H. & N. 681 ; Dossett

V. Harding, 1 C. B. (N. S.)

524, 26 L. J. (C. P.) 107;

Baiti V. Whitelmven Bailway

Company, 3 H. Lds. 1.

(/) Be County Insurance

Company, L. R. 5 Ch. 288

;
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It may be added as a general proposition, that Formalities
'

_ _

^
_

expressly

where the constating instruments provide that cer- required

.
may not be

tain transactions shall, as regards the corporation, essential to

validity.

be valid and binding only when done or concurred in

under given circumstances or regulations—whether

these take the shape of formalities or not—if such

circumstances or regulations are matters which the

corporation alone possesses the adequate means of

securing the due and stipulated occurrence or ob-

servance of, then the other party will be excused

from looking after the same ; and, in the absence of

notice to the contrary, he will be allowed to assume

that the corporation has provided for them. Thus in

Webh V. Commissioners of Heme Bay (to), deben- ''^e^'' ."•

.

^ \ / Commissioners

,tures were issued by a body corporate to one of of Heme Bay.

their commissioners, in payment of bricks supplied

by him for the purposes of the Act. The statute

constituting the body, however, enacted that no

person being a commissioner should enter into any

contract under the Act. It was nevertheless decided

that the debentures were valid in the hands of a

transferee for value, unacquainted with the circum-

stances under which they were originally issued.

In the same way, if powers are given to the Limitation on
° extent of

managing body, but with a limitation as to the powers,

extent to which they may employ them, e.g., a

power to borrow up to a certain amount, the corpo-

Ilill V. Mancliester Waterworks s. 99.

Company, 5 B. & A. 866. (to) L. E. 5 Q. B. 642.

Compare 8 & 9 Vict. c. 16,
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ration will be liable to persons dealing bond fde
with the managers, altliougb they exceed the limit

so imposed («).

Formalities

affecting

directors

anil similar

officials.

Re Agricul-

turist Cattle

Insurance Co.

Bush's Case.

SECTION II.— FORMALITIES TO THE OBSERVANCE OF

WHICH CERTAIN PARTIES ARE BOUND TO SEE.

Hitherto we have been considering third parties

who, being unable to see to or to secure the due

observance of formalities imposed by a company

ujjon its own officials, are excused the absence of

such formalities, whenever they personally have

acted with hona fides. It is different with directors

and others in a similar position. They are affected

with notice of the required formaUty, and of the

want of it when absent ; and, therefore, no acts in

which they participate, and which ought to be

transacted in a particular manner or under par-

ticular arrangements, will, as between themselves

and the company, be binding upon the latter (o).

Re Agriculturist Cattle Insurance Company—
Bush's Case (/>), is a decision by the Lord-Chan-

(h) Royal British Bank v.

Tunjnand, 6 E. & B. 327, 25

L. J. (Q. B.) 317 ; niid other

similar cases, with which, how-

ever, it is not easy to recon-

cile Pierce v. Jersey Waterworks

Compainj, L. K. 5 Ex. 209.

(o) jS'eu'caslle JIarine In-

surance Company, ex parte

Brown, 19 Beav. 97, and ex

parte Henderson, 19 Beav.

107 ; Sioansea Dock Company

V. Levicn, 20 L. J. (Ex.) 447
;

British Provident Assurance

Company v. JS'otion, 3 N. R.

147, 9 Jur. (N. S.) 1308.

(/>) L. R. 6 Ch. 246. The

judgments in the different
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cellor Hatherley, to some extent perhaps conflicting.

A company being in difficulties, and disputes having

arisen, it was determined to admit new directors.

Bush, one of the existing directors, agreed to transfer

his shares to an incoming director, and in pursuance

of such agreement a deed of transfer was executed

by both, but the transferee did not execute a deed

of covenant as required by the deed of settlement.

The Master of the EoUs, on the winding up of the

company, held Mr. Bush to be still liable upon the

shares, and placed his name on the list of contribu-

tories. "It is true that there are many cases in

which the undue neglect of forms by directors has

not invalidated a bond Jide transfer of shares ; but

so far as I have observed this has always been in

cases between strangers, who had not the power to

compel the directors to observe the proper forms, or

in cases where they were ignorant of, and had no

means of ascertaining, the informality which had

been committed. But the case is very different

when, as here, the transfer is by a director himself,

whose object is to retire from the company, and

who has the power to see that everything is done

according to due regularity, and still more diff'erent

when the transfer is made to another person acting

as director of the company; and it is something

more than form when the director, who makes the

cases'arising out ofthe winding v. Evam, L. R. 3 H. Lds. 171,

up of this company are simply and per GiiTard, L. J., in

Irreconcilable, See Spackman Dixon's Case, L. R. 5 Ch, 79.
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Effect of

acquiescence

when for-

malities are

wanting.

transfer, does not follow the form prescribed by the

Act of Parliament in that very case, and when, by

reason of the omission so to do, the transferee be-

comes in no respect bound by the deed of settlement,

the execution of which was, by the rules of the

society, prescribed as a preliminary condition to his

becoming a member of the company." This judg-

ment of Lord Romilly contains a very clear state-

ment of the law on the point. From it, as an ex-

position of law, the Lord-Chancellor did not dissent,

but he nevertheless discharged the order of the

Master of the EoUs, upon the grounds partly of

lapse of time, and of the acquiescence of the share-

holders in the transaction, partly, that it was the

duty solely of the remaining directors to see to the

execution of the deed of covenant by tbe transferee.

Upon tliis latter point his Lordship observed :
" It

is quite true tbat Mr. Bush was a director when he

dealt with the shares, but when he parted with his

shares he was no longer a director or shareholder,

and he had no control over the matter beyond

having the right to file a bill. The persons who

were to see that within a month the deed was exe-

cuted were the directors of the company, and the

duty of seeing the deed executed was thrown upon

them, and not upon Mr. Bush." But the questions

to be settled were, first, whether a director proposing

to retire from a cojnpany, is or is not bound to see

to the performance of the proper formalities, and

has or has not thrown upon him the duty of doing
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all that lie can do to secure their due observance ;

and, secondly, whether failing this, he ceases to be a

shareholder. The Lord-Chancellor, elsewhere in his

judgment, admits the existence of the duty first-

mentioned—here he distinctly denies it ; and he also

assumes the answer to the second question to be in

the affirmative.

These questions usually affect only the governing iformaiities^
.

•'

. . affecting

portion and the officials of a corporation, but certain private

members.

of them equally concern the private members. Such,

for instance, are all the general regulations prescrib-

ing the formalities or conditions of the transfer or

abandonment of shares (p) ; and whether these regu-

lations be expressly laid down in the constating

instruments of the company, or have become estab-

lished merely by custom and uniform usage (q).

Whatever be the nature of these formalities, what-

ever be the mode in which they have been created,

and rendered in a manner essential to the validity

of the transactions to which they relate, provided

their existence can be clearly proved and brought

(p) See especiallj Re British Case, L. K. 9 Eq. 5; Re
Provident, &c., Company, European Central Railway

Grady^s Case, 32 li. J. (Ch.) CoTwpany,Holden's Case, L. R.

327 ; R.e Overend, Gumey, and 8 Eq. 444. Compare also

Company, Walker s Case, L. R. Spademan v. Evans, L. E. 3

2 Eq. 554 ; Re Contract Cor- H. Lds. 171, and the cases

poration, Head's Case, L. R. 3 there cited.

Eq. 84; Biederman v. Stone, (q) Re Imperial Merchant

L. R. 2 C. P. 504 ; Re Mer- Credit Association, Marino's

chants' Company, Hermitage'

s

Case, L. R. 2 Ch. 596.
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Persons

cognisant of

the want of a
formality.

home to the knowledge of the persons engaged in

such transactions, e.g., private members disposing

of their interests—they must be duly observed, or

their absence waived by the consent, express or

tacit, of the whole corporation. These formalities

are generally the execution of the deed of transfer by

the transferee, and the registration of the transfer (r)

;

and sometimes also the obtaining the consent of the

directors or other officials to the transfer ; and it is

the duty of the transferor to see that everything is

done inodo ac forma. If he has taken aU the pre-

cautions that an ordinary man of business would

take to secure this, and there has been a non-obser-

vance of some requisite through the default, careless-

ness (s), or delay (t) of the corporation, or its responsible

officers, he will be exempted from liability ; though

even in such case there may be countervailing laches

on his part, such as to debar him from the relief to

which otherwise he would be entitled {ti).

Lastly. It must not be forgotten that a person

cognisant of, and a party to, the want of a formality

will, upon the ordinary principles of equity, be

(r) See cases cited in the

last two notes.

(s) See cases already cited,

and also Re Joint-Stock Dis-

count Compajii/, Fyfe's Case,

L. R. i Ch. 768 ; and mil's

C<is<; L. 11. 4 Oh. 769 n.

[I) He Hercules Insurance

Company, Lowe's Case, L. R. 9

Eq. 589.

(m) ReAnfflo- DamibianSteam

Xavigalion, d-c. Company,

Walker's Case, L. R. 6 Eq. 30.

Compare Yelland's Case, 5 D.

G. & Sm. 395.
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estopped by his admission, and be prevented avail-

ing himself of such informality (x).

SECTION III.—FORMALITIES RELATING TO THE TRANS-

ACTIONS, OTHER THAN CONTRACTS, OF COEl^O-

EATIONS.

We have next to consider directory formalities as Directory

. . 1 , T [.
formalities

affecting the validity of the other proceedings of relating to

. . other matters.

corporations. V ery many of the decisions relate to

the transfer or acquisition of interests—shares, stock,

or other rights—in the corporate property and privi-

leges, and of these we have just been treating.

Others have turned upon the making of calls, the

forfeiture of shares, and the like. The regulations

perhaps require the calling of meetings either of

the corporation, or of its officials, or the giving a

certain length of notice before such acts can be

done. Requisites of this description will probably,

in every instance, be adjudged to be directory

merely, not prejudicing innocent parties, but bind-

ing those acquainted with them, although, of course. Notice of caiia.

waivable at the option of aU parties. Thus, where a

company's deed of settlement provided that twenty-

one days notice should be given to the shareholders

who were in arrears of calls, and that if payment

were not made within such time the directory might

(x) Cromford, dec, Railway Company v. Lacey, 3 Y. & J. 80.
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Mistake in

registration

of name or

address.

then declare the shares forfeited ; and the directors

sent a notice saying that certain shares would be

forfeited, if payment were not made within twenty-

one days, instead of actually waiting till the expira-

tion of this time and then forfeiting the shares, such

forfeiture—the shareholder having acquiesced, and

nothing more having been done—was held good (y).

This case, however, probably depends upon the fact

that both parties concurred, and that the company

were bound by their subsequent acquiescence—it

would seem that the length of notice specified as a

condition precedent to a forfeiture is an impera-

tive requisite (z).

Again, as persons who have become members of

a company thereby become responsible for its lia-

bilities, although not actually upon the list of mem-

bers, it follows that mistakes in the registration of

the name (a) or the address (6) of a member, can in

no degree affect the question of his membership.

Nor do informalities in making out the memorials

or other lists of shareholders required by statute (c),

{y) Re Home Counties, dr.,

Assurance Company, Wollas-

ton's Case, 4 De G. & J. 437,

28 L. J. (CU.) 721.

(z) See CocTcerell v. Van

DIeniiii's Land Company, 26

L. J. (0. r.) 203.

(«) Yelland's Case, 5 D. G.

A Sm. 395 ; Clowes v. Brettell,

11 M. &W. 461.

(6) Wills V. Murray, 4 Ex.

843, 19 L. J. (Ex.) 209.

(c) Powis V. Harding, 1

C. B. (N. S.) 533, 26 L. J.

(C. P.) 107, and Henderson v.

Royal British Bank, 26 L. J.

(Q. B.) 112 ; Daniell v. Royal

British Bank, 1 H. & N. 685.
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or in numbering the shares, or entitling the register

book (d).

The directors having a general authority to em- Engagement
a '-' '

_ and dismissal

ploy servants and other inferior agents, may exercise of servants.

such authority, both in the engagement and dis-

missal (e), without regard to any special regulations

that may have been laid down (/) ; but, of course,

this qualification does not apply so as to dispense

with the seal in such cases as this is necessary.

Imperative formalities.

The third class of formalities, imperative, are

those which are absolutely essential to the validity

of certain proceedings, and whose absence cannot be

' excused or waived by the consent of the parties

concerned. Such formalities have usually been

created by the common law of the land or by

statutory enactment, and not by the corporation

itseK. The chief example coming under this head

is the use of the seal in the corporate transactions, of

the necessity for which and of the limitations to this

necessity we have spoken (ff). Between directory

and imperative formalities it is difficult, if not impos- Sealing,

sible, to discriminate. Probably, with the exception

(d) Bain -v. Whitehaven Bail- (/) See Totterdell v. Fare-

way Company, 3 H. Lds. 1. ham Brich Company, L. R. 1

(e) See Mair v Himalaya C. P. 674.

Tea Company, L. E. 1 Eq. (//) .inie, Chapter III, sec-

411. tion2.
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formaiities"but
'^^ Sealing, no formalities can be considered to be

imperative
undcr all circumstances imperative as against third

q^lcere. parties, excepting such as appear upon the constating

instruments. Of these they have fair notice, and

there can be no injustice or even hardship in com-

pelling them to see to their observance.

Questions of this kind most often arise in respect

of transactions between, the corporation and its

members or between the members themselves, and

they generally relate to the creation, transfer, or

cancelling of shares. No definite rule can be laid

down as to what formalities wlU be obligatory and

what not. In Watson v. Bales (g), a nine days'

notice, where the rules of a cost book mitiing com-

pany required ten days, invalidated a forfeiture.

Ohservance offormilities cy pres.

Sometimes circumstances arise rendering it im-

possible to comply with the necessary formalities.

In such case they must be observed cy pr^s. In

Exeter and Exi'tcraiu] CreditoiiBailicay Company v. Buller (h),
Creditor! Rail. it t j_i i

Co. V. a dispute arose between the directors and the share-

holders of the railway company, a majority of the

(c/) -23 Beav. 294, 26 L. J. 437 ; Knight's Case, L. R 2

(Ch.) 3G1 ; Cod-erell v. Van Ch. 321. See also Bigg's

Diemcii's Land Compaiii/, 1 Ca^e, L. R. 1 Eq. 309.

C. B. (N. S.) 732, 2G L. J. (/*) 5 Eail. Cas. 211; 16

(0. 1*.) 203. Compare Wol- L. J. (Ch.) 449.

lasioii's Case, 4 D. G. & J.
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former wishing to lease the line to the Bristol

and Exeter Railway, a broad-gauge company—

a

minority of the former and a majority of the latter

wishing to lease it to the Tamar Valley Railway, a

narrow gauge company. The majority of the directors

got possession of the common seal, whereupon the

minority, with the concurrence of the shareholders,

filed a bill in the name of the companyto restrain them

from leasing the line to the Bristol andExeterRailway

Company, or opening it on the broad-gauge system.

The defendants demurred because ^j^JiilL^was not

under seal, but both the Vice-Cbr-^e'tok '^f'^^rd

Chancellor overruled the dei^ received the a^^^

it had been sanctioned b;^ -oi^sented, and sigiJ-
^j^^

shareholders, who co-;j^iit." which was aftJ^j^gy

had not the seal, whudirectors, but was nev^^^^

the original custody of^ ^^ ^ board. R. ,S^^y ^q^

the purpose of preventii? times, with suc^qj^ doing

what they intended to d(<iirectors, und

In Foss V. Harbottle (;
t^at effectjed by some of Foss«

the shareholders in a co^ pa^ alleged that there
^''''°"''"

had ceased to be a sufiicient number of qualified

directors to constitute a board, that the company
had no office or secretary, and that consequently

general meetings could not duly be summoned or

held, and it therefore prayed inter alia for the

appointment of a receiver. The Vice-Chancellor,

however, held, that assuming the statements to be

(i) 2 Hare, 461.
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Effect of

neglecting

imperative

formalities.

May impe-

rative fomiali-

ties become
inoperative by
desuetude ?

correct as to the impossibility of convening meetings

in the way laid down in the Companies Act, it

would be sufficient if some of the shareholders,

having convened the others, met together and pur-

ported to act on behalf of the whole body.

Although the neglect of imperative formalities

will, as a rule, invalidate the whole arrangement,

yet if anything be done under the arrangement so

purporting to be entered into, whether by the com-

pany or the party contracting with it, equities may
and often j^U arise enforceable in Chancery on

beha|Jf as to what foi ^suffering loss as against the

part} not. In WatsorJj).

It e, where the rules oiat some at least of even

impe required ten days, invalie so universally dis-

rega^ :i to cease to be opera-

tive, e {k) shares had been

tvmdeTveU^servance ofform-^i ^he directors of a

company, but
"ircumstance

as to obtaining b

provided that " no a.

:d to certain formalities

t. The company's deed

lent or transfer, without

the approbation of the diVectors, to he manifested as

hereinafter mentioned, shall have any force either at

law or in equity." It was, however, shown that this

latter provision had been systematically neglected,

and the Vicc-Chancellor accordingly settled the

transferee on the list of contributories.

(j) Sec post, Part IV. Chap. Vires."

III., oil " 'I'ho liability of (k) Be Vale of Neath, dec,

Corporations in respect of Company, Walttr's Case, 3 D
trau.'iautions absolutely Ultra G. & Sm. 149.
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In Walton's Case (l) the seven days' notice

jequired by the charter and deed of settlement of a

bank previous to any proposed transfer of shares

was held to have been dispensed with by universal

practice.

To the same effect is the case of Bargate v. Sliort- Bavgate ».

ridge {m). The deed of settlement of a banking

company allowed shareholders to dispose of their

shares upon obtaining " the consent of the board of

directors," which was to be testified by " a certifi-

cate in writing signed by three of the directors."

During the whole time that the bank carried on

business a managing director received the applica-

tions for sales of shares, consented, and signed the

certificate of "consent," which was afterwards

signed by two other directors, but was never signed

by the three assembled as a board. K. S., a share-

holder, had at various times, with such consents

sold his shares. The directors, under 7 G-eo. IV.

c. 46, made a return to that effect. The company

failed, and the directors passed a resolution that

there had been no valid transfer of the shares of

K. S. It was held, however, that as between him

and the company the consents given by the directors,

although informal and irregular, were valid, and .

that they could not afterwards treat R. S. as a

member of the company.

(I) Re Royal British Banh, cited.

Walton's Case, 26 L. J. (Ch.) (m) 5 H. Lds. 297 ) 24 L. J.

545, and see the cases there (Ch.) 457.
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It may very fairly be questioned whether the

formalities referred to in the above cases are really

imperative. Imperative formalities, if not of such

a kind as by their absence to void absolutely and

irremediably the transactions with respect to which

they are enjoined, must mean at least this—that

they cannot be waived by any agreement or ac-

quiescence of the parties immediately concerned so

as to affect the rights of third parties ; that third

parties unaware of the arrangement are entitled to

say that the contract entered into, the forfeiture

made, or the transfer permitted, without the obser-

vance of such formalities, is as regards the existing

rights of such third parties simply void, and that

consequently the parties liable before such trans-

action remain liable afterwards. In each of the

three decisions just cited the dispute was between

the corporation and the individual, between parties,

that is, in pari delicto, the former attempting to

take advantage of informalities in which it had been

concerned and had long acquiesced. Had it been

a question between creditors of the corporation and

its members, then the decision must have been that

the absent formality was directory only and there-

fore the transaction was valid, or that it being im-

perative the transaction ^^'as invalid—there could

ha\'c been no middle course. It should also be

noticed that the formalities in the three cases quoted

\verc created by the corporation itself—had they

been imposed by the supreme Legislature directly
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it may be doubted whether their absence could have

been excused, as such a determination would be

equivalent to pro tanto repealing an Act of Parlia-

ment.

SECTION IV.—FORMALITIES RELATING TO THE MEET-

INGS OF THE MANAGING BODY.

One other class of formalities remains to be con-

sidered—viz., those relating to the meetings of the

various members of a corporation. A corporation

undoubtedly in the eye of the law is a legal entity,

existing apart and distinct from those who compose

it. Nevertheless, for most practical purposes, it

must be deemed identical with its members, and it

is only through and by means of them that it acts

and otherwise manifests its wishes - and intentions.

This it does through the medium of meetings of

them. Such meetings must be duly summoned by ^°*''?® "^<='•'•' meetings

the officials, if any, appointed for such purpose, and

with regard to all ceremonies. What these cere-

monies are cannot be precisely stated, as they

depend upon the custom, the Acts of Parliament,

the charter, &c., applicable to each particular case.

No meeting, whether of the governing body or of must

the ordinary members of any corporation, will be every person

legal unless all those who have a right to attend— preaent.

and in the case of meetings of ordinary members

this includes the whole of such members—have in
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some way received a summons or notice (n). Very

generally such notice has to be sent to or served

upon each individual member. Whatever be the

regulations in this respect they must be strictly

followed. Thus, if an advertisement is to be issued,

circulars will not suffice (o).

Though no meeting, whetherof the governing body
or the ordinary members of any corporation, will be

perfectly legal unless all those who have a right to

attend have in some way received a summons or

notice, yet undoubtedly an informal meeting may,

under peculiar circumstances, have a power more or

less extensive, of binding the corporation in respect

of third parties, and especially when it would

amount to a fraud upon the latter, these having

acted bond fide, not to hold the corporation liable.

This proposition, however, must be advanced with

much circumspection, and as it almost invariably

involves other questions of informality, it has been

considered in the previous sections of this chapter.

Acts done by The ouestion whether directors c;m act otherwise
directors but

not at a board than at a boavd meeting, which Avas first raised in

Glover V. NortJI -Western Railwcuj Company {p),

was apparently decided iu the negative in D'Arcy

(ii) Smyth V. Darlaj, 2 H. {Town Council) v. Court, 1

Lds. 781). E. &L E. 770, 28 L. J. (M. C.)

(o) Re British Sm/ar Re- 148.

filing Company, ex parte Fa ris, (p) 5 Ex. 66; 19 L. J. (Ex.)

3 K. & J. 108, -26 L. J. (Ch.) 172, per Parks, B., ibid. 173.

369. Compare Kidderminster
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V. Tamar, &c., Railway Company (q), where the o'Arcy v

prescribed quorum of a meeting of directors being Rail. Co.

three, the defendants were held not liable on a bond

to which the secretary had affixed the seal of the

company, after having obtained the written authority

of two directors at a private interview, and at

another private interview the verbal promise of a

third, to sign the authority. But this decision has

since received a somewhat strained interpretation,

by which its importance is very considerably quali-

fied :
" There the action was an action of debt upon

a bond under the seal of the company ; the plea

was non est factum, and under that plea it was of

course competent to the company to prove the

truth of the plea. They did prove it conclusively.

There could be no valid bond in that case unless the

seal of the company was afl&xed to it, and the seal

appeared to be so affixed. The seal could not be

lawfully affixed but by the direction of the three

directors, and it was proved beyond question that

the seal had been affixed when only two directors,

and not three, had given any kind of authority for

it. The authority of the third was obtained at a

later period, and upon the plainest principles of

Common Law pleading there could be only one way
of dealing with the case. It is true that the judges

in D'Arcy v. Tamar Railway Company did,

tliough not necessarily for the purpose of decision,

(q) L. K. 2 Ex. 158, 36 L. J. (Ex.) 37 ; 4 H. & C. 463.
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say that what the law required was that there

should be the combined action of at least three

directors before the seal could be affixed to a bond."

TfeBonciii's This is the comment of Bacon, V.-C, in Re

Collie's claim.' BouelU's Telegraph Comjmny, Collie's Claim (r),

where the circumstances were very similar to those

in D'Arcy's Case. The articles of association of the

company provided that three directors should be a

quorum, and endued them with ^ide powers of sale,

appointment of agents, &c. The company resolved

to sell their undertaking to the Postmaster-General,

and in July, 1869, a letter was written, addressed

to Collie, appointing him to act as agent for the

directors in the matter of the sale, and agreeing

that if he succeeded in obtaining from the Post-

master-General the sum of £"20,000 or upwards his

commission should be 25 per cent. The letter con-

cluded by saying :
" We engage to sign a legal

obligation to the above effect when called upon, and

to get the signatures of our brother directors." This

letter was written in C.'s office, and there signed by

two of the directors and handed to C, who forwarded

it to a third director in the country, by whom it

was returned to C. confirmed and signed by himself

aud a fourth director. This agreement, though not

appearing to have been resolved upon or confirmed

at any meeting of directors, was referred to at a

subsequent meeting of shareholders and not repu-

(r) L. K. 12 Eq. 24-6, i.-iO.
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diated, but no such legal obligation as referred to

in the letter was executed. The sale having been

effected through C.'s agency for a sum of more than

£20,000, Bacon, V.-C, determined that the agree-

ment was not Ultra Vires, and that though informal

according to the internal regulations of the company,

it was binding against the company in favour of a

person dealing with them, and consequently that C.

was entitled to commission at the ^rate of 25 per

cent.

If these two decisions are to be considered valid

and reconcileable it must be upon the distinction

taken by Sir John Stuart—viz., that D'Arcy v.

Tamar Railway Company was a Common Law

case decided upon Common Law pleadings, the

only question being whether the seal was properly

affixed. But even admitting this distinction, could

Collie have successfully sued at law upon the agree-

ment entered into in manner aforesaid ? When a

quorum of directors is made necessary for the trans-

action of a company business, what difference is

there between the making of a special and a simple

contract. And if none —if Collie's agreement, looked

at as a simple contract, was void at law—what

claim could he have in Chancery save upon a

quantum meruit f

From D'Arcy v. Tamar Railway Company (s)

(s) Uhi supra. Compare Wills v. Murray, 4 Ex. 843, 19

L. J. (Ex.) 209.
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Place of

meeting.

Resolutions

of majority.

Quorum

—

what number
sufficient.

we may also gather that when the constating instru-

ment is silent as to the place of meeting, the law

is so too. Martin, B., in his judgment, said :
" Now

it is not necessary that there should be any fixed

place of meeting, but it is quite clear that the

directors are to act together and in a meeting,

whereas the authority on which the secretary acted

was given by two only, acting together, and by the

subsequent assent of a thii'd. The authority, there-

fore, was not of such a character as enabled the

secretary to affix the seal so as to bind the company."

At any meeting it is almost unnecessary to say

that the majority will bind the minority unless the

concurrence of all has been for special reasons

rendered necessary.

A.S to the number which will constitue a quorum

—first, if the constatiug instruments fix some

definite number, then at least this number must be

present. In Kirh v. Bell {t) the deed of a banking

company provided that the directors should not be

fewer than five, three to be a quorum, with power

to transact ordinary business. The number having

fallen to four, these executed a deed compromising a

large debt due to the fu-m. It was held that this

not being ordinaiy business, and ' consequently re-

(piiriug the concurrence of five directors, was not

binding on the bank.

(t) 16 Q. B. 290; Ducarry

V. an, 4 C. i P. 121; Brown

V.Andrew, 13 Jur. 938; 18

L. J. (Q. B.) 153.
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Card V. Carr (u) is to the same purport. Here

_five trustees of a building society had been con-

stituted a quorum, and the plaintiff, a member,

after being in arrear of payment on seven consecutive

occasions, had paid arrears to two trustees, who

received the payment in ignorance of the rules, but

it was held that such receipt had not bound the

society, but that the society could, on returning the

payments forfeit the shares of the said member.

Nor can the managing body transfer their au-

thority to less than a quorum of the same (v),

unless express authority in that behalf is vested in

them (w).

Secondly. The clauses appointing the quorum

may, however, be directory only (x), or controlled

by subsequent clauses (?/).

Thirdly. When the constating instruments are

silent, then " it is the duty of the Court to find out

what was the usual number of directors who con-

ducted the business of the company "
(z).

(m) 1 C. B. (N. S.) 197 ; 26 (x) Tlmmps Haven Loch and

Ij. J. (C. P.) 113. But com- Railway Gompany v. Rose, 4

T^xr^ ex parte Bignold,22'Be&y. M. & G. 552, 12 L. J. (C. P.)

143, and Allard v. Bourne, 90.

15 C. B. (N. S.) 468. (y) Smith v. Goldsworthy, 4

(v) Re Leeds Banking Com- Q. B. 430, 12 L. J. (Q. B.)

pany, Howard's Case, L. R. 1 192.

Ch. 561, 36 L. J. (Ch.) 42. (2) Lyster's Case, Re Tavi-

(tv) Totterdell v. Fareham stock Ironworks Company, L.

Erich Company, L. R. 1 C. P. R. 4 Eq. 233, 237, 36 L. J.

674. (Ch.) 616.
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Committees, As the managing body are in effect but a com-

mittee of the whole body of members, so they may
also for the sake of convenience constitute, whether

for general or special purposes, committees of them-

selves, and transfer to such committees, but not to

a stranger (a), the requisite powers and authority

to act on behalf of the whole body. Such transfer

must not amount to a delegation or abandonment,

but the whole body must stUl retain, and under

certain circumstances, e.g., the dismissal of an oflScer,

actually exercise a general control over the doings

of such committee (6).

Mode of con- At all mcetiuffs the proceedings must be carried
ducting the '

.

° ^ °
proceedings of ou With duc regard to order and regularity. If by
tlio meeting. . . . , , .

custom or express provision, any special business

takes precedence of other kinds, it must be first

attended to (c).

If it has to be done seriatim, as for instance in

electing members, a collective vote upon the whole

matter will not suffice (iJ).

Minutes. Somctimcs miuutes or other records of the pro-

ceedings have to be kept and signed by the chair-

man or other official, or such minutes or records so

kept and signed, ai-e admissible in evidence without

further proof (c).

(a) Rex V. Bird, 13 East, (c) Rex v. Parhyns, 3 B. &

307; luxw. Westirml, 4 Bligli Aid. 6G8.

(N. S.), 213 ; Rex v. Athvood, {d) Rex v. Player, 2 B. &

4 R. & A. 481. Aid. 707.

(h\ Osgood V. Nelson, L. K. (e) See Hughes v. Great

t> II. Lds. 636. Northern Railway Company,
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At most ordinary, and at all extraordinary, meet- ordinary and

, • 1 • T (> 1 • 1. J.
extraordinary

mgs, only certam kmds oi business can be trans- meetings.

acted, and usually, when notification has to be

given beforehand of such meetings, the notice must

contain a statement more or less definite of the pur-

poses for which the meeting is called, and of the

business to be deliberated upon thereat (/).

If certain powers are vested in a select body, a

meeting of this body may be summoned by the

proper authority without specifying the objects of

the same, since it can be summoned only for certain

limited purposes (g).

The whole meeting will not be rendered irregular

simply because of the transaction of business foreign

to that set forth in the notice paper (h), or foreign

to that which the meeting can validly transact (^).

1 6 Jur. (H. Lds.) 495 ; Sheffield,

&c., Railway Company v. Wood-

cod, 7 M. & W. 574 ; Miles v.

Bough, 3 Q. B. 845; 12 L. J.

(Q. B.) 74; West London Rail-

way Company v. Bernard, 3

Q. B. 873; 13 L. J. Q. B. 68;

Llanharry Kematite Iron Com-

pany, Tothill's Case, L. R. 1

Ch. 85.

(/) See ante, pp. 301—3,

and generally compare with

this section. Part III., Chapter

III., Section 1.

{g) Rex V. Pulsford, 8 B. &
C. 350.

(h) Be British Sugar Re-

fining Company, ex parte Faris,

3 K. & J. 408, 26 L. J. (Ch.)

369.

(i) Wills V. Murray, 4 Ex.

843, 19 L. J. (Ex.) 209.
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CHAPTER VI.

RATIFICATION BY CORPORATIONS.

The principles of ratification wMcli concern pri-

vate individuals wiU in the main be found appli-

cable to corporations, due regard being had to the

limited capacities of the latter. It must also be

remembered that the tendency of modern judicial

interpretation and legislation has been to waive

needless formalities, and that consequently at the

present many agreements are held binding on cor-

porate bodies, even without ratification, which a

few years since would, from techincal reasons, not

have been so.

E.rjnx'ss Batijication by a Corporation itself.

Express Ratification may be either express or implied.

SeiivU's Case, Be Xcw Zealand Banking Cor-

poration {a) furnishes an example of the former.

The directors of a company whose capital was

£300,000, divided into 3000 shares of £100 each,

{a) L. R. 3 Ch. 131.

ratification.
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made an unauthorized issue of 1000 additional

shares beyond their capital. They afterwards called

general meetings at which special resolutions were

passed extending, as the company had the power by

their articles of association in that way to extend,

their capital to .£600,000. It was held that the

issue of the 1000 shares, though originally Ultra

Vires of the directors and invalid, was confirmed by

these resolutions.

Implied Ratification hy a Corporation itself.

Eatification is, however, much oftener inferred implied

ratification.

from the proceedings and conduct of the parties,

whether private individuals or corporations, than

plainly and positively declared. It is not easy, per-

haps correctly speaking it is not possible, for a cor-

poration, which is invisible and unable by itseK to

perform any act, to ratify immediately (&) ; it can do

so only indirectly, by the acquiescence of either its

members as a whole or its agents to whom it has

entrusted a general authority. That it can thus

bind itself is now completely established, as is shown
by the decision in Phosphate of Lime Company Phosphate of

' •'' Lime Co. v.

ffreen.

(6) See Williams v. St. 224 ; in both which the com-
George's Harbour Company, 2 pany was held to have ratified
De G.&J.54T; and compare a contract, by allowing judg-
Edwards v. Kilkenny, &c.. Rail- ment to go by default.
way Company, 26 L. J. (C. P.)
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Limited, v. Green and another (c). By the articles

of association of the company the directors were

prohibited from purchasing their own shares. They

lent the defendants £6500 to enable them to take

up 400 shares which the latter had bought in the

open market ; and some time after, the defendants

being unable to repay this loan, they compromised

the matter by accepting the 400 shares £10 paid

up, in lieu of the- loan, which they thereupon can-

celled. At a subsequent meeting of the share-

holders, an account was handed round to every one

present wherein the sum of £4000 was set down as

the price of " shares cancelled," and the account of

the defendants in the company's ledger was credited

with £4000 " as per shares' forfeited account." This

was acquiesced in for five years, when, on the liqui-

dation of the company, the liquidator brought an

action to obtain payment of the 400 shares. It

was decided that, assuming that the compromise

with the defendants by the acceptance and cancel-

lation of the 400 shares was Ultra Vires of the

directors, the subsequent conduct of the shareholders,

in assenting to the transfer of the old to the new

company with knowledge, or the opportunity and

means of knowing, if they thought proper to in-

quire, that such transfer was in part founded upon

such cancellation, was a ratification and acquiescence

in what the directors had done ; and that it sus-

(c) L. R. 7 C. P. 43 ; Ailie- Pooley, 3 D. G. & J. 294 ; 28

mvum Life Assurance Society v. L. J. (Ch.) 119,
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tained a plea of accord and satisfaction to an-action

brought in 1870 against the defendants, in the name

of the old company, for the recovery of the £6500

advance.

The different judgments rendered in this case

examined rather carefully the circumstances under

which a corporation can be deemed to have impliedly

ratified an informal transaction, and one which

otherwise would not be binding upon it. From What win

, ... - f • • 1 constitute

them we may gather that m the case ot joint-stock ratification or

1 1 • -1 • •. • acquiescence
compames and other similar corporations, it is not by a

necessary or possible, in order to establish assent and
"'"^"^ '°°"

acquiescence on the part of the corporation, to prove

the acquiescence of each individual shareholder ; but

that it is enough to show circumstances which are

reasonably calculated to satisfy the Court or a jury

that the thing to be ratified came to the knowledge

of all who chose to inquire, all having full oppor-

tunity and means of inquiry [d).

Very generally questions of ratification, when the lutiiicationin

point to be determined is the immediate and direct Stha°°s.

acquiescence of the corporation itself, relate to

shares, their acceptance, forfeiture, transfer, and the

like. In these matters it is quite clear that direc-

tory and other trivial formalities may be neglected,

and that if a company agree to an informal transfer

or other dealing with shares, both parties will be
bound thereby, and neither of them nor any third

(d) Compare Lord Chelms- L. R. 3 H. Lds. 171, 233.
ford, in Spademan v. Evans,
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person can afterwards take advantage of the in-

formality, assuming it not to be essential to the

dealing under consideration, so as to open and set

aside the transaction. But if the omitted formality

be essential, so that for want of it the arrangement

is a nullity, no subsequent proceedings of the whole

body of members can supply the defect. As they

could not have dispensed with it by express agree-

ment at the time the arrangement was entered into,

so neither can they do so in an indirect manner by

ex post facto acquiescence. In such cases the mere

passage of time is of no avail
—"lapse of time

clearly would not make valid that which at the

beginning was invahd "
(e).

Batijication indirectly and mediately.

Eeuterv. Reutcv V. Elcctric Telegraph Company (/) is a

Telegraph Co.
well-known casc upon ratification. By the deed of

settlement of the company, which had been incorpo-

rated by royal charter, it was provided that the direc-

tors should manage the business, but aU contracts

above a certain value were to be signed by at least

three directors, or sealed with the seal of the company

under the authority of a special meeting. Plaintiff

sued the company on an agreement above the pre-

scribed value. It was made by parol by the chair-

{,) I'oi- Lord Cairns, L. R. (Q. B.) 46 ; Smith v. Hull

3 H. Lds. ;J75. Glass Gompamj, 11 C. B. 897.

(/•) G E. ct B. 3il ; 26 L. J.
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man, who himself entered a memorandum of it in the Ratification

' .by curectors.

minute book of the company ; and it was recognised

in correspondence with the secretary. Plaintiff did

work under it, and received payment by cheques

for it, which payments were audited in the com-

pany's accounts. It was within the scope of the

company's business ; but it was not signed by three

directors or sealed at a special meeting. It was

held that the contract had been ratified by the

directors, and per consequentiam by the company
;

since the deed of settlement declared that " the

directors shall conduct and manage the affairs of

the company, and shall exercise all the powers

which may be exercised by the company at large."

In this case the ratification was by the directors.

This is the commoner method, and it is but seldom

that it is by the corporation directly in general

meeting. With regard to the extent to which what Mts can

directors can ratify, in Wilson v. West Hartlepool directors.
^

Harbour, &g., Company (g), it was laid down by

Turner, L. J., that whatever directors can do per-

sonally in reference to a company, they can ratify

when done by others. " It is not disputed that the

directors had power on behalf of the company to

sell the land in question ; and having this power, it

must, as it seems to me, have been competent to

them to ratify a contract made by the mana,crer of

the company for the sale of it."

{(/) 2 D. G. J. & S. 475 ; 34 L. J. (Ch.) 241.
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ErowDing u Browning v. Great Central Mining Company (h),

Mining Co. "was SL case arising thus : The plaintiff was employed

by E., one of the promoters of a company, to make

surveys, reports, &c., as to a mine which he pro-

posed to assign to the company. Afterwards, by

resolution of the promoters, before registration, it

was agreed that the plaintiff should be " captain
"

of the mine, at a salary " to commence at the com-

pletion of the company's contract with K." This

contract was afterwards entered into between R. on

one side and N. and F. on the other, on behalf of

the company. The memorandum and articles of

association were next prepared, authorising the

directors to complete the contract with R., and to

" elect and dismiss " the secretary, manager, and

other servants ; and then the company was duly

registered. The contract was, however, not carried

out. After registration, prospectuses were pub-

lished by the company, in which the plaintiff was

described as " manager," and reports from him in

that capacity were printed. There was no other

evidence of any actual " election " of the plaintiff

as manager, and two of the directors were called to

prove that there had never been any. The Court

decided that there was evidence to go to the jury

that the plaintiff had been employed by the com-

pany ; and the jury having found for him, the

verdict was not set aside.

(h) r> H. .;• X. .s.->G ; 29 L. J. v. Fareham Blue Brick, &c.,

(i:.\.) 3Uy. Conipui-o TvUci-ddl Com/Kdii/, L. R. 1 C. P. G7i.
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It need hardly be said that ratification founded Katifioation by

. directors

—

upon acquiescence by tne directors must be acqui- requisites of.

escence in bona Jides, and with the genuine inten-

tion to benefit the company. The directors are

trustees for all the members. As they may make

no contract, &c., either with a view to their own

exclusive advantage, or collusively to benefit others

at the expense of the company; so neither may

they ratify for similar purposes, nor conceal from

general meetings of the corporation such facts as

would probably cause such meetings to refuse their

assent to engagements otherwise not binding on

them (i).

The Effect of Ratification.

Engagements of every description entered into when the

on behalf of an existing corporation, which are not i3°e^st^g?

in themselves illegal, but which do not at present

bind the corporation, may be duly ratified by it

whatever be the defect, whether it be the absence

of some formality, or the want of authority on the

part of those who have purported to act for the

corporation or the like—always provided that the

defect be not essential to the validity of the engage-

ment—and such ratification will have its usual

efiect of generally discharging the agent from lia-

bility, e.g., when he has signed a contract on behalf

of a named principal.

(i) Atkencetm Life Insur- & J. 294; 28 L. J. (Ch.) 119.
ance Society v. Pooleij, 3 D. G.
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Non-existing What wiU be the eflfect of ratification when the
corporation.

/• i . o ,-
engagement was lormed on account oi a non-existing

corporation is not altogether certain; but it has

been laid down that it will not relieve those already

LordEbur
responsible. Scott v. Lord Ehury et al (j), was a

suit by the public officer of the Union Bank of

London against the promoters, of whom Lord Ebury

was one, of the E. A. & C. Railway Company, upon

a cheque signed by two of them—the cheque being

headed " K. A. & C. Railway Company," and ex-

pressed to be for " Parliamentary expenses : House

fees," and explained by a collateral agreement that

it was " to be repaid out of the calls on shares."

An Act authorising the railway passed, the pro-

moters being named therein as the first directors

;

and at a meeting subsequently held the directors

passed a resolution that the acts of the secretary

—

one of them being the obtaining the above loan

—

should be adopted and confirmed. No shares were

allotted or calls made, and the undertaking was not

proceeded ^vith. It was decided that the advance

was made upon the personal responsibility of those

who signed the cheque, and that the subsequent

adoption of their acts by the directors did not alter

their position.

The only point to be determined in this case was

0) L. R. 2 C. r. 255. Com- hit, 7 Bing. 110 ; Burhridge v.

pare as to the liability of per- Morris, 3 H. & C. 664, 34

sous holding themselves out as L. J. (Ex.) 131; Beattie v.

direotors, Doubleday v. Mm- Lord Ebury, L. R. 3 Ch. 777.
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whether the money sought to be recovered, was

advanced by the plaintiff to be repaid by the com-

pany after its incorporation, or by the directoi-s

personally. If the defendants were originally liable

they could not have subsequently been relieved from

responsibility. This had been decided a few weeks

previously in the case of Kelner v. Baxter [k). Here Keiner v.

an agreement for the purchase of the plaintiff's

premises, &c., was come to between the plaintiff and

the projectors of an hotel company, in the following

form :

—

" January 27th, 1866.

" To John Dacier Baxter, &c., on behalf of

the proposed Gravesend Eoyal Alexandra

Hotel Company, Limited.

" Gentlemen,—I hereby propose to sell the extra

stock now at the Assembly Kooms, Gravesend, as

per schedule hereto, for the sum of £900, payable

on the 25th February, 1866.

" John Kelner."
At the end was written

—

" To Mr. John Kelner,

"Sir,—We have received your offer to sell the

extra stock, as above, and hereby agree to and
accept the terms proposed.

" J. D. Baxter,

" &c., &c.,

" On behalf of the Gravesend Eoyal
" Alexandra Hotel Company, Limited."

(k) L. R. 2 C. P. 174.
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In pursuance of this agreement, the goods in

question were handed over to the projected com-

pany and consumed by them. On 1st February,

a meeting of the directors took place, who passed

a resolution that the above arrangement should

" be and the same is hereby ratified." On 20th

February the company was registered, but it col-

lapsed. Thereupon Kelner sued the persons who

had signed the above agreement, and the Court held

them liable upon the ground that as the company

was not in existence when they made the contract,

they alone were then liable upon it, and that it was

not competent upon the company after its incorpo-

ration to ratify the contract, so as either to relieve

them of liability, or to impose upon itself any lia-

bility in respect thereof.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE LIABILITY OF CORPORATION'S FOE THE ENGAGE-

MENTS ENTERED INTO UPON THEIR BEHALF BY

THEIR PROMOTERS.

It is in connection with the formation of com-

panies that the doctrine of Ultra Vires arose, and

that many most conflicting decisions have been

given. The corporation is distinct from its mem-

bers, and d fortiori from the promoters who origi-

nated it, and who may not even be amongst its

members. Can these, the promoters, bind the future

corporation 1 In other words, can one person,

assuming to act on behalf of another yet unborn,

so far be the " agent " of this latter as to bind him

by, and to enable him to take advantage of, en-

gagements purporting to have been made for his

account ?

SECTION I.—WHEN THE ENGAGEMENTS ARE

ULTRA VIRES.

The liability of a corporation when fully estab-

lished for the acts of its promoters will of course

have to be determined primarily by an appeal to
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the general principles of Ultra Vires of the pro-

moters purporting to represent the future corpora-

tion. If these acts or agreements are Ultra Vires

of the corporation as constituted, it evidently will

not be liable for, nor, c contrario, be able to take

advantage of them, not even though the directors

have attempted after the creation of the corporation

to ratify such prior proceedings.

Earl of Shrews- In Earl of SJirewshuriJ v. North Staffordshire
bury V. North

"^ "^
-

Staffordshire Railway Company (a), the promoters of the de-
Kailway
Company. feudant company had covenanted with a land-

owner, a peer of Parliament, to pay him £20,000

before taking possession of any of his land, as an

inducement for him to withdraw his opposition to

the biU, and for his own personal and absolute

benefit, independent of the ordinary pajrment for

land and other compensation. After the passing of

the Act the directors of the company, now formed,

ratified under seal this agreement ; but upon a biU

being filed to obtain from the company payment of

the £20,000, Kindersley, V.-C, held both the ori-

ginal agreement and the subsequent ratification to

be Ultra Vires, and therefore dismissed the bill

with costs.

(a) L. K. 1 Eq. 593 ; Cale- vigation v. Shrewsbury/, iScc,

doiiiaii, dr., Raihcai/ Comjtani/ Railway Company, 3 K. & J.

y. Ildeiishurgh, 2 Mucq. 391. C5-i ; 26 L. J. (Ch.) 764.

Compare Leominster Canal Sa-
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SECTION II.—WHEN THE ENGAGEMENTS OE THE PRO-

MOTERS ARE NOT ULTRA VIRES OF THE CORPO-

RATION AS CONSTITUTED.

The attempt is seldom, perhaps never, intention-

ally made by persons assuming to act on behalf of

a proposed corporation, to bind it to enter into

transactions which are beyond the powers given it.

It is manifestly a mere simple and necessary pre-

caution to endow it with aU the authorities that

may be needed for the due discharge of its con-

templated business, and the other contingencies.

Provision for this may be made in one of two ways,

either by giving it all the powers and capacities

that can possibly be required for the accomplishment

of the purposes in view, or by not only doing this,

but also by inserting in the constating instruments

clauses investing it at the moment of its creation

with particular duties and liabilities.

First. When the engagements of the promoters

have been embodied in the constating instruments

of the corporation.

It is these instruments which primarily deter-

miae, due regard being had to the rules of Common
Law and Equity, the capacity and the responsibilities

of the corporation. Consequently, speaking gene-

rally, whatever powers and rights they give to the

corporation it can enforce, and whatever obligations
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Tilson V.

Warwick
tras Co.

they throw upon it can be enforced against it. No

cases need be quoted—they are of everyday occur-

rence—to illustrate the capacity of a corporation to

enforce its rights and powers ; but it is much less

seldom that actions are successfully brought upon

the express provisions of its constating instruments,

to enforce claims arising from proceedings carried on

before its creation. The following are instances :

—

In Tilson et al v. Warwick Gas Company (6)

the first count stated that the plaintiffs had been

employed by the defendants to obtain the Act of

Parliament which incorporated them ; that they did

obtain it, and their costs amounted to a certain

sum ; and that by the Act it was provided that the

costs of obtaining it should be paid out of the first

money subscribed. It was held that the plaintiflFs

might maintain an action of debt founded on the

statute.

Pilhroiv v. Pilhrow's Atmospheric, <&c., Com-
Atmospheric, pany (c), was a strong case. The declaration was
&"•> Co.

1 1 1 (.

upon the deed of settlement. The first count stated

that by a deed made between the plaintifi" and de-

fendants, who were described as a " company regis-

tered and incorporated after a deed of settlement

Pilbrow V.

Pilbrow's

(b) 4 B. & C. 962 ; Carden

V. General Cemetery Company,

r> Biug. N. C. 253 ; Clotves v.

BretteH, 10 M. & W. 506.

Compare Midland, <fr., Rail-

miy Company v. Gordon, 16

M. & W. 804 ; 16 L. J. (Ex.)

166 ; and Nixon v. Brownlow,

3 H. & N. 686 ; 26 L. J. (Ex.)

273.

{c) 5 C. B. 440; 17 L. J.

(C. P.) 166 ; 5 Kj. Ca. 89.
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Lad been executed under 7 & 8 Vict. c. 110," the

defendants agreed on the purchase of a patent to

pay the plaintiff £15,000 " out of the money raised

by the first instalments or calls on the shares of the

company," which they had not done. The second

count set out the articles of agreement, stating that

the plaintiff had sold his patent to the company,

and containing a covenant that the company should

pay him £15,000 in cash, &c., which they had not

done. It was contended by the defendants that the

money was not to be paid at all events, but only

out of the first instalments, and that as none had

been obtained they were not liable. But the Court

considered this was not the correct construction

of the contract; and they, therefore, decided that

the second count was good on general demurrer,

although the plaintiffs in their third plea to the first

count, had alleged that the deed of settlement was

obtained by the fraud of plaintiffs.

In the Madrid Bank v. Petty (d) the articles Madrid Bank

of association of a banking company with a nominal

caiptal of £1,200,000 in 60,000 shares, of which

the prospectus stated that the _
first issue would

be 36,000, empowered the directors to commence

business as soon as they should think fit, notwith-

standing the whole capital might not have been

subscribed for, and provided that upon the first

allotment of shares £10,000 should be paid to the

(d) L. E. 7 Eq. 442. See 216, where a claim by pro-

ex parte Williams, L. R. 2 Eq. moters was disallowed.
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promoters. When only 5000 shares had been sub-

scribed for, and before the company was in a situa-

tion to commence business, the directors allotted

shares, and paid £5000 to the promoters, who im-

mediately paid to four of the directors £500 a-piece.

The company having been ordered to be wound up,

and the official liquidator having brought a suit in

the name of the company against the directors, to

which the promoters were not parties, it was decided

that the directors could not be charged with the

money paid to the promoters, but that each of the

four directors must repay to the company the £500

received by him from the promoters.

One other case may be cited, as showing the

nature of the engagements for which provision may
be made in the constating instruments, and the

conditions under, and the extent to which the cor-

poration will then be liable in respect thereof.

Met*^ oi'itan
Touclie V. Metropolitan Ra ilivay Wa rehousing Com-

hotir^cT"" -?"*'^^ (e), arose thus : The plaintiffs had incurred

labour and expense in organising a scheme for

certain Exhibition Eooms, and had entered into

negotiations with, and sent the plans to, some of

the promoters of a certain company, and offered to

accept £2000 for remuneration. The company was

formed, and by the articles of agreement it was

recited that the plaintiffs had incurred labour and

expense in organising the Exhibition Eooms, and

{e) L. R. 6 Ch. 671.
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that it had been arranged with one of the promoters

that he should pay them £2000, when and so soon

as the company should be in a position to commence

business. And it was agreed that no expense should

be incurred until 10,000 shares had been subscribed,

and at least £2 a share paid thereon, and that if the

company was not in a position to carry on the

undertaking before a certain day, then neither the

promoters nor the officers of the company should

have any claim upon the funds of the company.

It also provided that when the shares were sub-

scribed for and paid up to the amount aforesaid,

the directors should pay the above-mentioned pro-

moter the sum of £2000. Copies of the articles of

association were sent to the plaintiffs. The shares

in the company were subscribed for and the deposits

were paid, but the company was unable to obtain a

site, and never actually commenced business. The

Lord Chancellor, on the evidence, held, that the

company had adopted tbe agreement as to the pay-

ment of £2000 to the plaintiffs through the pro-

moter ; and, as to the contract, he decided that the

performance of the agreement was not contingent

on the actual commencement of business by the

company, and that consequently the company were

liable.

The expenses incidental to the foundation of a

corporation, must vary indefinitely with the objects

and with the necessity of obtaining compulsory

powers, concessions from foreign states, &c. There^
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Preliminary
f^^^ j^^ ^i^ gg^jj j^g j^id down as to the preliminary

expenses. . .

expenses, which will be considered to come withm

a clause of the constating instruments, which pro-

vides for the payment out of the funds of the com-

pany " of the expenses incidental to the formation

of the company;" but on this point Terrell v.

Hutton (/) should be consulted. Of course there

cannot be charged under this head sums of money

Bribes. which are only disguised bribes. As stated by

Lord Cranworth, in Scottish North-Eastern Rail-

tvay Company v. Stewart (g),
" If that sum was

agreed to be paid as a bribe to buy off opposition to

the new bill, I think the agreement could not be

sustained—it would have been an unwarrantable

application of the funds of the company" {h).

(/) 4 H. Lds. 1091. As after the certificate of com-

to the preliminary expenses of plete registration," per Al-

a solicitor, see lie Tilleard, 3 derson, B., in Taylor v. Crow.

D. G. J. & Sm. 519; 23 L. J. land Gas and Coke Company,

(Ch.) 765. 10 Ex. 288n; 23 L.J. (Ex.) 254.

{g) 3 Macq. 408 ; and see Upon this section several deci-

per Kindersley, V.-C, L. E. 1 sions have been given, in none

Eq. 619. of which were the company

Statutory (h) 7 & 8 Vict. c. 110, held liable, e.g., Hutchinson y.

"roSin^'s of"
enabled, by section 23, persons Sun-ey Gas Consumers' Co., 11

promoters. engaged in getting np a com- C. B. 689, 21 L. J. (C. P.) 1;

pany to enter into certain Bull v. CJiapnmn, 8 Ex. 444,

contracts, and to incur cer- 22 L. J. (Ex.) 257 ; Payne v.

tain expenses on behalf of N. S. W. Steam Navigation

tlie intended company, the Company, 10 Ex. 283, 24 L. J.

contracts to be "conditional (Ex.) 117 ; i/^o6 v. Zam&, 11 Ex.

on the completion of the 539, 25 L. J. (Ex.) 87 ; Gimn

compnny, and to take effect v. London and Lancashire Fire
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Secondly, tvhen the engagements of the promoters .••j",

have not been embodied in the constating instru- ,

ments of the corporation.
:

Hitherto the subject has been comparatively

clear
;
questions of fact and of interpretation may-

arise, but the law is settled. We have now to deal

with a large number of contradictory decisions,

many of them irreconcileable with each other, upon

the question as to how far a corporation can be

deemed liable for the proceedings of its promoters

when no liability has been imposed upon it from

the outside. The simpler way will be to consider

first the cases,

—

(a) Where the corporation has in no way recognised

these proceedings.

The term " recognition " is used rather than

" adoption " or " ratification," as having the wider

meaning, viz., that absolutely no notice whatever

has been taken of these acts, and that the powers

of the corporation have not been employed to the

detriment of the person contracting with the pro-

moters. Justice would seem to require that a cor-

Insurance Company, 12 C. B. the liability, or rather the

(N. S.) 694 n. The statute is non-liability of companies for

now repealed, but these autho- their founders,

rities are useful as illustrating
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poration should be answerable for all the engage-

ments entered into in good faith with its promoters,

and that when its existence has been secured by the

buying off of fair opposition and by compromises

made with opposing interests, it should not be

allowed to repudiate the arrangements thus arrived

at. But on the other side it is urged that the

corporation is totally distinct from the association

which originated it, and that shareholders who have

joined it on the faith of the facts set forth in its

constating instruments have a right to say that they

do not assume liabihties other than are contained in

the same. Moreover persons who form agreements

with promoters have their remedy in their own

hands—they may easily frame their agreements so

as to render the promoters personally liable (^).

These considerations have in many—it cannot be

said in all—cases prevailed, and perhaps we may
lay down as an established rule on this branch of

the subject that

" Engagements entered into by or with pro-

moters not expressly provided for in the

constating instruments cannot, even though

within the powers and scope of the corpo-

ration Avhen created, be enforced by or

against, unless in some manner adopted

by it."

Tliis conclusion was arrived at and thoroughly

(i.) narton v. Ilutchiiison, Buke of Argi/U, G Q.B. i77.
•2 Car. .^- K. 712; Lake v.
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vindicated by Lord Cranworth in the well-known Agreements by
•' promoters of

and leading case of the Caledonian, &c., Railway companies to

Company v. Helensburgh (j). "When such a after moor-

body [i.e., projectors, &c.] applies for an act of

incorporation, what they ask of the Legislature is

not an Act incorporating and giving powers to those

only who are applying—not necessarily even incor-

porating and giving powers to any of them—but an

Act incorporating all persons who may be willing to

subscribe the specified sums, and so to become share-

holders in the company. If the Legislature accedes

to the application, the Act when passed becomes the

charter of the company, prescribing its duties and

declaring its rights ; and all persons becoming

shareholders have a right to consider that they are

entitled to all the benefits held out to them by the

Act, and liable to no obligation beyond those which

are there indicated The principle on

which all railway Acts and Acts of a similar

character proceed is to specify the sum to be raised

and the shares into which the funds of the company

are to be divided, to incorporate the shareholders,

(j) 2 Jur. N. S. 695 ; 2 2 Ex. 356, and in Dom. Proc.

M.Sicq.32l;Uarl of Shrewsbury L. R. 4 H. Lds. 628; in Scot-

V. North Staffordshire Railway tish North Eastern Railway

Company, L. R. 1 Eq. 593. Company v. Stewart, 3 Maoq_

Compare judgments in Taylor 382 ; and in Preston v. Liver-

V. Chichester and Midhurst pool, Manchester, <Ssc., Railway

Railway Company, 4 H. & C. Company, 5 H. Lds. 605, 25

409, in Exch. Cham. L. R. L. J. (Ch.) 421.
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and to prescribe the objects into which the funds

are to be applied. It is inconsistent with the policy

of such Acts to hold that there can be any other

terms binding on those who subscribe their money

beyond what appear on the face of the Act itself.

Not only is such a doctrine calculated to occasion

injury to the shareholders, but it may often be a

fraud, or at least a surprise, upon the Legislature.

The statutory powers are given on the faith of the

terms apparent on the Act itself It may well be

that the additional terms, if communicated to Par-

liament, would have prevented the passing of the

special Act at aU. Special terms as to particular

cases or particular persons are often made the

subject of special clauses, and then neither the

Legislature nor any person taking shares can com-

A corporation plain In holding that the company is
is distinct from i t t rv r •

its promoters, a Dody dilierent trom its promoters, m substance as

well as in form, I am acting on what is the mere

truth, and no injustice can arise to those who have

dealt with the projectors, for against them, and all

under whose authority they acted, there will be a

clear right of action if the company does not fulfil

the engagements which they have contracted that it

shall perform, and that is surely all which those who

have dealt with the projectors can claim as their

and therefore rip-ht. For thcsc rcasous I am of opinion that on
not liable for ^ '

the acts of principle there is no ground for holding that a
the latter

-^ -^

_

° o
unless company is bound by any engagement made by
oxiiressly

j. ./ ./ ./ o o j

provided ter. tliosc wlio obtaiucd its act of incorporation unless
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those engagements are embodied in the terms of the

Act itself."

In this case an agreement had been come to Caledonian,

between the respondents and three gentlemen call- v. Helens.

ing themselves " a quorum of the committee of ""
'

management of the Caledonian and Dumbartonshire

Eailway Company," then unincorporated, whereby

the respondents on one hand agreed not to oppose

the railway company to obtain an Act of Parliament

—at the expense of the railway company—for the

formation of a quay and harbour, and to apply the

dues, &c., arising from the same in defraying the

expense of management and in paying interest on

£3000 to be borrowed by them from the company

;

and the company on the other hand agreed to

advance to the respondents the whole costs already

incurred and to be hereafter incurred in reference to

the said harbour and Act of Parliament, and to

make the advance of £3000 stipulated for. The

company after its incorporation having refused to

perform the agreement on the ground that it was

Ultra Vires, the Court of Session held this defence

unsustainable. Thereupon an appeal was brought,

and the House of Lords unanimously reversed the

decision.

(b) Cases where the corporation has either recog-

nised or acted upon these proceedings.

If the " recognition " has amounted to ratification

and the proceedings were such as could be ratified.
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then no doubt can exist that the corporation will be

bound. But without actually ratifying, a corpora-

tion, like an individual, may so conduct itself in

reference to a given transaction as to be afterwards

estopped from denying the validity of the same. In

st'oeOT^"'
Williams v. St. George's Harbour Company (k),

Harbour Co. ^j^e plaintiff had withdrawn his opposition in Parlia-

ment to a harbour and railway bill on an agreement

with the promoters that the company would take

his land on certain terms. After the passing of the

Act he brought an action against the promoters

for breach of the agreement, which was stayed

on the company being made by arrangement

defendants to a new actioji, and suffering judgment

for the demand. The Lords Justices held that the

company thereby adopted the agreement whether it

would have been otherwise binding on them or not

—which Lord Justice Turner doubted—and that it

was not vitiated by one of its terms being that the

company should pay the costs of the landowner's

opposition to the bill.

It would appear that the company did not

take any of the plaintiff's land—the line merely

passed close to it, and so caused consequential

damage.

In the next place, suppose that a corporation,

{Jc) 2 De G. & Jo. 547 ; Ed- the facts and decision in Black-

rmrdsY.Eil/ienn>/,d-c.,Iiaihva^ more v. Yates, L. K. 2 Ex.

VomiKuiy, 2 C. B. (N. S.) 397
;

225.

2G L. J. (C. r.) 224. Compare
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T\'liich has not in any other way " recognised " as

binding upon themselves agreements entered into

by their promoters, proceeds to employ the powers

given it by its constating instruments, and obtained,

it may probably be, by means of these same agree-

ments, to the detriment of the persons who are

parties to such agreements, and who upon the faith

of them forebore to oppose the creation of the corpo-

ration—will they (the corporation) be deemed under

such circumstances to " recognise " the agreements

in question, so as to lay itself open to a suit at Law
or in Equity upon them ?

On this point the first case to be mentioned is

that of the Vauxhall Bndge Company v. Earl Vanxhaii

Spencer {I). The promoters of a company for Eari'spencer'.

making a bridge across the Thames, in order to buy

off the opposition of the Trustees of Battersea

Bridge, covenanted by deed to pay them for the use

of their company, if the Act of Parliament should

be obtained, the sum of £5000. The Act was

passed, and the obligors of the bond thereupon paid

over out of the funds of the company the £5000.

The companyhaving afterwards filed a bill to have the

bonds cancelled and the stock re-transferred—held

by Lord Eldon that the' agreement was not in itseK

illegal, and that therefore the bill must be dismissed.

This decision was thus commented upon by Lord

Granworth, and distinguished from the ordinary

{T) Jac. 64.
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case, where it is sought to render a corporation

liable for the proceedings of its promoters :
" In

the Vauxhall Bridge case there was no attempt to

make any one liable on the bond but the obligors,

and the only question was as to the validity of the

engagement itself. It is true that the £5000 was

in fact advanced out of the funds of the company,

but that arrangement did not form any part of the

contract with the Battersea Bridge proprietors, who

looked only to the person with whom they con-

tracted " (m).

Edwards v. Hdwcirdsv. GrandJunctioti Railioay Company (n)

Junction arose thus : The promoters of a railway company, a

bill for the incorporation of which was then pending

in Parliament, having designed the railway so as to

cross a certain turnpike road, the trustees of the

road took measures to oppose the bill. After some

negotiation the promoters agreed with the trustees

that the turnpike road should be carried over the

railway by a bridge 50 feet wide (the present width

of the road), with proper approaches, &c., and there-

upon the trustees withdrew their opposition, but

clauses confirmatory of this arrangement were not,

on account of the expense, inserted in the bill. The

bill passed, but the company commenced operations

for making the bridge only 30 feet wide. Both the

Vice-Chancellor and Lord Cottenham granted an

injunction to restrain the company from interfering

(vi) Per Lord Cranuiorth, 2 (re) 1 My. k Cr. 650 ; 1 Ey.

Macq. il5. Cas. 173.
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with tlie road in any manner other than that agreed

to by the promoters.

Petre v. Eastern Counties Railway Company (o)
^^^^^

is another decision on this point, and one which (^<".'"*j,«3
J- Kail. Co.

has aroused a great deal of comment. Here the

committee of the promoters of a certain line agreed

with, the plaintiff, a peer, that in consideration of

his withholding his opposition to their bill the incor-

porated company, in the event of the railway being

under the powers of their Act made to pass through

his estates, should pay him previous to entering

upon his lands £120,000. The company after the

passing of the Act being empowered to take com-

pulsorily plaintiff's land, served on him a notice to

treat for the same. The plaintiff thereupon obtained

an injunction from the Lord Chancellor to restrain

the defendants from proceeding to assess the value

of such land, and the Vice-Chancellor afterwards

refused to dissolve such injunction. The amount of

compensation seems enormous, but the company

had the choice of two lines, one of which Lord

Petre would not have opposed so strongly, but they

chose the other, which passed close by the mansion

house and intersected the private grounds.

In Stanley v. Chester and Birkenhead Railway Stanley v.

(7omj?an2/ (p), the projectors of the Birkenhead Billhead

and Chester railway had agreed with the plaintiff
^"'''' *^'''

to give him for 14 acres of land, and as compensa-

(o) 1 Ey. Gas. 462. {p) 3 My. & Or. 773, 1 Ry. Ca. 58.
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tion for injury to his estate, £20,000. Other par-

ties had started a competing line, the Chester and

Birkenhead railway, and in committee on the rival

bills it was agreed that the merits of the two

bills should be referred to arbitration, and that the

adopted company should take the engagements with

the landholder into which the rejected company

had entered, and to this agreement all parties

signified in writing their assent. The Chester and

Birkenhead railway was adopted and their bill

passed, which would require 1 6 acres of land in a

place different from that where the 14 acres were

situated. The plaintiff filed his bill against the

Chester and Birkenhead company to compel them

to keep the agreement entered into with him by

the Birkenhead and Chester company, and to re-

strain them from entering upon any of his lands

till after the payment of the first instalment, which

was already due. To this the defendants demurred

generally, and Lord Cottenham, affirming the Vice-

Chancellor's decision, overruled the demurrer with

costs, and without calling upon the respondent's

counsel. " The case as it appears on the face of

the bill is one of the grossest frauds I have ever

seen attempted."

Agi-eements Thcre is also another case which should be men-
by peers not to. i/^
opimso a bill tioncd, and in which both Lord Cottenham and the

Common Law Courts decided that an agreement

for a valuable consideration by a peer to withdraw

opposition to a bill then in Parliament is not fraudu-
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lent, but binding on the parties. This was Simpson simpson v.

et al. V. Lord Howden (q). The projectors of a

railway, when applying for an Act of Parliament,

had agreed with the defendant, a peer—through

whose estates the intended line would pass, and

who was opposing the bill—that if he would with-

draw his opposition, in case the bill then pending

should pass into an Act, the plaintiffs or the com-

pany to be incorporated would pay to him £500G

as compensation for the detriment to his estates, &c.

The bill passed, but the company resolved to adopt

a line differing from that authorised by the Act and

pointed out in the agreement, and by which the

estates of the defendant were altogether avoided.

The defendant having brought an action in the

Queen's Bench for the £5000, and the plaintiffs

having filed a biU praying that he should be ordered

to dehver up the agreement, and be restrained from

proceeding with his action, it was held by the Lord

Chancellor that the illegality of the instrument, if

any, appeared on the face of it, and was a question

cognizable at law. He therefore dismissed the bill.

The defendant thereupon continued his action, and

the Court of Exchequer Chamber also adjudged the

agreement to be valid (r).

It has been commonly considered that in these

cases the Lord Chancellor laid down that the pro-

(q) 9 C. & F. 61 ; 3 Ey. Ca. a?. 10 A. & E. 793, 1 Ey. Ca.

294. 326.

(r) Howden v. Simpson, et
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Projectors are jectoi's are ouodam modo the ao;ents of the future
not agents of '^ ^ "
the future corporation, and that the contracts and engage-
corporations— ^

_ .

sembie— ments of the former bind as such

—

i.e., as being

entered into by an agent on behalf of his principal

—

but his language scarcely admits of such a construc-

tion. His words in Edwards v. Grand Junction

Railway Company are :
" But the question is, not

whether there be any binding contract at law, but

whether this Court will permit the company to use

their powers under the Act, in direct opposition to

the arrangement made with the trustees prior to the

but Chancery Act upou the faith of which they were permitted to
will restrain

i • i tp i i i

a corporation obtam such powcrs. It the compauy and the pro-

contrary to" jectors cannot be identified, still it is clear that the
agreements i t i , i

made by them Company havc succccded to, and are now in posses-

the corpora- siou of, all that the projectors had before ; they are

entitled to all their rights and subject to all their

liabilities. If any one had individually projected

such a scheme, and in prosecution of it had entered

.into arrangements, and then had sold and assigned

all his interest in it to another, there would be no

legal obligation between those who had dealt with

the original projector and such purchaser, but in

this Court it would be otherwise. So here, as the

company stand in the place of the projectors, they

cannot repudiate arrangements into which such

projectors had entered ; they cannot exercise the

powers given by Parliament to such projectors in

their corporate capacity and at the same time refuse

to comply with those terms upon the faith of which
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all opposition to tlieir obtaining such powers was

withheld What right have

the company to meddle with the road at all ?

The powers under the Act give them the right,

but before that right was so conferred it had been

agreed that the right should only be used in a

particular manner. Can the company exercise the

right without regard to such agreement ? I am
clearly of opinion that they can not."

Similarly in Stanley v. Chester and Birkenhead

Railway Company (s) :
" Would any Court of

Equity permit the company first to obtain the con-

currence of the plaintiff in an agreement like this,

and then to turn round and say they will dis-

regard it altogether, and put in force the adverse

powers of the Act as if no such agreement was in

existence ?

"

And in the subsequent case of Greenhalgh v,

Manchester, &c., Railway Company {t) Lord Cot-

tenham explained more clearly the reasons upon

which his judgments had been founded :
" The right

[i.e., which plaintiff has against the defendants] is

not properly speaking a, right of contract, but rather

arises out of the contract
; for neither in this case

nor in the case ofEdwards v. The Grand Junction

Railway Company was it a matter of contract ; but

the equity is this, that what has subsequently taken

(s) Uhi supra. plaintiff in making his appli-

{t) 3 My. & Cr. 784, 790, cation an injunction was re-

where, from the delay of the fused.
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place, and the position in which the parties stand,

give the party seeking the benefit of the contract a

right to the interference of this Court by virtue of

an equity which induces the Court to prevent the

company from exercising their legal right unless

upon the terms of adopting and giving effect to the

contract which has been entered into by other

parties."

Whether any exception can be taken to, or any

flaw found in, this reasoning—whether the assertion

ever will be made in a Court of Equity that because

the fiction of an artificial existence is thrown round

a body of individuals its jurisdiction is ousted and

its power to prevent fraud and injustice gone ; that

Corporations by the Operation of Law a being can be created,

repudiate eiidowed with rights, and having powers obtained

upon which for it to the detriment of other persons, and on the

obtain^™ faith of solemn engagements purporting to be made

pLers!^" on its behalf for the compensation of the individuals

thus damnified, that this being may approbate and

reprobate, may employ its rights and powers to the

ruin of those who have permitted its creation,

and that the Court cannot interfere—is more than

doubtful.

Lord Cottenham perhaps expressed himself—at

least the reports make him do so—in too general a

manner. We must evidently except all engagements

which arc cither Ultra Vires of the constituted

(Munpany or mere bribes to secure the good will

of powerful interests, neither of which can under
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any circumstances be enforced against the com-

pany.

A large landowner may from various reasons,

more or less whimsical and exclusive, object to a

railway, a manufactory, or a colliery, invading his

domain, and his opposition may be a great obstacle

to the success of the scheme, but beyond the damage

done to the estate directly and indirectly—including

under this fair compensation for the loss of privacy

—it is difficult to see to what extent injury will be

caused to the person of the owner. He is not a

rival carrier, manufacturer, or coalmaster, whose

business wiU be destroyed by the institution of the

proposed undertaking—he is simply a powerful

opponent, a member, it may be, of the Legislature,

able by his social influence and by his command of

able agents and counsel, to hinder, perhaps to

thwart totally, the nascent corporation. Being such

he is perfectly justified in using his influence for his

owTi emolument, but he should take care to have

any bargains which he may make for his private

support duly entered on the constating instruments

of the corporation. If this provision be not made,

there is no principle of Law or Equity by which

such a bargain can be enforced. The corporation

does not, simply by commencing its operations,

" recognise " the agreement or inflict any damage

on the party to the same—it is only when it pro-

ceeds to take his land or to usurp his business or the

like, that it does really cause him tangible and
E B 2
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manifest injury, and that, in Lord Cottenham's

words, " the position in whicli the parties stand give

the party seeking the benefit of the contract a right

to the interference of the Court of Equity." It is

therefore submitted that with the qualifications

pointed out above, Lord Cottenham's decisions still

hold good (u).

Leominster Canal Navigation v. Shrewsbury and

Hereford Railway Company (v) is a case which at

and Hereford first secms to militate against them, but the actual

decision there was based on the ground of infor-

mality on the part of the directors ofthe defendants.

An arrangement had been come to between the pro-

(u) See Sari Lindsey v. terests of the shareholders or

Leominster

Canal

Navigation v.

Capper, 3 H. Lds. 293 ; and

Earl Lindsey v. Great Northern

Railway Company, 10 Hare,

665; 22 L. J. (Ch.) 995, where

Wood, V.-C, approves of and

follows the principle of Lord

Cottenhan's decision. The

same learned judge also thus

speaks of Lord Cottenham, 2

J. k H. 114: "When the

merits of Lord Cottenham as

an equity judge come to be

weighed hereafter, one of his

marked characteristics will be

found to be the skill and bold-

ness with which, as for ex-

ample in Wallworth v. Holt,

4 My. & Cr. 619, he accomo-

dated the practice of the Coiu-t

to new commercial exigencies.

Wliothcr as regards the in-

of the public, Lord Cottenham

was the last man to shrink

from restraining with a strong

hand any undue exercise of

power by a company ; and,

therefore, when I find him
taking a view favourable to

the company, his opinion is

entitled to even more than

the weight which would always

belong to it." This eulogium

may be worth little in point

of law, but it is evidence of

the high opinion entertained

of Lord Cottenham as a law-

maker, and of the respect

that is justly due to his

decisions.

{v) 3 K. & J. 654 ; 26 L. J.

(Ch.) 764; 3 Jur. N. S. 930.
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meters of the Shrewsbury and Hereford Eailway

Company and the Leominster Canal Company, in

pursuance of which an Act was obtained by the

Leominster Canal Coinpany empowering them to

sell their canal, and " authorised and acquired the

Shrewsbury and Hereford EaUway Company, with

the consent of at least three-fifths of the pro-

prietors " in the same, to purchase the said canal.

A meeting was accordingly held, in pursuance of

the above Act, at which the directors were duly

authorised to complete the purchase, but without

referring to the agreement. The directors having

failed to take any further steps towards the com-

pletion of the purchase—held that there being no

agreement signed by two of the directors as required

by the 97th section of the Companies Clauses Con-

solidation Act, specific performance could not be

decreed. Page-Wood, Y.-C, after referring to the

Helensburgh Case as deciding " that that which the

directors could not do after the formation of the

company certainly the provisional directors could

not do before for the purpose of binding the com-

pany," stated that the purchase of the canal by the

Shrewsbury and Hereford Eailway Company would

before the passing of the Act have been Ultra Vires

of this company, and that consequently there was

at the time of its passing no agreement binding on

this company. He then pointed out that the Act

did not refer to the agreement even in its imperfect

and inchoative form, and considered that it was
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left to the parties after the act passed, to enter into

such arrangement and agreement as they might be

advised to do. He therefore determined that, the

agreement being invalid from the absence of the

necessary signature, there was nothing binding of

which the Court could enforce specific perform-

ance.

Eecent cases The reccnt cases in which Lord Cottenham's

agreements decisions havc been especially questioned are Preston

promoters have '^- Livcrpool, Manchester, &c. , Railway Company (iv),

enforced. ^^^ ^^ ScottisJi North-Eastem Railway Coinjxmy

V. Stewart (a;),,both in the House of Lords, the one

in 1856, the other in 1859. The facts in each were

very similar—an agreement by the promoters of a

company to take land at certain rates, which the

company, after incorporation, refuse to carry out,

and in both cases the Lords, considering the agree-

ment to be conditional on the land being taken,

which had not been done, gave judgment in favour

of the company, without actually deciding whether

a corporation is under any, and if any, under

what circumstances, liable for the acts of its

originators.

Another case may here be mentioned, one which

has hitherto received but little attention. Bedford

(w) 5 H. Lds. 605, 25 L. J. v. Mrth Staffordshire Rail-

(Ch.)421. ^QQ!i\so Caledonian way Company, iibi siipra.

liailwai/ Company y. Helens- (,r) 3 Macq. 382 ; 5 Jur. N.

hinyk, and Jiarl of Shaftesbury S. 607.
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and Cambridge Railway Company v. Stanley {y) cambrkige'^

was a bill filed by the plaintiffs and two of the ^^^°' '"'

promoters of the company, who were joined to

obviate any objection that might have been raised

as to want of parties, for specific performance of

an agreement entered into by a landowner with the

agent of the promoters before the formation of the

company, by which he agreed that in the event of

the company obtaining an Act of Parliament he

would sell them such land as might be required at

the rate of thirty years' purchase upon the annual

rental. Page-Wood, V.-C, for certain technical

reasons dismissed the bill, but he considered the

contract to have been binding on the defendant and

apparently on the plaintiff. His words were :
" If

an agreement of this description is entered into

before the passing of the Act, which it would be

competent to the directors of the company as soon

as the Act should be passed to enter into, it is

known of necessity, from the characters of Acts of

Parliament governing these matters, that those

powers will be included in the Act when it is

passed, and if the contract be beneficial and intra

vires of the directors when the Act shall be passed,

there can be no conceivable reason, as it appears to

me, for saying that parties are not bound by an

arrangement of that kind, entered into by the pro-

moters of an intended company for the benefit of

that company, as soon as the Act is obtained."

(2/) 3 J. & H. 746, 32 L. J. (Ch.) 60.
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This is strong and unqualified language. It must,

however, not be understood too literally. The

learned Vice-Chancellor probably intended to lay

down only that a person may be bound to a corpo-

ration in posse by a contract which that corporation

when actually in esse can. take advantage of and en-

force—a proposition to which some little exception

maybe taken on the ground, first, that the corporation

is not a party to the said contract, and secondly,

that it is only the parties to contracts who can sue

or be sued upon the same. If his Honour intended

to go farther, and to state that agreements entered

into by persons assuming to represent a corporation

not yet existing, but made conditional on the

creation of such corporation, will bind the same on

its coming into being, then we have an assertion

which if not absolutely irreconcileable with, is at

least a considerable qualification of, the decision in

Caledonian Railway Company v. Helensburgh.

Kecapituiation. Tac rcsults arrived at in this chapter as to the

agreements and. engagements purporting to be made

on behalf of a corporation not yet created, may be

thus re-stated :

—

Agreements First, if Ultra Vircs they do not bind and cannot
which are

. -i^ i i> m
Ultra Vires, be made to bind the corporation : Earl of Shrev}s-

hury v. North Staffordshire Railway Company,

Leominster Canal Navigation v. Shrewsbury, &c.,

Railway Company.

itft uitrl"^
Secondly, if not Ultra Vires and provision has

Viros ard
\)QQii mado for them in the constating instruments,

proviaod tor; o '
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they bind the corporation and the other contracting

parties reciprocally : Pilhrow v. Pilbrow's Atmo-

spheric, &c., Company, Madrid Bank v. Pelly, and

similar cases.

Thirdly, if not Ultra Vires, but such provision has not provided

not been made, then, if the corporation has in no recognised,

manner " recognised " these agreements, it will not

be bound by, nor be able to enforce them : Preston

V. Liverpool, Manchester, &c., Railway Company,

Caledonian Railway Company v. Helensburgh,

Scottish North-Eastern Railway Company v.

Stewart; though there is the strong opinion of

Page-Wood, V.-C, to the contrary in Bedford and

Cambridge Railway Company v. Stanley. If it not provided

has recognised them or employed its powers to the recognised.

detriment of those who contracted with the pro-

moters, it will be bound—at least in Equity, on the

principle that a person cannot derogate from his

own stipulations—by such agreements, according to

Lord Cottenham's decisions and to Page-Wood, V.-C,

in Lindsey v. Great Northern Railway Company,,

and in Bedford Railway Company v. Stanley ; and

see Williams v. St. George's Harbour Company,

Re Saxon Life Assurance Company, Era, and

Anchor Cases ; but according to dicta in Preston v.

Liverpool, &c., Railway Company, Caledonian

Railway Com,pany v. Helensburgh, and Earl of

Shrewsbury v. North Staffordshire Railway Com-

pany, there is some doubt whether, even in Equity,

it can under any circumstances be held to such

agreements.
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Novation.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE AMALGAMATION OP COMPANIES.

SECTION I.—THE PRINCIPLE OF NOVATION.

Many of tlie most important questions relating

to Ultra Vires have arisen on the amalgamation of

corporations. For the better understanding of the

doctrine as applied to this subject, it will be ad-

visable to consider very briefly what is meant by

the principle of Novatio, and what is safficient to

constitute, under ordinary circumstances, a Novatio,

before proceeding to an examination of the main

subject.

In Roman law. " Novatio cst prioris dcbiti in aliam obligationem

transfusio atque translatio : hoc est cum ex prseci-

denti causa ita nova constituatur ut prior perima-

tur " (a). This is Ulpian's well-known definition

of. Novatio—"the transfer of an already existing

claim into another obligation." No matter what

were the nature of his prior claim, even though it

were one which could not for want of a " causa " be

enforced, either at law or in equity, yet it could be

the subject of a novatio, that is, it was sufficient to

(«) Dig. 46, 2, 1 pr.
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form the consideration of a new contract—" qualis-

cunque igitur obligatio sit quse prsecessit, novari

verbis potest, dummodo sequens obligatio aut

civUiter teneat aut naturaliter ; uptuta si pupillus

sine tutoris auctoritate promiserit."

The only conditions were, first, that neither the

original claim nor the substituted agreement should

*be illegal ; and, secondly, that there should have

been the intention to work a novation—" dummodo

sciamus novationem ita demum fieri, si hoc agatur,

ut novetur obligatio—novationem fieri, si modo id

actum sit ut novetur." This latter condition is

as important as the former, and is many times

repeated.

The result in every case was that the former Effect of

obligation was destroyed—" licet posterior stipu-
^""^ '°°'

latio inutilis sit, tamen prima novationis jure tol-

latur "
(6). As a necessary consequence the creditor

might be deprived of his remedy—the former claim

was gone by the novatio, the substituted one might,

as in the instance above given of the ward acting

without his guardian's interposition, be merely

" naturalis," i.e., binding in morality only.

The French code gives no definition of novation, in French law.

but enumerates the various ways in which it was

brought :

—

"1. Lorsque le d^biteur contracte envers son

crdancier une nouvelle dette qui est substitute a

I'ancienne laquelle est eteinte ;

—

(h) Inst. 13k. 3, 29, 3.
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"2. Lorsqu'un nouveau d^biteur est substitu^ k

I'ancien qui est d^charg^ par le cr^ancier ;

—

" 3. Lorsque par Feffet d'un nouvel engagement

un nouveau cr^ancier est substitu^ a I'ancien envers

lequel le ddbiteur se trouve d^charg^ " (c).

Tbere must be an unequivocal intention
—"La

novation ne se presume point ; U faut que la volenti

de I'opdrer r^sulte clairement de Facte " (d). And

the novation can be between those only who are able

to contract ; it is therefore evident that the sub-

stituted contract must be one enforceable at law, i.e.,

not giving rise to a moral claim merely.

Accord and The principle of novation is familiar to our own

legal system. All cases of accord and satisfaction

depend upon it ; but in these the application of the

principle has been needlessly perplexed from the

rigidity of the old common law, and from its

effect of
^^^^ ^^ general principles. The law, as at present

established, seems to be this,

—

I. To an action on a specialty contract, accord

and satisfaction,

—

1. If entered into before breach, is not a good

plea—the discharge must be by a bond

expressly purporting to discharge the

obligee (e).

(c) Code Civil, Ai't. 1271. an equitable plea under the C.

(d) Ai-t 1273. L. Proc. Act 1854, stating a

(e) See judgment in Mai/or, valuable consideration for such

tfcc, of Berwick v. Oswald, 1 a release, and Smith v. Trows-

R. <k B. 295, 22 L. J. (Q. B.) dale, 3 E. & B. 83, 23 L. J.

129 ; but compare the effect of (Q. B.) 107, 18 Jur. 552.
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2. If entered into after breach, it is a good

plea when the breach gives rise to a claim

for unliquidated damages ; secus, if it pro-

duces a debt, or throws any " certain

duty" on the obligee {/).

11. To an action on a simple contract, accord and

satisfaction,

—

1. If entered into before breach, is a good plea :

2. If entered into after breach, then

First,—When unliquidated damages hare re-

sulted, it is a good plea ;

Secondly,
—

"When a liquidated claim has resulted,

it is not a good plea, if it be an agreement to pay a

less sum of money (g^), though it is if to do any

other act, as to give a peppercorn (h), and the like

;

Thirdly,—When the liquidated claim has resulted

from a negotiable instrument, it would almost seem

that it may be discharged by parol (^).

Of accord and satisfaction, the instance which

shows most decidedly the effect of novatio, is where

a negotiable instrument is taken in satisfaction and

discharge of a cause of action arising from a simple

contract or a tort. In such case the original right

is gone, and the taker of the instrument has to look

to the instrument alone, and the maker or acceptor

of it, for payment (_;).

(/) Blake's Case, 6 Eep. 44. (i) Foster v. Dawber, 6 Ex.

[g) Cumher v. Wane, Smith 839.

1 L. C. 288. (j) Goldshede v. Cottrell, 2

{h) Pinnel's Case, 5 Eep. M. & W. 20 iSibree v. Tripp,

117. 15M. &W. 23.
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Other instances Other frequently occurring examples of novation
01 novation. t. ^ o i.

are where, on the total dissolution of a partnership,

the existing liabilities and assets are, by arrange-

ment with creditors, and by due notice to the

debtors, transferred to one or more members ; or

where, on the partial dissolution, by the withdrawal

of some member, they are in like manner trans-

ferred to those who remain and continue the business.

As stated by Parke, B., in Hart v. Alexander (k) :

—

" I apprehend the law now to be settled, that if one

partner goes out of the firm, and another comes in,

the debts of the old firm may, by the consent of all

three parties (the creditors, the old firm, and the

new firm), be transferred to the new firm." All

that it is now requisite to prove is the consent of aU

parties—of the creditors to discharge the late or old

firm, of the new firm in order to charge them (I).

But the most important instances in connection

with the subject of Ultra Vires, are those which

arise upon the so-called amalgamation of corpora-

tions in determining the rights of members in, or

creditors of, either of the corporations concerned in

the amalgamation. These are considered in the

next section of this chapter.

(k) 2 M. & AY. 184, 7 C. & cival, 3 N. & M. 167, 5 B. & A.

r. 746. 925 ; Ly/h v. Ault, 7 Ex. 669,

(Z) Seo Thompson v. Per- 21 L. J. (Ex.) 217.
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SECTION II.—THE POWER OF CORPORATIONS TO

AMALGAMATE.

I. Corporations have not impliedly the power,

and they cannot even by express pro-

vision give themselves the power to amal-

gamate.

The idea commonly attached by the unlearned, Legal impm-t
•' •' 'of "amal-

and even by many lawyers, to the term " amalgama- gamation."

tion " in connection with corporations, is very simple,

viz., the absorption of one corporation by another,

the former being ipso facto destroyed, and its mem-

bers relieved—both individually and collectively

—

from all-existing liabilities save such as have been

expressly reserved to them by the deed of arrange-

ment. How far this idea has any real basis may

be gathered from the observations of Page-Wood,

V.-C, in Re Empire Assurance Corporation, ea; ifc Empire

parte BagsliaW (m) : Corporation

" I think it is impossible to give to the word B^gsiiaw.

' amalgamate' the force which is contended for. It

is difRcult to say what the word ' amalgamate

'

means. I confess at this moment I have not the

least conception of what the full legal effect of the

word is. We do not find it in any law dictionary,

or expounded by any competent authority. But I

(m) L. E. 4 Eq. 341, 347, 36 L. J. (Ch.) 663 ; 15 W. E. 889 ;

16 L. T. N. S. 345.
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Dissentient

members not

bound to join

a new
corporation.

am quite sure of this, that the word ' amalgamate

'

cannot mean that the execution of a deed shall

make a man a partner in a firm in which he was

not a partner before, under conditions of which he

is in no ways cognizant, and which are not the

same as those contained in the former deed. It is

true, that, in this instance, partners engaged in a

concern for insurance of a particular character, have

authorised their directors to amalgamate with

another company. It is possible that this authority

may go thus far; it may empower the directors,

without being called to account for so doing in this

Court, or by any other jurisdiction, to sacrifice, or

to give up (which implies something more) the

whole of their business, and to transfer their assets,

if they think fit, to some other company, allowing

that other company to carry on the business on the

best terms they can make with them. In carrjdng

out this, the directors may possibly be authorised

by the clause to say, 'you who do not like this

arrangement must simply lose ; we have amalga-

mated one company with the other' (which seems

to be a process of annihilation or extinction rather

than anything else), ' and we have placed aU our

assets in the hands of another concern.' But that

does not imply, that the dissentient shareholders, be-

sides losing all their assets, are personally bound to

take their part and lot in the new concern. It is

one thing to say (not ' probably ' but) ' possibly you

may find all the assets gone, and your shares of no
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value ;
' but it is a prodigious step further to say

tliat a dissentient shareholder, having been con-

cerned in an insurance company, shall be obliged to

become subject to all the liabilities of another com-

pany, which is not only an insurance company, but

a guarantee company, and a company for the pur-

chase of houses and various other things as well. I

am here assuming that the words of this clause are

large enough to embrace all the assets of one com-

pany, and mix them up with those of another.

" Here I apprehend the applicants have never

consented to take shares in this company, unless

they consented under the words whereby they

authorised the directors to amalgamate, and to exe-

cute all necessary deeds for the purpose. Now, no

doubt people are very foolish, and I dare say if

express words were put into a deed, under which

subscribers to company A. purported to give their

directors full powers to make them subscribers to

company B., C, or D., plenty of people would be

found ready to execute such a deed. But I think

this much may be said, that persons who execute those

deeds ought to know that the word ' amalgamate ' is

not a word by which, having subscribed to company

A., they may be compelled to become subscribers to

company B. It is just possible that directors may,

under this clause, be justified in transferring all the

assets of a dissentient shareholder to another com-

pany ; but it does not appear to me that these

words go to anything like the extent of saying that
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Neither

directors

the applicants in this case shall be put on the list

of a totally different concern, to being members of

which concern they entirely object."

This judgment is clear, and to the point—articles

and memoranda of association, which allow the

directors mero motu to " amalgamate " with another-

company, may, and probably do, authorise them to

transfer the assets of their own company to some

other ; but such provisions do not empower them to

make their own shareholders the members of tliis

other company.

nor corpora-

tions them-
selves can

have express

power to

amalgamate.

CliDch V.

Financial

Corporation.

Corporations cannot confer on themselves an

express Poiver to Amalgamate.

The next question is,—Can a corporation itself

have this power ? Can the constating instruments

be so worded, as to enable a majority of the mem-

bers, by special resolutions or otherwise, to trans-

form, to commute, so to speak, their own shares

into those of another association ? The answer is,

that such a proceeding is absolutely Ultra Vires.

In Clinch v. Financial Corporation (n), A. com-

pany had agreed to purchase the good-will and

property of B. company, and such agreement was

(ii) L. R. 4 Ch. 117, Hiffg's Bagslutw, L. R. 4 Eq. 341, 36

Case and ^f^ll^iill\<: Case, 2 H. L. J. (Ch.) 663 ; London, Bom-

& M. GnJ, 0()9 ; Los's Case, bay, and Mediterranean Bank
U L. J. (Ch.) 609; Empire Drew's Case, 36 L. J. (Ch.)

Assurance Cori>oration, ex parte 785.
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confirmed at a special meeting of B. company.

Clinch, one of the shareholders in B., objected, and

filed his bill against the other shareholders and

the directors to set aside the arrangement. Lord

Cairns, L.-C, said, "The arrangement between A.

and B., which has been called an amalgamation or

combination, was in substance a transfer by B. to A.

of the business, good-will, connection, and property

of the former in consideration of 25,000 shares in

the latter. It was admitted in the argument, and

indeed it could not be denied, that there was no

power in the special constitution of B. which could

warrant an arrangement of this nature ; and that if

it could be supported at all, it must be supported

under the provisions of section 161 of the Act of

1862" (o). His Lordship decided that it clearly

was not authorised by this section; and he then

proceeded, " It was argued, however, that a large

number, and, indeed, a majority of shareholders in

B. had assented to the arrangement, and had actu-

ally taken shares in A. under it, and that the

plaintiff could not sustain this as a bill on behalf

of himself and all other members of the corporation,

without making all* or some of those parties who

had assented to the arrangement parties to the suit.

But the contract was one between the two com-

panies, and if the contract was Ultra Vires of B., it

is a contract which in the eye of this Court it isfor

(o) 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89.

F F 2
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the henefit of all the shareholders in B. to arrest

;

and in my opinion, a proper form of suit in which

to accomplish this end, is a suit of one member of

the company on behalf of himself and all other

members, making the directors of B. and A. parties

as defendants."

Bank of
This casc was approved of and followed in Bank

of Hindustan v. Alison (p). Here two incorporated

banking companies agreed under the powers con-

tained in their respective articles of association, to

amalgamate, the business of C. being transferred to

H., and the shareholders in C. having the option of

taking newly-created shares in H. at a premium.

H. issued circulars informing the shareholders in C.

of the arrangement. The defendant, a shareholder

in C, in consequence, in 1864, applied for and ob-

tained an allotment of 25 shares, paid a portion of

the deposit and premium thereon, and by his letter

of application engaged to pay the residue on a given

day. Several calls were afterwards made of which

defendant had notice, but he never repudiated his

liability, until an action was brought against him

in 1867 for non-payment of those calls. In 1868

the supposed amalgamation of the two banks was,

by a decree of Giffard, V.-C, in a suit (q) by dis-

sentient shareholders in C, declared to be void, on

(p) L. K. 6 C. r. 54; with L. R. 9 Ch. 1.

which compai-e iiV Bank of (q) Imperial Bank of Chiim,

llindiistaii, CamphdVs, Hip- v. Bank of Hindustan, (Sec,

jihlrt/'s, and Alison's Cases, L. R. 6 Eq. 91.
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the ground that whatever the legal meaning of

" amalgamation," the proposed arrangement would

have imposed additional liabilities on the share-

holders of C, and it therefore could not be sup-

ported under either the articles of association of the

company, or under 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89, s. 161.

The Court of Common Pleas accordingly held, on

action brought to recover calls, that the directors of

H. had no power to issue the new shares, and that

the defendant was not by any acquiescence or con-

duct on his part estopped from denying that he was

a shareholder in H.

Clinch V. Financial Corporation may, perhaps,

be considered an authority to the effect that the

arrangement there in question was invalid only as

between the corporation and its members ; but it

would seem that most if not all agreements of this

description are Ultra Vires in the fullest sense—in

the sense that they do not become good even by
' the acquiescence of all the shareholders in each of

the companies concerned. Such apparently is the

result of the decision in Re London and Northern *^%"''°?
and Northern

Insurance Corporation, Stace & Worth's Case (r).
insurance

-"• ^ ' »;orporation,

By the articles of association of the London, &c., ^'f'^e and
•^

. .

'
'Worth's Case.

Corporation, the directors were to be elected by the

shareholders, and power was given to purchase the

(r) L. R.4Ch. 682; James y. Eq. 273; and Re Empire As-

Eve, L. R. 6 H. L. 335. Com- surance Corporation, Challis's

pare Re Oriental Gommercial Case, L. K. 6 Ch. 266.

Bank, Alabaster's Case, L. ii. 7
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business of any other company. Power was also

given by any extraordinary meeting of the company

to amalgamate with any other company. An agree-

ment was made for the amalgamation of this company

with another company, on the terms that the second-

named company should sell their assets to the first-

named company ; that the directors of the amalga-

mated board should consist of the present five

directors of the purchasing company, and of seven

of the directors of the selling company. This agree-

ment was acted upon, but was never confirmed by

an extraordinary meeting of the purchasing com-

pany. Both James, V.-C, and the Lords Justices,

on appeal, held, that this agreement was void, and

that two of the directors of the selling company,

who had been allotted shares in the purchasing

company in exchange for shares in the selling com-

pany and had acted as directors of the amalgamated

company, were not liable to be put on the list of

contributories to the purchasing company. The

ground of the decision as stated by Lord Justice

Giffard was this, that the agreement " was a material

alteration of the constitution of the London and

Northern Corporation, being nothing less than giving

to the Livestmcut [i.e., the purchasing] Company

the power of appointing a majority of the board of

the amalgamated company. The agreement was

ihovcfore void, and not merely voidable." As the

arr;uigcmciit was acted upon for ten months, and

not qucaLioucd till the winding up of the corpora-
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tion, when Stace and Worth objected to being placed

upon the list of contributors of this company, this

decision must be considered conclusive to the effect

that the agreement was Ultra Vires in the widest

meaning of that term.

The amalgamation of companies is then impossible

save by the direct interposition of the Legislature-

it is Ultra Vires not merely of the directors but of

the company. How far, when all the members of

a corporation have agreed to what this term implies

and have profited by the arrangement, they can be

permitted to repudiate the agreement and yet to

retain the benefit—to reprobate and approbate at

the same time—is a question which will be con-

sidered in Part IV., Chapter III.

In reality the whole of this matter lies in a very i-egai reasons... .
"w^y corpora-

small compass. A corporation is an existence owing tions cannot

. . . . amalgamate.

all its qualities, powers, and capacities to the law.

The law which calls it into being has also appointed

the manner in which its existence shall be deter-

mined, but which has not said that it may commit

civil suicide. In whatever mode—by surrender or

forfeiture of the charter, by winding up, &c., a cor-

poration be ended—we find that the law, Le., the

State, intervenes. A corporation is something dis-

tinct from its members ; all these may leave it, yet

it still exists ; how then is it possible that any action

of theirs, unrecognised by the law, can destroy that

which depends for its origin and continuance on the

law alone ? In fact. Page-Wood, V.-C, expressed
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clearly the gist of the whole matter when he said

:

" I should rather assume an amalgamation to be

where both companies agree to abandon their regu-

lations and articles of association and to register

themselves under new articles as one body " (s).

II. Corporations raa,y, in an indirect manner,

accomplish nearly the same purposes as

intended by a direct amalgamation.

Amalgamation But though a Corporation cannot directly put an
can be effected

. . .

by transfer of end to its existcucc and merge it by any process of
rights and ..,„•
liabilities amalgamation m that oi another, yet it may accom-

dissoiution. plish this in an indirect and circuitous manner. It

may do so by transferring its property, funds, rights,

and liabilities to the other contracting corporation,

and then voluntarily dissolving itself, usually by

winding up. Generally the arrangement is supple-

mented by a proviso, whereby the transferee, the

purchasing company, indemnifies the selling com-

pany against the liabilities which it may be under

in respect of claims, existing or prospective {t). This,

after all, is not an amalgamation, it is not a union

of one corporation with another, but is simply a

transfer of assets with attendant responsibilities. It

is, however, a sufficient amalgamation for all prac-

(s) 2 H. & M. 666. 4 D. G. F. & J. 341 ; Re

(t) Aiifflo-Austniliiiii Com- Albert Life Assurance Co inpan >/,

21(1111/ Y. Jirllisli Provident In- ex parte Western Life Assurance

surance Voiiipany, 3 Gifl'. 5:31, Soclety,\j. R. 1 1 Eq. IGi.
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tical purposes, and it is therefore the process always

adopted.

The modus operandi is well illustrated by the

attempted amalgamation between the Progress As- Re United

surance Company, and the United Ports Company, General

which led to Wynne's Case (ii). Negotiations took Wynne's Case.'

place between the directors of the two companies

for the purpose of bringing about an amalgamation.

Terms being agreed to, they were embodied in an

agreement under the seals of the two companies,

dated the 8th of June, 1869, whereby it was provided

that the Progress Company should sell all their

business and property to the United Ports Com-

pany ; that the United Ports Company should pay

£12,000 in cash or bUls, and should issue to the

paid-up shareholders in the Progress Company shares

of £1 each in the United Ports Company, on which

the full sum of £1 should be considered as paid up,

to the same amount as their former shares, and that

no further liability should attach to the holders

thereof ; and that they should issue to the holders

of partly paid-up shares in the Progress Company,

shares in the United Ports Company, on which an

amount should be considered to have been paid

proportionate to the amount credited on the shares

(u) Be United Ports and where the shareholder was es-

General Insurance Company, topped by acquiescence in the

Wynnes Case, L. E. 8 Ch. arrangement from denying its

1002. See another case arising validity, Perrett's Case, L. K.

out of the same transaction, 15 Eq. 250.
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in the books of the Progress Company. It was

further agreed that the purchase should be com-

pleted on the 8th June, and that from that day the

United Ports Company should take upon itself all

the debts, engagements, and liabilities of the Pro-

gress Company, and should at all times thereafter

protect and indemnify the directors and officers of

the Progress Company against the same ; and that

the Progress Company should be forthwith wound

up voluntarily, either with or without the super-

vision of the Court.

This agreement was engrossed in two parts, and

one part was sealed with the seal of the Progress

Company and delivered to the United Ports Com-
pany, but the United Ports Company, before exe-

cuting their part, added a proviso at the end of

the agreement, which altered it in some material

points.

The agreement as executed by the United Ports

Company was accepted by the directors of the Pro-

gress Company, and entered on their minutes on the

10th June, 1869 ; and an extraordinary meeting of

the shareholders was held on the 24th June, when it

was confirmed, and a resolution was passed to wind

up the company voluntarily.

In this way it is manifest that, supposing nothing

to happen to disturb the arrangement, the Progress

Company would have been put an end to, its

assets and liabilities being transferred to, and its

shareholders becoming members of, the United Ports
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Company ; and to that extent an amalgamation of

the two companies would have resulted.

But on the 22nd June a petition was presented,

and on the 26th an order was made to wind up the

Progress Company compulsorily. Wynne, a director

of this company, and the holder of twenty fully

paid-up shares in it, had, in pursuance of the above

agreement, applied for 100 shares in the United

Ports Company. In November following an order

was made to wind up this latter company, and in

the winding up, the question arose whether or not

AVyune was a contributory in respect of the 100

shares so applied for by him. The Lords Justices

determined that he was not a member of the United

Ports Company, on the ground that, owing to the

variance in the agreement as above-mentioned, the

two companies never had agreed upon the terms of

the amalgamation, but they expressed no doubt

whatever that if the terms had been agreed upon,

.

the amalgamation would have been complete and

binding on the shareholders in each company.

Arrangements of this kind being in substance Amalgamations

, P • T ,1 • T in tliis manner
arrangements lor wmdmg up, or otherwise dis- are matters for

solving some one or more of the companies par- regXtion.

ticipating therein, are manifestly matters of internal

government only. Consequently their validity, and

the extent to which they are binding upon recalci-

trant members, will be determined by the constating

instruments. If there be not the express powers

necessary, in order that a v corporation may itself
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enter into such arrangements (v), or if from any

cause whatever the arrangement be not binding on

the shareholders as a whole, then manifestly only

such of them as actually accept its terms will be

bound thereby (w). Creditors, policy-holders, and

other third parties, having similar claims against

the company about to be dissolved, may, of course,

intervene in the ordinary manner in the winding up

or other mode of dissolution ; but they cannot call

upon the Court of Chancery to prevent the contem-

plated arrangement being perfected, on the ground

that it is Ultra Vires. It is indeed possible that it

is Ultra Vires even as regards third parties ; but

this can be so only when conditions have been

introduced which are contrary to express statutory

enactment, or to some fixed policy of the law («).

(v) Smith V. BanJc of Vic- of the United Ports Insurance

toria, 41 L. J. (P. C.) 34. See Company, and where, as in

also Re United Ports Imur- Brown's and Tucker's Cases,

ance Company, Brown's and a shareholder in a limited

Tucker's Cases, il L. J. (Ch.) company, which had no express

157. power to amalgamate, was
(w) ^ee Re EmpireAssurance held to have agreed to become

Corporation, C/mllis's Case, and consequently to be a

Somerville's Ga^e, L. E,. 6 Ch. shareholder in an unlimited

266, where Challis was held company with which the for-

bound and Somerville not mer was attempting to amal-

bound by an agreement for gamate.

amalgamation. See also the (x) See the judgments in

cases in the last note and Stace and Worth's Case, L. E.

Perrett's Case, L. R. 15 Eq. 4 Ch. 682 ; and in Re Irnga-

250, which was another case (ion Company of France, Fox's

arising out of tire winding up Case, L. li. 6 Ch. 176.
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In reference to members, the power to " amal- The power to

amalgamate

gamate," in the sense and manner now in discussion, must be

must be expressly given in the constating instru- given.

ments—it will not be raised by implication. Thus,

in Re Empire Assurance Corporation, Douqan's ^'^^^^'^^

_ _ _

"^ Assurance

Case (y), the articles of association of a company Corporation,

Y . . .
Uougan's Case.

made it lawful for a special general meeting " to de-

termine upon the propriety of selling, disposing {sic),

or otherwise dealing with, the business, good-will, pro-

perty, and effects of the company." The directors

agreed to amalgamate with another company, and

the agreement was duly submitted to and approved

by meetings of the shareholders. The Lords Justices,

however, held that the agreement was Ultra Vires,

Mellish, L. J., observing, " there are no special words

in the clause giving power to amalgamate with

another company ; and I cannot help thinking

that if it had been intended by the clause, that a

special general meeting of the company should have

power absolutely to bind all the shareholders, and to

hand them over to another company—that, in fact,

it should have power to effect what is commonly

called an amalgamation, that word would have been

made use of."

Where the constating instruments contain express Where an

T , , 1 • ,1 express power
powers to amalgamate, the provisions must be care- exists its

fully observed, and the powers exist only to the musfbe^

extent and for the exact purposes given. Thus, followed.

(y) L. E. 8 Ch. 540.
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where the directors of a fire and life assurance

company were authorised, with the consent of an

extraordinary general meeting, to " amalgamate

with the business of any other company of a like

nature," Page-Wood, V.-C, held that these words

did not empower the directors to compel a dis-

sentient shareholder to become a member in a com-

pany with more extended objects (z).

Moreover, if an agreement of this kind be either

wholly or in part Ultra Vires, then, as has already

been frequently mentioned, each and any member

may refuse his assent thereto, though all the others

agree, which, indeed, actually happened in Fox's \

Fox's Case. Casc (o), whcrc a solitary shareholder, who objected

to an arrangement of the kind now in question,

was held entitled to relief.

Shareholders Of coursc to any attempted " amalgamation "

—

may be bound
t . i . tti -vt- i- ^

byacquies- which IS not Ultra Vnes or the corporation as a

invalid whole—the sliareholdcrs of the companies concerned
amalgamation. ^ ^

•
^ j.- j.may have, by acquiescence, so become parties as to

(?) Re Empire Assurance an order in winding-up or

Corporation, ex parte Bagslmw, other decision of a Court may
L. R 4 Eq. 341 ; see the render valid and binding an

judgment cited in pai't, o«fe", " amalgamation " which would

p. 431-34. Compare Zos's Case, otherwise be void as being

34 L. J. (Ch.) G09. It would Ultra Vires,

seem from expressions of (o) Re Irrigation Company
Bacon, V.-C, in his judgment of France, Fox's Case, L. E. 6

in Re United Ports, dr., Com- Ch. 176. See the judgments
pamj, Brown's and Tud-er's in Clinch y. Financial Corpora-

Casex, 41 L. J. (Ch.) 157, that Hon, L. K. 4 Ch. 117.
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be afterwards estopped from denying the validity of

the same, just as a novation may be worked by the

tacit acquiescence of a creditor, in the substitution

of another person in place of the one originally

liable to him. But the circumstances must be

very strong thus to bind shareholders ; the applica-

tion for shares, or the attending meetings held in

accordance with the provisions of the proposed

" amalgamation," is not necessarily sufficient (6).

It is very important to distinguish a purchase or Distinction

sale from an "amalgamation." The latter term "amaigama-

conveys the idea of something—though, perhaps, in purchase or

law, it may not effect, save when the legislature^

has intervened and expressly bound the parties,

anything—more than the former. In, however,

not a few reported cases, we find the two terms

confused (c).

Indeed it is not unseldom very difficult to deter-

mine the nature of a given transaction, one Court

or Judge considering that to be an " amalgamation
"

which another styles a purchase. A series of judg-

ments, illustrative not only of this particular point,

but of the whole subject of novation, will be found

in the various cases growing out of the winding up

(6) See especially Somer- (c) See Anfflo-Av,stralian,<&c.,

ville's Case, L. E. 6 Ch. 266; Company -v. British Pt-ovident,

Wynne's Case, L. K. 8 Ch. <bc., Iiisurance Company, 3 Gifif.

1002; CampbeWs and Hippis- 521, before Stuart, V.-C, and

ley's Cases, L. K. 9 Ch. 1 ; and on appeal, 4 D. G. F. k J. Ml
;

ante, pp. 443-44. and the case next cited.
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7?« Saxon Life of the Suxon Life Assurance- Society. In 1857

Era and '

tlie Era Assurance Society purchased the business of

the Saxon Life Assurance Society, received all its

assets and undertook all its liabihties. The Era

paid some of the liabilities to an amount exceeding

the assets received by them. They also gave a

mortgage and covenant to the Anchor Insurance

Company for a debt due to them from the Saxon,

in substitution for a similar security held by the

Anchor against the Saxon, which was given up and

cancelled. The Saxon and the Era Companies were

both ordered to be woimd up ; and in the matter of

the Era, Page-Wood, V.-C, held that the security

given by it to the Anchor was void, on the ground

that the transfer to it of the business of the Saxon

was Ultra Vires {d). This transfer he considered to

be an " amalgamation." "Both these cases seem to

me to turn in a very great measure on the question,

what power the directors of the Era Company had

to ' amalgamate,' that is to say, to take upon

themselves the responsibilities of another company."

Such power was not contained expressly in the

deed of settlement, and the learned Vice-Chancellor

determined that the 38th clause, whereby the

directors were authorised generally ^^'here these

presents are silent, or do not otherwise provide, to

[d) Re Saxon Life Assurance on appeal, ib., and 1 D. G. J.

S'li-iely, Anchor Case, Era Case, ife Sm. 29 ; on rehearing be-

2 J. & H. 400 ; 30 L. J. (Ch.) fore Page-Wood, V.-C, ib. 211,

137 ; also 32 L. J. (Ch.) 206

;

and 1 H. & M. 672.
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act in the direction of the concerns of the society in

such manner as at their absolute discretion they

shall think most conducive to the interests of the

society," could not be construed as giving such

power. But on appeal Lord Justice Turner held

that the transfer was a " purchase," and within the

authority possessed by the directors. " It was con-

tended that it {i.e., the deed of 1867) was absolutely

void as being Ultra Vires as to both of these com-

panies. Whether it was so as to the Saxon I

wiU say nothing : but, looking to the deed of settle-

ment of the Era Society, I think that it was within

the power of that company, with the consent of a

general meeting, to enter into the agreement and to

bind themselves by it. It was said that the Era

had no power to take to the assets, and to subject

themselves to the liabilities of the Saxon Society.

But those were the terms of the agreement itself,

and if they had power to purchase the business they

must have the power to carry into effect the terms

of the purchase."

In all cases of this kind several distinctions have An "amal-
gamation

"

to be drawn : may be a

First, there may be a sale, pure and simple for a

consideration more or less valuable, by S. company

to P. company of all its assets and liabilities—no

covenants beyond what are necessary to secure the

payment of the consideration being entered into by

P. company.

Here it is patent that S. has not relieved

itself of its liabilities. Its position with regard
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or a sale

accompanied
by an in-

demnity
clause

;

to its creditors is in no Avay changed ; no

novatio has been made ; to them, therefore, it still

remains responsible. What has been done is this

—

S. company has simply sold its business, nothing

more, and has to discharge claims upon it out of

the consideration received for such sale.

Secondly, There may be a similar transaction,

with the addition of a covenant by P. company to

indemnify S. company against all claims upon it.

Under these circumstances S. will stiU remain

liable for its debts, &c., but can compel P. to

indemnify it against the same, though should such

indemnity fail in whole or in part S. must never-

theless discharge the claims of its creditors (dd).

In these two transactions there are merely a sale

and a purchase, the contracting parties remaining

as distinct after the arrangement as before. No one

would pretend, not even the companies concerned,

that under such circumstances the selling has become

defunct—the arrangement was not intended to have

this result, a dissolution, but simply to be a transfer

of assets and liabilities. The selling company will,

therefore, remain liable to its own creditors, unless

by the acquiescence, express or tacit, of these a

novation has been worked, and the P. company
substituted as debtors in place of the S. company.

{d d) As to the legal import

of such an indemnity, and the

manner in whicli it will be

effectuated, see lie Albert Life

Axxitnnice Company, ex /laiie

Western Life Assurance Com-
pany, L. E. 11 Eq. 164. See

also Hemming v. Maddich,

L. E. 7 Ch. 395.
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Thirdly, there may be, not a sale by S. company, "^ a real
•' ,1 ' J i./' amalgamation

such

accom-
but an " amalgamation " of itself with P. company, as far as

°
. "an be a(

This means, as already seen, that S. company is pHshed.

dissolved, but its assets and liabilities have pre-

viously been made over to, and accepted by P.

company. Its members, too, are generally assumed

to be made members of P. company, and to have

allotted to them, and to be compellable to receive

shares in that company proportionate to the value

of those which they previously held in S. company.

It may, however, very fairly be questioned whether

membership can be thus compulsorily transformed

save by the consent of each individual concerned.

On the one side it is argued that the term " amalga-

mate " must mean—if it means anything more than

merely " sell " or " transfer " assets—the power to

exchange the shares of the one company for, and to

commute them into, those of some other company,

and by consequence to substitute membership in

the new company for membership in the. old one.

On the other hand, it is urged in the first place

that a person by entering into a company, even

though its constating instruments contain provisions

for amalgamation, intends and enters into a con-

tract to be a member of that particular company

and no other ; and secondly, that no one can

become a member of a company save by his consent

given ad hoc, and that no vague and general autho-

rity given beforehand, and least of all such as is to

be implied from the fact that he belongs to a com-

pany whose articles contain such a power, can

2
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suffice for this purpose. This question has not yet

been judicially decided, though the dictum of Page-

Wood, V.C., is in the negative (e). Hitherto, how-

ever, the liability of persons as members of amal-

gamated companies has always been determined by

considering whether they have or not by their own

application, acts, or laches, constituted themselves

members of the company with which the amalga-

mation was proposed (ee).

The Principle ofNovation as it affects Creditors.

What has been just said will be sufficient in

respect of the rights and liabilities of shareholders.

If an agreement to amalgamate be nothing more

than an agreement to sell the assets and goodwill,

then manifestly there is no novation of membership,

and it is doubtful whether this occurs even when it

is proposed to amalgamate in the proper sense,

unless each shareholder assents. If he does so

assent, then, unless care be taken to make his

acceptance of the new shares conditional on the

accomplishment of the amalgamation, it is possible

that this may fall through, and yet the person con-

cerned may be fixed with shares in the new company,

while he has not got rid of those he held in his

original company.

Creditors of With rcspcct to a creditor of the amalgamating

(e) Soe A',r jxirte Bagshmo, (Ch.) 157, 20 W. R. 88; and
ante, pp. 431-134. Adams' Case, L. R. 13 Eq.

(ff) See ViiUed Ports Com- 474 ; also ante, pp. 443-447,
paiii/, Tud-er's Case, 41 L. J. and post, pp. 455-45G.
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company the considerations are much simpler. That amalgamating
' • companies

he must in all cases of novation consent to the ^Ws retain

their onginal

arrangement would seem so thoroughly in accord- ^'^s^^^'

ance with common sense and the simplest maxims

of Law as to call for no proof. Numerous cases

have, however, come before the Courts where the

attempt has been made against the will of the

creditor to substitute a new person, firm, or corpo-

ration for his old debtor. It cannot too clearly be

borne in mind that when once an obligation has

been brought into being, whether by breach of a

contract or by committal of a tort, it can be

destroyed only by the means provided by Law, and

amongst these we nowhere find that the oblisree

can of his own accord free himself from the liabilities

in which he has involved himself. A very expHcit

exposition of the Law is contained in the judgment

of James, V.-C, in He Manchester and London SeU&nchester

T -n A IT A • • and London
Jjije Assurance and Loan Association, ex parte uieAssnmnce

Pike (f) :
" The policy-holder whom [the petitioner] Association,

represents effected his policy in Manchester and^*'^""^^

London, &c.. Association. That association trans-

ferred their business to the W. office. It is stated

that the transfer in some way or other had deprived

the policy-holder of his remedy against the office

that undertook to pay him the amount assured. . .

, . . It would be a very strong thing indeed to

say that a policy-holder is to be deprived of his

remedy against the persons with whom he contracted

(/) L. E. 9 Eq. 643.
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because those persons entered into an arrangement

of that kind, and only gave him that notice \_i.e., an

alteration in the heading of the receipt]

It would be monstrous that a person having a con-

tract of this kind should be told that he has lost his

right under his original contract, and must take

such remedy as he may get from some other office

because he pays his premiums and takes receipts at

the place where he is told to do so."

With this judgment may be compared that of

Lord Chancellor Hatherley in Be Family Endow-

ment Society (g), which is instructive as showing

the amount of proof necessary to bind a creditor

by acquiescence in a novation. In this case it was

held that though the petitioner had to a great

extent recognised the amalgamation of the company

from which he had bought an annuity with another

company, and had received several payments from

this latter company, yet he had not so completely

acquiesced in the arrangement as to have debarred

himself from going against the original company on

the bankruptcy of the latter. The question is one

of fact, and therefore in Be National Provident

Life Assurance Company (h), where the holder of

a life assurance polic}', having notice that the N.

assurance office, with which the policy was effected,

had transferred its business and assets to the A.

assurance office and had ceased to carry on its

business, paid the premiums on his policy to the A.

iff)
L. R, 5 f'h. 118, i;n-n3. (h) L. R. 9 Eq. 306.
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office for thirteen years, and upon the dropping of

the life sent in a claim upon the policy to the A.

office, it was held—that there had been a complete

novation of the contract, and that the N. office was

released from liability on the policy.

A novation is, so to speak, a tripartite contract. Noyation a

, ^
tripartite

It is an arrangement to which three persons must be contract.

parties—viz., the original contractors and the new

contracting party. There is necessary in addition

an agreement, express or implied, by which the

creditor in the existing contract gives up his rights

against his debtor under that contract, and accepts

instead the responsibility of the new debtor. When
the agreement is expressly made little difficulty

arises beyond that involved in interpreting the

exact purport of the agreement which has been

entered into.

If, on the other hand, there is no such express When consent

consent, but this has to be gathered from the acts of wmioe implied,

the creditor or his concurrence in other arrange-

ments, the question becomes far more difficult. No
general principles can be extracted from the many

cases that have been decided, for the facts of each

and their significance vary excessively. Payment

of insurance premiums to a new company may (i),

(i) Per Malius, V.-C, in K. 6 Ch. 393; see also Re

He National Provincial Life Times Life Asmrance, <kc., Corn-

Assurance Society, L. E. 9 Eq. pany, L. E. 5 Ch. 381 ; and

306 ; and compare the same Ex parte Blood, L. R. 9 Eq.

case before Bacon, V.-C, and 316 ; and now the provision

the L.JJ., Fleming's Case, L. in 35 & 36 Vict. c. 41, s. 7.
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but usually will not {j) constitute a novation, while

the acceptance of a bonus is generally sufficient for

that purpose (7c). So, upon the transfer of a busi-

ness, the payment by the new company of interest

upon debts or deposits due to creditors of the old

company will iV), or will not (m), according to the

circumstances, discharge the old and charge the new

debtor. The receipt of an annuity from a new

company, or other new source, has never been held

per se to work a novation (to).

Principles laid It should be mentioned that in the Albert Arbi-
dovvn in the • -r ^ n • • i i •

Albert, tration Lord Cairns was content with the minimum

of evidence as to the assent of the creditor, holding

in many cases that a novation had been worked

where undoubtedly the Court of Chancery would

not have so decided (o).

and European Lord Westbury, however, in the European Arbi-
arbitrations.

_

'' ^

tration, went to the other and more equitable

(y) Re Manchester, d-c, Life ex parte Gibson, L. E. 4 Cli.

Assurance Association, L. R. 9 662 ; Re Commercial Banking

Eq. 643, 5 Ch. 640; iJeJ/frficnZ Corporation of India, Jones'

Invalid, Ix., Society, Griffith's Claim, 16'W. R. 958.

Case, L. R. 6 Ch. 374. («) Re Family Eiulovyment

(k) Re Tillies Life Amirance Society, L. R. 5 Ch. 118 ; Re
' Company, iibi siiprd,; ReAnchor India, dv., Assurance Company,

Assurance Company, L. R. 6 L. R. 7 Ch. 651.

Ch. 632, Spencer's Case, L. R. (o) Sec especially Kennedy's

6 Ch. 362. Case, 15 Sol. J. 729 ; Wei-nick's

(/) SoeRolfey. Flowcr,L.U. Case, 15 Sol. J. 767; Fagan's

1 P. C. 27; and Fleming's Case, 15 Sol. J. 855 ; Rvdden's

fr^sr, L. R. 6 Ch. 393. Case, 16 Sol. J. 462; Allen's

(m) Re Smith, Knight, d' Co., Case, 16 Sol. J. 657.
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extreme, placing the onus of proof where it properly

lies, on the debtor, and requiring the clearest proof of

novation. " To raise the new contract there must

be on the part of the company power to make it ;

there must be on the part of the policy-holder a

knowledge of the company's right so to contract

with him ; and there must be conduct on the part

of the policy-holder, when it is an incomplete con-

tract, or where there is no evidence in writing, that

unmistakeably shows his intention to accept a new

contract and to discharge the old one {p).

SECTION III.—STATUTORY ENACTMENTS AS TO AMAL-

GAMATION.

The chief statutory enactments on this point are

those contained in the Companies Act, 1862, and in

'the Life Assurance Companies Act of 1870 {j>p).

The Companies Act, 1862, by section 161 pro-

vides :

—

" That where any company is proposed to be, or is in the

course of being, woiind up altogether voluntarily, and the whole

or a portion of its business or property is proposed to be trans-

ferred or sold to another company, the liquidators of the first-

mentioned company may, with the sanction of a special resolu-

tion of the company by whom they were appointed, conferring

either a general authority on the liquidators, or an authority

in respect of any particular arrangement, receive in compensa-

(p) Coghlan's Case, 17 Sol. Companies Arrangement Act,

J. 127, 130. See Blundell's 1870," as to arrangements

Case, 17 Sol. J. 87. and compromises in winding

{pp) See also 33 & 34 Vict, up between companies and

c. 104, " The Joint Stock their creditors.
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tion or part compensation for such transfer or sale, shares,

policies, or other like interests in such other company, for the

purpose of distribution amongst the members of the company-

being wound up, or may enter into any other arrangement

whereby the members of the company being wound up may,

in lieu of receiving cash, shares, policies, or other like interests,

or in addition thereto, participate in the profits of or receive

any other benefit from the purchasing company ; and any sale

made or arrangement entered into by the liquidators in pur-

suance of this section, shall be binding on the members of the

company being wound up ; subject to this proviso, that if any

member of the company being wound up, who has not voted in

favour of the special resolution passed by the company of which

he is a member at either of the meetings held for passing the

same, expresses his dissent from any such special resolution in

writing addressed to the liquidators, or one of them, and left

at the registered office of the company not later than seven

days after the date of the meeting at which such special resolu-

tion was passed, such dissentient member may require the liqui-

dators to do one of the following things as the liquidators may
prefer, that is to say, either to abstain from carrying such

resolution into effect, or to purchase the interest held by such

dissentient member at a price to be determined in manner

hereinafter mentioned, such purchase-money to be paid before

the company is dissolved, and to be raised by the liquidators

in such manner as may be determined by special resolution

;

no special resolution shall be deemed invalid for the purposes

of this section, by reason that it is passed antecedently to or

concurrently with any resolution for winding up the company,

or for appointing liquidators ; but if an order be made within

a year for winding up the company by or subject to the super-

vision of the Court, such resolution shall not be of any validity

unless it is sanctioned by the Court."

Upon this section the Master of the Rolls in

Be Bcoik of Hindustan, &c., ex parte Lot< (g), after

(q) 31 L. J. Ch. 609.
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observing " the law undoubtedly is that you cannot

witbout bis consent make a person a sbarebolder in

anotber company than that of wbicb be consented

to become a sbarebolder," decided tbat a member

of a company wbicb was being wound up volun-

tarily, and whose business was to be transferred to

another company in consideration of shares in such

company, could not be compelled under the powers

given to the liquidators by the above to take shares

in the other company, and that he did not forfeit

his right to refuse to become such shareholder by

failing to express his dissent from the arrangement

within seven days after the holding of the meeting

at which it was determined upon. Under such

circumstances the shareholder forfeits all claims he

may have upon the original company in respect of

his shares, but he is also relieved from any further

liability (r).

In Clinch v. Financial Corporation (s), Page-

Wood, V.-C, considered the effect of this section to be

—" that if a company be desirous of merging them-

selves in anotber company, inasmuch as a 'minority

of dissentient shareholders cannot he compelled to

take shares in the other company, it may be desir-

able that the first company shall have a power of

(r) Compaxe ex parte Higffs, by Page-Wood, V.-C, and in

2 H. & M. 657, an exactly which his Honour gave a simi-

similar case arising out of the lar decision,

same circumstances as ex parte (s) L. E. 5 Eq. 450, 472.

Los, heard a few days later
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closing its concerns and winding up its affairs, and

upon so doing of selling its assets to the other com-

pany, which may be disposed to purchase those

assets, paying for them in shares. Then it would

be for the shareholders in the company which was

being wound-up to say whether they will take

shares or not. If they refuse to take shares they

lose all interest in the purchase money ; they are so

far bound by the resolution of their own company

as to lose all right of claiming any portion of it
;

but the sale may still be a good sale of the one

concern to the other."

In the same case, on appeal (t), Lord Chancellor

Lord Cairns said :
" I think that section 161 clearly

contemplates a sale of the assets of the liquidating

company for such an equivalent in value as is

pointed out in that section, and does not contem-

plate the subjecting of the shareholders in the liqui-

dating company, without their unanimous decision,

to a fresh and original liability in the shape of a

guarantee." His Lordship then went on to lay

down—to this extent overruling the decision of Vice-

Chancellor Page-^Yood—that not even could the

shares of dissentients be forfeited :
" It is suflBcient

to say that, in my opinion, the liquidators of a

company would have no right to place a shareholder

of a company in this position, that he must either

dissent altogether from the arrangement and be

(0 L. R. 4Ch. 118,121.
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subject to have his shares taken from him at a

valuation, or else come in under the arrangement,

and thus be forced to subject himself to the liability

of guaranteeing the sufficiency of the assets."

And Selwyn, L.J., in his judgment expressed him-

self similarly :
" The words of the 151st section are

doubtless very wide and comprehensive, but it con-

tains no power to impose any new or additional

liability upon the shareholders of the selling com-

pany, and provides only for the payment of the

purchase-money of the shares of dissentient share-

holders, which is directed to be paid before the com-

pany is dissolved, and to be raised by the liquidators

in such manner as may be determined by special

resolution."

The exact position of a dissentient shareholder f?^^*'°" "^
•• dissentient

under this section seems to be this. "First, he may shareholder
' under sect. 161

assent to the proposed arrangement, either simpliciter °{ 25 & 26

or with modifications adapted to his particular case.

Secondly, he may dissent therefrom. Thirdly, if he

dissent, he can require the liquidators at their

option " either to abstain from carrying the resolu-

tion into effect, or to purchase his interest at a price

to be determined by arbitration," i.e., as provided by

section 162—that is, he is not compelled to accept

the liquidator's valuation (u). Fourthly, if he dis-

sents and wishes his interest to be valued, he must

(u) The shareholder has a agreed on or awarded to him,

right of action upon non-pay- in case of arbitration, Be Rosaz

ment of the purchase money v. Anglo-Italian Bank, L. E. 4
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give the requisite notice in that behalf within seven

days, or he may dissent simply and abandon all

interest in the company. Fifthly, if he dissents,

and his interest is purchased by the liquidators, he

nevertheless remains liable up to the amount of that

interest to the creditors of the company (v) ; though

if he dissents and abandons his interest, it seems

that his liability thereupon ceases (iv).

^d"^'th"^
Though the section speaks of a winding-up

Court. « altogether voluntarily," yet it applies to a winding-

up under the Court, which can, like the official

liquidator, direct a sale of the assets under section 95,

and such a sale is regulated by the principles laid

down in this section (x).

Foreign companies may avail themselves of this

section (y). So may companies not formed under

this Act, but they must first register themselves so

as to bring themselves within its provisions. In

Southall V. Brit ishMutual LifeAssu ra nee Society (z)

,

it was decided that an unregistered company, which

Q. B. 462. Compare Be Anglo- 509, n. ; Re Albert Life Assur-

Italian Bank and De Eosaz, ance Company, L. E. 6 Ch.

L. E. 2 Q. B. 452. 381 ; 33 & 34 Vict. c. 104, s. 2.

(v) Be Imperial Land Com- (y) Jie Irrigation Company

pavy of Ilarseilhs, Vining's of France, ex parte Fox, L. E.

Case, L. E. 6 Ch. 96. 6 Ch. 176.

(iv) See Los's Case (mdlliggs's (:) L. E. 11 Eq. 65. Com-
Cdse, iihi siiprH ; and Afardn's Tp9,re DroitwichFafenl Salt Com-

C<(.'<c, 2 H. it M. 669. pany v. Curzon, L. E. 3 Ex.

(x) 7iV Imperial Mercantile 35 ; and Princess of lienss v.

Credit Association, L. E. 12 ^os, L. E. 5 Ch. 363, 5 H. Lds.

Eq. 604 ; Fe Agra and ^faster- 176.

man's Bank, L. E. 12 Kq.
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has no power under its deed of settlement to sell or

transfer its business to another company, may carry

into effect an agreement for that purpose by regis-

tering under the Companies Act, 1862, passing a

resolution for voluntarily winding-up and directing

the liquidators to carry out the agreement.

The mismanagement of life assurance companies statutory

. ^ -,
-I

.

, .
enactments

having produced great distress and absolute rum to regulating the

many, the Legislature has recently interfered and of life

enacted regulations with respect to the conduct of companies.

their business and the control of their affairs. The

greater portion of the disasters brought about bythese

bodies has arisen from the amalgamation or fusion

of many small associations into one large and un-

wieldy concern. True enough the policy-holders

and other creditors of the original associations would

not be bound by any such arrangements unless they

agreed thereto ; but their recourse to their original

debtors is usually of theoretical rather than practical

value. What use is it to preserve them their remedy

when the assets and funds of their debtors are gone

or very seriously diminished. The unfortunate

shareholders, too, have to be considered. Like the

creditors they need not agree to an amalgamation if

they do not so choose. But this also is a merely

theoretical privilege, for they are to a great extent

in the hands of the managing body, and unable to

protect their own interests. Consequently Parlia-

ment has decided that the amalgamation of these

companies shall be to some extent under the super-
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vision of the Courts. Accordingly 33 & 34 Vict,

c. 61, the Life Assurance Companies Act, 1870,

contains among various provisions referring to the

accounts and other internal matters the following

relating to amalgamation :

—

Section 14. " Where it is intended to amalgamate two or more

companies, or to transfer the life assurance business of one

company to another, the directors of any one or more of such

companies may apply to the Court, by petition, to sanction the

proposed arrangement, notice of such application being pub-

lished in the Gazette, and the Court, after hearing the directors

and other persons whom it considers entitled to be heard upon

the petition, may confirm the same, if it is satisfied that no

sufficient objection to the arrangement has been established.

" Before any such application is made to the Court, a state-

ment of the nature of the amalgamation or ti-ansfer, as the case

may be, together with an abstract containing the material facts

embodied in the agreement or deed under which such amalga-

mation or transfer is proposed to be effected, and copies of the

actuarial or other reports upon which such agi-eement or deed

is founded, shall be forwarded to each policy-holder of the trans-

ferred company in case of transfer, by the same being trans-

mitted in manner provided by section one hundred and thirty-

six of the Companies Clauses Consolidation Act, 1845, for the

transmission to shareholders of notices not requiring to be

served personally ; and the agreement or deed under which

such amalgamation or transfer is effected, shall be open for

inspection by the policy-holders and shai-eholders at the office

or offices of the company or companies, for a period of fifteen

days after the issuing of the abstract herein provided.

" The Court shall not sanction any amalgamation or transfer

in any case in which it appeal's to the Court, that policy-holders

representing one-tenth or more of the total amount assured in

any company which it is proposed to amalgamate, or in any
comjiany the business of which it is proposed to transfer, dissent

from such amalgamation or transfer.
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" No company shall amalgamate with another, or transfer its

business to another, unless such amalgamation or transfer is

confirmed by the Court in accordance with this section.

" Provided always, that this section shall not apply in any

case in which the business of any company, which is sought to

be amalgamated or transferred, does not comprise the business

of life assurance.

Section 15. " When an amalgamation takes place between

any companies, or when the business of one company is trans-

ferred to another company, the combined company or the pur-

chasing company, as the case may be, shall within ten days

from the date of the completion of the amalgamation or transfer,

deposit with the Board of Trade, certified copies of statements

of the assets and liabilities of the companies concerned in such

amalgamation or transfer, together with a statement of the

nature and terms of the amalgamation or transfer, and a

certified copy of the agreement or deed under which such

amalgamation or transfer is eifected, and certified copies of the

actuarial or other reports upon which such agreement or deed

is founded; and the statement and agreement or deed of

amalgamation or transfer shall be accompanied by a declara-

tion under the hand of the chairman of each company, and the

principal managing officer of each company, that to the best of

their belief every payment made or to be made to any person

whatsoever on account of the said amalgamation or transfer, is

therein fully set forth, and that no other payments beyond

those set forth have been made, or are to be made either in

money, policies, bonds, valuable securities, or other property,

by or with the knowledge of any parties to the said amalgama-

tion or transfer."

The amalgamation of railway and other similar Amalgamation
, . n of railway

compames possessing compulsory powers is usually

effected by means of a special Act of Parliament

obtained for the particular case. There are also

certain statutes containing general provisions. Thus

26 & 27 Vict. c. 92 (the Kailways Clauses Act, 1863)
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lays down in Part V. a series of regulations in

reference to the amalgamation of railway companies,

but they apply only to such companies as shall be

amalgamated by a special Act thereafter passed and

incorporating that part of the Act. So 33 & 34

and gas and yigt. c. 70 (the Gas and Water Facilities Act, 1870)
water com-

_

^

_

'

panies. authorises two or more companies or persons supply-

ing gas or water in any district, or in adjoining

districts, to manufacture and supply gas, or to

supply water, and to enter into agreements jointly

to furnish and supply, and to amalgamate their

undertakings.
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PAKT IV.

THE RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF PERSONS CON-
CERNED IN OR OTHERWISE AFFECTED BY TRANS-
ACTIONS WHICH ARE ULTRA VIRES, AND THE
LEGAL PROCEEDINGS WHICH MAY BE TAKEN IN
EESPECT THEREOF.

CHAPTEE I.

THE INTERFERENCE OF THE COURTS IN THE

INTERNAL AFFAIRS OF CORPORATIONS.

The majority of an ordinary partnership have. Power of

while acting hond Jlde and apart from express pro- partnership.

visions, full power over the operations and property

of the firm. They cannot- enter into engagements

foreign to the purposes for which they have com-

bined, nor employ the joint funds in support of

such ; but within the scope of the partnership they

can compel the concurrence of a dissentient minority.

The minority must, however, be fairly consulted,

and have an opportunity of expressing their objec-

tions to any proposed scheme, and these reasons the

majority must duly weigh and consider. On thig

point there are some well-known observations by
H k2
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Const V. Lord Eldon in Const v. Harris (a) :
" I call that

act the act of all which is the act of the majority,

provided all are consulted, and the majority are

acting bond Jide, meeting not for the purpose of

negativing what any one may have to offer

when they are met together, but for the purpose

of negativing what they may after due considera-

tion think proper to negative. For a majority

of partuers to say, we do not care what one

one partner may say, we being the majority will do

what we please, is, I apprehend, what this Court

will not allow. ... In all partnerships, whether

it is expressed in the deed or not, the partners are

bound to be true and faithful to each other ; they

are bound to act upon the joint opiuion of all, and

the discretion and judgment of any one cannot be

excluded. What weight is to be given to it is

another question—the most prominent point on

which the Court acts in appointing a receiver of a

partnership concern, is the circumstance of one

partner having taken upon himself the power to

exclude another partner from as full a share in the

management of the partnership, as he who assumes

that power himself enjoys The lessees of

the se-\'en-eighths could not, without consulting

the parties interested in the one-eighth, take upon

themselves merely because they were lessees of

seven-eighths to do those acts which could only be

done by the body, or by a majority of the body

{a) Turn. A- R. 496, 525-7.
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representing the whole of the body ; and the

majority of the body never represents the whole

of the body, except where there has been a voice

called for from the majority, and submitted to and

fairly overruled by the majority." His Lordship

accordingly held " that the proprietors of seven

shares out of eight in a theatre, had not power to

alter the manner in which it had been originally

agreed that the profits should be disbursed."

The principle here so strono-ly enunciated applies ^<"y^'".^.°*

.

-^ ° ' -^ -^ majorities m
to corporations, though perhaps with lessened force ti»e cases of

•"

. .
corporations.

on account of the diflference in the nature and pur-

poses of these associations.

So Kindersley, V.-C, in his judgment in GrisseU's Grisseii's Case.

Case (h), laid down that a company is only a large

partnership modified in many important particulars

by special enactment, but still in essence a partner-

ship ; and that where statutes do not expressly or

impliedly vary the principles to be applied, those

principles which applied to an ordinary partnership

are applicable to a company. Consequently, one of

the principles of the law of partnership being that

none of the partners can claim any debt owing to

him from the partnership estate till all the creditors

have been paid in full, he held that a shareholder in

a company, who was also a creditor under a con-

tract, was not in the event of the company being

wound up entitled to set ofi" the debt due to him

(b) Re Overend, Giirney d; Company, GrisseU's Case, Ij. K. 1 Ch. -528
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against the calls, nor to set off against the calls a

dividend which might afterwards come to him.

The judgment was afBrmed upon somewhat different

grounds by the Lord Chancellor. The doctrine put

forth by the Vice Chancellor does not hold with

regard to all corporations, but with proper qualifica-

tion and within Hmits it applies to trading corpo-

rations, at least in so far as it concerns the business to

be engaged in, the management of the same, and

the authority of the majority of the members.

A corporation is, of course, theoretically distinct

from its members, but both it and a partnership are

after all made up of natural persons. A corporation

moreover, though in the eye of the law it may have

an actual and separate existence, can manifest its

existence and commit torts, engage in contracts,

and direct other proceedings only by and through

the individuals composing it. Lastly, a corpo-

ration generally, and a commercial corporation

almost invariably, consists of a great number of

members, a partnership of but few ; it is therefore

comparatively easy to find in the former a few

factious individuals ready to oppose any change or

innovation, and the results of such opposition can

seldom be so disastrous to them personally as it

would be were they members of a small firm. Con-

sequently for all these reasons we must be careful

how we apply Lord Eldon's reasoning to public com-

panies ; observing this caution, however, we shall

find it applicable in the main.
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I. The majority of the members of a corpora-

tion may manage its affairs, and modify

its constitution in any way they please,

so long as they act with bona fides, and

do not go beyond the powers of the cor-

poration.

In the first place it must be repeated, by way of ^°'^®''^.°^,
^ r ' J J the majority.

caution, that what the corporation itself as a united

whole cannot do, d fortiori a majority however

great of its members cannot do ; what is Ultra Vires

of the constituted whole must manifestly be equally

so of any and eack of the constituent parts.

But within the scope of the corporate affairs, the

majority not merely represent but actually are for

most purposes the corporation. Contracts entered

into, and arrangements made or sanctioned by them,

with due regard to formalities, and being authorised

by the constitution of the corporation, are valid,

notwithstanding the opposition or dissent of some

of the members. Lord v. Governor and Company }f^'^
"•

-' ^ Governor and

of Copper Miners (c) is an illustrative case. The Company of
''-'-'• ' CopperMiners.

bill was filed by one shareholder on behalf of

himself and the others, against the company, the

members of the governing body and other parties
;

and it impeached several transactions of that body

which had been sanctioned by majorities at general

(c) 2 Phill. 740.
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meetings of the shareholders, and amongst which

was a project to vest all the property of the com-

pany in trustees for the purpose of liquidating its

aifairs. The defendants demurred and the demurrer

was allowed, notwithstanding some vague and

general charges of fraud and misconduct on the

part of the defendants, and an allegation that, by

the constitution of the company, no one but the

governing body could convene a general meeting.

The Court held, that the specific acts complained of

primarily concerned the internal administration of

the company, and were not clearly such as it was in-

competent to a majority of shareholders to sanction.

stupartT. Similarly, in Stupart v. Arrowsmith (d), a
Arrowsmith.

. ; i . n i • i

railway scheme having proved abortive, the ma-

jority of the subscribers, at a public meeting duly

convened, approved of the accounts, and dissolved

the company. A bill filed subsequently by one

shareholder to set aside the arrangement and open

the accounts, was dismissed with costs on the

ground that—apart from the plaintiff being bound

by acquiescence—the proceedings having been sanc-

tioned and adopted b)- the majority of the share-

holders could not afterwards be disturbed.

Non-interven- The broad rulc is that in all matters of purely
tion of the . ...
Courts in internal economy the majority are supreme, and the
disputes . . p 1 1 1 r-

aiising in the Louits Will uot mteriere whether beiore to prevent

course of the doing of acts, or subsequently to relieve from
business.

the consequences thereof.

(d) 3 Sm. & G. 176 ; Kent v. Jackson, 2 D. G. M. & G. 49.
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The leading, and perhaps the earliest, case upon

this point is Foss v. Harbottle (e), and the principle p^^s v.
^ ^ ' ' ^ Harbottle.

there laid down has not since been departed from

or qualified (/). The bill was filed by two share-

holders in a statutory corporation on behalf of them-

selves, &c., against the five directors (three of whom
had become bankrupt), and against a proprietor who

was not a director, and the solicitor, and architect

of the company, charging the defendants with con-

certing and effecting various fraudulent and illegal

transactions, whereby the property of the company

was misapplied and wasted, that there had ceased

to be a sufficient number of qualified directors to

constitute a board ; that the company had no clerk

or office ; that in such circumstances the proprietors

had no power to take the property out of the hands

of the defendants, or satisfy the liabilities, or wind

up the affairs of the company. It prayed that the

defendants might be decreed to make good to the

company the losses and expenses occasioned by the

acts complained of; and for the appointment of a

receiver to take and apply the property of the com-

pany in discharge of its liabilities, and to secure the

surplus. The defendants demurred and the de-

murrers were allowed, chiefly upon the grounds that

upon the facts stated, the continued existence of a

board of directors de facto must be intended ; that

(e) 2 Hare, 461. 2 D. G. M.& G. 49 ; Inderwick

(/) See Mozley v. Alston, v. Snell, 2 Mac. & G. 216.

1 Phill. 790 j Kent v. Jackson,
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the possibility of convening a general meeting of

proprietors capable of controlling the acts of the

existing board was not excluded by the allegations

of the biU ; and that in such circumstances there

was nothing to prevent the company from obtaining

redress in its corporate character in respect of the

matters complained of.

The rationale of this decision is simple enough,

viz., that the corporation being the best judge must

be held the only judge of what concerns its own

interests, and that consequently so long as it is

acting—that is to say the majority are acting

—

with bona fides, and a due consideration for the

opinions of dissentients, no appeal lies from its

will never^in- domcstic forum. It makes no difference what is

laJreiy^ internal the nature of the Corporation, for public or private,

aflairs.
£^^, religious or secular purposes ; nor what the dis-

pute, if the question be one upon which the general

body is competent to determine, and if they have

determined after a fair hearing of objection, the

Denman. Courts wiU uot rc-hcar the case. Thus in Neate v.

Denman (g), where the plaintiff wished to withdraw

from an Inn of Court, but refused to accede to the

conditions imposed by the Inn upon withdrawal.

Hall, V.-C, decided that this was unquestionably

an affair of internal jurisdiction, and that conse-

quently he was unable to interfere to compel the

Inn to give up or modify the conditions.

Cases wiiorc
\^^^^^ ^^ scvoral cases the principle has been some-

(r/) W, X. 1874, p. 65.
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what misconceived, and consequently extended to tiiis principle
' •' has been un-

matters not coming within its application. It has d"iy extended.

to do only with such transactions as are intra vires,

but it has been applied to, and held to disqualify

persons from obtaining relief in respect of proceed-

ings done or contemplated which certainly approach

to, if they are not actually, Ultra Vires.

Yetts V. Norfolk Railway Company (h) is a case ^''**^,?:

in point. An incorporated railway company issued Kaii. Co.

new shares in pursuance of a resolution declaring

the purpose of such new issue to be the raising of a

sufficient amount to pay off the existing mortgage

and bond debts of the company. The holder of

some of the new shares filed a bill, on behalf of

himself and other holders of the shares, against the

directors and the company, alleging facts to shew

and charging, that they were about to apply the

money paid in respect of the shares otherwise than

in conformity with the resolution, and praying for

a declaration that the money ought to be applied

according to the terms of the resolution, and for a

specific performance of the agreement thereby en-

tered into, and for an injunction. The Court allowed

demurrers of the directors and the company, holding

that the case fell within the principle laid down in

Mozley V. Alston.

Edwards v. Shrewsbury and Birmingham Rail- Edwards «.
'' "^ Shrewsbury

way Company {{), is another case where this prin- ^^nd Birming-

(h) 3 D. G. (fe Sm. 293. denvick v. Snell, 2 Mao. <fe G.

(i) 2 D. G. & Sm. 537 ; In- 216; Baile!/ v. Birkenhead, die,
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ciple was strictly applied. Here a shareholder in

an incorporated railway company filed a bill on

behalf of himself and other shareholders to restrain

the directors from issuing preference shares, on the

ground that they were about to be issued contrary

to the company's acts, and for the purpose of con-

structing the original line instead of the branch (for

which alone additional shares were to be created),

and were intended to be distributed in a manner

contrary to the directions of the Act, which autho-

rised the creation of additional shares. The bill,

filed on the 22d of September, stated that the

plaintiff on the 1 7th of September became aware of

resolutions passed on the 12th of September, under

which the preference shares were to be offered to

the shareholders on the 23d of September, but the

bill did not otherwise show that the plaintiff had

not the means of procuring a suit to be instituted

in the name of the corporation. The corporation

and the directors demurred to the bill, and Knight-

Bruce, V.-C, decided that their demurrers could not

be overruled consistently with the principles stated

in, or to be extracted from Mozley v. Alston and

Exeter and Crediton RaUway Company v. Buller,

whether the proceedings sought to be restrained

were legal or not.

On the bill being amended, and stating that a

Ji(iilii'ai/Compmti/,l2'Beo.y.i'i3. Hare, 114, and 2 Mac. <fe G.

Compare Bagsliaio v. Eastern 389.

Unlijii Railway Company, 7
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majority of the shareholders supported the views of

the directors, and refused to authorise the plaintiff

or any other person to institute a suit in the name

of the company, the Vice-Chancellor again allowed

a demurrer, considering that the case as amended

was still within the influence of the above autho-

rities.

It admits of reasonable doubt whether either of

the two cases last cited fell within the rule now in

consideration. The matters there complained of

—

viz., the employment of the proceeds of shares to

improper purposes—would seem rather to come

under the head of Ultra Vires, strictly so called,

than of mere internal arrangement. Foss v. ITar-

bottle, as it has been judicially stated, " does not go

further than this : that if the act, though it be the

act of the directors only, be one which a general

meeting of the company could sanction, a biU by

some of the shareholders, on behalf of themselves

and others, to impeach that act cannot be sustained,

because a general meeting of the company might

immediately confirm and give validity to the act of

which the bill complains." Accordingly in the case of

Bdgshaio v. Eastern Union Railway Company
[j)
— Bagshaw».

from the judgment in which this extract is taken— ^'^^- Co.

Wigram, V.-C, determined that the application of

moneys derived from a particular issue of shares

was not a pure question of internal administration.

(j) 7 Hare, 114, 2 Mac. & G. 389.
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Here the defendants were authorised by several

Acts of Parliament to make railways from Colchester

to Ipswich, Ipswich to Bury St. Edmunds and Nor-

wich, and from Ipswich to Harwich, and for those

purposes to raise monies by shares and loans, not

exceeding certain sums in the whole. The same

company was also, by a distinct Act, authorised to

purchase and complete the Hadleigh Junction Eail-

way, and for that purpose, by shares or loans, to

raise a sum not exceeding £100,000. A suit was

instituted by the proprietor of a scrip certificate for

stock, forming part of the capital raised in pursuance

of the Acts authorising the company to purchase

the Hadleigh Junction Eailway and make the

Harwich line, charging that the company was

about to misapply the £100,000 raised under the

Hadleigh Act in the construction of the Norwich

line, and seeking to restrain such misapplication.

To this suit the company and the directors demurred

for want of equity, but "Wigram, Y.-C, overruled the

demurrers. On appeal, the Lord Chancellor affirmed

this decision. He said :
" The question reaUy is,

whether the law will permit money advanced for

one purpose to be applied contrary to the wish" of

the owner of that money to another, and whether

the bill states such a case as brings it within that

principle." And after examining the facts and

authorities, he decided that " the plaintiff was in

equity entitled to the interposition of the Court for

the purpose of keeping the company in the applica-
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tion of his money to those purposes for which it was

said to be advanced."

It manifestly follows that the majority from time to

.time may make such modifications as they think fit in

the business and other matters of the corporation {h).

II. The Court will interfere for the general The Court

. - ^

.

Tvill interfere

benefit of the corporation when disputes temporarily

have arisen which prevent its afiairs being protection.

properly carried on.

This was so decided in Featherstone v. Cooke (l).

Here the board of directors of a company divided

into two parties in reference to the mode of con-

ducting the company's business. Each endeavoured

to exclude the other party from the government of

the company, the result being the stoppage of the

company's works, and serious consequent losses to

the company. Finally, one of the directors filed a

bill against the company and the directors adverse

to him to restrain the latter from interfering in the

management. Upon motion made, Malins, V.-C,

granted a temporary injunction, and appointed a

receiver and manager, excluding all the directors

from any voice in the management until a general

meeting of the shareholders had been called, after

which he discharged the receiver, and left the

management in the hands of the new governing

body chosen at such meeting. As to the jurisdic-

(k) See Att.-Gen. v. Gould, 28 Beav. 485.

{I) L. R. 16 Eq. 298.
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tion the Vice-Chancellor observed :
" "With regard

to private partnerships nothing is of more frequent

occurrence than the quarrels of partners. If parties

quarrel, oust each other from the management, or

so conduct themselves that the partnership cannot

go on with advantage^ it is every day's practice for the

Court to interfere by injunction, and appoint a

receiver if necessary. With regard to public com-

panies I apprehend the same principle is applicable.

If a state of things exists in which the governing

body are so divided that they cannot act together,

and there is the same kind of feeling between the

members as there frequently is in the case of private

partnerships, it is clearly within the rule of this

Court to interfere, and it wiU do so."

III. The Court will interfere to protect any

indi'S'idual member if the proceedings of

the majority constitute a fraud upon him.

The majority must act with regularity and bona

Jides. They must be duly summoned, and all usual

formalities must be observed in the conduct of

AU members their meetings. The minority are, of course, also
entitled to be

• -i f
heard. entitled to notice of any meetmg, and of the mat-

ters to be there transacted. More than that—they

can demand a fair hearing, and that their wishes

and arguments should be listened to and duly

weighed (m).

{in) See the judgments of Lord Eldou in Natusch v.
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A fortiori, if the conduct of the majority amounts f'ases in which
•^

. .
the Court may

to a fraud upon, or to undue influence with respect interfere in

1
• •

T /-N -n 1 •
matters of

to, the mmority, the Court will protect the interests internal

— 6C0I10II1V

of the latter. In i2e London Mercantile Discount

Company [n), after a resolution to wind up the

company voluntarily, several of the shareholders

presented a petition complaining of certain transac-

tions by the directors which they alleged to be

fraudulent and improper, and to have caused great

loss to the company, and praying that proceedings

might be directed to be taken at the risk of the com-

pany in respect of such improper transactions. Page-

Wood, V.-C, in the first instance, ordered the peti-

tion to stand over, to enable the sense of the company

to be taken on the question of such further litigation.

The petitioners, however, did not call any meeting,

asserting that their votes would be overborne by

the votes of the parties implicated in transactions

complained of and their friends ; and thereupon the

petition was dismissed (nn). The Vice-Chancellor

observed : "The Legislature hasthought that the share-

Irving, and Const v. Harris^ over till the sense of the whole

uhi supra. Compare Blisset v. body could be taken.

Daniel, 10 Hare, 493. {n n) But without prejudice

(n) L. R. 1 Eq. 277. See to the petitioners at their own
also Exeter and Grediton Rail- risk filing a bill, which—as

way Company v. Buller, 5 Kail, will be seen post, Chap, ii.,

Co. 211, and East Pant du Sect. 1—any single individual

Lead Mining Company v. can do to prevent acts or to

Merryweather, 2 H. & M. 254, obtain compensation for acts

both which were suits by which are either Ultra Vires

members of a minority, and or a fraud upon the company,

which were ordered to stand

I I
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holders should meet and regulate that part of their

own business as they would regulate any other part of

it, by the views of the majority ; and, provided the

votes of the majority are given fairly and reasonably,

there is no ground whatever for the interference of the

Court. At the same time, no doubt, it was foreseen

that there might arise cases of such decided undue

influence and such a cause of overbearing authority

by those whose acts were sought to be impeached,

as would render it desirable that the Court should

interfere, and therefore in such cases there was

reserved to the Court the power of superintending a

voluntary winding-up by putting in force its coer-

cive jurisdiction where anything improper should be

attempted on the part of those who might endeavour

to screen their own actions by procuring a voluntary

winding-up. It is only by bringing the case as

near as possible to the latter alternative that the

petitioners could be entitled to entertain any hope

of success in the attempt to obtain the order sought.

I have diligently sought to ascertain, therefore,

Avhether in truth this minority, or apparent minority,

of shareholders have been overborne by improper or

corrupt influence ; if such a case were proved, no

doubt the Court would interfere. That is one of

the very objects which the Legislature had in view

when it declared that, notwithstanding a voluntary

winding-up, there should be a power of interference;

but I cannot find any trace of that."

The Vice-Chancellor accordingly, being of opinion

that the applicants had not satisfactorily proved
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their allegations, dismissed the petition. But this,

as he said, simply left them in their original position.

" By abstaining from interference I throw no obstacle

in the way of the petitioners prosecuting any litiga-

tion tbey may think right at their own risk—I only

throw on them the risk of siich. litigation."

Fraser v. Whalley (o) is another case somewhat

in point. Here directors of a railway company, pro-

posing to issue shares in pursuance of an old reso-

lution passed for a particular purpose, were restrained

from so doing at the suit of a shareholder, although

it was asserted that he belonged to a small minority,

and that the majority were favourable to the issue

of shares proposed.

SECTION ir.—HOW REDRESS MAY BE OBTAINED BY

ONE OR MORE MEMBERS COMPLAINING OF THE

PROCEEDINGS OP THE MAJORITY.

But though we must consider it as fully established

that the Court wOl interfere on behalf of and protect

a minority against proceedings amounting to fraud

on the part of the majority, yet it is by no means

clear when and how, under what precise circum-

stances, and by what mode of application its inter-

ference can be invoked. Perhaps, however, the

following statement, as far as it goes, will be found

correct and borne out by the authorities.

(o) 2 H. & M. 10. Com- 881 ; Muck v, Malalue, 27

pare Hattersley v. Shelbume, Beav. 398.

31 L. J. (Ch.) 873, 10 W. R.

1 I 2
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First.—In respect of what matters.

(a.) When the matters in question are afraud on

the corporation.

Ratification by First, the majority may confirm and condone

iiiega?acts. such, provided they are not Ultra Vires, thereby

relieving the guilty parties of their liajaility ; but, in

determining the majority, the votes of the guilty

parties themselves must be excluded. This was done

in Atwool V. Merryweather (o o), where the number

of votes for rescinding a fraudulent contract was

324, and for upholding it 344, but of the latter 106

belonged to the persons implicated.

Secondly, the minority complaining, who by thus

striking off improper votes form the acting majority

and consequently are competent in respect of the

matters in question to act for and represent the

corporation, may then file a bUl to obtain redress,

either in the name of the corporation against the

wrong-doers simply, or in their own behalf

—

i.e., one

or more members on behalf of themselves and aU the

shareholders except such as are defendants thereto,

who will include both the guilty parties and the

corporation itself, as a formal defendant (p).

Proceedings by Under some cii'cumstances it would appear from

behalf, &c., thc dccision in Gregory v. Patchett (q) that a suit

(oo) L. R. 5 Eq. 464. Com- iibi supra.

pare Ji'c London Moraiitile {q) 33 Beav. 595. See

Jiiscoin/t Com

j

III II I/, nhi siipni. Hichens v. Congreve, 4 Russ.

(/)) Aiwool V. Merryweaihcr, 562.
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may be instituted by one or more of the members against the

. . 1 c
giiilty parties

aggrieved—on behalf of himself and all other, &c.— only,

against the wrong-doers only. But it is submitted

that such a suit would be defective, and that in

every case where the question, whether of Ultra

Vires or of fraud, is one which concerns the corpo-

ration itself, the corporation must be a party either

as plaintiff or as defendant. A decision in the

absence of the corporation—which, be it remembered. Corporation

T' n 1 1111P' 1
must be a

IS distmct from even the whole body of its members party, sembie,

—would be a decision affecting the rights and

liabilities of an individual not before, and not heard

by, the Court.

Thirdly, a minority, and any member thereof on guu for leave

its behalf, may file a bill asking for leave to institute corporate*

proceedings in the corporate name and at the cor-
°^™^"

porate risk (r), and tiiis, perhaps, was till recently

the more proper method, whenever it was doubtful

either whether the acts in dispute were fraudulent,

or whether the persons favouring the same and not

implicated therein, if held to be fraudulent, formed

the majority. However, sinee the decision in At-

wool V. Merryweaihei—"it would-be idle to go

through the circuitous course of saying that leave

must be obtained to file a bill for the company "—it

seems that this course is unnecessary, and that, if

the bill be framed in either of the forms above indi-

cated, all and every question arising therein and

calling for decision will be decided.

(r) See Page-Wood, V.-C, in Atimol v. Merryweather,
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(b.) What matters will be considered afraud on

the minority.

interrention ot It is often extremely difficult to discriminate
the Court to « , , r r ^ .

protect the iraud on a corporation irom traud upon a section
mori y.

^^^^ ^^ ^^^ membcrs thereof. What concerns, what

militates against the rights of the whole body, will

generally to a greater or less degree similarly concern

and militate against the rights of individuals. But

it is not, on the other hand, equally true that the

interests of the members separately are synonymous

with those of the members collectively. What pre-

judices one particular corporator or class of cor-

porators may not be prejudicial—indeed, may even

be beneficial—to the rest of the community. Or a

certain transaction may be harmful in a proportionate

degree to every member and advantageous to none,

but some may desire to pass it over, while others

may wish to seek redress for the same. Or, without

raising any question of loss or benefit, the many

may actively urge or passively acquiesce ia the

prosecution of certain matters which the few object,

and if they have the power, decline to engage the

corporation in. The exact point to be deternuned

ubi supra. This is not un- Ch. 69 ; Downes v. Ship, L. R.

seldom done in winding np— 3 H. L. 343 ; and compare

see Imperial Battle of China, 25 & 26 Vict. c. 88, ss, 91,

<(-., L. R. 1 Ch. 3Sd;'Ba,ik of 139.

Gibraltar and Malta, L. R. 1
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is—when will the Courts interfere on behalf of the

minority thus refusing to submit to arrangements

and proceedings of which they disapprove ? It is,

of course, assumed that the affairs in question are

int7-a vires, are affairs of internal government only,

and primd facie within the scope of corporate

authority. If Ultra Vires', the difficulty of decision

is far simpler, as will be seen in the next chapter.

As far as can be gathered from cases not always

reconcUeable, and sometimes even conflicting, it

appears that the minority wiU be protected under

the following circumstances :

First. When there is a direct and unjustifiable (i) Violation of

attack upon, and violation of, the rights of some one member or

member or class of members. Thus, at the suit of members.

preference shareholders, companies and their directors

have been repeatedly restrained from paying divi-

dends in derogation of the contracts entered into

with them (s). What are the exact privileges of

such shareholders may not be altogether clear, and

even call for judicial determination (t), but whatever

they are it is beyond the power of the corporation

to vary them.

So powers of making bye-laws and of disfran- ^"^s^' '^^^

,
fraiicliismg.

chising must be employed in a proper manner. In

Adley v. Whitstahle Company (u), a member had

(s) Eenri/ v. Great Northern (t) See especially Maugha7i

Bailway Company, 4 K. & J. v. Leamington Gas Company,

1, and 1 D. G. & J. 606 ; and 15 W. R. 333.

cases cited ante, pp. 132-34. {u) 19 Ves. 304, 1 Mer. 107-
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Illegal

forfeiture

of shares.

(2) ActsTvhicIi

unduly affect

some members
of the cor-

poration.

Unequal
liability to

pay calls.

Preston v.

Grand Collier

Dock Co.

been, in pursuance of a bye-law, excluded from

participation in the company's profits, but Lord

Eldon, holding the exclusion to be under the circum-

stances not only uncalled for but unlawful, decreed

that the plaintiff should upon terms be restored to

his original rights.

And as already seen, powers to forfeit shares and

the like must be put in force bona fde, and, when

the circumstances require, not for the purpose of

punishing or damaging a shareholder (v).

Secondly. When the corporation is doing acts of

such a kind or in such a way as to affect unduly and

unfairly some of its members only, when these acts

can be so done, and consequently if done at all

ought to be so done, as to affect in a proportionate

degree every member.

This chiefly occurs in the making of calls. It has

already been pointed out that this is a trust to be

exercised for the general benefit. Consequently it

necessarily follows that calls must be levied alike,

as to time, convenience, and amount, and every

other circumstance, upon every shareholder.

In Preston v. Grand Collier Dock Company (w),

(v) Halt V. Clarke, 6 D. G.

M. & G. 232 ; SfiMs v. Hs/er,

1 Y. &C. C. C. 81; WatsoHY.

Hales, 23 Beav. 294. See

Sii'eiii/ V. Smith, L. R. 7 Eq.

324, where it was decided that

an illegal forfeiture of sliai-es

is not a wrong peculiai' to the

shai-eholder concerned, but a

matter affecting the whole

corporation, and to annul

which such shareholder may
consequently file a bill on

behalf of himself and all other,

(fee.

(w) ll_Sim. 326.
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nine persons had subscribed for 1000 shares each

under special circumstances and to benefit the com-

pany, and afterwards they made a declaration that

they held these shares on trust for the company.

Subsequently the company in public meeting unani-

mously resolved that these shares should be trans-

ferred to the secretary, and calls were made omitting

these subscribers. Shadwell, V.-C, however, on bill

filed by one of the other shareholders to render

these nine liable, held that the calls must be made

upon them :
—" This Court never would allow the

directors of a company so to proceed as to require

some shareholders to pay a deposit and calls, and

not to require others to make similar payments.

It is quite ob'S'ious to me that no fraud was intended,

and that the thing really meant was a benefit to all

the subscribers—namely, that the subscribers should

get the Act of Parliament they wished for. But,

nevertheless, as that purpose was accomplished by

these nine gentlemen becoming shareholders of 1000

shares each, my opinion is that there has been an

error which this Court will set right—namely, that

when the directors thought proper to make the calls

as they did, they stopped short of that which was

their duty, and that they ought to have gone on to

direct the same sums to be paid upon each of those

shares as had been directed to be paid upon the

other shares which were held by those who were

called the registered shareholders. Therefore it is

evident that, in whatever manner it is to be done.
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this Court will rectify the error that has been made,

and will take care that all the shareholders shall be

put upon the same footing with respect to the

liability to pay calls."

(3) Acts which Thirdly. When the corporation, and more fre-
are for the •'

_ _

general benefit, qucntly the govemiug portion thereof, are emplojdng

to particular powcrs vested in them for the general good to the
persons.

. . . ...
special detriment of particular individuals.

Perhaps the best illustrations of this principle

occur in connection with the transfer of shares. The

directors of companies have not impHedly any dis-

cretion as to refusing to register a transfer of shares

even in cases where the proposed transfer would be

contrary to the interests of the shareholders {x).

Very frequently such a discretion is expressly con-

ferred on them by the articles of association. The

discretion so given must, however, be exercised

reasonably—for instance, a refusal to make any

transfer at all to anybody would not be reasonable,

and the Court would control such an improper

exercise of the power {ij).

It should also here be mentioned by way of

Eefusal to

transfer

shares.

Persons not

(a;) Re Smith, Knight, <L

Company, Weston's Case, L. E.

4 Ch. 20. But as was ob-

served by the Lord Justice

Selwyu, "No doubt, if the

directors had reason to believe

that the transaction was fraud-

ulent or fictitious, they might

refuse to bo pai'takers in any

such fraudulent or fictitious

transaction." L. E. 4 Ch. 30.

And compare Re National and

Provincial Marine Insurance

Company, ex parte Parker,

L. E. 2 Ch. 685.

(y) Robinson v. Chartered

Bank, L. R. 1 Eq. 32.
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caution that however harshly or cruelly, judged by
"^™„^/j^i„°jfg

the standards of morality or the customs of society, ^°^*^^^*''^

a corporation, or a gwotsi- corporate body, or a interfere,

majority of its members—acting, it may be, against

the wish of a minority—are proceeding with respect

to an employee or other person not a member of

their body, the Courts cannot interfere on behalf of

the aggrieved party upon any ground connected

with the internal administration. The person so

complaining must apply to the Courts upon some

ground of law or equity, some right peculiar to him-

self which has been infringed. Moral considerations

are insufl&cient. A corporate body had not in Coke's

time, and it has not now, a soul, and therefore it

may, and not unseldom does, deal with its servants

and others compelled to trust to its good faith with

great harshness, but the Courts can only censure

such proceedings, and not interfere to prevent them.

If the party damnified thereby cannot allege some

fraud or legal injustice to himself personally, or some

legal abuse or misuse of the corporate powers which

may affect the public, the decision of the corporate

tribunal will as against himself be final, and not

examinable by any ulterior authority (z).

(z) Hayman v. Governing Dean and Chapter ofRochester,

Body of Rughy School, W. N. 7 Hare, 532, 17 Q. B. 1.

1874, pp. 73, 74 ; Whiston v.
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Secondly.—Nature of proceedings when the

minority are complaining.

Assuming it established that the proceedings

—

whether styled fraud, undue influence, or what not

—are of such a description as to entitle the parties

specially aggrieved to some relief in respect thereof,

the next and main question is as to the means by

which the relief can be obtained.

Application to The suit must usually, perhaps invariably, be

the Court of brought in Chancery. A Court of Law recognises the

corporation only, not its members as distinct from

and having rights against it, nor d fortiori one class

of members as endued with powers and privileges, or

subject to duties and liabilities, not in their ordinary

capacity of citizens, but by virtue of their status as

corporators, against or with respect to another class

or section of members. And even if a Common Law

tribunal could, under peculiar circumstances, take

cognisance of such rights and duties and of disputes

arising therefrom, the only redress it could afford

the sufferers would be a money compensation by

way of damages. But what they need is, not so

much recompense for wrong already inflicted, as a

security against future transactions similar to the

past ; and for this redress the intervention of Equity

must be sought.
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The frame of the suit.—Plaintiffs.

If only one individual be aggrieved, then that one Proper parties

alone will be plaintiff (a), and the corporation—and

if deemed advisable the acting members— the de-

fendants. The relief asked for must, of course, vary

with the circumstances, but usually includes a prayer

for an injunction to restrain the continuance or a

repetition of the conduct complained of.

But when the wrong is actually or potentially to Plaintiff suing

^
.

, ,
on behalf of

a class or number of the members, then one or more a class.

of these wUl be the actor or actors, the proceedings

being instituted by him or them on behalf of all.

But how to express this common interest is scarcely

yet determined. In Edwards v. Shrewsbury and

Birmingham, Railway Company (aa) the plaintiff sued

" on behalf of himself and all other the shareholders

in the Shrewsbury and Birmingham Eailway Com-

pany, except such of the other shareholders of the

said company as are respectively represented by

those shareholders hereinafter named as defendants

hereto ;" but the Vice-Chancellor, though he did not

(a) Compare Fawcett v. pany, 9 Hare, 313.

Laurie, 1 D. G. & Sm. 192, {a a) 2 D. G. & Sm. 537.

where one shareholder was not See White v. Carmarthen,

allowed to sue on behalf, &c., &c.. Railway Company, 1 H.

to restrain directors from pay- & M. 786, 33 L. J. (Ch.)

ingadividend already declared, 93; and Carlisle v. South-

with Sweny v. Smith, ante. Eastern Railway Company, 1

p. 487, n. {v) ; and see Stevens Mac. & G. 689.

V. South Devon Railway Com-
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decide this point, doubted whether this described

with sufficient clearness and precision the persons

on whose behalf the suit was brought. In Bailey v.

Birkenhead Railway Company (b) the title was " on

behalf of himself and all others the holders of shares

of £3 1 each in the company, except such (if any) of

the defendants as were holders of such shares."

Some of the holders of the £31 shares had paid

their calls and some had not, and the Vice-Chan-

cellor considered the bill defective as to parties in

thus suing on behalf of all such holders (it being

alleged that the caUs were made for an improper

purpose) and in not sufficiently alleging that the

holders of the other shares were represented by the

defendants. In Bagshaw v. Eastern Union Bail-

way Company (c), the suit was " on behalf of him-

self and all other the proprietors of scrip certificates

for perpetual six per cent, stock, 1849, in the

Eastern Union Eailway Company, who should come

in and seek relief under and contribute to the

expenses of the suit, other than and except the

eighteen defendants." It was objected that, as there

might be a conflict of interests between the parties

whom the plaintiff affected to represent, the suit

could not be thus brought, but the Vice-Chancellor

held that the bill was properly framed.

Where some In the abovB cases it will be observed that though

(6) 12 Beav. 433. Similarly Company, 3 D. G. & Sm. 293.

in Yetts v. Norfolk Railway (c) 7 Hare, 114.
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many persons were affected by the acts in question, of the class

.1 . -1 IT J. 1 J. j.1. are differently
tney were not necessarily anected to tne same affected.

degree or even in the same way, so that some of

them might even have approved of the arrange-

ments. Whenever this is so it is necessary to make

the latter parties defendants, naming one or more

amongst them as representatives of the others, and

to use such language in specifying the plaintiffs as

clearly limited them to the parties complaining (d).

In every suit of this kind the persons upon whose

behalf it is brought must be necessarily interested in

obtaining the relief sought, modo ac forma ; none

having conflicting claims can be joined with them (e),

while the defendants wiU include actually or by

representation all the opposing interests.

Sometimes the wrong is by its very nature a wrong

to a definite class, or to a group of shareholders

bearing a particular description—for instance, when

a company is doing or about to do acts in dero-

gation of the rights of its preference shareholders.

In such case, evidently one member of the class or

group may represent the others, and there wiU be

none to oppose. Thus in Henry v. Great Northern

Railway Company {/), the suit was by the plaintiffs

(d) As in I^ent v. Jackson, 1 J. & W. 358, 370 ; Car-

2 D. G. M. &. G. 49 ; and lisle v. South-Eastern Railway

Cramer v. Bird, L. E. 6 Eq. Company, 1 Mac. & G. 689
;

143. See Williams y. Salmond, Thomas y. Holler, 4 D. G. F.

2 K. & J. 463. & J. 199; Hallows v. Fernie,

(e) See Jones v. Garcia Del L. R. 3 Ch. 467.

Rio, T. & R. 297, 300 ; Weale (/) 4 K. & J. 1 ; 1 D. G. &
V. West Middlesex Waterworks, J. 606, and 27 L. J. (Ch.) 1

;
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" on behalf of themselves and all others the holders

of preference stock in the Great Northern Railway

Company. So in Coates v. Nottingham Waterworks

Company (g), it was by one person " on behalf of

himself and all others the holders of shares in the

Nottingham Waterworks Company, created pre-

viously to the 12th May, 1854, or issued in lieu of

shares so created, except the defendants."

Where the Whenever the iniury is of this description any
plaintiff •' -^ if J

stands alone, member of the class may thus sue, although

he stand alone in his complaint, and although

some even take a contrary view, but in this

latter case they must be represented among the

defendants. Moreover, if the actual plaintiff on

the record be himself precluded from suing, the pro-

ceedings cannot be, as it were, revived and con-

tinued by others in the same position, and desirous

to continue them. "As on the one hand a plaintiff

who has a right to complain of an act done to a

numerous society, of which he is a member, is

entitled effectually to sue on behalf of himself and

all others similarly interested, though no other may

wdsh to sue, so although there are a hundred who

wish to institute a suit and are entitled to sue, still

if they sue by a plaintiff only who has personally

precluded himself from suing, that, suit cannot

proceed" (/().

Corrij V. Lonihindemj and En- (Ji) BuH v. British Nation

nisk-iUfii Jiailinii/ Company/, 29 Life Assurance Association, 4

Beav. 263. D. G. & J. 158, 174, 25 L. J.

((/) 30 Beav. 86. (Ch.) 731. Compare 5car</t v.
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It must be clearly borne in mind that it is only a suit cannot

when the Avrong is actually or potentially to a class brought for

that a shareholder can thus sue on behalf of himself peculiar to

and others, the " others " being either some par- ^ ^
*'"

ticular group of members or the whole of them,

according as a portion or the whole are in exactly

the same position and interest as himself. It is by

no means clearly established what will constitute

such a community of interest. Thus with regard

to persons induced by fraud to become shareholders

in existing companies or ' subscribers to inchoative

companies, it was decided in Croshey v. Bank of

Wales (^), that a bill will not lie by one subscriber

on behalf of himself and others to obtain a return of

their subscriptions, while in Macbride v. Lindsay (j)

the exact contrary was determined—it being there

held that a shareholder induced by the fraudulent

representations of the directors of a company to

become a member could not sue, on his own behalf

merely, the company and the directors for a rescis-

sion of his contract and the necessary incidental

relief, but must make the others who had been

similarly defrauded parties to his suit.

Chadwick, 14 Jur. 300; and see cases must be now considered

White Y. Carmarthen, (tc, Rail- overruled hj Xischv. Venezicela

way Company, 1 H. & M. 786, Railway Company, L. R. 2 H.

{i) 4 GifF. 314, 9 Jur. 595. Lds. 99 ; and Smith v. Reese

(j) 9 Hare, 574. Similarly River Mining Company, L. R.

decided in Seddon v. Connell; 4 H. Lds. 64. See also Menier

10 Sim. 58, and Beeching v. v. Hooper's Telegraph Works,

Lloyd, 3 Drew. 314 ; but these L. R. 9 Ch. 350.
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The plaintiff

may not pray

alternative

relief.

Smith'.

So also a bill may not have a double aspect—it

may not pray relief on behalf of all the shareholders,

or failing that, on behalf of himself {k). But in

Siveny v. Smith {T), an objection of this kind was

overruled. The plaintiff was a shareholder in a

company whose shares had been forfeited, as he

contended, improperly. He filed his bill on behalf,

&c., first to be relieved from the forfeiture, and

secondly to set aside a contract entered into by his

company for the purchase of certain patents. Lord

Eomilly, M.E., overruled the objection of multi-

fariousness, mainly upon the ground that the suit

was occasioned in the first instance by the for-

feiture, and that till the validity of this had

been determined, it could not be decided whether

or not the plaintiff was entitled to raise the other

question raised in the suit.

Defendants.

As to the Defendants.

Among the defendants, as has been just observed,

must appear personally or by representatives all the

parties concerned in objecting to the suit {in). Conse-

quently we must have first the corporation itself (n) ;

secondly, the governing body, or at least those of

them who are implicated in the objectionable pro-

(k) Thomas v. Uobler, 8 Jur.

N. S. 1-J5, 1 D. G. F. J. 199.

(I) L. R. 7 Eq. 324.

(m) I.e., wLcn it is merely

an internal matter. If it be

n question of Ultra Vires, any

one member may sue ou ids

own behalf alone.

(») See, ho-wever, Gregory

V. Patchett, ante, p. 484 ; and

Baiigars v. Rivaz, 28 Beav.

233.'
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ceedings, they being excepted from the description

of the plaintiffs (o) ; thirdly, representatives of other

sections, if any, of the members who favour the

proceedings in question (p) ; lastly, representatives of

that portion of the class suing which, if any,

similarly favour the said proceedings, that portion

being by proper words also expressly excepted from

the description of the plaintiffs (q).

(o) Because the goyeming

body are the persons to be

afifected by the decree in the

first instance. Compare Winch

V. Birkenhead, dkc, Railway

Companif, 5 G. D. & Sm.

562.

(p) (5') Kent v. Jackson, 2

D. G. M. & G. 49, and the

cases cited, ante, pp. 493-6.

K E 2
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CHAPTER II.

PROCEEDINGS TO RESTRAIN ULTRA VIRES

PROCEEDINGS.

SECTION I.—BY THE MEMBERS OF CORPORATIONS.

I. Any one member of a corporation may sue

to restrain acts "whicli are Ultra Vires.

This proposition is now so completely admitted,

that it is needless to cite authorities in support.

The only points necessary to be adverted to are,

first, the amount of interest which will constitute

membership ; and, secondly, the frame of the suit.

First.—Tlie Amount of Interest.

1. In the case of corporations other than joint-

stock companies, any member may sue (a) ; but he

must be a full and complete member for all pur-

poses, and not simply a person having an inchoative

right of membership (6).

{a) See for example Ward v. Crystal Palace Company, 4

V. Society of Aitoniies, 1 Coll. K. & J. 326.

370 ; Adlt'i/\. Whitsiable Com- (6) Compare Whiston v.

pail)/, 19 Ves. 304; Rendall Dean and Chapter of Rocheiter,
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2. As regards joint-stock companies, any com-

plete shareholder or stockholder may be a plaintiff,

but he must actually be a member of the company,

and therefore a person who has sold his shares, even

though he may still remain under liabilities, cannot

institute proceedings (c). So may many other persons

having analogous interests—a shareholder who has

not complied with all the requisite formalities (d) ;

or the equitable owner of shares (e) ; or a scrip

holder (/) ; or a policy holder [g). But it has been

said that a trustee cannot sue, since he is not actually

concerned in the company (h).

3. Any one who would be liable upon a disso-

lution to contribute to the expenses thereof, or to

the liquidation of the debts of the company. Nume-

rous individuals there are who can repudiate their

membership, but who till such repudiation are to all

intents and purposes members. These on a disso-

lution, if their names stiU remain upon the corporate

roll, are placed on the list of contributors. Amongst

such will be included

7 Hare, 532. See, however, (/) Bagshaw v. Eastern

Spademan v. Lattimore, 3 Giff. Union Railway Company, 2

16. Mac. & G. 389.

(c) See Doyle v. Muntz, 5 (g) Kearns v. Leaf, 1 H. &
Hare, 509 ; Scarth v. Chad- M. 681 ; Aldeberi v. Leaf, 12

wick, 14 Jur. 300. W. E. 462, 3 F. R. 455. Com-
(cZ) Spackman v. Lattimore, pare Evatis v. Coventry, 5 D.

3 Giff. 16. G. M. & G. 911.

(e) Great Western Railway (h) Doyle v. Muntz, 5 Hare,

Company v. Rushout, 5 D. G. 509.

<fe Sim. 290.
'
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(a) persons induced by fraud to become mem-

bers (i)

;

(b) the holders of shares or stock improperly

issued (f)

;

(c) the owners of shares nominally paid up,

but which have not been paid up in a

manner satisfying the requirements of the

law (k)

;

(d) transferrors, whose transfers have been

made under circumstances which enable the

company, or the liquidators, to set aside and

cancel such transfers (I)

;

(e) semble persons hable to be placed upon

" B " or other supplemental lists of con-

tributories, and all persons whose respon-

sibility for the corporate transactions does

not cease ipso facto with their loss of mem-

bership, but only after the lapse of a period

of longer or shorter duration.

No authorities can be quoted where a person

coming within the classes (d) or (e) had sued to

prevent Ultra Vires proceedings, but as such pro-

ceedings tend directly to add to his liability, and as

(/) See Ortte v. Tiirqmnd, Snvell's Case, L. R. 3 Ch. 131.

L. E, 2 H. Lds. 325, and (k) See Forbes and JitdcVs

similar deciisions. Case, L. R. 5 Ch. 270 ; Father-

(J) See, for instance, Worth's gill's Case, L. R. 8 Ch. 270.

Cn.sv, 4 Drew. r)29, 28 L. J. {I) See especially Tr(7/(a??w'

(Cli.) 589 ; Felliny and Eim- Case, L. R. 9 Eq. 225, n.

xngton's Case, L. R, 2 Ch. 714
;
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in neitlier case, and more especially in the former,

has the person ceased absolutely to be a member,

it is submitted that he is entitled like ordinary

members to the protection of the Courts.

4. A company which is the owner of shares in

another company may sue in respect of these

shares {m).

5. The smalbiess of the plaintiff's iaterest is no Smaiiness o£

interest no

objection, and it would seem that where he is suing objection

on behalf of himself and all other shareholders, the

ordiaaxy rule as to suits for a subject matter less

than £lO does not apply {n).

Secondly.—As to the frame of the suit.

\Miat has been said in the last chapter as to the

power of one person, member of a class, to institute

legal proceedings to redress an injury to that class,

will apply with qualifications to injuries arising

from Ultra Vires transactions, as to such as are

caused by the unlawful acts of a majority. The

chief diiferences in the two cases arise from the fact

that every proceeding which is Ultra Vires gives to

any corporator a right to sue to prevent its repeti-

(in) Great Western Railway Western Railway Company v.

Company v. Oxford, (tc, Rail- Rushoui, 5 D. G. & Sm. 290.

icay Company, 3 D. G. M. & in) Seaton v. Grant, L. R.

G. 341 ; Bank of Sintzerland 2 Ch. 459 ; McBonellY. Grand

V. Bank of Turkey, 5 L. T. Canal Company, 3 Ir. (Ch.)

(N. S.) 549. Compare Great 578,
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tion, even though every other member were arrayed

against him.

This being so, the chief points to be noticed in

respect of the frame of such a suit are—first, that

the person suing must really and hond fide be

applying for redress upon his own behalf, and,

secondly, that when the acts in question com-

promise, directly or indii-ectly, public interests, the

public must be represented (which matters are con-

sidered more fully in the following pages) ; thirdly,

that the third parties, if any, concerned in the Ultra

Vires proceedings must be made parties as defen-

dants {n a) ; and fourthly, that the proceedings may
be instituted by the plaintiff either on behalf of

himself and aU other the members of the corporation

or, at his option, simply in his own name and

behalf (n 6).

II. The suit must really be that of the nominal

plaintiff.

The mere fact that the plaintiff is a member of

A person may another compauy, or upon other grounds is opposed

to the defendant company, will not debar him from
sue from im-

proper mo-
tives, but

{n a) Salontons v. Laing, 12 ip-h) Hoole v. Great Wes-

Beav. 377 ; Hodgson v. Poitds, tern Railway Company, L. R.

1 D. G. M. & G. 6, 21 L. J. 3 Ch. 262, 272; Menier v.

(Ch.) 17 ; Hare v. London and Hooper's Telegraph Works, L.R.

North Westei-ti Railway Com- 9 Ch. 350 ; and Bird v. Bird's

pany, 1 J. & H. 252. See Patent, d-c. Sewage Company,

cases in next note. L. R. 9 Ch. 358.
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taking proceedings. A corporation may not engage
^^"^is'owi^

^°

in matters which are Ultra Vires, and any hondfde ^**i*-

member may for any reason whatever decline to

permit the corporation to do so. A person may
even buy shares with the open and avowed object

of instituting proceedings to restrain the company

from committing unauthorised acts, and so to compel

them to buy off his litigation (o) ; but the plaintiff

on the record must be the person urging on the suit

—he cannot be the mere nominee and tool of others

in the background {p) ; and in one case Malins, V.-C,

directed a bill filed under such circumstances to be

taken off the file [q).

SECTION II.—PKOCEEDINGS BY OR ON BEHALF

OF THE PUBLIC.

It may be laid down as a general and unqualified

proposition that when Ultra Vires acts of any de-

scription prejudicially affect the interests of the

public, the Attorney-General must be a party to

the suit.

(o) Seaton v. Grant, L. E. & J. 126 ; Rogers v. Oxford,

2 Ch. 459 ; Bloxam v. Metro- <fcc.. Railway Company, 2 D.

politan Railway Company, L. G. & J. 662 ; Filderv. London,

E. 3 Ch. 337. See Orr v. Brighton, dsc. Railway Corn-

Glasgow, dec. Railway Com- pany, 1 H. & M. 489. Com-

pany, 3 Macq. 799, and cases pare Thomas v. Hohler, 4 D.

cited in the next note. G. F. & J. 199.

(p) Forrest v. Manchester, d;c., (q) Robson v. Dodds, L. R.

Railway Company, 4 D. G. F. 8 Eq. 301,
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Where the

public are

concerned the

Attorney-

General must
be a party.

When a corpo-

i-ation ia

abusing
powers giTon

for public

l>urposcs

;

Under many circumstances the Court of Chancery

has, on public grounds, jurisdiction to prevent cor-

porations acting in various ways, or contrary to the

intent for which they have been crea.ted. The

public, however, must be represented in aU appli-

cations relating to such matters, and this is done

by the intervention of the Attorney-General. No
single person, whether a member of the corporation

in question (r) or not, is able on his own account,

and of his own motion, to call upon the Court to

interfere for his special protection. The wrong he

complains of is not confined to himself—no right or

privilege peculiar to himself is violated—the wrongs

inflicted and the rights invaded affect the public,

and the public consequently must be a party to the

proceedings (rr). The occasions upon which the

Court will exercise jurisdiction to restrain the doing

of acts of this kind, seem to fall under the three

following heads.

First. When a corporation, or quasi-corporate

body, has been created for the accomplishment or

carrying out of public objects. In aU such cases

the powers possessed by the corporation have been

conferred upon it, not for the advantage of itself or

its individual members, but for the public weal.

(»•) Evan V. Corporation of

Avon, 29 Beav. 144.

()'»•) Stockport District Wa-

tertvorks Company v. Corpora-

tion of Mancliesttr, 9 Jur. (N.

S.) 267 ; Pudsey Coal G-as Com-

pany V. Corp)oration of Brad-

ford, L. R. 15 Eq. 167.
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Any employment of such powers, save and except

for tlie public purposes, and those special public

purposes for the advancement of which they were

designed, is consequently Ultra Vires. Under this

head wiU be included Eiver, Harbour, Dock, Navi-

gation, Fishery, and other similar Commissioners;

Turnpike Trustees ; Drainage, Sanitary, Sewage,

and the like authorities ; Boards of Health ; Guar-

dians of the Poor ; and analogous bodies.

Secondly. When the corporation holds its funds
"it";™"'

and property, whether the whole or a portion thereof, ^^^^
"^

in trust for public purposes. The basis of the juris-

diction here is rather the trust that has been im-

pressed on the corporate assets, than the public

purposes to which they are to be applied. It is on

this ground, as has already been seen, that the Court

of Chancery supervises many ecclesiastical and elee-

mosynary corporations, where usually its jurisdic-

tion is excluded by that of the visitor. Within his

own province, that is to say, in matters of internal

arrangement, the decisions of the visitor, Tnala fides

apart, are final (s) ; but his jurisdiction does not

extend to, or at least does not oust, that of Chancery

in the case of trusts. Therefore if a trust can be

shown to exist, whether for secular or religious

matters (t), and whether there be or be not a visitor,

(«) See Whiston v. Dean and (Ch.) 625 ; Rex v. Bishop of

Chapter of EochesUr, 7 Hare, Ely, 2 T. R. 290.

532, 17 Q. B. 1 ; Thompson v. {t) SeeBauffars v. Rivag, 28

University of London, 33 L. J. Beav. 233.

50<
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the Court will take cognisance of such trust, and

wiU if duly called upon enforce the observance of

the same, and restrain proceedings inimical thereto

as being Ultra Vires,

or Is acting Thirdly. When any corporation is doing acts
adversely to •' j r o
public policy, detrimental to the public welfare, or hostile to

public policy. The right of the Attorney-General

to intervene on these grounds was fuUy established

Great'Northern
^^ ^tt.-Geu. V. Great Northern Railway Com-

Raii. Co. pany (u), where the defendants had engaged in an

illegal trade in coals. It was objected that it was

not competent for him to file an information, but

Kindersley, V.-C, said, " On this point I entertain

no doubt whatever. Wherever the interests of the

public are damnified by a company established for

any particular purpose by Act of Parliament, acting

illegally and in contravention of the powers con-

ferred upon it, I conceive it is the function of the

Attorney-General to protect the interests of the

public by an information ; and that where, in the

case of an .injury to private interests, it would be

competent for an individual to apply for an injunc-

tion to restrain a company from using its powers

for purposes not warranted by the Act creating it,

it is competent for the Attorney-General, in cases of

injury to public interests from such a cause, to file

an information for an injunction."

When tho The above then being the grounds of the juris-

(«) 1 Dr. & Sm. 154.
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diction of the Court of Chancery in this behalf, the 4**^;|™;
"^^

next point is when can the Attorney-General direct

proceedings on behalf of the public ? He may do

so whenever public interests have been damnified,

or wiU manifestly be damnified, in the result by

transactions which are now taking place. And it

would seem from the judgment in Ware v. Regent's

Canal Company (v), that he may do so whenever a

corporation is going beyond its special powers, even

though no definite injury has been done or is likely

to be done to the public. " Where there has been

an excess of the powers given by an Act of Parlia-

ment, but no injury has been occasioned to any

individual, or is imminent and of irreparable conse-

quences, I apprehend that no one but the Attorney-

General, on behalf of the public, has a right to apply

to this Court to check the exorbitance of the party

in the exercise of the powers confided to him by the

Legislature."

As has been said, the Attorney-General must ^rame of

the suit.

always be a party when the matter is one afiecting

the public generally, and not any one person in

particular ; and if he refuses to be plaintiff either

ex officio, or at the relationship of persons com-

plaining, the parties applying to the Court must

make him a defendant (w).

Any person specially aggrieved by the wrongs

(v) 3 D. G. & J. 212, 228. (N. S.) 524; Temple y. Flower

(w) Lanff V. Furves, 8 Jur. 41 L. J. (Ch.) 604.
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Daugars v.

Rivaz.

Effect of

acquiescence.

or otherwise interested in or aflfected by the trans-

actions in question, may propria motu, and without

adding the Attorney-General, sue for his own pro-

tection and to enforce his own rights {x). He may

also, if public interests are directly or indirectly

affected by the matters complained of, join the

Attorney-G-eneral as plaintiff, and file a compound

bni and information (?/).

The corporation itself ought always to be a party,

but in Daugars v. Rivaz {z), where the plaintiff com-

plained that he had been wrongfully dismissed from

his post, and filed his biU for restoration thereto

against the governing body only, an objection

that the corporation ought to have been made a

defendant was overruled, for the reason that the

corporation had not for a long series of years been

kept up by the appointment of the members neces-

sary to constitute it.

Finally, it should be observed that lapse of time is

no bar—the public cannot, like a private individual,

be bound by acquiescence in a breach of trust or

other illegal act.

{x) See per James, V.-C, in

Wilson V. Fumess Railway

Company, L. R 9 Eq. 28, 34.

Compare Cook v. Mayor, &c.,

of Bath,!,. R. 6 Eq. 177, and

the similar cases.

(y) See Att.-Gen. v. Vivian,

1 Russ. 226, 233; Skinners

Company v. Irish Society, 12

CI. & Fin. 425 ; Att.-Gen. v.

Wilson, 1 Cr. & Ph. 1 ; Att.-

Gen. V. Earl of Lonsdale, L.

R, 7 Eq. 377.

(z) 28 Beav. 233. See,

also, Gregory v. Patchett, ante,

p. 484.
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SECTION III.—PROCEEDINGS BY THIRD PARTIES.

Upon this point little need be said. The whole

of the law, in so far as the present subject is con-

cerned, may be summed up in the two statements

—

first, that as no person can institute legal proceed-

ings on account of illegal acts, however great their

detriment to the public or to others than himself,

whether to obtain damages for them or to restrain

their repetition, unless he has been personally damni-

fied, so neither can he do so if the acts are Ultra

Vires of a corporation instead of a private individual.

Secondly, if on the other hand a private person be

wronged by such acts he may in every case sue for

damages or to restrain them, and that although

the matter complained of would not have been a

tort if done by an ordinary citizen. In a word, torts

committed by corporations stand, as regards legal

proceedings by aggrieved parties in respect thereof,

in exactly the same position as torts by private

persons, with the single qualification arising from

the doctrine of Ultra Vires that every act directed

or concurred in by a corporation in excess of its

powers will, if it causes harm to any third party, be

a tort, and give to such party a right of action.

511
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CHAPTER III.

LIABILITY FOR PROCEEDINGS WHICH ARE

ABSOLUTELY ULTRA VIRES.

What liabmty The Question arises, "what, if any, liability is in-
is incurred by . . „ . , .

, r
corporations, curreo. by a corporation or its omcials in respect oi

Ultra Vires transactions ? And under what circum-

stances, and in what manner, can such liability, if any

ever arises, be enforced against the parties so liable ?

While any such transaction is merely executory, it

is evident that neither the one nor the other party

dealing with it can have as against each other any

cause of action. Very possibly the officials may, on

the ground of an implied warranty of their autho-

rity, or of the corporation's powers, incur some kind

of responsibility. But as regards the corporation,

it is clear that by no possible legal process can they

sue or be sued, render the other party, or be them-

selves rendered, liable to carry out an unperformed

Ultra Vires arrangement.

Suppose, however, the arrangement is not alto-

gether in posse, that it has been to some extent

acted upon, other considerations arise, and under

certain circumstances it is established that some
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degree of liability may attach to the corporation,

and that the other party will be entitled upon

equitable grounds to a certain amount of redress.

SECTION I.—LIABILITY OF A CORPORATION IN

RESPECT OF ULTRA VIRES TRANSACTIONS.

I. The mere fact that a corporation has received

the consideration of, or otherwise derived

advantage from, a contract Ultra Vires,

does not involve it in any liability upon

such contract.

The liability of corporations, as of partnership, in

respect of contracts and other analogous matters, is

founded upon the fact, that the contract is one into

which the corporation could enter, and which has

actually been made by the corporation or by its

constituted agents. This principle as far as con-

cerns partnerships has been established by a long

series of authorities. It can scarcely be stated in

terms too general and rigid. Whatever be the

nature of the partnership, each member has an

implied authority to bind the firm for certain pur-

poses only. If he goes beyond that authority—if. Liability of

purporting to act on behalf of the firm, he enters on contracts

into engagements alien to the objects of the firm or smpeoi itt

exceeding his powers—the firm will not be respon-

sible for those engagements, even though they have

derived advantage therefrom, unless, indeed, they
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have ratified the same. This non-liability exists as

strictly in Chancery as at Common Law. Thus in

Fisher v. Tayler (a), it was laid down that the

implied authority of a partner to bind his co-partners

for the repayment of money borrowed for partner-

ship purposes, in the ordinary course of partnership

transactions, does not necessarily extend to raising

money for the purpose of increasing the fixed capital

of the firm ; and, therefore, a party advancing

money' to one partner, knowing that it was for the

latter purpose, cannot as a matter of course charge

the other partners with the loan, unless the trans-

action took place with their express or actual autho-

rity. It applies alike to money borrowed on behalf

of the firm (6) ; and to materials supplied to and

work done for the firm under similar circumstances.

It applies, a fortiori, to contracts relating to matters

not within the partnership purposes.

Liability of In considering this principle with reference to
corporations ,

. -, , i • • t i

on contracts corporations, we have merely to bear m mmd the
uitia ires.

j^gg^^^Qg Qf ^|^g doctriuc of Ultra Vires. Corpora-

tions can be bound, whether by their own pro-

ceedings or those of their agents within certain

(a) li Hare, 218. cJiange Company, 3 D. G. M.

(6) In Chancery, see the & G. 180. At Law, see Dkh-
case last cited, and Bevan v. inson v. Valpy, 10 B. & C.

Lewis, 1 Sim. 376 ;
^.i- parte 128; Hawtayne v. Bourne, 8

Apsey, 3 Bro. C. C. 265 ; Ex M. & W. 595 ; Emly v. Lye,

parte. Emly, 1 Rose, 64; Ex 15 East, 7; Lloyd v. Fresh-

parte Agac, 2 Cox, 312 ; and field, 2 C. & P. 333.

Koe Re Worcester Corn Ex-
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limits only. Outside those limits they are not

bound. Neither at Law nor in Equity will the other

contracting party obtain any redress, in any form

of suit, upon the engagement itself, from the corpo-

ration, whatever be the fraud or however unjust the

refusal of such redress. Some of the harshest of

these decisions have been those entered into with

promoters which have already been noticed ; and in

several of which the corporation has owed its very

existence to the agreement which it has afterwards

repudiated.

In many of the eases, however, falling within

this principle, there has been nothing like fraud

nor even harsh treatment. The suffering party

must be supposed to know the law, and therefore

like one who deals with an infant, or a feme covert,

to have entered into agreements which he was aware

were simply void as against the corporation. The

most recent decision is that of Re National Per- Ex pane
. . Williamson.

.manent Benefit Building Society, ex parte Wil-

liamson (c). The directors of the building society,

the rules of which gave no power to borrow money,

borrowed a sum of money for the purpose of ad-

vancing it to their members on the security of their

shares. The lender of the money afterwards pre-

sented a petition for an order to wind up the com-

pany. Giffard, L. J., reversing the decision of the

Master of the EoUs, held that the transaction was

(c) L. R. 5 Ch. 309.

L L 2
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Ultra Vires, and that, as it was not shown that the

building society had thereby been benefited, the

petitioner had no legal or equitable debt against the

society such as would support the petition, which

was accordingly dismissed.

Where a cor-

poration has

received the

consideration.

II. The mere fact that a corporation has re-

ceived the consideration of, or has other-

wise derived advantage from a contract

entered into on its behalf by an agent,

but Ultra Vires of that agent, does not

involve it in any liability upon such

contract.

This is a corollary from the last proposition, and is

founded upon the same reasoning. Indeed, the non-

liability of corporations on contracts made by their

agents in excess of their powers, is the conclusion

which directly follows from the non-liability of part-

nerships upon analogous contracts made by their

individual members. This principle has already been

indicated in examining the extent of the powers of

directors, and of their liability in respect thereof (d).

The agent of a corporation, Avhether he be a member

of the governing body or a mere servant, is the agent

for certain purposes only. However wide his powers,

they cannot exceed those possessed by the corpora-

tion, and will generally be much inferior. What-

(d) Soe ante, pp. 355—364.
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ever they are the corporation will be bound only

when such agent keeps within them, just as a part-

nership is bound by the acts of its members sepa-

rately, when these do not go beyond the implied

authority given them by law, or the express autho-

rity vested in them by the partnership deed.

III. Sometimes, if not always, where in pur- y^^^™ *«™
•^ ^ has been to

suance of Ultra Vires agreements, money ti^^ °^'^^^

°
_

•' contracting

has been lent or paid to a corporation, party a total

failure of

and there has been a total failure of the consideration.

consideration for which the loan or pay-

ment was made, the lender or payer is

held entitled to be recouped by the cor-

poration to the extent to which it has

benefited thereby.

This principle if not acknowledged and estab-

lished, has been put in force in a few cases for the

benefit of persons having claims of the descrip-

tion therein mentioned. A person enters into an

arrangement with a corporation hondjide, believing

that it also possesses the necessary powers for ren-

dering the arrangement binding, but it turns out

that the matter is Ultra Vires of the corporation.

What, then, is the position of the party so con-

tracting 1 Evident^ as nothing has been done

under the contract, it is not enforceable by or against

the corporation, and the whole proposal falls to the

ground. Suppose, however, that something has
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Anglo-
Australian

Assurance Co.

V. British

ProTident

Assurance Co.

been done—that the person so dealing has gone to

expense or done acts whereby advantage has re-

sulted to the corporation—is he not to be repaid to

the extent at least of this advantage ? It seems

that he is not entitled as a general rule, but only so

under particular circumstances.

In the Anglo-Australian Assurance Company v.

British Provident Assurance Company (e), where

one Insurance Company, A., transferred all its pro-

perty, effects, and liabilities to another Company,

B., on the terms of A. shareholders being indemni-

fied, on a bill by A. for specific performance of the

agreement, the Court decreed such indemnity. The

other company, which was ordered to be wound up,

having by its official manager filed a cross bill

alleging fraud and misrepresentation, and that such

agreement was Ultra Vires ; it was held, that the

B. company having had the benefit of the agreement

was not entitled to object that the agreement was

Ultra Vires, and improperly entered into by the

managing body, and the cross bill was dismissed {/).

This case is obscurely reported, but power to make

such purchase seems to have been contained in the

deed of settlement of each company. Moreover, B.

had had the benefit of the contract, and beinsr now
bankrupt, A. could not be replaced in its original

position—a circumstance which ever greatly influ-

ences the decision of a Court of Equity.

(e) 3 Giff. 521. tion on appeal, 4 D. G. F. &

(/) Affirmed with varia- G. 341, 8 Jur. N. S. 628.
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Re Sea, Fire, and Life Assurance Society, ea; JJ« Sea, Fire,

parte Port of London, &c., Company {g), is another Assurance

decision illustrative of the liability of corporations parte Port of

in respect of Ultra Vires transactions of which they

have had the benefit. The directors of each com-

pany had very wide powers of management, and

those of the Sea, Fire, and Life Assurance So-

ciety, had in addition " full power and authority to

purchase and lease as may seem expedient, at such

price, &c., the business of any other Fire, Life, or

Marine Insurance Company ;

" but those of the Port

of London Company were not thus expressly autho-

rised. By deed duly sealed, the latter company

transferred its business to the former company,

which also covenanted to indemnify it against all

claims. In a short time the purchasing company

failed ; both companies were ordered to be wound

up ; and the ofiicial manager of the selling company

tendered a proof against the purchasing company

in respect of claims which the selling company had

been compelled to satisfy. It was held by the

Lords Justices—who did not go into the question before the

of the validity of the amalgamation—that the claim tices

;

must be allowed, and that although one part of the

deed was not forthcoming. " Where a purchaser

has taken possession of, and enjoyed the subject-

matter of, a contract, it is in my opinion the duty

of this Court to make every reasonable presumption

in favour of the validity of the contract."

(^) 5 D. G. M. & G. 465.
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in the House
of Lords.

Barges and
Stock's Case.

On appeal to the House of Lords (h), the decision

of the Lords Justices was reversed, and the claim

disallowed upon the short ground that section 29 of

7 & 8 Vict. c. 110 invalidated every contract in

which a director was concerned, unless made in

accordance with certain regulations, and that in the

contract out of which the claim arose one of the

directors of the Sea, Fire, c&c, Society was in-

terested, and moreover that the statutory regula-

tions had not been observed.

In Burges and Stock's Case (^), policy holders

were allowed to prove in winding up in respect of

premiums, which they had paid to a company upon

insurances which that company was not authorised

to undertake. A life assurance company extended

its business to marine insurance. Shortly after the

company was wound up, and the extension being

determined to be Ultra Vires, the holders of the

marine policies were not allowed to prove for the

value of them. As to the premiums, however, Page-

Wood, V.-C, said, " They have had no consideration

for the premiums they paid. The directors it is

true had no power to issue marine policies, but they

had power to receive money and apply it for the

benefit of the company. It is proved that they

did so receive and apply these premiums, and the

amount might have been recovered even at law as

(/),) Sub nom. Ernest v. Xi-

chulh, C H. Lds. 401.

(/) lie rhxiidx Life Assur-

ance Company, Burges da

Stock's Case, 2 J. & H. 441.
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money had and received. The proof must, therefore,

be allowed for the amount of the premiums paid."

There seems to be no substantial reason whatever

for not extending the principle here involved to all

analogous cases. If liable in one case, why should

not a corporation be always liable to refund the

money or property of a person which it has obtained

improperly and without consideration, or if unable

to return it, to pay for the benefit obtained thereby 1

To say that a corporation cannot sue or be sued upon

an Ultra Vires arrangement is one thing. To say that

it may retain the proceeds thereof which have come

into its possession without making any compensa-

tion whatever to the person from whom- it has

obtained them, is something very diJBFerent, and

savours very much of an inducement to fraud.

In Hall V. Mayor, &c., of Swansea (J), it wasHaiiw.

decided that the proprietor of tolls wrongfully taken of Swansea.

and withheld from him by a corporation, could sue

the corporation in assumpsit for money had and

received. Lord Denman, C. J., said, " If the corpo-

ration have helped themselves to another's money,

it would be absurd to say they must bind themselves

under seal to return it." If absurd in one case why

not so always? As Page-Wood, V.-C, pointed out

in Burges and Stock's Case (k), " the directors have

0) 5 Q. B. 526. that the contract was with the

(k) Ubi supra. See also the Company, and that the money

same Vice-Chancellor, in L. E. has passed into their hands.

2 Eq. 755 : " But it is said Whether this gentleman could
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Corporations

should always

be liable to

account

—

sembU.

Other instances
where an
account has

been ordered.

Invalid

debentures
;

occupation

under a

void lease.

^power to receive money and apply it for the benefit

of the company." Legal and equitable principles

would therefore seem to require, as certainly com-

mon justice does, that a corporation shall account

for whatever advantage it may derive from an Ultra

Vires agreement.

The received opinion is that, special circumstances

apart, it is not so liable. In addition, however, to

the decision already cited, an account has been

directed in some other cases of an analogous nature.

Thus, in AthencBum Life Assurance Company v.

Pooley (I), where debentures issued in fraud of the

company were held invalid in the hands of an

assignee for value without notice, the Lords Justices

gave the assignee permission to have an inquiry as

to whether the company had derived any benefit

from these debentures. So in Wood's Claim (to),

and Brown's Claim (n), similar accounts were di-

rected to be taken for the benefit of the injured

party.

Again, in Ex parte Kay (o), where a company

took a lease from one of their directors under a void

recover against tliem in an

action for moneys had and re-

ceived, I know not.''

(I) 3 D. G. & J. 294.

(to) lie London tfc County

Assurance Company, Wood's

Claim, 30 L. J. (Ch.) 373,

9 W. R. 366.

(») 10 W. R. 662. See also

per Kindersley, V.-C, in Re
National Patent Steam Fuel

Company, Baker's Case, 1 Dr.

& Sm. 55 ; British Provident

Society v. Norton, 9 Jur. N. S.

1308.

(o) Burslem Paper Mills

Company, ex parte Key, 16 W.
R. 1103.
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agreement, and the lessor recovered possession of

tlie premises in an action of ejectment against the

company for breach of the conditions, the lessee was

allowed to prove in the winding up for the use and

occupation by the company of the premises.

IJx parte Williamson, which has already been ex parte

referred to (p), is sometimes thought to be opposed

to the principle now in statement. But if carefully

considered it will not be found to be so. Giffard,

L. J., in his judgment, says, " I do not think it

necessary to go through the evidence. Suffice it to

say, that there is no proof whatever that one six-

pence of this money went in payment of any debt

which was recoverable against the company. In

truth all this money went for the purposes of loans

to members of this company. It is not for me to

say whether the Savings Bank Association that lent

the money, have or have not any right either as

against the property of this company which was

pledged to them, or as against the persons to whom
this money was lent. If they have any such rights

they can only be asserted by filing a bill, and taking

a very different proceeding from that which has

been taken here." In other words the decision was,

not that the company were under no liability in

respect of the loan in question, but that the proper

course had not been adopted for rendering them

(p) Ante, p. 515. Compare 30 L. J. (Ch.) 742.

Fare v. Clef/y, 29 Beav. 589,
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liable. In fact, the Lord Justice more than hinted

that they might be liable.

Wilson's Case. j^j^^ jn the latest decision, Wilson's Case (q),

where a person had made a loan to a budding

society, which it was Ultra Vires of the society to

accept, and which was secured by a deposit of deeds

of the society, it was determined that on the society

being wound up, the official liquidator could not

without payment of the money advanced deprive

the lender of his securities. Bacon, V.-C, said, " If

the official liquidator had filed a bUl to have the

securities returned, he could not get rehef except

on payment of the money which he confesses was

advanced. He has no equitable right other than

the society has."

Ex parte Two cases somewhat confficting with this prin-
Cropper,

. .

ciple have to be noticed. In the former, Ex parte

Cropper (r), a committee was appointed by the

shareholders of a defunct company to wind up its

affairs. To do so they went to considerable expense

in endeavouring to get the Public Acts of Parlia-

ment, which were at that- time brought forward,

made applicable to the company, and also in urging

forward the Winding-up Act itself Their claim

for these expenses was disallowed in winding up

;

Comments and it is Submitted rightly so in accordance with
on this . . , ^jy,

decision. this pnuciple. Tlicy did not advance money to the

{q) Re Dtivliam County, (Lx., {r) Re St. George Steam

Buildiiig Soi'iety, Wilson's Case, Packet Company, ex parte

L. 11. 1:3 Eq. 521. Cropper, 1 D. G. M. & G. Ul.
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company, or in any other way bring themselves

within the principle. They were appointed for cer-

tain purposes and with certain powers only; but

they went beyond their powers, and then attempted

to charge those who appointed them for the ex-

penses thereby incurred.

In the latter. Hill's Case{s), money had been ad- Hill's Case.

vanced to a benefitbuilding societywhichwas not em-

powered to borrow. It was held, in the winding up,

that the depositors were not entitled to have a call

made upon the members for the repayment of their

deposits. But here there was something very dif- commtats

ferent from persons who had lent money or supplied decision.

articles to a company, asking simply for an inquiry

as to how the company had benefited thereby. In

the first place there were no assets to be divided.

It was purely a question whether persons who had

entered into an Ultra Vires agreement, could require

a call to be made upon the shareholders to recoup

them. It need not be said that the doctrine of

Ultra Vires means among other things that this can-

not be done. And secondly, the persons upon whom
it was proposed to make the call, having paid all

their subscriptions, had by the rules of the society

actually ceased to be members and were discharged

from aU further liability. Under such circumstances,

even if the borrowing had been intra vires, the de-

cision probably would have been the same.

(s) Re Victoria Permanent Jones' Case, L. E. 9 Eq. 605.

Benefit Sc, Society, Hill's Case,
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IV. Persons who have iu any way advanced

money to a corporation, which money has

been devoted to the necessaries of the

corporation, are considered in Chancery as

creditors of the corporation to the extent

to which the loan has been so expended.

Gei-man Xhis is the doctrinc laid down in the well-known
Mining Co. a

Case. German Mining Company's Case (t), which arose

thus : A joint-stock company was formed in Eng-

land for working mines in Germany, subject to the

terms of a deed of settlement, which provided that

the capital should be £50,000, and gave no powers

to the directors to raise money except by the

creation of new shares. That capital was paid up,

and proved insufficient for working the mines. The

wages of the miners being in arrear, and other debts

being due, the managing directors obtained advances

from some of the shareholders for the purpose of pay-

ing those debts and preventing the mines from being

seized under the law of the country. The directors

also borrowed other sums on their personal guarantee

from the bankers of the company, not for payment

of debts, but for carrying on the business of the

company in its ordinary course, and they after-

wards repaid the bankers these advances. The

company was wound up under the Winding-up

(t) Re German Mining Com- Australasia v. Breillat, 6 Moo.

pany, ex parte Chippendale, 4 P. C. 152.

D. G. M. & G. 19 ; Bank of
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Acts. Upon appeal, Knight-Bruce and Turner, L.JJ.,

decided that although the advances made by the

bankers did not constitute a debt due to them from

the company, the directors having no power to

borrow, the directors were entitled to be allowed the

amounts repaid by them to the bankers, the directors

being trustees, and in that character entitled to in-

demnity from their cestuis que trustent against

expenses bond fide incurred. Turner, L. J., based Pn^ipio of

_

^ '' the decision.

his decision on the ground partly that the directors

were trustees for the general body of shareholders,

partly that the money had been devoted to payment

of debts which could at once have been enforced, to

the great detriment of the company. He said :

" Applying these decisions (tt) and these principles

to the present cases, I think that the shareholders

by whom these advances were made would, in

common with the other shareholders, have been

liable to the miners and creditors who were paid by

means of the advances, and therefore that (assuming

the mines to have been properly carried on, upon

which 1 have already observed; and shall presently

observe more fully, and assuming the expenditure

(m) "ViT^jHawtayne v. Bourne, to pay the arrears of the wages

7 M. & W. 595, and Hawhen due to the labourers in the

V. Bourne, 8 M. & W. 703, in mine, while in the latter they

the former of which, share- were liable for goods supplied

holders of a mining company for the necessary working of

were held not liable for monies the mine on the order of the

borrowed by the agent in order resident agent.
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to have been properly incurred, whicli upon the

footing of the mines being carried on is not dis-

puted), the decision of the Master [allowing the

proof] ought to be upheld upon that ground alone.

Ex parte j^ ^^ parte Bignold, Re Norwich Yarn

Company (v), the directors of a trading com-

pany had incurred a large debt on account of

the company, and in due conduct of its affairs.

They had no express power to borrow, and indeed

clause 53 of the deed provided "that the board

of directors shall cause all purchases for or on

behalf of the company to be made for ready money,

so far as the same may be practicable, or they may
deem expedient." The subscribed capital was all ex-

hausted, but the Master of the Eolls holding that

the deed of settlement did not limit the liability of

each member to the amount of his shares as named

in the deed, decided that the directors were entitled

to be repaid by a call upon the shareholders.

Tioup's case.
Troup's Case (iv) arose thus. The directors of a

company having no borrowing powers, being pressed

for money by their contractor, obtained for him on

credit £2000 at a banker's upon their guarantee.

The contractor afterwards agreed to abandon the

plant, &c., to the company on receiving £600 and

(v) 22 Beav. 143. circumstances and decision

(to) Re Electric Telegraph were exactly analogous; Re
Company of h-eland, Troup's Magdalena Steam Navigation

Case, 20 Beav. 353 ; Hoare's Company, John. 690.

Case, 30 Beav. 225, where the
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being indemnified against the bankers' claim. Sub-

sequently to this tbe secretary of the company,

with the sanction of the directors, borrowed £500

in his own name for the company, which was

applied in. paying the bankers and a judgment debt

of the company. The company had the benefit of

the plant, &c., which were sold for what the com-

pany gave for them. The Master of the EoUs held

that the secretary could prove in the winding up for

the money, with interest, which had been so bond

Jide applied for the benefit of the company.

Lowndes v. Garnett and Moseley Gold Mining Lowndes «.
"^ ^ Garnett, &o,,

Company ofAmerica {x) is to the same effect. One Mining Co.

of the directors of a company established under . the

Joint-Stock Companies Act, 184 4, and having

definite borrowing powers, made advances (not in

accordance with the borrowing powers) to meet the

necessary expenses of carrying on the concern.

Subsequently the company, after being registered as

a limited company under the Joint-Stock Companies

Act, 1856, was voluntarily wound up. Page-Wood,

V.-C, held that the director was entitled to rank as

a creditor of the company, and to receive payment

next after the general creditors in the event of there

being any assets. In reference to the principle

{x) 33 L. J. (Ch.) 418, upon the winding up of the

3 N. R. 601. The report in company, file his bill to recover

2 J. & H. 282, of the same the amount of his debt, instead

case, shows that the creditor of merely proving in the windr

under these circumstances may ing up.
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involved in these decisions, the Vice-Chancellor

observed :
" When the directors had no money in

hand, and the borrowing powers were exhausted,

they had a choice of two things—either to stop the

business of the company at once, or to carry on the

business and pay the necessary expenses themselves,

making the shareholders jointly liable for those

expenses. If that were not intended, it ought to be

provided against by the deed of settlement, but I

think that very few companies would wish their

deed of settlement to provide that the concern

should be stopped immediately the directors had no

money in hand."

Ee Cork and Lastly, tliis principle was applied in Re Cork and

Rail. Co. Yougkal Railway Company {y), to advances made

by persons to enable a railway company to complete

its line. The company Avas in difficulties ; it had

spent its authorised capital and was in debt besides
;

and resolutions were passed for the issue of Lloyd's

bonds. These were given to persons who lent the

company money to pay for land, buy rolling-stock,

&c., but the resolutions and the issue w^ere both

Ultra Vires, because the company had exhausted its

borrowing powers. It was decided by Malins, V.-C.

,

and on appeal, that the persons to whom the bonds

had been issued were entitled to be repaid by the

(y) L. R. 4 Ch. 748; Re Companyy.Banhridge,&e.,Rail-

Emoiifh Dods Company, L. R. way Company, Ir. R. 2 Eq. 190,

17 Eq. 181 ; Ulster Railway 16 W. R. 598.
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company to the extent to which their loans had

been used for the company. The Lord Chancellor

considered these persons to be equitable assignees of

the original debtors. " It is shown, I think, that as

regards some of the moneys which have been raised

through the medium of Mr. Lewis some small

portions were paid directly to persons who were

actually creditors of the company, and so far, I

apprehend, there could be little or no dispute as to

the right of Mr. Lewis, or of a person claiming-

through him, to stand in the place of the original

debtor, whose debt, being a valid debt, had been so

paid." This, it will be noticed, is different from

the ratio decidendi of the German Mining Company

Case, where the Lords Justices went partly upon the

ground that directors, being in a manner trustees

for their shareholders, are entitled like other trustees

to be indemnified by their cestuis que trustent for

expenses justifiably incurred by them on behalf of

the latter.

There is, however, one decision to some extent at iJe Worcester

variance. In Re Worcester Corn Exchange Com- change co.

pany (z), directors who had themselves advanced

money, after all the company's capital had been called

up, to complete the undertaking, were not entitled to

be recouped by a call upon the shareholders. This

case in some of its circumstances resembles, and is

therefore often said to be in conflict with, Re Nor-

(?) .3 D. G. M. &G. 180.,

M M 2
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wich Yarn Company, but it is easily distinguish-

able. Here the company was formed for one single

definite purpose—viz., the erection of a corn ex-

change ; the budding was to cost a certain sum,

fixed beforehand, but it cost more, and the directors

propria raotu supplied the excess, although the deed

of settlement expressly provided that calls should not

be made upon the shareholders " beyond the amount

for the time being remaining unpaid of their re-

spective shares." In the Norv:icli Yarn Company's

Case all this was different—the company was esta-

blished to carry on a manufacture, its liabilities

were not, and could not, be precisely determined

and prescribed beforehand, and the deed did not fix

a limit to the amount which the shareholders might

be required to pay.

Of course if persons make loans to a corporation

to be to their knowledge devoted to purposes which

are Ultra Vires, they can have no possible claim

upon the corporation in respect thereof (a).

SECTION II.—LIABILITY OF THE DIRECTORS AND OTHER

OFFICIALS OF A CORPORATION IN RESPECT OF ULTRA

VIRES TRANSACTIONS.

fienerai rule Firstl)", pcrsous acting On behalf of others must
as to the

• i i i t i

liability of clearly and unmistakably both act and give the
agents.

. • ^ ^ i it
parties with whom they are dealing to understand

(a) Re Kent Benefit Building parte Williamson, L. K. 5 Ch.

Society, 1 Dr. & Sm. 417 ; Ex 309.
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that they are acting as agents, and are unwilling to

incur any personal liability. Otherwise they will

be liable as principals, even though they had no

such intention (b).

The same rule applies to the agents of a corpo-

ration, as is well shown by the decision in Kay ^ay «.
'

_

;
_

-^ Johnson.

V. Johnson (c). This was a suit asking for specific per-

formance of an agreement to take a lease, and for

damages caused by the refusal to do so, against the

Blackburn Manufacturing, &c.. Company (Limited)

and the directors and the secretary of the company.

An agreement was made for the lease of certain

premises, containing a stipulation that the lessees

should execute certain building works, and the

lessors should advance £1000 on mortgage to a

limited company. This agreement was executed by

the directors and secretary of the company as lessees.

The £1000 was duly advanced, and the lessor (the

plaintiff) in correspondence treated the company as

liable to perform the stipulations of the agreement,

and evidence was given that the directors and

secretary were trustees of the benefit of the agree-

ment for the company, but the memorandum of

agreement expressly styled the directors named in

it "the lessees." It was therefore held that the

directors and secretary who signed the agreement

were personally liable, and a decree was made

against them for specific performance of the agree-

(6) Paice V. Walker, L. R. (c) 2 H. & M. 118.

5 Ex. 173.
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Liability of

corporate

officials upon

Intra Vires.

Examples

—

negotiable

instruments.

Dutton V.

JIarsh.

ment to take a lease. The Vice-Chancellor said :

" On the face of the instrument the presumption

which arises is that the directors are liable as prin-

cipals as between them and the plaintiff, although

they were also trustees for the company as between

themselves."

Similarly with respect to every kind of agree-

ment. If it be not Ultra Vires, and the language

used is such as to make the corporate officials

personally parties to the same, they wUl ex necessi-

tate be liable thereon, apart from any question as to

whether the corporation is also liable, or as to what

rights of tademnity or otherwise they may have

against the corporation (d).

Many of the decisions on this head have been

in connection with negotiable instruments. Not un-

seldom directors, trustees, or other agents represent-

ing a company make notes and accept bills, very

probably meaning the same to be on behalf of

their company, but not using suitable language nor

taking other precautions necessary to exclude per-

sonal liability. Thus in Dutton v. Marsh (e), four

directors of a joint-stock company signed their

(rf) Barker v. Allan, 5 H. & "^ecia^j Lindiis^. Melrose, 3 H.

N. 61, 29 L.J. (Es.)100;//arf-

don V. Ai/ers, 1 E. ct E, 118.

See Hallet v. Dowdall, 18 Q. B.

2, 21 L. J. (Q. B.) 98.

(e) L. R. 6 Q. B. 361. See

tlic oases there cited, and es-

& N. 177, 27 L. J. (Ex.) 326,

and Alexander v. Sizer, L. R.

4 Ex. 102, in neither of which

were the directors who signed

held liable.
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names to a promissory note in the following form :

" We, tlie directors of the Isle of Man Slate Com-

pany Limited, do promise to pay J. D. £1600,

"with interest at six per cent, till paid, for value

received." And at one corner of the note the com-

pany's seal was affixed, with " Witnessed by L. L."

It was held that the directors were personally liable

as makers of the note, because there was nothing in

the note itself to exclude this personal liability, and

the fact that the company's seal w^as affixed Avas

not sufficient to show that the note was signed on

behalf of the company.

Secondly, if an agent, or rather one acting as Agent who

such, has not at the time a principal, and there is not principal.

then in existence any person who could be principal,

then, as the contract would otherwise be wholly in-

operative, such person will be held to have acted on

his own behalf, and he cannot afterwards be relieved

from liability by the intervention of some person

willing to ratify such contract. In the case of

corporations this question will generally arise, when

it does arise, with reference to the proceedings of

promoters. If promoters make, on behalf of the

future corporation, an absolute contract, and not

merely one which is conditional on the formation

of such corporation, they will be personally liable

thereon, and will not be released from liability by

the subsequent adoption of such contract by the

corporation when created (/).

(/) Kelner v. Baxter, L. E. have been given, ante, pp.

2 C. P. 174, the facts of which 395, 396.
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Agent Thirdly—where the agent of a corporation mis-
exceeding his « , . , . rm •

authority, represents the extent oi nis authority, ihis is,

perhaps, the commonest instance where a person

dealing with directors obtains redress from them

personally on the ground of the contract being Ultra

Vires either of themselves or of the corporation.

The principle may be thus stated :

If a director or other similar official of a cor-

poration making a contract with a person

misrepresent his own authority, whereby

a contract not enforceable against the cor-

poration is made, and the person so con-

tracting was not aware of the limitation

of authority, such person A^'ill have an

action for damages against the individual

guilty of the misrepresentation ; and it

has been decided that he will have a

similar action when the misrepresentation

is of the powers of the corporation, sed

qiuvre.

(a.) Misrejyyeseiitatioil of an OfficiaTs authority.

Of the accuracy of the first part of this rule there

can be little doubt. As is well known in the case

of ordinary agents and principals, if the agent mis-

is personally represents or exceeds (however innocentlv) his
liable,

_ _ _
^ •'

'

authority, and his principal refuses to ratify the

act in question, the agent is liable— not, indeed,
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upon the contract as principal, but—to an action

at suit of the injured party upon the implied

warranty that he had the necessary authority {g).

Directors are similarly liable. Thus, in Cherry v. cherry v.
•'

, X e
Colonial Bank

Colonial Bank of Australasia {h), two of the of Australasia,

directors of a company informed a bank that they

had appointed C. to be the manager of the company,

and had authorised him to draw cheques. They

had no authority to do so, but they were held liable

upon cheques drawn by C, upon the implied

warranty that they had the requisite authority.

The agent will, however, not be so liable if the "t^^^^ *']f .o ' ' other party is

person with whom he dealt knew, or had the means ^™™ °l
^^^

^ defect of

of knowing, that he was exceeding his powers, authority.

Such means will, in the case of the officials of cor-

porations, and more especially of joint-stock com-

panies, be generally in the power of the person

contracting with them to obtain. They have such

powers only as are expressly given them in the con-

stating instruments, or are necessarily deducible

therefrom in connection with the nature of the

company's business. It is, indeed, often difficult to

define the limits of the implied powers of corporate

officials (i), and therefore on that account questions

will occasionally arise.

(^r) CoUen V. Wright, 8 E. (h) L. E. 3 P. C. 24, 17 W.
& B. 647, 27 L. J. (Q. B.) 215

; R. 1031. Compare Eastwood

WilsonY.Miers,lO C.B.{N.S.) v. Bain, 3 H. & N. 738-

348 ; Slim v. Groucher, 1 D. G. 28 L. J. (Ex.) 74.

F. & J. 518. See Edmunds Y. {i) See Wilson v. Miers

Bushell, L. E. 1 Q. B. 97. 10 C. B. (N. S.) 348.
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Misrepresen-

tation by

corporate

officials.

Beattie v.

Lord Ebuiy.

Nevertheless, very generally a misrepresentation

by a director or other agent of a corporation as to

his powers must be a misrepresentation of law and

not of fact, and when this is so he will not thereby

be involved in any liability. Beattie v. Lord

Ehury (j) is the latest case in point. Here three

directors of a railway company opened, on behalf

of the company, an account with a bank, and sent a

letter, signed by the three as directors, requesting

the bank to honour cheques signed by two of the

directors and countersigned by the secretary. The

account having been largely overdrawn by means

of such cheques, the bank sued the company at law,

recovered judgment in 1865, and issued an elegit.

The proceeds being insufficient to satisfy the debt,

the bank filed a bill to make the directors personally

liable for the deficiency. Bacon, V.-C, held that

this letter rendered the directors personally respon-

sible for the advances so made by the bank, but the

Lords Justices reversed his decision on the ground

that, assuming the letter to contain a representation

(which they were greatly inclined to doubt) that

the directors had power to overdraw the account,

and such representation to be erroneous, this was

not a representation of fact, which the persons

making it were bound to make good, but only a

mistaken representation of the law. Mellish, L. J.,

said :
" It appears to me that there is no represen-

(f) L. R. 7 Ch. 777 ; affirmed 1874, p. 119.

in the House of Lords, W. N.
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tation made respecting tlie authority, except that

they were directors of the railway company, and

therefore had such autliority as the directors of a

railway company had."

(b.) Misrepresentations of the Corporate powers.

If it is but seldom that corporate officials can in Corporate

officials mis-

this way be held liable for exceeding their own representing

, . . . „ .,, the corporate

authority, it is of course still more seldom that an powers.

action will lie against them for misrepresenting the

extent of the corporation's powers, and thereby in-

ducing a person to enter into an Ultra Vires engage-

ment. In such case the other party has access to

the constating instruments—he may therefore make

himself acquainted with the exact extent and nature

of the capacities of the corporation. He must also

be assumed to be informed of the law of the land.

Consequently, as the corporate powers are questions

of law, not of fact, the misrepresentation by the

directors is of a matter of law, and it therefore

follows that the person aggrieved is not entitled to

redress.

Accordingly, on two occasions, the Court of

Chancery has refused to grant relief under such

circumstances. In the first case, Ellis v. Col- ™'^ "•

Colman.

man (k), directors had induced contractors to enter

into an Ultra Vires agreement with a corporation,

(k) 25 Beav. 662, 27 L. J. (Ch.) 611.
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Rashdall v.

Ford.

Macgregor
V. Dover and
Deal Rail. Co.

and on a bill being filed against the company and

the directors for specific performance, or that the

latter should make good their representations, de-

murrers for want of equity were allowed, because

" the proper relief would be by action at law, for

the purpose of compelling the directors to make

good the loss that the plaintiff has sustained by

their representations "
(Z). The other case is Rash-

dall V. Ford {m), where directors had issued Lloyd's

bonds that were Ultra Vires. The plaintifi" who

advanced the money filed his bill to make the

directors pay the amount he had advanced with

interest, but Page-Wood, V.-C, allowed a demurrer,

saying, " It seems to me impossible to extend the

principle of relief arising out of misrepresentation

to a statement of law, which turns out to be an

incorrect statement It is impossible to say

that the directors are more than agents, or that they

can be held personally liable for any statements as

to the legal efi"ect of a security which they agreed to

give, and which the plaintiff agreed to take.

"

Similarly at Common Law, in the case of il/ac-

gregor v. Dover and Deal Bailway Company (n),

(I) Qiicvir, whether the de-

murrers would now be allowed,

smce by the coujouied effect of

Cairns' Act and Rolfs Act the

Court must both determine

every question of law and faot

necessary for giving full and

coniploto relief, and must

award damages where this is

the better course, in addition

to or in substitution for specific

performance, which was here

prayed.

(m) L. R. 2 Eq. 750.

(«) 18Q. B. 618;seea?iite,p.

215-6, where it is stated fully.
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the facts of which have already been stated, the

Exchequer Chamber decided that an action would

not lie against the chairman of a railway company,

upon a promise by him that the company should do

an Ultra Vires act, at the suit of the person to

whom the promise was made. The Court said :
" It

is a promise that an act shall be done contrary to

the public law of the country, of which both parties

are bound to take notice. The act is, therefore,

illegal ; and the promise that it shall be done is a

void promise."

However, in Bichardson v. Williamson (o), the Richardson v.

Williamson.

plaintiff was held entitled to recover in such an

action. Here the plaintiff had lent £70 to a benefit

building society, and received a receipt signed by

the defendants, as two directors of the society, cer-

tifying that the plaintiff had deposited £70 with the

society for three months certain, to be repaid with

interest after fourteen days' notice. The society

was formed under 6 & 7 Wm. IV. c. 32, and had

no power to borrow money ; and the plaintiff being

unable to get her money back from the society, sued

the defendants. On these facts, the Court having

power to draw inferences, the Court of Queen's

Bench unanimously decided that the defendants

were liable to the plaintiff in damages for a breach

of warranty of authority, they having by signing

the receipt in effect represented that they had

(o) L. R. 6 Q. B. 276.
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authority to make a binding contract of loan on

behalf of the society, and so induced the plaintiff to

part with her money.

Comments on It is scarcely possible to reconcile this decision

Williamson."' with Rashdoll V. Ford and Macgregor's Case. The

judgments seem to have proceeded upon the ground

that the misrepresentation was as to the extent of the

directors' powers. But even looked at in that way,

it was still a misrepresentation of law rather than

of fact, for the powers of the directors are limited

pro tanto with those of the company, and those of

the company being, certainly at least as to the

borrowing of money and similar matters a question

of law, those of the directors must be a question of

the same nature. Cockburn, C. J., said :
" It cannot

be supposed that the plaintiff, on lending money to

the society, did so with the knowledge that the

society was not authorised to borrow ; and it was

not till she wanted her money back that she ascer-

tained the real position of affairs, and is met by the

defence that the society is not liable." But with

all submission, that is exactly what the Courts both

of Law and Equity do—and in the previous deci-

sions did—suppose, viz., that every person under-

stands the doctrine of Ultra Vires, and the restric-

tions and qualifications which are by consequence

of it imposed vipon corporations ; and that a mis-

statement of the capacity of any particular corpora-

.tion is a matter of law which a person credits or

not, and acts upon or not, at his own peril.
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Mellish, L.J., has thus explained this decision (p)

:

" There the plaintiff lent £70 to a benefit building

society, and received a receipt signed by the de-

fendants, as two of the directors, certifying that the

money had been lent, and then it turned out that

in point of law they had no power to borrow money.

But, then, their power to borrow money depended

upon whether they had made a rule to borrow

money, because a benefit building society may re-

ceive money, at any rate to a certain amount on

deposit, if it has a rule enabling it so to receive

money. Therefore that was taken as a representa-

tion by the directors that they had such a rule, and

that the borrowing was within the rule, when, in

point of fact, there was no such rule at all." But

in the judgments as reported nothing turns upon

the want of such a rule—indeed no reference is

made to it. The decision was simply that the

directors " represented that they had authority to

borrow money on behalf of the society, and that the

society would be bound to repay it on proper de-

mand ; " whereas there was no such authority nor

any such liability ; and consequently " that the

plaintiff was entitled to recover from the defendants

the damages she had suiFered from not being able

to sue the society, on showing that the defendants

professed to be able to bind the society."

{p) L. K. 7 Ch. 801.
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CHAPTER IV.

DISSOLUTION' OF COKPORATIONS.

A corporation may be put an end to in the

following ways :

—

I. By proceedings against it on the part of the

Crown, as a punishment for the misuse of

its franchises.

11. By surrender of its charter, or other volun-

tary dissolutions.

III. By extinguishment, resulting from the death

of all its members, or the total loss of one

of its integral parts.

IV. By a special Act of Parliament passed in

any particular case.

V. By proceedings taken in accordance with

the provisions of the various Winding-up

Acts.

First.—Dissolution by the direct Action of the

Crown.

Charter!'™
"^ The first of these causes of dissolution is distinctly

an instance of tlio effect of the doctrine of Ultra
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Vires. From earliest times it has been established

that a corporation which turned its liberties to im-

proper purposes was liable to have those liberties

forfeited. Without some just reason the Crown

cannot revoke a charter of incorporation, or with-

draw any of the privileges contained therein. But

it may do so whenever the conditions of the grant

are not observed (a). The method of procedure is Method oi

. „ . ^ . .
1

. instituting

by a writ of scire facias agamst the corporation to proceedings.

repeal the charter, or against a body claiming to

exercise corporate powers to determine the validity

of such claims ; .and by quo luarranto, when the

intention is to inflict the minor punishment of sus-

pending for a while the corporate franchises, and

not of actually taking them away and determining

the existence of the corporation.

The difference between the two proceedings has

been thus stated :
" A scire facias is proper where

there is a legal existence capable of acting, but who
have been guilty of an abuse of the power entrusted

to them ; for as a delinquency is imputed to them

they ought not to be condemned unheard ; but that

does not apply to the case of a non-existing body.

And a quo warranto is necessary where there is a

corporate body de facto, who take upon themselves

to act as a body corporate, but from some defect in

their constitution they cannot legally use the powers

they affect to use " (r).

(q) Rex V. Amery, 2 T. R. (r) Per Ashurst, J., in Rex
515 ; Rex v. Pomonby, 1 Ves. v. Pasmore, 3 T R 199 244
1, 7.

'
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Eepreasion of jjj former times it was a rather common occur-
corporations

in ancient rence for proceedings to be instituted by the Crown

against corporations for misusing their franchises,

or against individuals for usurping such privileges.

State reasons were generally the motive cause. The

municipal corporations during the Middle Ages, and

till a period at least as late as the Eevolution of

1688, formed one of the chief mainstays of English

liberty. The sovereigns encouraged them as the

centres of trade, and repressed them by every means

when they attempted to make subservient to poli-

tical objects the great power which the union and

periodical meetings of their members gave them.

Other incentives there were, too, which prompted

the almost continual interference of the Crown with

the corporations. Every addition to the importance

and strength of them was assumed to be an encroach-

ment upon and a diminution of the prerogative.

Moreover, the fines imposed upon corporate bodies,

and often upon the luckless corporators themselves,

were a lucrative source of revenue. However, with

the increase of individual freedom, and protection

for the expression of individual opinions, the political

importance of these bodies has greatly diminished

;

consequently, seldom if ever does the Crown now
attack them for an encroachment upon its own
privileges, or for any other reason of oflfence to

itself. AVhen the Crown does intervene, it is rather

the State than the sovereign personally ; the cause

is detriment actual or apprehended to the public
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interests. The proceedings are by the Attorney-

General by way of information'; and the object

sought is to compel the delinquent body to do or

forbear from given acts, and not its dissolution

temporarily or completely.

The power of the Crown to cancel a charter for

non-observance of its conditions remains in full

vigour, and it may be exercised at any moment to

the punishment of an offender. Consequently, where

a corporation or its officials are acting contrary to

the provisions of their charter, or other constating in-

strument, or in any other manner so as to imperil the

existence of the corporation, the Court of Chancery

wUl, upon the request of any member, restrain such

acts. In Eendall v. Crystal Palace Company (s),
Rendaii v.

the defendants had been incorporated by royal f^iace Co.

charter, one of the conditions of which was, that

no person should be admitted to the building or

grounds on the Lord's-day in consideration of any

money payment, whether made directly or indi-

rectly, unless the express sanction of the Legislature

should have been obtained. By a private Act of

Parliament subsequently passed, power was given

to the directors of the company to agree with any

proprietor, absolutely entitled to shares or stock in

the company, for the conversion thereof into a ticket

of admission into the building and grounds for such

(«) 27 L. J. (Ch.) 397. See Company, 22 L. J. (Q. B.)

Queen v. Eastern Archipelago 196.

N N 2
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proprietor or his nominee for life, or term of years,

as might be determined on, provided that nothing

therein contained should invalidate the charter or

relieve the company from any conditions contained

therein, excepting in so far as the same were thereby

expressly varied. In pursuance of this Act, it was

proposed to give in exchange for each share a ticket

entitling the owner to a certain number of admis-

sions, and which should be available on Sundays as

well as other days. Upon a bill being filed by one

of the members of the company, on behalf of him-

self and the rest, to restrain the proposed exchange.

Page-Wood, V.-C, considered that such a proposal,

if carried into effect, would be an infringement of

the condition in the charter, and also that it was

not authorised by the Act. He accordingly over-

ruled the demurrer which the company and the

directors had put in to the bill.

Dissolution

against the

wish of a
member.

Ward r.

Society of

Attornies.

Secondli/.— Voluntary Dissolution.

The majority of a corporation may, against the

wishes of the minority, dissolve by winding up, and

the more generally received opinion is that they can

do so by any other process which is purely volun-

tary. Ward V. Society of Attor^iies {t) is often

stated to be a decision to the contrary, but this is

(t) 1 Coll. 370; see theE endallv. Cri/stal Palace Com-
facts a/ite, p. 186. Compare j»(>ii/, 27 L. J. (Ch.) 397.
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scarcely correct. What Knight-Bruce, V.-C, did

in this case was to grant an injunction restraining

a corporation to the hearing from surrendering its

charter or parting with its assets, and he did this to

prevent irreparable damage. His words are :
" The

two substantial objects of the present application

are, to prevent the destruction of the corporation

and to prevent that alienation of the property of

the corporation which is proposed for no purpose

except its destruction. If such opinion as I have at

present formed were more favourable to the case of

the respectable defendants than it is, I could not

allow the property to be so importantly affected

before the hearing of the cause. It seems to me
that to do so would, in the strongest sense of the

term, be an irremediable act. How could I, or any

Court in the kingdom, restore these plaintiffs to

their original position, if the act now sought to be

restrained were done?" In this there is nothing

like an assertion that the majority of the members

of a corporation cannot dissolve it, either absolutely

or to reconstruct it upon a new footing. All that

the Vice-Chancellor meant was, that they may not

act in such a manner, whether with a view to disso-

lution or otherwise, as to damage the common funds,

at least " not before the hearing of the cause."

In connection with this question may be men- Bank of

tioned the case of Bank of Switzerland v. Bank o/'Bauk of

Turkey (u). Here the directors of a projected bank- ^
^^'

(u) .5 L. T. (N. S.) 549.
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Power of a

creditor to

prevent

dissolution.

ing company, not being able to carry out the project

to its full extent, determined upon winding up the

affairs, and returning to the applicants for shares

the full amounts of the deposits made by them.

Deposits amounting to two-thirds of the sums

deposited had accordingly been returned to the

depositors, and the remainder was in course of pay-

ment, when a bill was filed by purchasers of shares

who were dissatisfied with the termination of the

affairs of the proposed company, to restrain the

directors from further carrying out the arrangement.

Page-Wood, V.-C, however, held that the course

which the directors had taken was not Ultra Vires,

and that they were justified in taking it, since it

was morally impossible, from the events which had

happened, that the project could be carried out in

its entirety ; and he therefore granted an injunction

in terms of the bill which had been asked for.

Next to be considered is the question whether a

person not actually a member of, but interested in,

a corporation, such as a creditor, can call upon the

Courts to prevent such corporation dissolving by

amalgamation, the surrender of its charter, or any

voluntary mode whatever, other than by winding

up or a similar statutory arrangement. The cre-

ditor may fairly say that he is entitled to the pro-

tection of the Court in so far as, if at all, it can

render him assistance by putting a stop to proceed-

ings, active or passive, on the part of his debtor

AA'hich may interpose obstacles to the debtor's dis-
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charge of his obligation. Whether this would hold

as a general proposition cannot be affiiined, but at

least in Kearns v. Leaf (y) relief of this kind was Keama v.

afforded. Here the plaintiff held a policy in a com-

pany, the funds of which were made liable to pay

the sum insured, and certain shares of profits by

way of bonus. The company having entered into

an agreement to transfer its business and assets to

another company contrary to the stipulations of its

deed of settlement, and without making provision

out of its own assets for payment of the plaintiff's

policy, Page-Wood, V.-C, granted an injunction at

suit of the plaintiff to prevent this agreement being

carried out. He considered that the plaintiff ac-

quired under his contract " such a species of interest

in the funds [of the company] as would entitle him

to interfere to save the property from being wasted,

contrary to the provisions of the deed," in accord-

ance with which the plaintiff accepted his policy.

No doubt the Vice-Chancellor did not here decide

any more than did Knight-Bruce, V.-C, in Ward
V. Society of Attornies, that a corporation cannot

put an end to its existence voluntarily and propria

motu, but he did decide that it could not, in doing

so, be permitted to prejudice the rights of its cre-

ditors, or to derogate from the securities which

(?)) 1 H. & M. 681. See lie State Fire Insurance Com-

also Law v. London Indispii- pany, 1 D. G. J. & Sm. 634, 34

table Company, 1 K. & J. 223 ; L. J. (Ch.) 58.
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it gave or held out to them, as an inducement for

them to contract with it.

Thirdly and Fourthly.—Dissolution by Demise of

the Members, or by Act of Parliament.

The doctrine of Ultra Vires is but slightly con-

cerned with either of these matters. A corporation

perishes whether the whole of its members have

died out, or the whole of those who constitute an

integral and essential part [w), provided that there

is no means for repairing the breach (x). It would,

however, seem that in such a case the corporation,

sometimes at least, is not absolutely gone, but rather

in abeyance, the Crown having power by a fresh

charter to revive the torpid body, and to clothe it

with aU the dormant rights and capacities of the

Power of original body {y). Whether a corporation—that is

allow a to say, whether the members—can allow the corpora-

die out. tion to die out, may be considered doubtful, at least

as to all such which may be denominated public.

The franchises have been granted to these for public

ends and aims, and the original intention must have

(w) Rex V. Morris, 4 East, v. Brooke, 7 Q. B. 339, 15 L. J.

17. Compare Kennet & Avon (Q. B.) 173. Compare if«a; v.

Namgation Company v. Wither- Fasmore, 3 T. R. 199 ; Gol-

ington, 18 Q. B. 531, 21 L. J. chester v. Seaber, 3 Burr. 1866
;

(Q. B.) 419. NetoUng v. Francis, 3 T. R.

(.r) See 1 Vict. c. 78, s. 7. 189.

(//) Mdi/ar, <((., of (Jolche^ier
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been that they should 'be used. With regard to

corporate offices, it is admitted that by the Common

Law a corporator can be compelled to undertake

them when called upon (z) ; and by statute the

same has been expressly provided with reference to

Municipal Corporations (a). Pari ratione it would

seem that the corporation itself must be compellable

to fulfil its duties, and to discharge the purposes for

which it has been created, at least whenever such

purposes have a distinct and primary reference to

the public welfare ; and if compellable to do this it

is apparently compellable to keep up, or at least to

make the attempt to keep up, its members, so as

not to perish of mere inanition. In the present

day, however, there are other ways and means of

accomplishing that, for which corporations were

formerly frequently established to bring about.

Consequently it may safely be predicated that, Non-interven-

whether it is or not theoretically Ultra Vires of a Cro™.

corporation to allow its members to die out totally,

or as to any integral part, the Crown at least will

not intervene to prevent this. If the members

themselves find the duties too onerous, or do not

value their privileges sufficiently to keep them alive,

neither political necessities nor public needs can

now be deemed sufficiently pressing to require that

(z) Hex V. Bower, 2 D. & R. s. 51 ; Reg. v. Richmond, 11

842. W. R. 65.

(a) 5 & 6 Will, IV. c. 76,
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corporations should be made to discharge their

functions.

Euie as to This applies even more strongly to private cor-
private ••it,
corporations, poratious—that is, to thosc associations that nave

been incorporated purely for private aims. In these

the privileges and capacities that belong to the

whole as distinct from its parts

—

i. e. , the individual

members—belong to them for the private advantage

of the latter. Consequently these may use or not use

them as they think fit, and may allow them to pass

into desuetude, and the corporation itself to decay.

So with regard to dissolution by Act of Parlia-

ment. Such an Act may not be applied for at the

corporate expense, at least not against the opposition

of any one member (6). But in all other respects

such proceedings will be matters of internal manage-

ment, within the scope of a general meeting to

decide upon.

Fifthly.—Dissolution hy Winding up.

This is the mode by which is ordinarily deter-

mined the existence of all corporations coming

within the pm^view of the provisions in this behalf

contained in the Companies Act, 1862. These pro-

visions apply to all corporations registered under

this Act, and also to many unregistered bodies,

whether corporate or not.

(6) Part ii. cli. vi. sj. 2.
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(a.) Winding up under the Court,

The winding up may take place either under the

supervision of the Court of Chancery or voluntarily.

As to the former mode, it is provided (c) that :— ^5 & 26 v^t.

A company, under this Act, may be wound up by the

Court as hereinafter defined, under the following circumstances

(that is to say) :

—

1. Whenever the company has passed a special resolu-

tion requiring the company to be wound up by the

Court.

2. Whenever the company does not commence its busi-

ness within a year from its incorporation, or suspends

its business for the space of a whole year.

3. Whenever the members are reduced in number to less

than seven.

4. Whenever the company is unable to pay its debts.

5. Whenever the Court is of opinion that it is just and

equitable that the company should be wound up.

The Act empowers (section 170) the Lord Chan- Sect. i7o,

cellor, with the advice and consent of certain of the

Chancery judges, to make such regulations for

winding up as may be necessary. By virtue of

this authority certain rules have been made, but it

has been decided that one of them (No. 26)

—

which provides that creditors whose debts or claims

(c) 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89, is to be deemed unable to pay

s. 79. There follows in s. 80 its debts, and in s. 81 a de-

a statement of the circum- finition of " The Court," as

stances imderwhich a company referred to in s. 79.
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do not carry interest shall be entitled to interest

at 4 per cent, from the date of the winding-up

order— is Ultra Vires, as varying the rights of the

parties and adding to the burthens of the contri-

butories {d). A similar doubt with respect to

Eule 25 was decided in the negative by giving to

the language used in that i-ule a somewhat strained

construction (e).

The clause in the above section which is most

important in connection with our subject is the

fifth, the "just and equitable" one. As to this,

Ultra Vires Ultra Vircs transactions are no ground for grant-
transactions . . T -I mi • 1 • -\ '

no ground for lug a wiudiug-up Order. This was determined in

winding-up Spachman's Case (_/), where an arrangement was

come to for allowing upon terms certain members to

retire from a company. One of the members who

objected to the arrangement—and which has since

been adjudged Ultra Vires {g)—thereupon presented

a petition to wind up the company, but the Lord

Chancellor dismissed the application. So in Ee

{d) Re East of England invalid.

Banldng Company, L. E, 4 (e) Re Trent <Sc Humber
Ch. 14. In connection with Company, ex parte Cambrian
this case may be mentioned a Steam Packet Company, L. R.

somewhat analogous decision, 4 Ch. 112.

Fitzgerald v. Glmmpneys, 2 J. (/) Re Agriculturist Cattle

& H. 31, where an Order Insurance Company, ex parte

in Council, purporting to be Spackman, 1 Mac. & G. 170,

made luider s. 3 of 2 & 3 18 L. J. (Ch.) 261.

Vict. c. 41), was held to be (</) Spackman y.Evans,'L.'R.

T'ltni ^^rc!^, and consequently 3 H. L. 171.
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Factage Pariden (/i), where the petitioner alleged

that the company were acting in an Ultra Vires

manner, the petition was finally dismissed, it having

been first directed to stand over tiU a meeting of

the members was called, and which, having been

called, preferred to continue the undertaking.

A fortiori, mere irregularities in the manage- "or megu-

ment of a company (i), or misconduct on the part ^^^ manage-

of the directors (j), or the loss of capital (Jc)—unless

it amounts to actual insolvency or the impossibility

of continuing the business (I)—are not per se suffi-

cient for compulsordy winding up, though any one

or more of these facts taken in connection with

other circumstances—especially such as show fraud

on the part of tbe directors, or those who got up the

company-—may suffice.

In the last chapter has been considered the ^^^™^ '°
^ respect of

liability (if any) of corporations in respect of pro- uitra vires

ceedings which are absolutely Ultra Vires. Whatever debts.

be the nature or extent of this liability, it does not

amount to a " debt " within the fourth clause of the

above section, so as to enable a person having such

(h) 34 L. J. (Ch.) 140. surance Society/, L. E. 10 Eq.

(i) Re Anglo-Greek Steam 403 ; Re Spence's Patent, dec.

Navigation Company, L. E. 2 Cement Company, L. E. 9

Eq. 1. Eq. 9.

{j) Ex parte Wise, 1 Drew. (l) See judgments in Re

465; Re Anglo-Greeh Steam Suburban Hotel Company, li.'R.

Navigation Company, ubi 2 Ch. 737, and Re Joint

supra. Stock Coal Company, ex parte

(k) Re European Life As- Green, L. E. 8 Eq. 146.
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a claim against a company to ground thereon a

petition to wind up (m).

(b.) Voluntary Winding up.

The provisions for this, contained in section 129

of 25 & 26 Vict. c. 89, are as follows :

—

25 & 26 Vict.
, , , . . , , , X M

c. 89, s. 129. A company under tnis Act may be wound up voluntarily

—

1. Whenever the period, if any, fixed for the duration

of the company by the articles of association expires,

or whenever the event, if any, occurs, upon the

occurrence of which it is provided by the articles of

association that the company is to be dissolved, and

the company in general meeting has passed a re-

solution requiring the company to be wound up

voluntarily.

2. Whenever the company has passed a special resolu-

tion requiring the company to be wound up volun-

tarily.

3. Whenever the company has passed an extraordinary

resolution to the effect that it has been proved to

their satisfaction that the company cannot, by reason

of its liabilities, continue its business, and that it is

advisable to wind up the same.

Companies Ih applying the section here cited, it is not
under the Act. i x j j.

•
i ialways easy to determine what companies are

" under " the Act, so as to be enabled to take

advantage of its provisions. The statute itself

enacts that it shall apply to the following com-

panies :

()«) 7i'(' Xntional Permanent parte Williamson, L. E. 5 Ch.

Jienr/it Jliiihlinr/ Soa'eti/, ex 309.
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(l.) Those formed and registered, or merely

registered, under the Joint-Stock Companies

Acts of 1856, 1857, 1858 (sections 175-

178).

(2.) Companies registered under the Act {sec-

tions 79, 129, 180, 196). As to registration,

see section 1 79.

(3). All other associations consisting of more

than seven members not registered under this

Act, but with the exceptions and qualifica-

tions as laid do-ma in section 199 (n).

As to the application of the Act, it has been ^ppii'=^*i™
•'-' of the Act.

decided—firstly, that all English companies duly i. English

registered are within its purview, but where -tiie
""""p^"^®*

number of members is very small, the Court hesitates

to make a compulsory order, and has refused to do

so in two cases (o) ; though ta a very recent case,

where there were only seven shareholders and no

debts, Malins, V.-C, made the order, thereby over-

ruling the previous decision to the contrary (p).

The Act applies alike to friendly, building, and other

similar societies, whether registered or not under

25 & 26 Vict. c. 87 (q), to cost-book mining com-

panies (r), to insurance companies (s), and to com-

(n) Cited joosi, pp. 562, 563. (q) Queen's Benefit Building

(o) Be Natal, dhc, Company, Society, L. K. 6 Ch. 815.

1 H. & M. 639; Re Sea & (r) See s. 180; and 32 &
River Marine Insurance Com- 33 Vict. c. 19.

pany, L. R. 2 Eq. 545. {s) See 33 & 34 Vict. c. 61,

(/j) Re Sanderson's Patents s. 21 ; and 35 & 36 Vict.

Association, L. R. 12 Eq. 188. c. 41, s. 4.
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2. Foreign

companies.

3. Railway
companies.

panies other than railway companies incorporated by

special Act of Parliament (<), and to companies

which are practically defunct

—

e.g., such as have

amalgamated with others {u), as well as to such as

are carrying on their business.

Secondly, as to foreign companies. Eegistered

companies formed for carrying on business partially

or even exclusively abroad are within the Act, pro-

vided they have an office or branch office here {v),

or have, or contemplate the having, as shareholders

British subjects or persons resident in England {w) ;

but probably they are not so if both their objects

and their shareholders are exclusively foreign (x).

Thirdly, as to railway companies (y). These, if

incorporated by special Act, are by section 199 ex-

pressly excluded from this statute. After their

undertaking has been abandoned by warrant of the

Board of Trade, any shareholder may, by section 3

1

of 13 & 14 Vict. c. 83, present a petition to wind up

(t) Wey V. Arwi Junction

Canal Company, L. R. 4 Eq.

197 ; Re Bradford Xaingation

Company, L. R. 10 Eq. 331,

5 Ch. 600.

(?«) Re Family Endowment

Society, L. R. 5 Ch. 118.

(v) Re Commercial Bank of

7»rf/<(, L. R. 6 Eq. 517. Com-

pare 7iV Tmpcriid Anglo-German

Bank, 20 L. T. (N. S.) 229,

^^. N. 1872, p. 40.

(c) Re General ( 'ompany

for Promotion of Land Credit,

L. R. 5 Ch. 363 ; and Frin-

cess of Reiiss v. Bos, L. R.

5 H. L. 176.

(.•) See last note.

(y) In connection with the

dissolution of railway com-

panies, see The Abandonment
of Railways Act, 1850, 13 &
14 Vict. c. 83 ; and The Rail-

way Companies Act, 1867

30 & 31 Vict. c. 127, ss. 31-

35.
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under any Winding-up Act for the time being in

force, but a creditor cannot do so (z). But where

by a special Act a railway company was amalgamated

with another, and in consequence it entirely ceased

to carry on any business as a railway company, and

continued its existence only for the purposes of

winding up its affairs, Malins, V.-C, overruled a

demurrer to a bill filed by one of its creditors which

alleged that the assets were being wasted, and there-

fore prayed that the company might be wound up

under the Court (a). Here the Vice-Chancellor

thought that section 1 9 9 of the statute has reference

only to going concerns. In another case he held

that the exception from the power to wind up un-

registered companies given by that section applies

only to companies whose principal object is the

construction and working of a railway, and that

where a company's principal object was the con-

struction of docks it could be wound up by the

Court, although it had power also to make a branch

railway for purposes connected with the docks (b).

(c.) Unregistered Companies.

The provisions of the Act (25 & 26 Vict. c. 89) 25&26 vict.

with reference to these bodies are contained in
"^

'

'

section 199, and are as follows :

—

(z) He North Kent Extension and Slieerness Railway Corn-

Railway Company, L. R. 8Eq. pany, W. N. 1874, p. 68.

356. (6) Re Exmouth Docks Com-

(a) Ward v. Sittinghourne pany, L. R. 17 Eq. 181.

o o
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Subject as hereinafter mentioned, any partnership, asso7

oiation, or company, except railway companies incorporated

by Act of Parhament, consisting of more than seven members

and not registered under this Act, and hereinafter included

under the term "unregistered company," may be wound up

under this Act, and all the provisions of this Act with respect

to winding up shall apply to such company, with the following

exceptions and additions :

—

1. An unregistered company shall, for the purpose of

determining the Court having jurisdiction in the

matter of the winding up, be deemed to be registered

in that part of the United Kingdom where its

principal place of business is situate ; or if it has a

principal place of business situate in more than one

part of the United Kingdom, then in each part of the

United Kingdom where it has a principal place of

business ; moreover, the principal place of business of

an unregistered company, or (where it has a principal

place of business situate in more than one part of the

United Kingdom) such one of its principal places of

business as is situate in that part of the United

Kingdom in which proceedings are being instituted,

shall for all the purposes of the winding up of such

company be deemed to be the registered office of the

company.

2. No unregistered company shall be wound up under

this Act voluntarily, or subject to the supervision of

the Court (c).

3. The circumstances imderwhich anum-egistered company

may be wound up are as follows (that is to say) :

—

(c) But with regard to in- and under the same circum-

dustrialand provident societies, stances in and under which

25 & 2G Vict. c. 87, s. 17, any company may be wound
provides that, if registered up under any Act or Acts for

under that Act, they may be the time being in force for

wound up voluntarily or by winding up companies.

thu Court in the same manner
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(a) Whenever the company is dissolved or-- has ceased

to carry on business, or is carrying on business

only for the purpose of winding up its affairs.

(b) Whenever the company is unable to pay its debts (cZ).

(c) Whenever the Court is of opinion that it is just

and equitable that the company should be wound

up.

From the language of the preliminary part of^*"?* com-
panies

this section it might have been thought to include ""^thin thia
° ° section.

any association whatever other than those expressly

excepted, but it would seem that a club cannot be

wound up by the Court (e). A doubt has also been

raised as to whether the Court can make an order

for the winding up of an unregistered mutual

marine insurance society (/). Nor can persons who

associate themselves for the purpose of forming a

company, which project fails, obtain an order to

wind up such projected company on the ground

that they have acted for and represent such com-

pany (g).

(d) See, for the circum- (/) See Be London Marine

stances underwhich a company Insurance Association, L. R.

will be deemed unable to pay 8 Eq. 176.

its debts, the fourth clause of (g) Be Imperial Anglo-Ger-

this section. man Bank, 26 L. T. (N. S.)

(«) St. James's Club, 2 De G. 229, W. K 1872, p. 40.

M. & G. 383.

o o 2
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ABANDONMENT
of business, partial, 72.

total, quffire if allowable, 273—275.

of powers, by transfer, 267—273.

by actual abandonment, 275, 276.

ACCORD and SATISFACTION. See Novation.

what it is and effect of, 428, 429.

ACQUIESCENCE,
effect of, illegal subdivision of shares, 131, 132.

shareholder induced by fraud, 240.

bound by, when complaining of abuse of

special powers, 275 n.

corporation bound by, 281 n.

in respect of informal

contracts, 326, 327.

but not by an inyalid

transfer of shares,

364—367, 389, 390.

in an invalid amalgamation, 441 n., 444 n.,

446, 447, 452.

informal cancellation of shares, 369, 370.

in waiving formalities, 374, 375, 389, 390.

representations and admissions, 351.

ACTION AT LAW. See Suit in Equity.

against a person for libelling the managing body of a

corporation, 179.
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ACTION AT TaKW—continued.

for fraud—requisites of, 226, 227.

lies against a corporation, 228—230.

when barred by limitations, 241, 242.

by member complaining of majority, 492, or to restrain

Ultra Vires acts, 503 ; seldom lies, but proceedings

must generally be had in equity, 492, 503.

against a corporation in respect of an Ultra Vires pro-

ceeding for money had and received, 521.

against a director or other agent for misrepresenting his

own powers, 536, 538.

the corporate powers, 539—543.

ADMISSION,
by director, effect of on corporation, 351.

AGENT. See Directors ; Fraud ; Corporation.

liability of corporation for fraud of, 230—240.

torts of, 225—227, 244—249.

crimes of, 250, 251.

acts of generally, 532—536.

position of directors as being, 330—337.

directors are special-general, 334.

notice to is notice to principal, 349.

director of company binds the company by, 349.

position of promoters of a corporation as being,

416-424.

general rule as to hability upon contracts, 532, 533.

when agent has no principal,

535.

when agent exceeds or misre-

presents his authority, 536.

action against for misrepresenting his own powers,

536—538.

the corporate powers,

538—543.
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AMALGAMATION. See Novation.

meaning of the term, 431—434, 439, 440.

corporations have not impliedly the power to, 431—434.

and cannot give their directors, 434.

or themselves an express power, 434—439.

corporations may amalgamate indirectly, 430—443.

but for this the power must be expressly given,

445, 446.

difference between, and purchase, 447—452.

how it affects policy-holders and other creditors, 444,

452—454.

when creditors will be bound by, 455—457.

principles laid down in the Albert, 456.

and European arbi-

tration, 456, 457.

statutory enactments as to, 459.

Companies Arrangement Act, 1870, 457 n.

Companies Act, 1862, 457—463.

effect of section 161 of, 459—461.

to what it applies, 462.

what companies within, 462, 463.

life assurance companies, 463—465.

railway companies, 465, 466.

gas and water companies, 466.

ARBITRAT0E8' AWARD,
import of in respect of special powers, 281 n.

ASSIGNMENTS. See Debentuebs.

BANKING ACCOUNT,
overdrawing, 117, 147.

BENEFIT BUILDING SOCIETIES, 16.

statutes relating to, 53.

objects of, 54.

borrowing by, 55, 114—116.
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BILLS IN PARLIAMENT. See Paeliament, Applica-

tions TO.

BILLS OP EXCHANGE. See Negotiable Instruments.

BOAED MEETINGS,
what business to be done at, 378—381.

where to be held, 382.

BOND. /S'ee Negotiable Instruments.

to secure costs, 1 67.

BOROUGH FUNDS. See Corporate Funds.

what expenses chargeable on, 172—176.

not liable for application to Parliament, 219—222.

or for unnecessary litigation, 59, 174—178.

expense of opposing, when liable for, 222—224.

BORROWING,
when an implied power exists in acorporation, 109—112.

in directors, 348, 349.

benefit building societies, 55, 114— 116.

securities for sums borrowed, 116, 117.

by means of negotiable instruments improperly issued,

146, 147.

overdrawn banking account, 147.

liability of corporations for loans, when no power,

526—532.

BRIBES,

payments disguised as, 404.

BUILDING SOCIETIES. Sec Benefit Building Societies.

BURGESSES,
election of, 172—174.

BURTHEN OF PROOF,
in questions of Ultra Vires, 38—40.
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BUSINESS,

I. Of Corporation not for Trading Purposes, 41.

II. Op Trading Corporations. See Trading Cor-

porations ; Financial Matters ; Legal Pro-

ceedings ; Applications to Parliament.

abandonment of, partial, 72.

total, 273—275.

extension and development of, 79—92.

must be by direct means,

89, 90.

applications to Parliament to extend, 182, 206—209.

to vary nature of, 200, 201.

constitution of cor-

poration, 202.

future, agreements to divide are void, 290, 291.

implied powers of directors as to, 342.

BYE-LAWS,
legality of, 10.

approval of by state ofiicers, 11.

illegal, 487, 488.

CALLS,

power to make, when it exists, 137.

in whom vested, 187.

made by de facto directors, good, 137.

when and how to be made, 137, 138.

when directors have an implied power to make, 344.

notice of not properly given, efiFect of, 369, 370, 372.

unduly pressing upon some members, 488.

CANAL COMPANY,
railway purchasing a canal becomes a, 296, 297.

CAPITAL,
commencing business before capital subscribed, 101

—

106.

varying capital, 106—108.

advances out of, to be repaid from revenue, 126, 127.

to make new railways, 211—213.
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CHANCERY, COUET OP,

discretion of, as to enforcing agreements, 257, 264, 265.

a rule of, held to be Ultra Vires, 555, 556.

CHARITABLE COMMISSIONERS, 51.

CHARITABLE CORPORATIONS,
visitor, 47.

objects of, 48, 50.

usually import a trust, 49, 64.

CHARTER,
surrender of, restrained, 186.

CHOSES IN ACTION. See Debentubes.

CHURCHWARDENS, 18.

CIVIL CORPORATIONS,
description and division of, 14.

COMMISSIONERS. See Public Bodies.

charitable, 51.

for public works, 16.

hold their funds upon a trust, 219, 220.

COMMITTEE,
when may be appointed, 384, 385.

how to be summoned, 385.

COMPENSATION,
personal, contracts to give, 209, 213, 214.

COMPULSORY POWERS. Se^ Powers of Corporation,
IV. Special.

CONSTATING INSTRUMENTS, 37.

CONTINGENCY FUND. See Reserve.
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CORPORATE FUNDS. See Parliament, Applications to ;

Legal Proceedings ; Costs ; Borough Funds.

not liable for applications to Parliament, 219—222.

expense of opposing when liable for, 222—224.

preliminary expenses, what chargeable on, 403, 404.

CORPORATION,
definition and description of, 1, 2.

varieties of, 13—16.

sole, 12, 13.

aggregate, 1, 12.

quasi, 16—18.

how created, 18—26.

" ordinary " and " special," 32.

liabilities of. See Torts ; Crimes ; Powers op Cor-

porations ; Ultra Vires ; Application to Par-

liament ; Legal Proceedings.

powers of. See Powers of Corporations.

abuse of powers, 144.

torts by. See Torts.

general liability for, 225, 227, 244, 249.

crimes. See Crimbs.

special and compulsory powers of. See Powers of

Corporations.

COSTS. See Legal Proceedings.

bond to secure, 167.

liability of corporate funds for, 172— 178.

corporate funds not liable for when the corporate inte-

rests not affected, 178.

liability of directors for, 179.

of and incidental to applications to Parliament by a

corporation on its own behalf, or as the nominee of

others. See Parliament, Applications to.
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COTTENHAM, LORD,
his decisions as to the liability of corporations for the

acts and agreements of their promoters, 410—420.

his position as an Equity judge, 420 n.

COUXOILLORS,
town, election of, 175, 176.

CREDIT, LETTER OF, 150 n.

CRIMES,

liability of corporations for, which do not involve

intention, 250.

involve intention, 251.

CUSTOM. See Usage.

CY PRES,

observance of formalities, 372—374.

DEBENTURES,
implied power to issue, 117, 348,349.

effect of, 121, 149.

are mortgages, 121.

are choses in action, 149.

sometimes purport to be negotiable, 150.

effect of these in Chancery, 150—156.

at law, 156—159.

exact effect of, 160.

mortgage debenture acts, 166.

DEBT,
claim in respect of Ultra Vires proceedings not a,

557, 558.

DELEGATION OF POWERS. See Powers of Coepoea-

TiONs, IV. Special, Teaksfer of.

DEPOSIT NOTE, 150 n.
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DIRECTORS. See Agent ; Powers ; Formalities.

exact position of, 330—333.

are special-general agents, 334.

fiduciary position of, 334.

Ultra Vires of, 36, 340—343.

I. Liability of :

for legal proceedings, 179.

for fraud or negligence, 337.

upon contracts made for corporations,

533.

for misrepresentations of their own

powers, 536—539.

of the corporate powers, 539—543.

II. Powers of :

to sell a company's assets, 99, 342, 343.

to borrow, 111, 348, 349.

to make calls, 137, 344.

to ratify, 391—393.

to amalgamate, 431—436.

Express—given by constating instruments, 339.

effect of limitation of, 363, 364.

Implied—how they arise, 340, 341.

relating to management of business, 342, 343.

monetary affairs, 343—349.

calls, 344.

cancellation of shares, 344—346.

surrender of shares, 346, 347.

payment of shares, 347.

forfeiture of shares, 347, 348.

borrowing, 348, 349.

legal proceedings, 349—351.

notice, 349—350.

corporations with common officials,

350.

representations and admissions of

directors, 351.
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BmEGTORB—continued

II. PowBES OF

—

continued.

Implied—relating to amalgamation, no implied power

431, 434.

III. Duties of ;

fiduciary position of, 334—338.

cannot benefit themselves at expense

of corporation, 335, 345, 346.

or other persons, 336—339, 348.

IV. Eights :

to indemnity, 181, 222, 223.

V. Liability of Coepokation foe Acts of. See

Legal Peoceedings; Applications to Pae-

LIAMENT ; PeAUD ; TOET ; UltEA ViEES j InTEA

ViEES.

DIEECTORS, DE FACTO,

calls made by, 137.

contracts made by, 359.

DISSOLUTION. See WiNDraG up.

different modes of, 544.

by direct action of the crown, 544—548.

difference between proceedings against a cor-

poration by quo warranto and scire facias,

545.

voluntary, 548.

power of member to prevent, 549.

power of creditor to prevent, 550, 551.

by decay of members, 552.

by Act of Parliament, 553, 554.

by winding up, 555—563.

under the Court, 555—557.

voluntaa-ily, 558.

what companies may so

wind up, 559—561.

as to unregistered companies, 561, 563.
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DIVIDENDS. iSee Profits.

suit to restrain declaration of, 493 n.

EASEMENTS,
must be strictly used for .the purposes for which they

were originally acquired, 83—86.

ECCLESIASTICAL CORPORATIONS,
definition and varieties of, 13, 14.

many exist at common law, 19.

incidents of, 46, 47.

Tisitor of, 46.

ELEEMOSYNARY CORPORATIONS. See also Charitable

Corporations.

description of, 14.

ESTOPPEL,
in case of negotiable debentures, 151.

FINANCIAL MATTERS. See Capital, Shares, Nego-

tiable Instruments, Debentures, Mortgages.

FOREIGN LEGISLATURE,
applications to, not restrained, 193, 194.

FORMALITIES. See Sealing, Necessity for.

in making negotiable instruments, 143.

restrictions on amounts of negotialjle instruments are

not, 148.

must be strictly observed generally, 273, 445.

always so when imposed by any statute, 305.

what may be imposed, 329,

various kinds of, 353.

directory, nature of, 353, 354—361, 362.

discretionary, 353.

imperative, 371, 372—376.
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FORMALITIES—coM*M«^.
effect of—(1.) persons unable to see to, how far affected

by their absence, 355—360.

what are directory only, 361

—

364.

(2.) persons bound to see to, 364.

directory, 364—366.

private persons, 367.

third persons, 367-369.

(3.) imperative, 371, 372, 376.

may be waived by usage,

374, 375.

or by acquiescence,

389, 390.

observance of cy prSs, 372,

373.

(4.) relating to general meetings of the

managing body, 377.

notice of meeting, to whom
to be given, 377, 378.

board meetings of direc-

tors, 378, 379.

where to be held, 382.

informal meetings, 379

—

382.

quorum, what wiU consti-

tute, 382, 383.

committees, 384.

minutes of proceedings,

384.

how meetings to be con-

ducted, 384.

relating to amalgamation,

must be strictly observed,

445, 440.
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FRAUDS, STATUTE OF,

effect of on the validity of contracts, 322, 323, 324 n.

FRAUD,
shareholder induced by, liability of for calls, 138, 237

—

240.

requisites of action for, 227.

constructive, 227.

I. OF CORPORATION :

imputable to corporation directly, 228—230.

indirectly,

liability at law, 230,

liability in chan-

cery, 231—237.

liability of shareholder induced by, 237—240.

whether directors are agents to commit, 230—240.

effect of acquiescence when shares have been taken

by, 240—242.

contract induced by is only voidable, 242.

when a matter of internal jurisdiction, 473—475.

II. OF MAJORITY OF MEMBERS OF A CORPORATION :

Courts will interfere in internal affairs to prevent, 480

—483.

how the majority to be calculated, 484.

what matters will be a fraud, 486.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES, 16, 51.

treasurer or secretary of, often a quasi corporation

sole, 18.

statutes relating to, 52.

objects of, 53.

FUTURE BUSINESS,

agreements to divide are void, 290, 291.

GUARDIANS OF THE POOR, l.s.
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IMMORTAL,
meaning of as applied to corporations, 4, 6.

INDEMNITY,
effect of in connection with amalgamation, 450 n.

trustees and corporate officials entitled to, 97, 181, 222,

223.

INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT SOCIETIES, 52.

objects of, 52.

INCIDENTS,
of corporations, 5—11, 139.

INJUNCTION. See Parliament, applications to ; Legal

Proceedings ; Amalgamation ; Ultra Vires.

I. against corporations to restrain :

surrender of charter, 186.

misapplication of funds, 174—187, 219—222.

who may apply for, 197, 224.

II. against directors and managing bodies to

restrain :

legal proceedings, 179, 181. See Suit in Eqtjitt.

INTERPRETATION,
of statutes and other documents, 65, 66, 260.

of powers, 252—260.

when Tested in public bodies, 263—267.

of Acts of Parliament, 260.

of general enactments, 263.

INTERNAL AFFAIRS. See Majority, Powers of.

Courts will not interfere in, 55—57, 138, 169—171,

472—479.

making of calls may be so, 188.

when Courts will not interfere in, 472—479.

will interfere in for general benefit, 479,

480.

or if the majority are acting

fraudulently, 480—483.

See Frapd—II. op Majority.
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INTERNAL AYFXm^—continued.

voluntary dissolution is so, 549^551.

INTRA VIRES. See Formalities ; Ultra Vires.

liability of corporations upon proceedings which are,

but are informal, 352, 355—360.

formalities whose absence may be excused, 355, 364.

will not be excused, 364

—

368.

persons cognisant of informalities, 368,

369.

relating to transactions other than con-

tracts, 369—377.

LANDS,
acquisition and alienation of, 9.

user of, 69, 83—86.

contracts to take collateral to applications to Parlia-

ment, 208—213.

contracts dependent on passing of Act, 210—213.

taken compulsorily, 252—255.

right of original vendors to re-pur-

chase, 71.

within what time to be taken, 261.

LAY CORPORATIONS, 13, 14.

LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANIES. See Amalgamation.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. See Action-at-Law ; Suit in

Equity ; Injunction.

what legal acts a corporation can perform, 6—8.

what a corporation can institute, 167.

how a corporation sues and is sued, 167.

affecting the corporate interests directly, 172—174.

indirectly, 174—178.

p p 2
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LEGAL PEOCEEDINGS—cowA/rtwe^.

not affecting the corporate interests at all, 171, 178—
181.

not initia,ted by a corporation, 180.

LOAN SOCIETIES, 52.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARDS, 15.

powers possessed by, 263—267.

MAJORITY, POWERS OF. See Internal Affairs.

to make calls, 138.

to bind minority at meetings, 382.

of a partnership, 467, 468.

of members of a corporation, 469.

how far they bind the corporation, 471,

472.

principle laid down in Foss v. Harlottle,

473, 474.

unduly extended, 473, 478.

MANDAMUS,
does not lie to compel corporations to exercise special

powers, 276.

MEMBER,
I. OF PARTNERSHIP, LIABILITY OF :

when liability begins, 104.

II. OF CORPORATION, LIABILITY OF WHEN BUSINESS

BEGUN

:

before capital subscribed, 102, 103.

legal proceedings against, may not be defended by

the corporation, 179— 181.

MEMBERSHIP, 42, 43.

bye-laws relating to, 10, 11.

expulsion and disfranchisement, 43, 487, 488.
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MEMBERSmP—continued

mistakes in registering names and addresses and in

making out lists, whether it affects, 370.

MEETINGS,
I. OP CORPORATION, GENERAL REQUISITES OF, 299

—

303.

general, notice of, 299, 300.

extraordinary and ordinary, 302, 385.

general and special, 302.

adjourned, 302.

II. OP THE MANAGING BODY, 377.

notice of, to whom to be given, 377, 378.

and what to contain, 385.

how meetings to be conducted, 384.

board meetings, 378, 379.

where to be held, 382.

informal meetings, 379—382, 385.

quorum, what will constitute, 382, 383.

committees, 384.

minutes of proceedings, 384.

what will invalidate a meeting, 385.

MEMORANDUM OF ASSOCIATION,
defines the scope of Limited Liability Companies,

339.

MINUTES,
of proceedings, 384.

MISEEPEESENTATION. See Agent ; Fraud ; Prospec-

tus ; Report ; Shareholder.

MORTGAGE DEBENTURE. See Debenture.

MORTGAGES,
implied power of corporation to issue, 117.

of directors to issue, 348.

of calls, when valid, 120, 348.
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MOETGAGEES,
of shares, 95.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS. See Borough Funds;

CoEPOEATE Funds.

description of, 15.

are trustees of their property, 58, 219—222.

may not apply to Parliament, 59, 219—222.

must deTote their funds to corporate purposes, 59, 60.

unnecessary litigation, 59, 17-1 -178.

special powers possessed by, 263—267.

MUTUALITY,
meaning of, 324.

NAME,
of corporation, 3.

mistake in registering, whether it affects membership,
370.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS,
bills and notes, power to issue, not always implied,

139.

express power, 140.

implied power, from statute, 140.

arising from nature of

the business, 1 40, 14 1

.

instances, 141.

arising from the wide

scope of the con-

stating instrument,

142, 143.

need not be under- seal, 143,

etl'ect of when, 14y.

restriction on amount to be issued,

147.
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NEGOTIABLE mSTRUMENTS—cowj!mw«A

debentures may be so in chancery, semble, 150—156.

not at law, 156—159.

power to issue negotiable debentures, 159, 160.

personal liability of directors upon, 534, 535.

NON-TRADING CORPORATIONS, 15.

NOTICE,

to an agent is to principal, 349.

to directors, binds their corporations, 349, 350.

what requisite to constitute, 350.

NOTICES,

of meetings of corporations, what are the requisites,

299^301.

of the managing body, what requisites, 377, 378, 385.

of caUs, what informalities invalidate, 369, 370, 372.

NOVATION. See Amalgamation.

In Roman law, what it is and effect of, 426, 427.

In French law „ „ 427, 428.

In English law „ „ 428, 429, 455.

instances of, 429, 430.

how it affects policy-holders and other creditors, 444,

452—455.

creditors must assent to in order to be bound

by, 452.

what will constitute assent, 455

—

457.

OBLIGATORY.
special or compulsory powers are not, 262, 263, 275, 276.

OFFICIALS, CORPORATE. See Dikectoks.

removal of, 172.

must be appointed by seal, 310—312.

common to two corporations, effect of, 350.
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ORDINARY CORPORATIONS,
distinction between them and special corporations, 32,

63.

PARLIAMENT,
conflict between and the courts, 1 89, 1 90.

PARLIAMENT, APPLICATIONS TO,

I. NOT AT CORPOEATE EXPENSE :

all persons may make at their own expense, 183, 189,

203.

in breach of agreement not restrained, 187—189.

contrary to orders of Court of Chancery, 188, 189.

upon public grounds, 191, 192.

Chancery has jurisdiction to restrain, 183, 184, 189.

agreements not to oppose by private persons, 192, 194.

by peers, 209 n., 413, 415.

contracts collateral to, 194, 208—213.

providing for personal com-

pensation, 209, 213, 214.

and arrangements conditional upon, 203,

204.

II. AT CORPORATE EXPENSE :

first, by trading corporations, 197.

when members do not op-

pose, 197, 198, 206—
209.

do oppose,

199.

when power in the con-

stating instruments to

make, 205, 206.

contracts collateral to,

208—21 -t.
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PARLIAMENT, APPLICATIONS TO -continued.

II. AT CORPORATE EXPENSE :

—

continued.

first, by trading corporations

when not made iondfide,

in furtherance of the

corporate interests,

214, 216.

when to extend the cor-

porate powers or busi-

ness, 197, 198, 206—

208, 217.

secondly, by non-trading corporations, 219.

will generally inrolve a

breach of trust, 219—
222.

opposition to applica-

tion made by others,

222—224.

PAELIAMENTAEY DEPOSIT,
contribution towards, 216, 217.

PARTNERSHIP,
liability for loans, 110

upon contracts, 513, 514.

agreements creating, between corporations are void, 284,

290—294.

principles of, applicable to corporations, 469, 470.

PART PERFORMANCE. See Sealing.

effect of, in connection with the necessity for the seal in

the engagements of corporations, 324—327.

PEERS,

agreements with, legality of, 209 n., 413, 415.

POLICY-HOLDERS. See Notation ; Amalgamation.
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POWERS OF CORPORATIONS. See Directors, powers of.

I. COMPULSORY :

general statutes relating to, 23—26.

right of pre-emption as to surplus lands acquired by,

71.

II. EXPRESS :

corporations cannot deal in their own shares without,

96.

when necessary, to issue negotiable in-

struments, 139—145.

cannot amalgamate even with, 434—439.

III. IMPLIED :

for full utilization of special powers, 75—78.

to create contingency or reserve fund, 126.

bond to secure costs, 167.

to issue negotiable instruments, 139—145.

abuse of, 144, 146,

147,

debentures, 159, 160.

to institute legal proceedings, 167.

to discharge officials, 172.

dealing in shares, 92—95.

to hold its own shares in name of a trustee, qusere,

97.

varying capital, 107, 108.

borrowing, 109— 112.

to issue debentures, 117, 150—160.

to give mortgiiges, 117.

of calls, 120.

not to amalgamate, 431—434.

IV. SPECIAL. See TlJAFFIC ARRANGEMENTS.

corporations have iu addition the implied authority

requisite for full utilization of, 75—78.

for what purposes to be employed, 252—255.

not to benefit or injure third parties, 256, 257.

evidence required as to the purpose, 257.
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POWERS OP CORPORATIONS—coMfowwei.

IV. SPECIAL

—

continued.

method in which to be exercised, 257—259.

time in which to be exercised, 261.

are not obligatory, 262, 263, 275, 276.

possessed by public bodies, 263—267.

transfer of, illegal, 267—269, 294—297.

difference between and working agree-

ments, 269, 270.

legal if special provision in that behalf,

271—273, 296.

statutory provisions for, 272, 273.

abandonment of, corporations may decline to use,

273—276.

V. ABUSE OF

in issuing negotiable instruments, 144—147.

VI. EXERCISE OP :

by a corporation itself, 299—329.

general meetings, 299—303.

necessity for sealing, 303—306.

exceptions therefrom, 306—328.

other formalities, 329.

by directors and other agents. &eDiBECTOiiS,POWERS

OF ; Intra Vires ; Promoters.

ratification by corporations, 386—392. See Rati-

fication.

VII. misrepresentation of :

liability of directors for, 539—543.

PREFERENCE SHARES. See Shares.

PRELIMINARY
expenses, for what a corporation is liable, 403—404.

PRESCRIPTION. See Usage.

corporations existing by, 19.

PRIVILEGES. See Powers of Corporations, IV. Special.
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PRIVY COUNCIL,
order of, held to be Ultra Vires, 556 n.

PRIVATE PERSONS,

special powers possessed by, 262.

not to be injured for public benefit, 263—2C7.

bound to look to the constating instruments of a corpo-

ration when dealing with the directors, 333, 334.

PROFITS,

what are, 122.

when and how to be declared and paid, 123—126.

improper declaration restrained, 127, 128.

PROMISSORY NOTES. See Negotiable Instrumexts.

PROMOTERS,
power to bind a future corporation, 397, 416.

I. when the engagements are Ultra Vires,

397, 398.

II. when the engagements are not Ultra Vires,

399, 424.

and have been embodied in

the constating instru-

ments, 399—403.

and haye not been so em-

bodied, 405—424.

where the corporation has.

in no way recognised the

proceedings, 405—409.

where the corporation has

recognised, 410—416.

corporations cannot repu-

diate the terms on which

they have obtained

powers, 416—419.

statutory liabilities for proceedings of, 404.
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VROMOT'EUS—contmued.

exact position of as to future corporation, 416—424.

recent cases where corporations held not liable, 422.

dictum of Page-Wood, V.-C, that corporations may

sometimes be liable upon these agreements, 423, 424.

recapitulation of the decisions, 424, 425.

PROPERTY,
lying idle, may be utilised for purposes not alien to the

primary business of the corporation, 68.

or be temporarily let to third parties, 69—71.

PROSPECTUS,
fraud or misstatements in, 237—240.

PROVIDENT SOCIETIES. See Industrial and Provident

Societies.

PUBLIC BODIES. See Commissioners; Municipal Cor-

porations.

hold their property upon trust, 219—222.

how special powers possessed by, to be employed, 263

—

267.

PUBLIC INTERESTS,
how far to be considered in questions of Ultra Vires,

259.

not protected at expense of private persons, 263—267.

do not affect the validity of trafiBc arrangements, 297,

298.

PUBLIC OFFICERS,

right to indemnity, 187.

PURCHASE. &eSALB.

QUASI-CORPORATIONS,

I. AGGREGATE, 16.

most public boards are so, 17.
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QUASI-CORPOKATIONS—con//«;'ef/.

I. AGGHEGATE

—

COntillvM.

churchwardens, 18.

guardians of the poor, 18.

II. SOLE, 18.

QUORUM,
what will constitute, 382, 383.

QUO-WARRANTO,
against a corporation, 545.

against private members, but endangering the corporate

interests, 172.

and not endangering the cor-

poration interests, 175, 176.

RAILWAY COMPANIES. See Traffic Abrangemexts.

carrying beyond their own lines, 90, 91.

amalgamation of, 465, 466.

dissolution of, 560, 561.

RATES,

what expenses payable out of. Sue Parliament, Ap-

plications TO ; Legal Proceedings.

power to impose, 173.

RATIFICATION. See Promoters.

corporations may ratify many kinds of engagements, 320.

express ratification by a corporation itselt^ 386, 387.

implied ratification by a corporation itself, 387—390.

indirect, by directors, 390—392.

what acts may be so ratified, 391.

by directors in fraud of corporation, 393.

effect of, when acts done for an existing corporation, 393.

a non-existing corporation,

394—396.

of agreements made by promoters, 401—403, 409.
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REPORTS,
to general meetings or by directors, liability of corpora-

tion for, 230—239. .

REPRESENTATION,
by directors, eifect of on corporation, 351.

RESERVE FUND, 126.

REVENUE,
liability to recoup capital, 126—128.

RUNNING POWERS,
agreements giving, are good, 278—282.

SALE OR PURCHASE,
of the goodwill or whole concern of a corporation, 98.

in connection with an arrange-

ment to amalgamate, 440

—

443.

how it differs from an amalga-

mation, 447—452.

of the whole of the goods and chattels, 99.

of surplus lands, 254—256.

of shares, formalities of, 369—377 ; and see Formalities.

SCRIP,

issued before formation of company, 135.

after formation of company, 135—137.

SEAL,

of corporation, 3.

user of, by a body not incorporate, 4.

bills and notes under, 143, 148.

other negotiable instruments under, 149—160.

SEALING. See Formalities.

general rule as to necessity for, 303, 304, 371, 372.

never excused if required by statute, 305, 30G.
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SEALING

—

continued.

exceptions to necessity for :

—

(«) trivial matters, 306, 307.

(5) cases ofutility amounting to necessity, 307—312.

common servants appointed without, 310, 371.

but not superior officials, 311,

312.

(f) contracts by trading corporations, 312—316.

{d) certain informal executed contracts, 316—320.

(e) informal contracts whose validity has been recog-

nised by a corporation, 320—324.

whether an agreement not under seal binds the

other party, 322, 323.

(/) cases of part performance, 324—327.

what is part performance, 324, 326.

{g) statutory enactments, 327, 328.

engagement of inferior servants by directors witliout,

371.

SELECT BODY. See Committee.

SERVANTS,
how appointed by corporation, 310—312.

directors, 371.

SHAREHOLDER,
induced by fraud, liability for calls, 137.

may be relieved from shares, 235^
240.

unless debarred by laches,

240—242.

or other circum-

stances, 242.

transferee from, cannot avail him-

self of the original fraud, 241.

mistnkc in making lists of, 370.

SHARES,
doiiling in, 94—97.
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SHAEES

—

cmtimwd.

varying amount of, 129.

subdivision of, 130.

when illegal, 130, 131.

numbering of, 134.

payments for, how to be made, 138, 139, 317.

cancellation of, 344—347.

surrender of, 346.

forfeiture of, 347—349.

illegal, 488.

numbering of, 371.

SHAEES—PAID-UP,
when may be issued, 138, 139.

provision of Companies Act, 1867, 139.

directors have no implied power to issue, 347.

SHAEES—PEEPEEENCE,
power to issue, must be expressly given, 132, 203.

rights of holders of, 132 n., 134.

illegal issue of, 133.

SHAEE-WAEEANTS, 133.

SPECIAL COEPOEATIONS

;

distinction between them and ordinary corporations, 32,

63.

STATUTOEY COEPOEATIONS, 14, 15, 21.

chief general statutes relating to, 21—26.

STATUTOEY ENACTMENTS,
imposing formalities in respect of contracts, their ab-

sence never excused, 305, 306.

as to the formality of sealing, 327, 328.

as to amalgamation, 457—466.

as to winding up, 558—563.

Q Q
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SUIT IN EQUITY. See Feaud ; Legal Proceedings ;

Injunction.

not instituted but adopted by a corporation, 108.

to rescind contract to take shares induced by fraud,

235—240.

by a transferee, 241.

I. by a member complaining of the acts of the majority

:

corporation should always be a party, 484, 485.

but has sometimes been omitted, 484, 485.

suit for leave to use the corporate name, 485.

to set aside illegal forfeiture of shares, 488 n.

frame of suit—plaintiffs, 493—498.

when plaintiff is suing on behalf of a

class, 493—496.

who are variously affected, 495.

when plaintiff is personally precluded

from suing, 496.

when the wrong is peculiar to the

plaintiff, 497.

bill may not have a double aspect, 498.

defendants, 498, 499.

II. To restrain Ultra Vires proceedings :

by members of corporation, 500.

amount of interest necessary, 500—503.

nature of interest, 500—503.

smallness of interest no obstacle, 503.

the plaintiff must be bond fide so, 504,

505.

as to the frame of the suit, 504.

where plaintiff is the nominee ofothers,

505.

bill taken off the file, 505.

on behalf of the public :

Att.-Gen. must always be a party, 505.

when such a suit maybe instituted, 506—509.
frame of suit, 509, 510.
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SUIT IN EQUITY.—continmcl.

11. To restrain Ultra Vires proceedings

—

continued.

on behalf of the public

:

joint bill and information, 510.

by third parties, 511.

SUPEBME OOUET OF JUDICATURE ACT,

effect of section 25, sub-section 11, 165, 166, 243.

THIRD PARTIES. See Acquiescencjb ; Ratification.

special powers not to be used for benefit or injury of,

256, 257.

not bound by an agreement with corporation not under

seal of corporation, 322, 323.

when bound to see to formalities, 367—369.

cannot call upon the Courts to interfere in the internal

affairs of corporations, 490, 491.

TIME. See Acquiescence.

for employing special powers, 261.

length of in notices for meetings, 301, 302.

TOLLS,

meaning of, 284, 285.

TORTS. *SfeeFEAUD.

corporations can commit, 225, 226.

liability for those of agents, 225, 226, 231, 232,

244—249.

trespass and trover, 244.

false imprisonment, 245—247.

which involve intention, such as

malicious prosecution, 248, 249.

or libel, 249.

TRADING CORPORATION. See Business.

lands of, 9, 69, 83.
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TEADING GOEFOB.A1101>i—continued.

varieties of, 14—16.

business of—what may be engaged in, 68—78.

extension and development "of, 79—92.

dealing in shares, 92—96.

cannot deal in own without express

power, 96, 97.

sale of is invalid, 98.

user of lands, easements, &c., 83—86.

application to Parliament by, 197—217.

certain contracts of, need not be under seal, 312

—

316.

TRAFFIC AEEANGEMENTS,
distinction between and transfer of powers, 269—271.

are good if they give only running powers, 278.

but not if they amount to a delegation of special

powers {See also Powers of Coepoeations, IV.

Special, Transfee of), 282, 283.

may be good if only apportioning tolls, 284, 285.

or receipts arising from the traffic of a district,

286—290.

but not if they create a partnership, 284, 291—294.

or are to divide future traffic, 290, 291.

or amount to a transfer of the undertaking, 294

—

297.

TRANSFEEEE,
of share, cannot avail himself of a fraud committed on

the original shareholder, 241.

when bound to see to formalities, 347—349.

when formalities waived by, 375, 389—390.

TEANSFEES. See Acquiescence ; Formality ; Trans-

feree.

where the directors improperly refuse to agree to, 490.
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TETJST,

frequently exists with respect to corporate property,

57, 63.

always so in charitable corporations, semble, 64.

application to Parliament constituting breach of,

219—222.

powers to cancel, receive surrender of, or forfeit shares

are, 345, 346, 848.

TRUSTEE,
of shares for a private individual, 95.

for a corporation, 95, 97, 181.

every trustee entitled to an indemnity for expenses

properly incurred, 97, 181, 222, 223.

directors are, 334—338.

ULTRA VIRES. See Business ; Coeporation, Powers of.

various meanings of, 34—37.

correct legal meaning of, 36, 67, 68.

of directors, 36, 340, 341.

negotiable instruments issued, are void, 144.

applications to Parliament are not, if made bond fide

in furtherance of the corporate interests, 207—209.

but are, if not so made, 214—217.

or constitute a breach of trust,

219—224.

transfers of special powers are, 267—271.

unless in virtue of special authority, 271—274.

corporations not liable for engagements of promoters

which are, 397, 398.

agreements to amalgamate are, 431—439.

save in an indirect manner, 440—443.

liability of corporations for proceedings which are, 162,

512—532.

not upon a contract Ultra Vires, 514—516.
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ULTEA YIRES—continued.

liability where a corporation has received the considera-

tion, 516.

where a total failure of the consideration, 517.

semble corporation liable to

account, 518—522.

where held not liable, 523—526.

upon loans which have been applied to the

necessaries of the corporation, 526— 532.

the liability does not amount to a " debt," so as to

entitle the claimant to petition to wind up, 557.

Rule 26 as to winding up is, 555, 556.

an order of the Privy Council held to be, 556 n.

UNDERTAKING,
meaning of in mortgages, 117—119.

TJSAGrE. See Acquiescence.

efiFect of as to waiver of formalities, 374, 375.

on mode of conducting a meeting, 38i.

VISITOR, 45, 47.

WATER,
constant supply of, regulations as to, &c., 177.

WINDING UP,

incidental to an agreement to amalgamate, 440—443.

power of Court to confirm an invalid amalgamation in

a, 446 n.

power of Court to sell assets in, by section 161 of the

Companies Act, 1862, 461, 462.

by the Court, 556.

one of the rules for, is Ultra Vires,

555—556.
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WINDING ^V—continued.

by the Court, Ultra Vires proceedings no ground for,

556.

nor misconduct of directors or loss

of capital, 557.

claims in respect of Ultra Vires pro-

ceedings not debts, 557, 558.

voluntarily, 558.

what companies may thus wind up, 559

—

561.

unregistered companies—provisions as to, 561, 562.

what companies are within, 563.

WOKKING AGREEMENTS. See Tkaffic ARKANaEMENTS,

THE END.

BEADBUE7, AONEW, &, CO., PKIKTEHS, WHITEPRIAliS.












